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Invited review papers presented during the 363rd WE-Heraeus

Seminar on Neutron Stars and Pulsars will be published in

2007 by Springer in their series of LECTURE NOTES.

Copies of all talks and posters as well as the electronic version

of the proceedings are available onlin at:

http://www.mpe.mpg.de/363-heraeus-seminar/



Neutron stars are . . .

“sometimes pulsating, beamed, hot,

magnetized, compact, rotating objects . . . ”

minimum consensus of the notion of neutron stars after a brief discussion by Harald

Lesch among all participants of the 363rd WE-Heraeus-Seminar.

We would like to thank all participants for joining us in Bad Honnef and for

devoting their precious time and their research activities to our workshop. Many

thanks also to the team of the Physics-Center in Bad Honnef. Their quiet but

efficient work in the background provided a perfect basis for a smooth and

undisturbed working environment, the protected area, on the one hand side and

the very friendly and personal touch of service to us guests on the other. For her

perfect help in the organization of the seminar and with the registration process

we would also like to thank Ms. Christa Ingram.

We are grateful to the Wilhelm and Else Heraeus Foundation for their support.

München, Jan. 2007

W. Becker & H. H. Huang
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XMM-Newton Observations of PSR B1957+20

Hsiu-Hui Huang and Werner Becker

Max-Planck-Institut für extraterrestrische Physik, Giessenbachstrasse, 85748 Garching, Germany

Abstract. We report on XMM-Newton observations of
the “Black Widow pulsar”, PSR B1957+20. The pulsar’s
X-ray emission is non-thermal and best modeled with a
single powerlaw spectrum of photon index 2.03+0.51

−0.36. No
coherent X-ray pulsations at the pulsar’s spin-period could
be detected, though a strong binary-phase dependence of
the X-ray flux is observed for the first time. The data
suggest that the majority of the pulsar’s X-radiation is
emitted from a small part of the binary orbit only. We
identified this part as being near to where the radio eclipse
takes place. This could mean that the X-rays from PSR
B1957+20 are mostly due to intra-shock emission which is
strongest when the pulsar wind interacts with the ablated
material from the companion star.

1. Introduction

Until now, more than 1700 rotation-powered radio pulsars
are detected. Among them are about 10% which are mil-
lisecond pulsars (MSPs) (Manchester et al. 2005). They
form a separate population. The majority of them re-
sides in Globular Clusters (c.f. Bogdanov et al. 2006).
MSPs are presumed to have been spun up in a past ac-
cretion phase by mass and angular transfer from a bi-
nary companion (Alpar et al. 1982). Only about one third
of them are seen to be solitary. It is believed that they
lost their companion, e.g. in a violent supernova event.
All MSPs possess very short spin periods of less than
20 ms and show a high spin stability with period deriva-
tives in the range ≈ 10−18 − 10−21. MSPs are generally
very old neutron stars with spin-down ages τ = P/2Ṗ of
∼ 109 − 1010 years and low surface magnetic fields in the

range B ∝
√

(PṖ ) ∼ 108 − 1010 G.
At present, about 50% of all X-ray detected rotation-

powered pulsars are MSPs (c.f. Bogdanov et al. 2006 and
references therein). Among them an extraordinarily rich
astrophysics binary system which is formed by the mil-
lisecond pulsar PSR B1957+20 and its 0.025 M¯ low mass
white dwarf companion (Fruchter, Stinebring, & Taylor
1988). The pulsar has a spin period of 1.6 ms which is the
third shortest among all known MSPs. Its period deriva-

tive of Ṗ = 1.69×10−20 s s−1 implies a spin-down energy
of Ė = 1035 erg s−1, a characteristic spin-down age of
> 2 × 109 years, and a dipole surface magnetic field of
B⊥ = 1.4× 108 Gauss. The pulsar is orbiting its compan-
ion with an orbit period of 9.16-h. Optical observations
by Fruchter et al. (1988) and van Paradijs et al. (1988)
revealed that the pulsar wind consisting of electromag-
netic radiation and high-energy particles is ablating and
evaporating its white dwarf companion star. This rarely
observed property gave the pulsar the name black widow
pulsar. Interestingly, the radio emission from the pulsar
is eclipsed for approximately 10% of each orbit by mate-
rial expelled from the white dwarf companion. For a radio
dispersion measure inferred distance of 1.5 kpc (Taylor
& Cordes 1993) the pulsar moves through the sky with
a supersonic velocity of 220 km/sec. The interaction of a
relativistic wind flowing away from the pulsar with the in-
terstellar medium (ISM) produces an Hα bow shock which
was the first one seen around a ”recycled” pulsar (Kulka-
rni & Hester 1988).

In 1992 Kulkarni et al. published a contour map of the
X-ray emission of PSR B1957+20 which was derived from
ROSAT PSPC observations. Although this ROSAT data
were very sparse in statistics it led the authors to predict
faint diffuse X-ray emission to be present along a cylindri-
cal trail formed when the relativistic pulsar wind expands
into pressure equilibrium with the interstellar medium be-
hind the nebula. The much improved sensitivity of the
Chandra and XMM-Newton observatories made it possi-
ble to probe and investigate the structure and properties
of this unique binary system in much higher detail than it
was possible with ROSAT, ASCA or BeppoSAX. A narrow
X-ray tail with the extent of 16 arcsec and the orientation
to the north-east was detected from it in deep Chandra
observations by Stappers et al. (2003).

Searching in ROSAT data for a modulation of the pul-
sar’s X-ray emission as a function of its orbital phase re-
vealed a suggestive but insignificant increases in flux be-
fore (at phase φ ∼ 0.17) and after (at phase φ ∼ 0.4−0.5)
the pulsar radio eclipse (φ = 0.25) (Kulkarni et al. 1992).
Taking Chandra data into account revealed a hint that
the lowest and highest fluxes are located during and im-
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mediately after the radio eclipse, respectively. The statis-
tical significance of this modulation observed by Chandra,
though, is only 98% and thus prevents any final conclusion
on it (Stappers et al. 2003).

2. Observations and Data Analysis

PSR B1957+20 was observed with XMM-Newton on Oc-
tober 31, 2004 for a 30 ksec effective exposure. In this ob-
servation, the EPIC-MOS1 and MOS2 instruments were
operated in full-frame mode using the thin filter to block
optical stray light. The EPIC-PN detector was setup to
operate in the fast timing mode. Because of the reduced
spatial information provided by the PN in timing mode we
use the MOS1/2 data for imaging and spectral analysis of
the pulsar and its diffuse X-ray nebula while the PN data
having a temporal resolution of 0.02956 ms allowed us to
search for X-ray pulsations from the pulsar. All the data
were processed with the XMM-Newton Science Analysis
Software (SAS) package (Version 6.5.0). Spatial and spec-
tral analyses were restricted to the 0.3− 10.0 keV energy
band while for timing analysis events were selected for the
energy range 0.3− 3.0 keV.

2.1. Spatial Analysis

Figure 1 shows the combined EPIC-MOS1/2 image of the
PSR B1957+20 system. The image was created with a bin-
ning factor of 6 arcsec and by using an adaptive smoothing
algorithm with a Gaussian kernel of σ < 4 pixels in order
to better make visible faint diffuse emission. The extent of
the diffuse emission with its orientation to the north-east
is about 16 arcsec which is consistent with the previous
result derived from the Chandra Observations. However,
the detailed structure of the X-ray emission from XMM-
Newton can not be as clearly seen as from Chandra due
to the 10 times wider Point Spread Function (PSF) of
XMM-Newton.

Inspecting the XMM-Newton MOS1/2 image two faint
features (denoted as A and B) which contribute to only
about 3% of the total X-ray flux are apparent. In order
to investigate whether this faint features are associated
with nearby stars we inspected the Digitized Sky Survey
data (DSS) and the USNO-B1.0 Catalogue for possible
sources. These catalogues which are limited down to 22
mag (Krongold, Dultzin-Hacyan & Marziani 2001) and 21
mag (Monet et al. 2003) do not reveal possible counter-
parts. These features are not seen in the Chandra image
though (Stappers et al. 2003).

2.2. Spectral Analysis

Combined EPIC-MOS1/2 data of PSR B1957+20 were
extracted from a circle of 30 arcsec radius centered at
the pulsar position (RA (J2000) = 19h59m36s.77, Dec
= 20◦48′15”.12). The selection region contains about 85%

Fig. 1. XMM-Newton MOS1/2 image of the PSR B1957+20
-WD system with contour lines overlaid. The contour
lines are at the levels of (5.1, 6.1, 9.4, 16.3, 32.4, 69.0) ×
10−6 cts s−1arcsec−2. The position of the pulsar is indicated.

of all source counts. Background photons were selected
from a source-free region near to the pulsar position. Re-
sponse files were derived by using the XMM-Newton SAS
tasks RMFGEN and ARFGEN.

After subtracting background photons, in total 338
sources counts were available for a spectral analysis. The
extracted spectra were binned with at least 30 source
counts per bin. Assuming that the emission originates
from the interaction of the pulsar wind with the ISM or
with the stellar wind we expect synchrotron radiation to
be the emission mechanism of the detected X-rays. To test
this hypothesis we fitted the spectrum with a power law
model. Indeed, this model describes the observed spec-
trum with a reduced χ2

ν of 1.09 (for 8 D.O.F.). The
photon-index is found to be α = 2.03+0.51

−0.36. The column
absorption NH is 8.0× 1020 cm−2. For the normalization
at 1 keV we find 1.5+0.9

−0.3× 10−5 photons keV−1cm−2sec−1

(1-σ confidence for 1 parameter of interest). The spectrum
and the fit residuals are shown in Figure 2.

The unabsorbed X-ray fluxed derived from the best fit-
ting model parameters is fx = 8.35× 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2

and fx = 7.87 × 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2 in the 0.3 − 10
keV and 0.1 − 2.4 keV energy band, respectively. The X-
ray luminosities in these energy bands – calculated for
a pulsar distance of 1.5 kpc – are Lx(0.3 − 10.0keV) =
2.24 × 1031 erg s−1 and Lx(0.1 − 2.4keV) = 2.12 ×
1031 erg s−1, respectively. The conversion efficiency Lx/Ė
in the 0.1− 2.4 keV band is found to be ∼ 2.12× 10−4.

2.3. Timing Analysis

The EPIC-PN camera observed the pulsar in the fast tim-
ing mode. In this mode the spatial and spectral informa-
tion from a 64 × 199 CCD pixel array is condensed into
a one dimensional 64 × 1 pixel array (1D-image), i.e. the
spatial information in Y-direction is lost due to the con-
tinuous read-out of the CCD. The complete photon flux
(source plus DC emission from foreground or background
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Fig. 2. Energy spectrum of PSR B1957+20 obtained from the
XMM-Newton MOS1/2 data. The plot shows the X-ray spec-
trum fitted with an absorbed power law model (upper panel)
and contribution to the χ2 fit statistic (lower panel).

sources located along the read-out direction) is accumu-
lated and collapsed in the final 1D-image, severely reduc-
ing the signal-to-noise ratio of pulsed emission and pre-
venting the detection of weak X-ray pulsations from the
target of interest.

In order to search for X-ray pulsations from PSR
B1957+20 we extracted 1639 counts from the CCD
columns 33 − 41 in which the pulsar got located. In or-
der to increase the signal-to-noise ratio we restricted the
analysis to the energy range 0.3− 3.0 keV. Below and be-
yond this energy band the accumulative sky and instru-
ment background noise exceeds the contribution from the
pulsar itself (c.f. Becker & Aschenbach 2002). However,
still 80 % of the counts are estimated to be derived from
the background.

The photon arrival times were corrected to the so-
lar system barycentre with the BARYCEN tool (version:
1.17.3, JPL DE200) of the SAS package. As the pulsar is in
a binary we corrected for the orbital motion of the pulsar
by using the method of Blandford & Teukolsky (1976).

As millisecond pulsars are known to be extremely sta-
ble clocks we used the pulsar ephemeris from the ATNF
Catalogue, f = 622.122030511927 Hz and ḟ = −6.5221×
10−15sec−2 (at MJD = 48196.0) to perform a period fold-
ing. By using the Z2

n statistics (Buccheri et al. 1983) with
the harmonics number (n) from one to ten no significant
signal was detected at the radio spin period extrapolated
for the epoch of the XMM-Newton observation. Restrict-
ing the period search to the various smaller energy bands
did not change the result. A pulsed fraction upper limit
of 9% (1-σ) is deduced by assuming a sinusoidal pulsed
profile.

Arons & Tavani (1993) predicted that depending on
the flow speed and the degree of absorption and/or scat-
tering by the companion wind the X-ray emission from
PSR B1957+20 increases by up to a factor of 2.2 at the
orbital phase before and after the radio eclipse. In order to
test this prediction we created a lightcurve by binning all
events in bins of 2.2 ksec width. With an effective exposure
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Fig. 3. X-ray emission from PSR B1957+20 within 0.3 − 3.0
keV as function of the pulsar’s orbital phase (φ). φ = 0 corre-
sponds to the ascending node of the pulsar orbit. The upper
curve was obtained from the XMM-Newton EPIC-PN (back-
ground level at 88 cts/bin). The lower lightcurve is obtained
from the MOS1/2 data. Phase bins with zero counts correspond
to phase angles not covered in the observation.

time of about 30 ksec and an orbit period of 9.16-h the
XMM-Newton data cover roughly one binary orbit. The
lightcurves resulting from the EPIC-PN and MOS1/2 data
are shown in Figure 3. For the lightcurve deduced from the
PN-data (upper solid curve) it is clearly seen that before
the radio eclipse, i.e. between the orbital phase 0.05 and
0.25, the X-ray emission increases. The emission in the
highest bin is about a factor of 2.5 stronger than at other
orbital phase angles before and after the radio eclipse.
This is in agreement with the predictions made by Arons
& Tavani (1993).

Although it is the first time that a significant X-ray
flux modulation from PSR B1957+20 is observed, the flux
increase near the phase of the radio eclipse is virtually
only seen in the PN data. Owing to the short observation
time of 30 ksec, which is less than the time of one full
binary orbit, the orbit angles 0.30− 0.38 and 0.18 − 0.36
are not covered at all. It thus turns out that it was a
great fortune that the EPIC-PN, more or less by chance,
covered the orbital phase range of the radio eclipse and
provided us evidence for the flux enhancement while the
MOS1/2 detectors were already switched off. Table 1 lists
the first and the last photon arrival times recorded by the
MOS1/2 and EPIC-PN detectors and the corresponding
pulsar binary orbital phase.

3. Summary and Discussion

Interaction between relativistic pulsar winds which carry
away the rotational energy of pulsars and the surrounding
medium is expected to create detectable X-ray emission.
Indeed, there are about 30 pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe)
currently detected in the X-ray band (e.g. Kaspi, Roberts
& Harding 2006, Gaensler & Slane 2006, Kargaltsev &
Pavlov 2006). However, these PWNe are all powered by
young and powerful pulsars with spin-down energies of
more than ∼ 3.6 × 1036 erg s−1. Until now, only two
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Table 1. List of the first and the last photon arrival times and its corresponding orbital phase of PSR B1957+20 for the
MOS1/2 and PN detectors. Arrival times are corrected to the solar system barycentre. The orbital phase is measured from the
time of ascending node.

Date set 1st photon last photon Duration (s)
Time (MJD) Phase Time (MJD) Phase

MOS1 53309.9688 0.3605 53310.2830 0.1830 27143.4
MOS2 53309.9666 0.3548 53310.2846 0.1871 27467.1
PN 53309.9791 0.3873 53310.3301 0.3063 30327.4

MSPs are known to have X-ray nebulae. They are PSR
B1957+20 (Stappers et al. 2003) and PSR J2124-3358
(Hui & Becker 2006). Both of them have tail-like struc-
tures behind the moving pulsars. These trails could be
associated with the shocked relativistic wind confined by
the ram pressure of the ambient ISM.

The XMM-Newton data of PSR B1957+20 have pro-
vided observational evidence for a strong dependence of
the pulsar’s X-ray emission on its binary orbital phase. It
is the first time that a significant X-ray flux modulation
from PSR B1957+20 is observed. The emission near to the
radio eclipse is supposed to be beamed in a forward cone
because the shocked fluid is accelerated by the pressure
gradient as it flows around the eclipse region. Relativistic
beaming would tend to give the maximum flux just be-
fore and after the pulsar eclipse which for PSR B1957+20
is at orbital phase = 0.25. Arons & Tavani (1993) pre-
dicted that the immediately downstream flow velocity of
the shocked pulsar wind from the shock area along the line
between the pulsar and the ablating companion is about
c/3 and is even higher behind the relativistic shock when
it passes around the companion. The tenuous relativis-
tic plasma accelerates as it flows around the companion,
possibly passing through a sonic transition to leave the
binary system with the velocity larger than c/

√
3. Due

to Doppler boosting, the probable post-shock velocities of
the relativistic wind then suggest X-ray emission variation
around the orbital phase by a factor between 1.3 (v = c/3)
and 2.2 (v ∼= c/

√
3). This numbers were estimated with-

out considering the effect of absorption and/or scattering
within the binary. On the contrary, the X-ray emission at
the eclipse may be reduced because of the obscuration of
the shock by the companion.

However, given the limited photon statistics of the
XMM-Newton data it is not possible to investigate any
binary-phase resolved imaging and spectral variation as
a function of orbit phase or to determine the exact ge-
ometry of the peak emission. Such analysis would allow
us to investigate whether the X-ray emission from PSR
B1957+20 is present during all orbit angles or virtually
only near to the radio eclipse while diffuse X-ray emission
from the PWN is present at any orbital angle. Indeed, the
later is suggested by the current data and a confirmation
would have a severe impact on our understanding of the
pulsar’s X-ray emission properties. As the present XMM
observation covers barely one binary orbit, we stress that

it can not be fully excluded that the increase in photon
flux near the orbital angle of the radio eclipse is due to
a single ”burst like” event or that the peak flux emis-
sion varies from orbit to orbit or on longer time scales. A
repeated coverage of the binary orbit in a longer XMM-
Newton observation and a comparison with the 2004 data
would answer this question immediately. In addition, this
would provide us not only a better photon statistic but
also would allow us to determine the emission geometry
with a much higher accuracy than currently possible.
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Abstract. The majority of X-ray-detected rotation-
powered millisecond pulsars (MSPs) appear to exhibit pre-
dominantly thermal emission, believed to originate from
the heated magnetic polar caps of the pulsar. In the
nearest MSP, J0437–4715 a faint PL is also observed at
>3 keV, usually associated with magnetospheric emission
processes. However, the hard emission in this and other
similar MSPs may instead be due to weak Comptoniza-
tion of the thermal polar cap emission by energetic elec-
trons/positrons of small optical depth most likely in the
pulsar magnetosphere. This spectral model implies that
all soft X-rays are of purely thermal origin, which has im-
portant implications in the study of neutron stars.

1. Introduction

With the advent of the current generation of X-ray tele-
scopes, Chandra and XMM-Newton, it has become appar-
ent that the population of rotation-powered millisecond
pulsars (MSPs) possesses very diverse spectral proper-
ties. The most energetic (Ė ∼ 1036 ergs s−1), “Crab-like”
MSPs, B1937+21, B1821–24 (in the globular cluster M28),
and J0218+4232, exhibit strongly pulsed non-thermal X-
rays with LX ∼ 1033 ergs s−1, which are attributed to
non-thermal radiation processes in the pulsar magneto-
sphere (Nicastro et al. 2004; Becker et al. 2003; Rutledge
et al. 2004; Webb, Olive, & Barret 2004). Several binary
MSPs are observed at X-ray energies (with LX ∼ 1031

ergs s−1) due to interaction of their energetic particle wind
(Ė ∼ 1034−35 ergs s−1) with matter from a close stellar
companion (Grindlay et al. 2002; Stappers et al. 2003;
Bogdanov, Grindlay, & van den Berg 2005). The bulk of
X-ray detected MSPs show predominantly thermal spec-
tra with LX ∼ 1030−31 ergs s−1 (see Becker & Trum̈per
1999; Zavlin 2006; Bogdanov et al. 2006; review talk by
J. E. Grindlay). This thermal emission is widely believed
to arise due to heating of the magnetic polar caps by a
backflow of relativistic particles from the magnetosphere
(see e.g. Harding & Muslimov 2002; Zhang & Cheng 2003
and references therein).

Thermal radiation from neutron stars (NSs) is of great
interest in astrophysics as it serves as a probe of the en-
vironment near the surface of these compact objects. In
particular, the study of this emission may shed light on
the poorly understood properties of the stellar interior,
thus, providing constraints on the elusive NS equation of
state (EOS). Pavlov & Zavlin (1997) have shown that X-
ray spectral and timing observations of MSPs can be used
to measure fundamental NS parameters such as the mass-
to-radius ratio (M/R) of the underlying NS. These objects
are much better suited for such an analysis than other NS
systems such as X-ray binaries, isolated NSs, and normal
pulsars. In the latter objects there are numerous compli-
cations arising due to the effect of the strong magnetic
field on the emergent radiation (Zavlin et al. 1995), the
unknown temperature distribution across the surface, se-
vere reprocessing of the thermal radiation by the mag-
netosphere, the uncertain altitude above the NS surface
(e.g. in X-ray bursts, see Cottam et al. 2002), etc. Their
low magnetic fields (∼108−9 G), point-like emission re-
gions (<3 km), and “clean”, non-variable emission make
MSPs potential laboratories for tests of fundamental NS
physics.

However, it is important to realize that the thermal
photons originating at the surface of the NS must prop-
agate through the tenuous plasma present in the pulsar
magnetosphere and wind before reaching the observer.
Thus, it is essential to examine the effect of this plasma on
the thermal photons as it may impede efforts to constrain
the NS properties described above.

2. The power-law tail

The most suitable object for such a study is the near-
est and brightest radio millisecond pulsar known, PSR
J0437–4715 (Johnston et al. 1993; van Straten et al. 2001;
Hotan, Bailes, & Ord 2006). This MSP was the first to be
detected at X-ray energies in the ROSAT all-sky survey
(Becker & Trümper 1993). Subsequent ROSAT, Chandra,
and XMM-Newton observations (Zavlin & Pavlov 1998;
Zavlin et al. 2002; Zavlin 2006) have revealed that the
0.1–10 keV emission consists of two thermal components,
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Fig. 1. (top) Comptonized blackbody model spectrum for
Teff = 2.5 MK, kTe = 100 keV, and τ = 0.1. (bottom) Comp-
tonized H-atmosphere model spectrum for Teff = 1.3 MK,
kTe = 100 keV, and τ = 0.1. The photon energies have been
corrected for the gravitational redshift assuming R = 10 km
and M = 1.4 M¯. The dotted lines correspond to different
viewing angles relative to the surface normal (cos θ = 0.5, 0.25,
and 0.1, from top to bottom, respectively), while the solid line
is for cos θ = 1. In both panels the dashed line represents the
initial (unscattered) thermal spectrum.

Fig. 2. Chandra ACIS-S and XMM-Newton MOS1/2 spec-
tra of PSR J0437–4715 fitted with a two-temperature Comp-
tonized thermal spectrum (see Bogdanov, Grindlay, & Rybicki
2006 for best fit parameters).

and a faint power-law (PL) tail, with photon index Γ ∼ 2.
The latter can only be clearly seen in the spectrum for
>2.5 keV. Due to the limited photon statistics beyond ∼3

Fig. 3. Model for the broadband spectrum of PSR J0437-4715
as inferred from X-ray and FUV data for this pulsar. The two
hard thermal components (observed in X-rays) originate from
the heated magnetic polar caps of the pulsar, while the softest
(∼105 K) component (seen in the FUV) is due to emission from
the rest of the NS surface (see Kargaltsev, Pavlov, & Romani
2004). Note the PL tail for each thermal component due to
Comptonization.

keV, the nature of this X-ray component is ambiguous but
is usually attributed to non-thermal emission processes in
the pulsar magnetosphere. However, for J0437–4715 this
model encounters difficulties when extrapolated to lower
energies where it is in disagreement with the FUV data
for this pulsar (Kargaltsev, Pavlov, & Romani 2004) un-
less a break exists in the PL below 0.1 keV. Shock emis-
sion can also ruled out as the strength of the pulsar wind
(Ė = 3.8 × 1033 ergs s−1) is insufficient to have a signif-
icant effect on the He-WD companion. A third thermal
component is also rather implausible as it requires a pe-
culiarly small emission area (∼ a few meters) and high
surface temperature (Teff > 8× 106 K).

One physical mechanism for production of a PL spec-
trum in pulsars that is often overlooked is inverse Comp-
ton scattering (ICS). As a thermal photon emitted at the
NS surface propagates through the tenuous (low optical
depth) magnetospheric plasma and the particle wind of
the pulsar, it may be scattered by energetic e± and in the
process acquire energy. In the low optical depth (τ < 1)
regime, repeated ICS of thermal seed photons produces a
PL distribution of photons (see Rybicki & Lightman 1979;
Nishimura, Mitsuda, & Itoh 1986). Figure 1 illustrates the
effect of Comptonization on an initially thermal spectrum
for both blackbody and unmagnetized hydrogen atmo-
sphere (Romani 1987; Zavlin, Pavlov, & Shibanov 1996;
Heinke et al. 2006) spectra, using a model based on the
Comptonization algorithm of Nishimura et al. (1986).

As evident in Figure 2, the compbb Comptonization
model available in XSPEC1 is quite succesful at reproduc-

1 http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xanadu/xspec/
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Fig. 4. XMM-Newton EPIC-pn lightcurves of J0437 in the 0.3–
1 keV (top) and 3–6 keV (bottom) bands. In the Comptoniza-
tion model these bands contain purely thermal (unscattered)
and Comptonized photons, respectively. The dotted line in the
bottom panel shows the background level.

ing the observed shape of the X-ray spectrum of J0437–
4715. Note that the compbb model assumes a thermal dis-
tribution of scattering particles. However, in the pulsar
magnetosphere and the wind a thermal population of e±

is not sustainable due to the strong induced electric field.
The scattering e± are, therefore, most likely non-thermal
(PL). Nonetheless, the model we have used remains valid
since a PL photon spectrum is produced for an arbitrary
distribution of e± energies. Note that unlike the non-
thermal emission PL, the Comptonization PL does not
extend into the FUV (see Fig. 3), thus, avoiding any con-
flict with optical/UV data encountered by the alternative
model.

Using a simple calculation we can get a sense of the
density and physical size of the scattering medium necces-
sary to have a significant effect on the thermal spectrum.
Assuming a Goldreich-Julian (GJ) charged particle den-
sity in the MSP magnetosphere, we obtain n = nGJ ∼
0.07B/P = 4 × 109 cm−3 (Goldreich & Julian 1969),
where we have assumed B ∼ 108 G, and P = 5.76 ms,
aprropriate for J0437–4715. The optical depth is given by
τs = nLσ, where L is the path length through the scat-
tering medium and σ is the scattering cross section. For
L equal to the light cylinder radius (rlc = cP/2π = 275
km for J0437–4715) and σ equal to the Thomson cross
section (σT = 0.24×10−24 cm2) we find τ ∼ 7×10−8, too
low to have an observable effect on the X-ray spectrum.
However, the actual particle density in the vicinity of a

Fig. 5. (top) XMM-Newton MOS1/2 spectra of PSR
J0030+0451. (bottom) Chandra ACIS-S and XMM-Newton
MOS1/2 spectra of PSR J2124-3358. In both cases the data
are fitted with a two-temperature blackbody spectrum.

pulsar may greatly exceed the GJ density2, e.g., due to
pair production cascades by high energy photons. Thus,
n À nGJ and/or L À rlc are necessary to produce a suf-
ficient scattering optical depth to account for the PL tail
in J0437–4715.

Insight into the geometry of the Comptonizing plasma
may, in principle, be obtained by observing the behavior
of the PL radiation as a function of the spin phase of the
MSP. Figure 3 shows lightcurves of J0437–4715 folded at
the MSP spin period for the 0.3–1 keV and 3–6 keV energy
ranges. Unfortunately, the currently available timing data
do not permit any useful constraints on the properties
of the Comptonizing medium. The future generation of
X-ray facilities (Constellation-X 3 and XEUS4) should be
able to shed more light via phase-resolved spectroscopy at
energies beyond 10 keV.

2 In the double pulsar system PSR J0737–3039 (Burgay et
al. 2003), there is indication that the e± density in the wind
of pulsar A may be more than 4 orders of magnitude greater
than predicted by pulsar models (Lyutikov 2004; Arons et al.
2005).

3 http://constellation.gsfc.nasa.gov/index.html
4 http://www.rssd.esa.int/index.php?project=XEUS
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3. Conclusion

We have shown that the faint PL tail in the spectrum
of the millisecond pulsar PSR J0437–4715 could be the
observable signature of weak Comptonization of the ther-
mal X-ray photons by particles in the pulsar magneto-
sphere and wind. Deep multiwavelength (X-ray and opti-
cal/UV) observations of other MSPs, such as the nearby
isolated PSRs J0030+0451 and J2124–3358, would allow
an important test of the Comptonization model. For these
MSPs, due to the limited count statistics in the currently
available data, the presence of a PL tail cannot be estab-
lished (see Fig. 4). The absence of a stellar companion for
J0030+0451 and J2124–3358 has allowed very deep op-
tical observations, which have found no emission down
to V ∼ 27 − 28 (Koptsevich et al. 2003; Mignani &
Becker 2003). Such observations, coupled with more de-
tailed models describing the spatial and energy distribu-
tion of the particles populating the pulsar magnetosphere
and wind will lead to a more complete picture of the pulsar
environment and reveal the true nature of the PL emission
from J0437–4715.

If Comptonization is indeed the mechanism responsi-
ble for the PL emission, X-ray spectra of MSPs can poten-
tially serve as a valuable diagnostic of the charged particle
population near the pulsar, thus, providing important con-
straints for pulsar models. Perhaps more importantly, the
Comptonization model implies that all soft emission (<1
keV) from J0437–4715 is purely thermal (unscattered) ra-
diation, which has profound applications in the study of
NS structure.
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A Fast-Moving Central Compact Object in Puppis-A
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Abstract. Utilizing two Chandra High Resolution Cam-
era (HRC-I) observations with an epoch separation of
somewhat more than five years, we have measured the
proper motion of the central compact object, RX J0822-
4300, in the supernova remnant Puppis-A for the first
time. The position of RX J0822-4300 is found to be differ-
ent by 0.574 ± 0.184 arcsec, implying a proper motion of
107.49±34.46 mas/yr with a position angle of 241◦±24◦.
For a distance of 2.2 kpc, this proper motion is equiva-
lent to a recoil velocity of 1121.79 ± 359.60 km/s. Both
the magnitude and the direction of the proper motion are
in agreement with the birth place of RX J0822-4300 be-
ing near to the optical expansion center of the supernova
remnant. Although the positional shift inferred from the
current data is significant at a ∼ 3σ level only, one or more
future HRC-I observations can obtain a much larger posi-
tional separation and further constrain the measurement.

1. Introduction

Thanks to the much improved sensitivity of the state-of-
art X-ray observatories, the group of supernova remnants
(SNRs) which are known to host central compact objects
(CCOs) is a slowly growing one (see Hui & Becker 2006a
and reference therein). CCOs are generally characterized
by their high X-ray to optical/radio flux ratio, the lack of
long-term variability as well as their locations near to the
expansion centers of SNRs. One of the most interesting
CCO is RX J0822-4300 located in the SNR Puppis-A.

Recently, we have presented results from a detailed
study of RX J0822-4300 which made use of all XMM-
Newton and Chandra avaliable by now (Hui & Becker
2006a, 2006b). The spectral analysis of XMM-Newton
data revealed that the X-ray emission from RX J0822-
4300 is in agreement with being of thermal origin. A
double blackbody model with the temperatures T1 =
(2.35− 2.91) × 106 K, T2 = (4.84− 5.3)× 106 K and the
projected blackbody emitting radii R1 = (2.55−4.41) km,
R2 = (600 − 870) m gave the best description. Though a
blackbody plus a very steep power-law tail (α > 3) yields

a compatible goodness-of-fit relative to that of the double
blackbody model (cf. Table 2 in Hui & Becker 2006b).

The X-ray images taken with the Chandra HRC-I cam-
era allowed for the first time to examine the spatial na-
ture of RX J0822−4300 with sub-arcsecond resolution.
Besides an accurate measurement of the source position,
this observation constrained the point source nature of RX
J0822−4300 down to 0.59± 0.01 arcsec (FWHM) for the
first time.

Despite the effort in searching for coherent radio pul-
sations, RX J0822−4300 has not been detected as a radio
pulsar (Kaspi et al. 1996). Similar to many other CCOs,
it has no optical counterpart down to a limiting magni-
tude of B >∼ 25.0 and R >∼ 23.6 (Petre, Becker, & Win-
kler 1996). Together with the lack of long term flux vari-
ation (Hui & Becker 2006b), all these evidences rule out
many types of X-ray sources as a likely counterpart of RX
J0822−4300, except a neutron star.

RX J0822−4300 is located about ∼ 6 arcmin distant
from the optical expansion center of Puppis−A, which
is at RA=08h22m27.45s and Dec=−42◦57′28.6” (J2000)
(cf. Winkler & Kirshner 1985; Winkler et al. 1988). The
age of the supernova remnant, as estimated from the kine-
matics of oxygen-rich filaments is ∼ 3700 years (Winkler
et al. 1988). If these estimates are correct, RX J0822−4300
should have a proper motion of the order of ∼ 100 mas/yr
to a direction away from its proposed birth place.

We have tested this hypothesis by making use of
archival Chandra HRC-I data spanning an epoch of some-
what more than five years (Hui & Becker 2006a). The
expected positional displacement for RX J0822−4300 in
this time span is of the order of ∼ 0.5 arcsec. This is
in the range of the Chandra accuracy given the possi-
bility to correct for pointing uncertainties by using X-ray
counterparts of stars with accurate position and which are
serendipitously located in the field of view.

2. Observation and data analysis

Owing to the fact that there are only few bad pixels in
the Chandra HRC-I and the pixel size of 0.13187 arcsec
oversamples the point spread function (PSF) by a factor of
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∼ 5, the HRC-I appears to be the most suitable detector
to perform astrometric measurements of X-ray sources.

Checking the Chandra archive for suitable data we
found that by mid of 2006 RX J0822−4300 was observed
twice with the HRC-I. The first observation was performed
in 1999 December 21 (MJD 51533) for an exposure time of
about 16 ksec. The second observation was done in 2005
April 25 (MJD 53485) for an on-source time of ∼ 33 ksec.
In the April 2005 observation, the target was displaced
only ∼ 0.2 arcmin off from the optical axis of the X-ray
telescope. In the December 1999 data, it appears to be
∼ 0.3 arcmin off-axis which, in both cases, is small enough
to have a negligible effect for the distortion of the PSF rel-
ative to an on-axis observation.

In order to increase the precision required for accu-
rate astrometric measurements, systematic uncertainties
need to be corrected. Apart from the aspect offset correc-
tion we also considered the errors introduced by determin-
ing the event positions. The later included corrections of
the tap-ringing distortion in the position reconstruction
and the correction of errors introduced by determining
the centroid of the charge cloud. Instead of using the fully
processed pipeline products, we started our data reduc-
tion with level-1 files to be able to correct for these sys-
tematic effects. All the data processings were performed
with CIAO 3.2.1. Details of the applied corrections are
described in the following.

Instabilities in the HRC electronics can lead to a tap-
ringing distortion in the position reconstruction of events.
Correction has been applied to minimize this distortions in
standard HRC level-1 processing which required to know
the values of the amplitude scale factor (AMP SF). Such
values are found in the HRC telemetry and are different
for each event. Unfortunately, they are often telemetered
incorrectly. In order to fix this anomaly, we followed a
thread in CIAO to deduce the correct values of AMP SF
in the level-1 event file from other HRC event data and
applied these corrected values to minimize the distortion.

The de-gap correction was applied to the event files in
order to compensate the systematic errors introduced in
the event positions by the algorithm which determines the
centroid of the charge cloud exiting the HRC rear micro-
channel plate.

After correcting these systematic errors we generated
the level-2 event lists files which were used thoroughly for
the remaining analysis. We created HRC-I images of RX
J0822−4300 for both epochs with a binning factor of 1 so
that each pixel has a side length of 0.13187 arcsec.

To be able to correct for pointing uncertainties by us-
ing X-ray counterparts of stars which have their position
known with high accuracy, we applied a wavelet source de-
tection algorithm to the HRC-I images. Two X-ray point
sources with a count rate of about 1% and 3% relative
to that of RX J0822−4300 were detected serendipitously
at about ∼ 2.5 arcmin and ∼ 5.5 arcmin distance from
RX J0822−4300. Figure 1 shows a 9.5 × 7 arcmin field

surrounding RX J0822−4300 as seen with the HRC-I in
April 2005. Both serendipitous sources, denoted as A and
B, are indicated in this figure. Their X-ray properties are
summarized in Table 1.

In order to determine their X-ray positions with higher
accuracy than possible with the wavelet analysis, we fit-
ted a 2-D Gaussian model with the modeled PSF as a
convolution kernel to both sources A and B. These fits
require some information on the source energy spectrum
which is not available from the HRC-I data. We there-
fore checked the archival XMM-Newton data for both
sources and found from an spectro-imaging analysis of
MOS1/2 data (cf. Figure 1 in Hui & Becker 2006b) that
the hardness-ratios of source A and B are comparable to
that of RX J0822−4300 which has its energy peak at∼ 1.5
keV. We therefore extract the Chandra HRC-I PSF model
images at 1.5 keV with the corresponding off-axis angles
from the CALDB standard library files (F1) by interpo-
lating within the energy and off-axis grids using the CIAO
tool MKPSF. The exposure maps were also generated at
this energy by using MKEXPMAP.

The size of the 1−σ error circles of source A obtained
by this method are 0.16 arcsec and 0.07 arcsec for the
1999 and 2005 observations, respectively. The relatively
large error in the December 1999 observation is due to its
shorter integration time and thus smaller photon statis-
tics.

The large off-axis angle (∼ 5.5 arcmin) of source B
causes a marked blurring of the PSF (90% encircled en-
ergy radius ' 4 arcsec). Such distortion makes the source
appear to be very dispersed. Given the patchy and uneven
supernova remnant emission this source is surrounded by
and the limited photon statistics we did not succeed in ob-
taining its coordinates more accurate than possible with
the wavelet algorithm (which is ∼ 0.2 arcsec). This leaves
source A as the only reference star to perform astrometric
correction.

Correlating the source position of source A with the
Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) catalog (Skrut-
skie et al. 2006) identified the star with the source des-
ignation 08214628−4302037 as a possible optical coun-
terpart. Since the next nearest optical source is located
about 5 arcsec away from the X-ray position of source
A, we adopt the 2MASS source 08214628−4302037 as
its optical counterpart. The visual magnitudes of the ob-
ject are J = 12.161 ± 0.027, H = 11.675 ± 0.023 and
K = 11.558 ± 0.024. Since its spectral type is not known
with certainty, we adopted a typical X-ray-to-optical flux
ratio of log(Fx/Fopt) ' −2.46 for stars from Krautter et
al. (1999). Assuming a Raymond-Smith thermal plasma
model with kT = 0.15 keV, nH = 4 × 1021 cm−2 (Hui &
Becker 2006b) and solar abundances for the star’s spec-
trum we estimated with the aid of PIMMS (version 3.8a2)
its HRC-I count rate to be ∼ 3 × 10−3 cts/s. This is in
good agreement with the observed count rate of source A
(cf. Table 1).
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Table 1. X-ray properties of serendipitous sources in the neighborhood of RX J0822−4300.

Source X-ray position Positional errora Net count rate
RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) cts/s

1999 observation

A 08h21m46.339s −43◦02′03.73” 0.16” (2.51± 0.38)× 10−3

B 08h22m23.924s −42◦57′59.29” 0.20” (8.42± 0.75)× 10−3

2005 observation

A 08h21m46.313s −43◦02′03.46” 0.07” (3.20± 0.30)× 10−3

B 08h22m23.966s −42◦57′59.70” 0.18” (7.47± 0.48)× 10−3

a The positional errors of sources A and B are given by the PSF fitting and the wavelet detection algorithm respectively.

In order to use the optical identification of the
serendipitous X-ray source A as a reference source for the
offset correction, we have to check whether itself shows
a proper motion. To investigate this, we correlated its
2MASS position with the UCAC2 catalog (Zacharias et al.
2003). We unambiguously found a source with the UCAC2
designation 13302738 as a counterpart of the X-ray source
A. According to this catalog, this source has a proper mo-
tion of µRA = −16.0 ± 5.2 mas/yr, µdec = −1.7 ± 5.2
mas/yr.

We attempted to make an independent estimate by
analysing the images from the first and the second Dig-
itized Sky Surveys1. From the observation dates speci-
fied for the DSS-1 and DSS-2 images, we found that the
epoches of these two images are separated by 5134 days.
We took four bright stars within 1 arcmin neighborhood
of the X-ray source A as the references to align the frames
of DSS-1 and DSS-2. None of these stars appeared to be
saturated so that their positions could be properly deter-
mined by a 2-D Gaussian fit. We determined the offset
between these two images from comparing the best-fit po-
sitions of the four reference stars in both frames. However,
we found that the alignment error is at a level of ∼ 0.5
arcsec. This is close to the average positional discrepancy
between DSS-1 and DSS-2 which is found to be ∼ 0.6 arc-
sec. The information provided by DSS-1/2 thus does not
allow us to estimate the proper motion of our source of
interest independently. In view of this, we can only resort
on the findings in the UCAC2 catalog.

Under the assumption that the UCAC2 object
13302738 is indeed the optical counterpart of source A, we
applied the aspect correction to the corresponding frames
with the proper motion of the reference star taken into
account. However, with only one comparison source avail-
able for the frame alignment, there are some limitations in
our adopted method. Firstly, the roll angle between two
frames cannot be determined independently with just one
reference source. Hence, the accuracy of the current re-
sult is limited by the output of the star-tracking camera,
the Pointing Control and Determination system (PCAD).
Also, an independent estimate of the HRC-I plate scale

1 http://ledas-www.star.le.ac.uk/DSSimage/

cannot be made with only one reference source. The poten-
tial variation of the plate scale might introduce an extra
error, though we consider this is negligible as the typical
uncertainty of the HRC-I plate scale is at the order of
∼ 0.05 mas/pixel 2.

The error circle of the UCAC2 object 13302738 is spec-
ified to be 0.015 arcsec. Including the uncertainty in the
proper motion, the overall positional error of this astro-
metric source is increased with time which gives 0.016 arc-
sec and 0.037 arcsec in the December 1999 and April 2005
epoch respectively. The total error of the aspect correc-
tions is calculated by combining the statistical error of
the X-ray position of source A and the astrometric error
of the UCAC2 object in quadrature. This yields a 1 − σ
error of 0.161 arcsec and 0.079 arcsec for the aspect cor-
rection of the December 1999 and April 2005 observation,
respectively.

The position of RX J0822−4300 was determined by
the same procedure we applied to obtain the position
for source A. The fits provide us with the coordinates
for RX J0822−4300 which are RA=08h21m57.389s and
Dec=−43◦00′16.90” (J2000) in the 1999 observation and
RA=08h21m57.343s and Dec=−43◦00′17.18” (J2000) in
the April 2005 observation3. The 1−σ error of the position
introduced by the PSF-fit is 0.01 arcsec in both epochs.
In order to exclude any dependence of the deduced source
positions on the aperture size of the selected source region,
we repeated the fits for three different apertures with radii
equal to 3 arcsec, 4 arcsec and 5 arcsec, respectively. We
did not find any variation of the best-fitted parameters in
these independent fittings.

3. Results and discussion

The fitted X-ray positions of RX J0822−4300 are plot-
ted for the observational epochs December 1999 and April

2
http://cxc.harvard.edu/cal/Hrma/optaxis/platescale/geom public.html

3 The best-fitting position in the 1999 observation has
a 0.242 arcsec deviation from that inferred by Hui &
Becker (2006b) which corrected the offset by simply us-
ing the calculator provided by the Chandra Aspect team
http://cxc.harvard.edu/cal/ASPECT/fix offset/fix offset.cgi
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Fig. 1. Part of the Chandra HRC-I image of the Puppis−A
supernova remnant. Besides RX J0822−4300, there are two
serendipitous point sources detected in the field of view. They
are denoted as source A and B. The optical expansion center
of Puppis−A as obtained by Winkler et al. (1988) is marked
by a cross.

2005 in Figure 2. The size of the error circle for each posi-
tion is determined by adding the error in correcting the as-
pect offset and the error of the position of RX J0822−4300
in quadrature. This gives 0.162 arcsec and 0.088 arcsec for
the December 1999 and the April 2005 observations, re-
spectively. The corresponding error circles are indicated
in Figure 2.

Comparing the positions of RX J0822−4300 as de-
duced for the two observations in 1999 and 2005 we found
that they are different by 0.574 ± 0.184 arcsec. This is
well consistent with the displacement estimated from the
kinematic age of the SNR and the positional offset of
RX J0822−4300 from the SNR’s optical expansion cen-
ter (cf. §1). The quoted error is 1 − σ and combines the
positional errors in both epochs in quadrature.

Given the epoch separation of 5.34 years for both
Chandra HRC-I observations the observed proper motion
of RX J0822−4300 is µ = 107.49 ± 34.46 mas/yr. The
position angle is PA=241◦ ± 24◦. Taking the position in-
ferred from the December 1999 observation and the posi-
tion of the optical expansion center of Puppis−A (Winkler
et al. 1988), a position angle of PA' 243◦ is implied. Such
consistency suggests that RX J0822−4300 is indeed phys-
ically associated with Puppis−A and its actual birth place
is not too far away from the SNR’s optical expansion cen-
ter. Assuming that the distance of 2.2 kpc to Puppis−A
is correct, the observed proper motion implies that RX
J0822−4300 has a projected recoil velocity as high as
1121.79± 359.60 km/s to the southwest.

Although our result is a promising indication of a fast
moving CCO in a SNR, we note that the deduced posi-
tional shift is only significant at a 3.1σ level. Since the
X-ray source A is rather faint, its relatively large posi-

1999 December 21
    ( MJD 51533)

2005 April 25
 ( MJD 53485)
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Fig. 2. The best-fitted X-ray positions of RX J0822−4300 in
two epochs are marked by crosses. The circles indicate the 1−σ
error. The arrow shows the direction of proper motion inferred
from both positions.

tional error predominates in the error budget. In order to
further constrain this measurement, one or more Chandra
HRC-I observations can attain a much larger positional
separation in a few years from today.

After the letter of Hui & Becker (2006a) was accepted
for publication in A&A, we became aware that a paper
on the similar subject as presented here was submitted to
ApJ by Winkler & Petre (2006). In their paper, though
using the same dataset as we use, a much higher signifi-
cance (9.4σ !) for the proper motion of RX J0822−4300 is
claimed. They justify this by their inclusion of source B as
a second reference star. In view of its large off-axis angle,
thus blurred PSF and large error circle (∼ 0.2 arcsec), we
question their justification and doubt their error estimate
being a realistic value, even their proper motion estimate
is qualitatively similar to ours.
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Discovery of an X-ray Nebula associated with PSR
J2124−3358

C. Y. Hui and W. Becker

Max–Planck–Institut für extraterrestrische Physik, Giessenbachstraße, 85740 Garching, Germany

Abstract. We report the discovery of an X-ray neb-
ula associated with the nearby millisecond pulsar PSR
J2124−3358. This is the first time that extended emis-
sion from a solitary millisecond pulsar is detected. The
emission extends from the pulsar to the northwest by
∼ 0.5 arcmin. The spectrum of the nebular emission can
be modeled by a power law spectrum with photon index of
2.2±0.4. This is inline with the emission being originated
from accelerated particles in the post shock flow.

1. Introduction

Rotation-powered pulsars are well-known to be the ob-
jects tapping their rotational energy into pulsed emission.
However, it is now generally believed that a much larger
fraction of the rotational energy leaves the pulsars’ mag-
netosphere in the form of magnetized wind. When the
relativistic wind particles interact with the interstellar
medium, synchrotron emission, which is characterized by
a power-law spectrum (Chevalier 2000) is radiated.

If a pulsar moves across the surrounding medium with
a velocity exceeding the speed of sound for the medium,
a bow shock can be formed. The structure of a bow shock
can consist of two parts (Gaensler 2005). The forward
shock, resulting from collisional excitation, is expected to
produce Hα emission. Also, the termination shock is pro-
duced by the pressure difference between regions ahead
of and behind the pulsar’s velocity vector. The relativis-
tic wind particles will be accelerated in the termination
shock and hence generate synchrotron emission from ra-
dio to X-ray. The morphology of the X-ray termination
shock is generally cometary.

Recently, we have conveyed searches for diffuse X-ray
emission around a group of millisecond pulsars. The pul-
sars are PSR J2124−3358, J0437−4715, J0030+0451 and
J1024−0719 which have comparable spin parameters (Hui
& Becker 2006). The period and period derivative of this
group have ranges of 4.87−5.76 ms and (1.0−1.87)×10−20

s s−1 respectively. In this work, we have discovered an
elongated structure associated with PSR J2124−3358
(Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. a) XMM-Newton MOS1/2 image of PSR J2124−3358
with overlaid contours. The pulsar proper motion is indicated
by an arrow. The position of bright stars located in the 1.5
arcmin neighborhood is indicated. b) PSR J2124−3358 as seen
by the ACIS detector aboard Chandra.

PSR J2124-3358 was discovered by Bailes et al. (1997)
during the Parkes 436 MHz survey of the southern sky.
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The pulsar has a rotation period of P = 4.93 ms and a
proper motion corrected period derivative of Ṗ = 1.33 ×
10−20 s s−1. These spin parameters imply a characteristic
age of 5.86 × 109 yrs and a dipole surface magnetic field
of 2.60 × 108 G (Manchester et al. 2005). The radio dis-
persion measure gives a distance of about 250 kpc. It is
found to have a space velocity of ∼ 58 km/s (Manchester
et al. 2005). Gaensler, Jones & Stappers (2002) discov-
ered an Hα-emitting bow shock nebula around PSR J2124-
3358. This bow shock is very broad and highly asymmetric
about the direction of the pulsar’s proper motion.

2. Data Analysis and Results

PSR J2124−3358 has been observed by XMM-Newton in
2002 April 14−15 with an effective exposure time of ∼ 40
ks. A vignetting corrected image of the field of PSR J2124-
3358 as seen by the XMM-Newton’s MOS1/2 CCDs is
shown in Figure 1a. The binning factor in this image is
6 arcsec. Adaptive smoothing with a Gaussian kernel of
σ < 4 pixels has been applied to the image. X-ray contours
are calculated and overlaid on the image. The contour lines
are at the levels of (4.2, 5.2, 7.6, 13, 28, 63)× 10−6 cts s−1

arcsec−2. It can be seen that the X-ray source which is co-
incident with the pulsar position has an asymmetric source
structure of ∼ 0.5 arcmin extent, with its orientation to
the northwest. Systematic effects which could cause an ad-
equate distortion of the instrument’s point spread function
(PSF) are not known for XMM-Newton. We are therefore
prompted to interpret this elongated structure in terms of
a pulsar X-ray trail. The signal-to-noise of this elongated
feature in the XMM-Newton data is ∼ 4 in the energy
range 0.25− 5 keV.

We have investigated a possible contribution to the
diffuse X-ray emission by nearby stars. To do so, we in-
vestigated the Digitized Sky Survey data (DSS) for the
sky region around PSR J2124−3358. There are four field
stars, which are labeled as A, B, C and D in Figure 1a, in
the 1.5 arcmin neighborhood of PSR J2124−3358. None
of them is found to match the position of the diffuse elon-
gated X-ray structure. It can be seen in Figure 1a that the
positions of stars B and C coincide with two faint X-ray
sources which are disconnected with the trail emission of
PSR J2124−3358, though.

The detection is which supported by the Chandra
ACIS-S3 observation took place on 2004 December 19-
20 for an exposure time of ∼ 30 ks. An image made from
this data with 0.5 arcsec binning and adaptive smooth-
ing applied (using a Gaussian kernel with σ < 1.5 pixel)
is shown in Figure 1b. Arc-like diffuse emission which is
within the pulsar’s Hα nebula is clearly detected. Since
the PSF width of XMM-Newton is about 10 times that
of Chandra, it blurred most of the detailed structure seen
in the Chandra data. However, it should be noted that
the overall direction of the feature in the Chandra image
is consistent with the orientation of the trail detected by

Fig. 2. Energy spectrum of the X-ray trail of PSR J2124−3358
as observed with MOS1/2 and ACIS-S3 detectors and simul-
taneously fitted to an absorbed power-law model (upper panel)
and contribution to the χ2 fit statistic (lower panel).

XMM-Newton. The signal-to-noise of this feature in the
Chandra data is ∼ 5 in the energy range of 0.3− 8 keV.

For the spectral analysis, we extracted the energy spec-
trum within a 30× 35 arcsec box from the XMM-Newton
MOS1/2 data. Using a box rather than a circular selec-
tion region allows to avoid the emission from the pulsar
and excludes any potential contamination from the field
stars B and C. However, we estimate that the wing of the
XMM-Newton PSF centered at the pulsar position still
contributes ∼ 20% to the total counts inside the box. The
background spectrum was extracted from a source free re-
gion near to PSR J2124−3358. In total, 92 and 67 source
counts are available from the trail in the MOS1 and MOS2
detectors, respectively. Response files were computed by
using the XMMSAS tasks RMFGEN and ARFGEN. The
spectra were dynamically binned so as to have at least 10
counts per bin.

In the Chandra data we selected the energy spectrum
of the diffuse emission from a box of size 10 × 20 arc-
sec. Owing to the narrow PSF of Chandra the contamina-
tion of pulsar emission in this box is negligible. The back-
ground spectrum was extracted from a low count region
near to the diffuse feature. In total 46 source counts are
contributed from the Chandra data. Response files were
computed by using tools MKRMF and MKARF of CIAO.
The spectrum was binned to have at least 8 counts per
bin. The degradation of quantum efficiency of ACIS was
corrected by applying the XSPEC model ACISABS.

We hypothesize that the diffused emission should be
originated from the interaction of pulsar wind and the
ISM. Synchrotron radiation from the ultra-relativistic
electrons is generally believed to be the emission mech-
anism of the pulsar wind nebula, which then is character-
ized by a power-law spectrum. With a view to test this
hypothesis, we fitted an absorbed power-law model to the
nebular spectrum with XSPEC 11.3.1 in the 0.25 − 10
keV energy range. With a column density of 5 × 1020

cm−2 as obtained from spectral fits to the pulsar emis-
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sion, we found that the model describes the observed spec-
trum fairly well (χ2

ν = 0.79 for 26 D.O.F.). The photon
index is α = 2.2 ± 0.4 and the normalization at 1 keV
is (2.94 ± 0.48) × 10−6 photons keV−1 cm−2 s−1 (1 − σ
error for 1 parameter in interest). In view of the low
photon statistic we tested for a possible dependence of
the fitted model parameters against the background spec-
trum. All deviations found in repeating the fits with dif-
ferent background spectra were within the 1 − σ confi-
dence interval quoted above. The unabsorbed fluxes and
luminosities deduced for the best fit model parameters
and the energy ranges 0.1−2.4 keV and 0.5−10 keV are
fX = 1.8 × 10−14 ergs s−1 cm−2, LX = 1.3 × 1029 ergs
s−1 and fX = 1.2×10−14 ergs s−1 cm−2, LX = 8.9×1028

ergs s−1, respectively. The best fitting spectral model is
displayed in Figure 2.

3. Discussions

Adopting the dispersion measure based distance of ∼ 250
pc, the X-ray trail has a length of l ∼ 1.1×1017 cm. For the
pulsar’s proper motion velocity of 58 km s−1 (Manchester
et al. 2005), the timescale, tflow, for the passage of the
pulsar over the length of its X-ray trail is estimated to be∼
600 yrs. According to the discussion in Becker et al. (2005)
on the trail emission of PSR B1929+10 we estimate the
magnetic field in the shocked region by assuming tflow to
be comparable to the electron lifetime of the synchrotron
emission. This yields ∼ 30µG for the inferred magnetic
field strength in the emitting region. The magnetic field
strength in the ISM is estimated to be ∼ 2−6µG (cf. Beck
et al. 2003 and references therein). Taking into account
that the magnetic field in the termination shock might be
compressed (e.g. Kennel & Coroniti 1984), our estimation
is approximately consistent if the compression factor is
∼ 7.

Following Becker et al. (2005), we applied a simple one
zone model (Chevalier 2000) to estimate the spectral be-
havior and the X-ray luminosity of the nebular emission.
The X-ray luminosity and spectral index depend on the
inequality between the characteristic observed frequency
νobs

X and the electron synchrotron cooling frequency νc

which is estimated to be 1.6 × 1017 Hz. Since in gen-
eral νobs

X > νc, we concluded that the emission is in a
fast cooling regime. Electrons with the energy distribu-
tion, N(γ) ∝ γ−p, are able to radiate their energy in the
trail with photon index α = (p + 2)/2. The index p due
to shock acceleration typically lies between 2 and 3 (cf.
Cheng, Taam, & Wang 2004 and references therein). Tak-
ing p = 2.35 yields αth ' 2.2 which is in accordance with
the result from the observed value αobs = 2.2 ± 0.4. As-
suming the energy equipartition between the electron and
proton (Cheng, Taam, & Wang 2004), we take the frac-
tional energy density of electron εe to be ∼ 0.5 and the
fractional energy density of the magnetic field εB to be
∼ 0.01. Assuming a number density of ISM to be 1 cm−3,

the distance of the shock from the pulsar is estimated to
be ∼ 3.6× 1016 cm. With these estimates, the calculated
luminosity, νLν , is given as ∼ 1029 ergs s−1 which is well
consistent with the observed values of 1.3× 1029 ergs s−1

(0.1-2.4 keV) and 8.9× 1028 ergs s−1 (0.5-10 keV).
Although the general properties of the X-ray trail in

PSR J2124−3358 are not in contradiction with properties
observed in other pulsars there are still ambiguities which
are not completely resolved. First, one should notice that
the trail is misaligned with the direction of the pulsar’s
proper motion. As reported by Gaensler, Jones, & Stap-
pers (2002), the head of the Hα bow shock is found to
be highly asymmetric about the pulsar’s velocity vector
with the apparent nebular symmetry axis deviated from
the velocity vector by ∼ 30◦. Even though the misalign-
ment of the X-ray trail seems to agree with the asymmetry
of the Hα nebula, deeper observations by XMM-Newton
and Chandra are required in order to constrain the phys-
ical properties of this interesting nebula in higher detail.
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Abstract. We report the results of simultaneous obser-

vations of the Vela pulsar in X-rays and radio from the

RXTE satellite and the Mount Pleasant Radio Observa-

tory in Tasmania. We sought correlations between the

Vela’s X-ray and radio flux densities and radio arrival

times on a pulse by pulse basis. We found significantly

higher flux density in Vela’s main X-ray peak during ra-

dio pulses that arrived early. This excess flux shifts to

the ‘trough’ following the 2nd X-ray peak during radio

pulses that arrive later. We suggest that the mechanism

producing the radio pulses is intimately connected to the

mechanism producing X-rays. Current models using reso-

nant absorption in the outer magnetosphere as a cause of

the radio emission, and less directly of the X-ray emission,

are explored as a possible explanation for the correlation.

1. Introduction

The complexity of Vela’s spectrum allows for the possi-

bility of both polar cap (Daugherty & Harding 1996)

and outer-gap (Cheng, Ruderman, & Zhang 2000) mod-

els of emission, but only a subset of the models suggest

a connection between the radio and X-ray emission. For

example Harding et al. (2002) suggest that scattering of

soft X-ray photons in a polar cap model could explain the

observed optical spectrum of Vela and also provide for the

alignment of the radio peak with a very soft X-ray peak,

which they observe. The connection between X-ray and

radio emission that we offer in this article favors models

such as this, which connect far reaching ends of the elec-

tromagnetic spectrum.

Additional experiments linking pulsar emission in

the radio and X-ray regimes have been performed

by Cusumano et al. (2003) and Vivekanand (2001).

Cusumano et al. show that in PSR B1937+21 there is

close phase alignment between X-ray pulses and giant ra-

dio pulses, suggesting a correlation in their emission re-

gions. The work by Vivekanand, on the other hand, ex-

plains the connection between the Crab pulsar’s radio and

X-ray flux variations as a result of temporal variations in

the number of “basic emitters” or in the basic emitters’

degree of coherence.

Giant radio pulses have not been shown to exist in

Vela, but Johnston et al. (2001, hereafter J01) discovered

‘giant micropulses’ in the Vela pulsar, which have flux den-

sities no more than ten times the mean flux density and

have a typical pulse width of ∼ 400µs. These micropulses

may explain the results of Krishnamohan & Downs (1983,

hereafter KD83) who found that the strongest radio pulses

arrive earlier than the averaged profile.

By doing a pulse-by-pulse analysis of the Vela pulsar

in X-ray and radio wavelengths, we will show in this paper

that the emission mechanisms creating the Vela pulsar’s

X-ray and radio flux densities must be related. We will

discuss the X-ray and radio observations in §2, our anal-

ysis in §3, the effects of scintillation in §4, a discussion of

interpretations in §5, theoretical predictions as they relate

to our results in §6, and finally our conclusions and related

future work in §7.

2. Observations

Our data consist of 74 hours of simultaneous radio and

X-ray observations taken over three months at the Mount

Pleasant Radio Observatory in Tasmania and with the

RXTE satellite.

The radio data were acquired during 12 separate obser-

vations using the 26m antenna at a frequency of 990.025

MHz between 30 April and 23 August, 1998. All individ-

ual pulses from Vela are detectable, and the pulse height,
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integrated area, and central time of arrival (for the solar-

system barycenter) were calculated from cross-correlation

with a high signal to noise template in the usual fashion.

The X-ray data were taken during the same three

months, yielding 265 ks of usable simultaneous obser-

vation. For the purposes of this project, only top-layer

data from RXTE’s Proportional Counter Units (PCUs) in

Good Xenon mode in the energy range of 2-16 keV were

used. Other filtering parameters included were standard

RXTE criteria: elevation was greater than 10 degrees, off-

set was less than 0.02 degrees, the data were taken with at

least 3 PCUs on, time since SAA was at least 30 minutes,

and electron0 was less than 0.105.

3. Analysis

We filtered the X-ray photon arrival times and trans-

formed them to the Solar System Barycenter (SSB) us-

ing the standard FTOOLS (Blackburn 1995) package.

We calculated the pulsar phase at the time of each X-ray

photon, and matched each X-ray photon with the radio

pulse that arrived at the SSB at the same time. We then

compared pulse profiles for X-rays segregated according

to the arrival time of the radio pulse.

We filtered the X-ray photon arrival times and trans-

formed them to the Solar System Barycenter (SSB) using

the standard FTOOLS (Blackburn 1995) package. We cal-

culated the pulsar phase at the time of each X-ray photon,

using the radio pulsar-timing program TEMPO1, and the

ephemeris downloadable from Princeton University1. We

matched each X-ray photon with the radio pulse that ar-

rived at the SSB during the same turn of the pulsar. The

precise period of time associated with each radio pulse was

given by our best model for the pulse arrival time, ±0.5×

the instantaneous pulse period calculated via the model.

Photons arriving on the borderline were associated with

the earlier pulse. We then compared pulse profiles for X-

rays segregated according to the corresponding radio pulse

arrival time.

Radio pulses arrive at a range of times around the

predicted arrival time, as KD83 found. The histogram of

residual arrival times for radio pulses, relative to the pre-

diction of our best model, is shown in Figure 1. We divided

all of the pulses into four quartiles, by the residual phase

of the radio pulse, with equal numbers of pulses in each

quartile. Figure 1 shows our division of the residual phase

of the radio pulse into the quartiles. We called the quartiles

early, medium-early, medium-late, and late, according to

the arrival time of the radio pulse.

We formed an X-ray pulse profile for each of the quar-

tiles of radio-pulse arrival times, from the X-ray photons

associated with each. Figure 2 shows the four resulting

X-ray profiles with errors determined by counting statis-

tics. The X-ray profiles are significantly different; the pulse

1
See http://pulsar.princeton.edu/tempo

changes in shape among the quartiles. In particular it ap-

pears that the first X-ray pulse is sharper and stronger

during “early” radio pulses. Also, it appears that the

trough after the 2nd X-ray peak around phase 0.4 (here-

after called simply ‘the trough’) gets “filled in” in late

quartiles.

In order to graphically analyze the changes in pulse

shape, we plot the profiles in different quartiles against

one another in Figure 3. The solid diagonal line shows

where the points would lie if the profiles were identical.

As the figure shows, Bin 2 (the tallest bin in the 1st X-ray

peak) is significantly stronger in the early quartile than

in the late quartile. In addition, although less noticeable,

Bins 12, 13 and 1 (the trough) are significantly weaker in

the early quartile than in the late.

Overall, the data suggest that sharper X-ray pulses are

associated with earlier radio pulses. In Figure 4 we plot

the height of the peak in Bin 2, and of the trough in Bins

12 and 13, against the lateness of the quartile. The figure

shows a systematic trend of a weaker peak toward late

arrivals. The increase in photon rate in the trough makes

up for much of the loss of X-ray photons in the peak.

Fig. 1. The total number of radio pulses vs phase relative to a

predictive long-term timing model. The dotted lines show the

boundaries of the four bins that were used to make the four

profiles shown in Figure 2.

4. Scintillation

In contrast to effects intrinsic to the pulsar, scintillation

is unlikely to produce the observed association, because it

does not affect X-rays; scintillation might erase such a cor-
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Fig. 2. Full-period X-ray profiles for photons detected during

radio pulse arrival times falling in the four quartile bins shown

in Figure 1. The radio peak falls at phase 0.5.

Fig. 3. Measured counts in the late radio phase quartile vs

counts in the early radio phase quartile. X-ray phase bins are

numbered sequentially beginning with 1.

relation but it cannot introduce it. Nonetheless, we used

a number of techniques to ensure that our result was not

produced by scintillation including subtracting the aver-

age residual from each 5-minute span of data, and defin-

ing the four quartiles based on both 5-minute and 1-hour

Fig. 4. The height of Bin 2, and of the dip in Bins 12 and 13,

vs the lateness of the quartile.

spans of data. More details can be found in Lommen et al.

(2006). In summary, none of these techniques changed our

results significantly.

5. Discussion

J01 showed that the giant micropulse emission occurs

about 1 ms before the radio peak, so it is realistic to con-

sider the possibility that the giant micropulse emission

is primarily responsible for the early arrival of the radio

pulse. The hypothesis is consistent with the timescale of

the “early-ness”: the full-width at half-maximum of the

histogram of arrival time residuals shown in Figure 1 is

about 0.5 ms. However, the more detailed analysis per-

formed in Lommen et al. (2006) shows that the effect can-

not be explained by the occurrence of giant micropulses.

6. Theoretical Predictions

The results described above imply a connection between

the radio and X-ray emission mechanisms for Vela that

is not consistent with outer gap models. In these models,

the high energy emission results from a gap connection to

the pole opposite from that producing the radio emission.

It is not clear how a correlation could exist between the

radio and high energy regimes in these models. Petrova

(2003, and references therein), however, offers a detailed

model that could explain the correlation. She states that

the non-thermal optical emission of rotation-powered pul-

sars should be considered as part of the broadband high-

energy emission. Her models suggest that resonant absorp-

tion of radio emission from the outer magnetosphere leads
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to an increase in the pitch angles and momenta of the

secondary pairs, which then leads to optical and higher

energy emission by spontaneous synchrotron radiation.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

We have significant evidence linking features of Vela’s X-

ray emission with features of its radio emission. We find

that X-ray pulses associated with early radio pulses show

stronger emission at the main X-ray peak which is the

sharper of the two. Similarly X-ray pulses associated with

later radio pulses show stronger emission at the trough

following the 2nd X-ray peak. We conclude that there is

a close relationship between X-ray and radio emission in

the Vela pulsar.

We plan to further characterize the relationship be-

tween the radio and high energy emissions of pulsars to

identify their origins and constrain magnetospheric mod-

els. In particular, we will explore the dependence of radio-

to-X-ray correlations on the radio frequency and polariza-

tion properties of individual Vela pulses, both of which

carry information about emission altitudes. Similar ob-

servations of other pulsars also promise useful insights

as probes of different magnetic field strengths and emis-

sion/viewing geometries.
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Abstract. Thermal radiation from hot polar caps is ex-

amined in radio pulsars with drifting subpulses. It is ar-

gued that if these subpulses correspond to sparking dis-

charges of the inner acceleration region right above the

polar cap surface then a simple relationship between the

observed subpulse drift rate in radio and thermal X-ray

luminosity from the polar cap heated by sparks should

exist. This relationship is derived and tested in pulsars

for which an appropriate good quality data is available.

1. Introduction

Almost 40 years have passed since the discovery of pul-

sars and the mechanism of their coherent radio emission is

still not known. The puzzling phenomenon of drifting sub-

pulses is widely regarded as a powerful tool for the investi-

gation of mechanisms of pulsar radio emission. In the clas-

sical model of Ruderman & Sutherland (1975; RS75 hence-

forth) the spark-associated subbeams of subpulse emission

circulate around the magnetic axis due to E × B drift

of spark plasma filaments. This model is widely regarded

as the most natural and plausible explanation of drifting

subpulse phenomenon, at least qualitatively. Despite its

popularity the RS75 model is known to suffer from the

so-called binding energy problem (for review see Usov &

Melrose 1995, 1996). In fact, the cohesive energy of surface

iron ions were largely overestimated in RS75 and the ”vac-

uum gap” envisioned by RS75 was impossible to form. A

number of attempts have been made to resolve this prob-

lem, including a quite exotic proposal that radio pulsars

with drifting subpulses are bare polar cap strange stars

(BPCSS) rather than neutron stars (Xu, Qiao & Zhang,

1999). Gil & Melikidze, (2002) argued that the formation

of RS75 gap above the neutron star polar cap was, in prin-

ciple, possible, although it required a very strong surface

magnetic field, much stronger than the dipolar component

inferred from the observed spin-down rate. Growing evi-

dence of such strong non-dipolar surface field accumulates

in the literature, both observational and theoretical (see

Urpin & Gil 2004, for short review).

Even if the RS75 gap was possible to form, it would

not automatically solve the mystery of drifting subpulses.

It is well known that the original model of RS75 predicts

too fast a drifting rate (e.g. Deshpande & Rankin, 1999;

DR99 henceforth). Motivated by this issue Gil, Melikidze

& Geppert (2003; GMG03 henceforth) developed further

the idea of the inner acceleration region above the polar

cap by including the partial screening due to thermionic

ions flow from the surface heated by sparks. We will call

this kind of the inner acceleration region the “partially

screened gap” (PSG henceforth). The slow drift corre-

sponds to E×B drift of spark generated electron-positron

pairs, until the total charge density within the partially

screened gap reaches the co-rotational value. Since the

PSG potential drop is much lower than in the RS75 model,

the intrinsic drift rate is compatible with observations (for

details see GMG03).

A distinguishing property of PSG model is relatively

high predicted heating rate of the polar cap surface, com-

patible with observations (in contrast to RS75 gap, which

overheated the polar cap). The space charge limited model

(Arons & Scharleman, 1979, AS79 henceforth; Zhang &

Harding, 2000; Harding & Muslimov, 2002, HM02 hence-

forth) predicts a much lower polar cap heating rate. On

the other hand, in the BPCSS model (Xu, Qiao, & Zhang,

1999) no hot spot is expected due to the high thermal con-

ductivity at the BSS surface. Thus, measuring the ther-

mal X-ray luminosity from heated polar caps can poten-

tially reveal the nature of the inner acceleration region in

pulsars. This can help us to understand a mechanism of

drifting subpulses, which appears to be a common phe-

nomenon in radio pulsars. Recently Weltevrede, Edwards,

& Stappers (2006, WES06 henceforth) presented results

of a systematic, unbiased search and found that the frac-

tion of pulsars showing drifting subpulses is at least 55 %.

They concluded that the conditions for drifting mecha-

nism to work cannot be very different from the emission

mechanism of radio pulsars.

In order to test different available models of inner ac-

celeration region in pulsars Zhang, Sanwal & Pavlov 2005;

ZSP05 henceforth) observed the best studied drifting sub-

pulse radio pulsar PSR B0943+10 with the XMM-Newton
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observatory. Their observations were consistent with PSG

formed in strong, non-dipolar magnetic field just above

the surface of very small polar cap. Recently, Kargaltsev,

Pavlov & Garmire (2006, KPG06 henceforth) observed the

X-ray emission from the nearby PSR B1133+16 and found

that this case is also consistent with the thermal radiation

from a small hot spot (again much smaller than the canon-

ical polar cap). PSR B1133+16 is almost a twin of PSR

B0943+10 in terms of P and Ṗ values and, interestingly,

both these pulsars have very similar X-ray signatures, in

agreement with our PSG model (see Table 1).

In this paper we generalized the treatment of ZSP05

and developed detailed model for thermal X-ray emission

from radio drifting pulsars. The model matches the ob-

servations of PSRs B0943+10 and B1133+16 well, both

in radio and X-rays. There is a number of pulsars with

measured thermal X-ray radiation from small hot polar

cap but unfortunately their drifting properties are not yet

known. This is likely to change in the near future due to

new sophisticated methods for analysis of intensity fluctu-

ations in weak pulsars being developed (e.g. WRS06 and

references therein).

2. PSG model of the inner acceleration region

As already mentioned, growing evidence appears, both

observationally and theoretically, that the actual surface

magnetic field Bs is highly non-dipolar. Its magnitude

can be described in the form Bs = bBd (Gil & Sendyk

2000; GS00 henceforth), where the enhancement coeffi-

cient b > 1 and Bd = 2 × 1012(PṖ
−15)

1/2G is the canon-

ical, star centered dipolar magnetic field, P is the pulsar

period and Ṗ
−15 = Ṗ /10−15 is the period derivative.

The polar cap is defined as the locus of magnetic field

lines that penetrate the so-called light cylinder. Conven-

tionally, the polar cap radius rpc = 1.45 × 104
P

−0.5 cm,

and its surface area Apc ∼ 2 × 108
P

−1 cm2. In the

case of non-dipolar surface field the polar cap area must

shrink due to flux conservation of the open field lines

ApcBd = ApBs. Thus, the surface area of the actual polar

cap Ap = b
−1

Apc, regardless of the actual shape of the

polar cap. Consequently, one can write the polar cap ra-

dius in the form rp = b
−0.5

rpc (GS00), realizing however

that this is only a characteristic dimension of the actual

polar cap. First, the canonical expression for the radius

of the polar cap (GJ69) is only a geometrical approxima-

tion (e.g. Michel 1973). Secondly, the presence of strong

surface magnetic field anomalies should make the shape

of the polar cap quite irregular.

The charge depleted inner acceleration region above

the polar cap results from the deviation of a local charge

density ρ from the co-rotational charge density (Goldre-

ich & Julian 1969) ρGJ = −Ω · Bs/2πc ≈ Bs/cP . For

isolated neutron stars one might expect the surface to con-

sist mainly of iron formed at the neutron star’s birth (e.g.

Lai 2001). Therefore, the charge depletion above the po-

lar cap can result from bounding of the positive 56
26Fe ions

(at least partially) in the neutron star surface. As demon-

strated by recent exact calculations of Medin & Lai (2006),

the iron chains are strongly bound in magnetic field close

to 1014 G. This can only occur if the surface magnetic

field in actual pulsars is dominated by strong non-dipolar

components. If this is really possible, then due to signif-

icant bounding the positive charges cannot be supplied

at the rate that would compensate the inertial outflow

through the light cylinder. As a result, a significant part

of the unipolar potential drop develops above the polar

cap, which can accelerate charged particles to relativistic

energies and power the pulsar radiation mechanism.

The ignition of cascading production of electron-

positron plasma is crucial for limitation of growing gap

potential drop. The accelerated positrons will leave the

acceleration region, while the electrons will bombard the

polar cap surface, causing a thermal ejection of ions. This

thermal ejection will cause partial screening of the accel-

eration potential drop ∆V corresponding to a shielding

factor η = 1 − ρi/ρGJ (see GMG03 for details), where ρi

is charge density of ejected ions, ∆V = η(2π/cP )Bsh
2

is the potential drop and h is the height of the accelera-

tion region. The gap potential drop is completely screened

when the total charge density ρ = ρi + ρ+ reaches the co-

rotational value ρGJ .

GMG03 argued that the actual potential drop ∆V

should be thermostatically regulated and the quasi-

equilibrium state should be established, in which heating

due to electron bombardment is balanced by cooling due

to thermal radiation. The quasi-equilibrium condition is

Qcool = Qheat, where Qcool = σT
4
s

is a cooling power

surface density by thermal radiation from the polar cap

surface and Qheat = γmec
3
n is heating power surface den-

sity due to back-flow bombardment, γ = e∆V/mec
2 is

the Lorentz factor, n = nGJ − ni = ηnGJ is the number

density of back-flowing plasma particles depositing their

kinetic energy at the polar cap surface, η is the shielding

factor, ni is the charge number density of thermionic ions

and nGJ = ρGJ/e = 1.4 × 1011
bṖ

0.5
−15P

−0.5cm−3 is the

corotational charge number density. It is straightforward

to obtain an expression for the quasi-equilibrium surface

temperature in the form

Ts = (6.2× 104K)(Ṗ
−15/P )1/4

η
1/2

b
1/2

h
1/2

. (1)

Let us now interrelate the accelerating potential drop

∆V and the perpendicular (with respect of the magnetic

field lines) electric field ∆E which causes E×B drift. Fol-

lowing the original method of RS75 we can argue that

the tangent electric field is strong only at the polar cap

boundary where ∆E = 0.5∆V /h = η(π/cP )Bsh (see Ap-

pendix A in GMG03 for details). Due to the E×B drift

the discharge plasma performs a slow circumferential mo-

tion with velocity vd = c∆E/Bs = ηπh/P . The time in-

terval to make one full revolution around the polar cap
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boundary is P̂3 ≈ 2πrp/vd. One then has

P̂3

P
=

rp

2ηh
. (2)

If the plasma above the polar cap is fragmented into fil-

aments (sparks) which determine the intensity structure

of the instantaneous pulsar radio beam, then in princi-

ple, the tertiary periodicity P̂3 can be measured/estimated

from the pattern of the observed drifting subpulses (Desh-

pande & Rankin 1999, Gil & Sendyk 2003). According to

RS75, P̂3 = NP3, where N is the number of sparks con-

tributing to the drifting subpulse phenomenon observed

in a given pulsar and P3 is the primary drift periodicity

(distance between the observed subpulse drift bands). On

the other hand N ≈ 2πrp/2h (GS00). Thus, one can write

the shielding factor in the form η ≈ (1/2π)(P/P3) , which

depends only on an easy-to-measure primary drift peri-

odicity. Apparently, the shielding parameter η should be

much smaller than unity.

The X-ray thermal luminosity is Lx = σT
4
s
πr

2
p

=

1.2 × 1032(Ṗ
−15/P

3)(ηh/rp)
2 erg/s, which can be com-

pared with the spin-down power Ė = IΩΩ̇ = 3.95I45 ×

1031
Ṗ
−15/P

3 erg/s, where I = I4510
45g cm2 is the neu-

tron star moment of inertia (bellow we assume that

I45 = 1). Using equation (2) we can derive the ther-

mal X-ray luminosity and its efficiency as Lx = 2.5 ×

1031(Ṗ
−15/P

3)(P/P̂3)
2, or in the simpler form represent-

ing the efficiency with respect to the spin-down power

Lx

Ė
= 0.63

(

P

P̂3

)2

, (3)

which is very useful for comparison with observations. One

should realize that this equation holds only for thermal

X-rays from hot spot and cannot be applied neither to

cooler radiation from the entire stellar surface nor to the

magnetospheric component.

We can see that Lx in these equations depends only

on radio observables. It is particularly interesting and im-

portant that both equations above do not depend on de-

tails of the sparking gap model (η, b, h). Although one

has to be careful whether all our assumptions are satis-

fied in real pulsars, it seems that we have found a very

useful, relatively easy testable (at least for the order-of-

magnitude) relationship between the properties of drift-

ing subpulses observed in radio band and the charac-

teristics of thermal X-ray emission from the polar cap

heated by sparks associated with these subpulses. For

PSRs B0943+10 and B1133+16, which are the only two

pulsars in which both P̂3 and Lx are measured/estimated

(Table 1), the above equation holds very well. Interest-

ingly, in both cases Lx/Ė ∼ 10−3.

Using equation (2) we can write the polar cap temper-

ature in the form

Ts = (5.1× 106K)b1/4
Ṗ

1/4
−15P

−1/2

(

P̂3

P

)

−1/2

, (4)

where the enhancement coefficient b = Bs/Bd ≈ Apc/Abol,

Apc = πr
2
pc

and Abol = Ap is the actual emitting sur-

face area (bolometric). Since Abol can be determined from

the black-body fit to the spectrum of the observed hot-

spot thermal X-ray emission, the above equations can be

regarded as independent of details of the sparking gap

model and depending only on combined radio and X-ray

data, similarly as in equations (3).

3. Comparison with observational data

Table 1 presents the observational data and predicted val-

ues of a number of quantities for two pulsars, which we be-

lieve show clear evidence of thermal X-ray emission from

the spark heated polar caps as well as they have known

values of tertiary subpulse drift periodicity. The predicted

value of P̂3 and/or Lx were computed from eq.(4), while

the predicted values of Ts were computed from eq.(5), with

b = Apc/Abol determined observationally. The actual sur-

face magnetic field Bs = bBd, where Bd is the canonical

dipole magnetic field at the polar cap. As a principle, the

predicted (Pred) values were obtained from observational

(Obs) values through Eq.(3).

PSR B0943+10. This is the best studied drifting

subpulse radio pulsars with P = 1.09 s, Ṗ
−15 = 3.52,

Ė = 1032 erg s−1, P3 = 1.86P , P̂3 = 37.4P and N =

P̂3/P3 = 20 (DR99). It was observed by ZSP05, who ob-

tained an acceptable thermal BB fit with bolometric lu-

minosity Lx = (5+0.6
−1.6) × 1028 erg s−1 and thus Lx/Ė =

(0.49+0.06
−0.16)× 10−3. The bolometric polar cap surface area

Abol = 107[Ts/(3 × 106K)]−4cm2 ∼ (1+4.0
−0.4) × 107 cm2

is much smaller than the conventional polar cap area

Apc = 6×108 cm2. This all correspond to the best fit tem-

perature Ts ∼ 3.1× 106 K (see Fig. 1 in ZSP05). The pre-

dicted value of Lx/Ė calculated from equation (3) agrees

very well with the observational data. The surface temper-

ature Ts calculated from equation (4) with b = Apc/Abol

is also in good agreement with the best fit. The shield-

ing factor η = 0.09, thus more than 90 % of the available

vacuum potential drop is screened.

PSR B1133+16. This pulsar with P = 1.19 s,

Ṗ
−15 = 3.7, and Ė = 9× 1031 erg s−1 is almost a twin of

PSR B0943+10. KPG06 observed this pulsar with Chan-

dra and found an acceptable BB fit Lx/Ė = (0.77+0.13
−0.15)×

10−3, Abol = (0.5+0.5
−0.3) × 107 cm2 and Ts ≈ 2.8 ×

106 K. These values are also very close to those of PSR

B0943+10, as should be expected for twins. Using equa-

tion (3) we can predict P̂3/P = 27+5
−2 for B1133+16. In-

terestingly, Nowakowski (1996) obtained fluctuation spec-

trum for this pulsar with clearly detected long period fea-

ture corresponding to about 32P . Most recently, WES06

found P3/P = 3±2 and long period feature corresponding

to (33±3)P in the fluctuation spectrum of PSR B1133+16.

The latter value seem to coincide with that of Nowakowski

(1996), as well as with our predicted range of P̂3. We there-

fore claim that this is the actual tertiary periodicity in
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Table 1. Comparison of observed and predicted parameters of thermal emission from hot polar caps

Name P3/P P̂3/P Lx/Ė × 103
b T

(obs)
s T

(pred)
s Bd Bs

PSR B Obs. Obs. Pred. Obs. Pred. Apc/Abol 106 K 106 K 1012G 1014G

0943 + 10 1.86 37.4 36+8
−2 0.49+0.06

−0.16 0.45 60+140
−48 3.1+0.9

−1.1 3.3+1.2
−1.1 3.95 2.37+5.53

−1.90

1133 + 16 3+2
−2 (33+3

−3) 27+5
−2 0.77+0.13

−0.15 0.58+0.12
−0.09 11.1+16.6

−5.6 2.8+1.2
−1.2 2.1+0.5

−0.4 4.25 0.47+0.71
−0.24

PSR B1133+16 and show it in paranthesis in Table 1.

It is worth noting that P̂3/P3 = 33 ± 3 is quite close to

37.4 measured in the radio twin PSR B0943+10. Note also

that the number of sparks predicted from our hypothesis

is N = P̂3/P3 = (33 ± 3)/(3 ± 2) = 11+25
−6 , so it can also

be close to 20, as in the case of twin PSR B0943+10. The

shielding factor η = 0.05+0.11
−0.02. Thus, only several % of the

vacuum gap potential drop is available for acceleration.

4. Conclusions and discussion

Within the partially screened gap model of the inner ac-

celeration region in pulsars developed by GMG03 we de-

rived a simple relationship between the X-ray luminosity

Lx from the polar cap heated by sparks and the tertiary

periodicity P̂3 of the spark-associated subpulse drift ob-

served in radio band. In PSRs B0943+10 and B1133+16

for which both Lx and P̂3 are known, the predicted rela-

tionship between observational quantities holds quite well.

Both the heating and the drifting rate depends on

the gap potential drop. In this paper we made the point

that there is continuum of cases between pure vacuum

gap and the space charge limited flow. The original RS75

model predicts much too high a subpulse drift rate and

an X-ray luminosity. Other available acceleration mod-

els predict too low a luminosity and the explanation of

drifting subpulse phenomenon is generally not clear (see

ZSP05 for more detailed discussion). Approximately, the

bolometric X-ray luminosity for the space charge limited

flow (Arons & Sharleman 1979) is about (10−4 ÷ 10−5)Ė

(Harding & Muslimov 2002), and for the pure vacuum

gap (RS75) is about (10−1 ÷ 10−2)Ė (ZSP05), while for

the partially screened gap (GMG03) is ∼ 10−3
Ė (this pa-

per). The latter model also predicts right E×B plasma

drift rate. Thus, combined radio and X-ray data are con-

sistent only with the partially screened gap model, which

requires very strong (generally non-dipolar) surface mag-

netic fields. Observations of the hot-spot thermal radiation

almost always indicate bolometric polar cap radius much

smaller than the canonical value (by an order of magni-

tude). Most probably such a significant reduction of the

polar cap size is caused by the flux conservation of the

non-dipolar surface magnetic fields connecting with the

open dipolar magnetic field lines at distances much larger

than the neutron star radius. A small part of this reduc-

tion can follow from the fact that discrete sparks do not

heat the entire polar cap area (say about a half), but un-

certainties in determination the size of the polar cap are

likely to account for this effect.
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Abstract. We present recent X-ray and radio observa-

tions of pulsar wind nebulae discovered in EGRET error

boxes. Two XMM-Newton observations show the X-ray

extent of the rapidly moving PWN associated with the

variable γ-ray source 3EG J1809−2328, and a trail coming

from the new millisecond pulsar PSR J1614−2230 at high

Galactic z. We also briefly discuss three PWN that are

HESS TeV sources including a new HESS source we ar-

gue is associated with the Eel nebula in 3EG J1826−1302.

1. Introduction

EGRET , the high-energy (E > 100 MeV) instrument

on board the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory, local-

ized ∼ 100 γ-ray sources to within ∼ 1.5◦ which appear

to be associated with our Galaxy (Hartman et al. 1999,

but see also Grenier et al. (2006), these proceed-

ings). Around 20 pulsar wind nebulae (PWN) are

known to be coincident with these EGRET error boxes

(Roberts et al. 2005). Some are around the known γ-

ray pulsars, while others are around likely γ-ray pul-

sars that have been discovered since 1999 when the

EGRET mission ended (Roberts 2005). Since both PWN

and γ−ray pulsations are signs of efficient particle ac-

celeration in the magnetosphere, it could be expected

that a bright γ-ray pulsar would also have a bright

nebula (for a recent review of pulsars and pulsar wind

nebulae, see Kaspi, Roberts, & Harding 2006). However,

there are several apparently variable EGRET sources

whose error boxes contain bright pulsar wind nebulae as

well (Roberts, Romani & Kawai 2001, Nolan et al. 2003).

This suggests that sometimes γ-rays come from the neb-

ula, not the pulsar magnetosphere (Roberts et al. 2002).

In section 2. we present recent multi-wavelength obser-

vations of nebulae associated with three variable EGRET

sources. In section 3 we report apparently extended X-

ray emission from a millisecond pulsar in a mid-latitude

EGRET errror box.

2. High-Energy emission from RPWN

Several Galactic EGRET error boxes whose error boxes

contain PWN have > 100 MeV γ-ray emission which

shows evidence of variability at the > 90% confidence level

(according to the V12 statistic of Nolan et al. 2003). All

of these sources have PWN whose X-ray and radio shapes

appear to be determined by rapid (i.e. supersonic) motion

(RPWN, Roberts et al. 2005). The location and shape of

the shock in the forward direction of these RPWN are

most likely determined by a balance between ram pressure

and the pulsar’s wind pressure. Hence the shock acceler-

ation site is highly dependent on the density and struc-

ture of the pulsar’s varying environment. Numerical mod-

eling of these systems suggests a narrow trailing wind ter-

mination shock within a broader, bow-shaped shock re-

gion (Bucciantini et al. 2005, Rahman et al. 2006). How-

ever, these simulations have only just begun to model

the expected synchrotron emission and need to take into

account doppler boosting and spectral evolution of the

flows as well as the density and magnetic field strength

(Del Zanna et al. 2006). Numerical investigations of the

effects of clumpiness or a density gradient in the surround-

ing medium still need to be done.

Three of these RPWN possibly associated with

variable EGRET sources were first discovered by X-

ray imaging of the EGRET error box with ASCA

(Roberts, Romani & Kawai 2001). These images showed

extended areas of hard X-ray emission. Short Chandra

images and follow-on radio imaging revealed their RPWN

nature. Here we discuss recent X-ray and TeV images of

these sources and their relation to the radio images.

2.1. Taz: The Canonical GeV Emitting RPWN?

3EG J1809−2328 has the highest V12 = 3.92 (99.988%

probability of a non-constant flux) of any non-AGN

source. It also has one of the best constrained error boxes

of any of the unidentified EGRET sources. Oka et al.

(1999) noted the ASCA source seemed morphologically

related to the Lynds 227 dark cloud. From their CO maps

they estimated a kinematic distance of 1.7 kpc to the
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cloud. They suggested the γ-rays were a result of relativis-

tic bremsstrahlung from high-energy electrons generated

by the pulsar interacting with matter in the cloud. How-

ever, they assumed the entire cloud as the target, and it

is unclear how that might lead to emission variable on a

time scale of months. VLA and Chandra imaging of the

ASCA source confirm the PWN nature of the northern

half of the ASCA source while the southern part was re-

solved into a stellar cluster associated with the nearby S32

HII region (Roberts et al. 2001, Braje et al. 2002). An X-

ray point source with a short (∼ 15′′) trail was revealed

in the Chandra ACIS image at the tip of a funnel shaped

radio nebula. We refer to this as the “Taz” PWN since it

looks like the pulsar is generating a whirlwind as it travels.

Although the X-ray and radio spectra and morphologies

confirm the PWN nature of Taz, very deep pulse searches

with the Greenbank Radio Telescope have been unsuccess-

ful at discovering a radio pulsar.

A 7200 s R band image of the field made at the MDM

observatory with the 1.3 m McGraw-Hill telescope shows

the dark cloud (Fig1a). The edge of the cloud is clearly

delimited by 8.3µ mid-infrared emission observed by the

MSX mission (Fig. 1, contours). Taz was imaged with

XMM-Newton on 2-3 Oct 2004 for 69 ks with the EPIC

MOS instruments (the PN was in small window mode in

order in order to perform a search for pulsations which

was unsuccessful). The image shows a larger, broader X-

ray emission region that is similar to what is seen in the

Mouse (Gaensler et al. 2004) and the nebula in the ther-

mal composite SNR IC443 (Gaensler et al. 2006).

In Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c we show the background sub-

tracted, exposure corrected soft (0.5-2.5 keV) and hard

(2.5-8 keV) images from the combined MOS1 and MOS2

data with the MSX contours. The soft X-ray nebula is

clearly being absorbed by Lynds 227, but there is little ev-

idence that the morphology of the hard nebula is affected

by the cloud. On the side of the nebula which is not ab-

sorbed by the cloud, the soft X-ray emission appears a bit

broader than the hard emission, suggesting synchrotron

burn-off perpendicular to the apparent direction of mo-

tion. In Fig. 2 we overlay the 20 cm radio contours on the

hard image. There is a ridge of emission along the sym-

metry axis of the radio emission. Overall, Taz appears to

have the small “tongue” (seen in the Chandra image but

largely confused with the point source in the EPIC image)

plus broader “tail” morphology which seems to be fairly

standard for the X-ray emission of RPWN.

2.2. The Eel and Rabbit: GeV - TeV emitting RPWN?

GeV J1825−1310/3EG J1826−1302 has a V12 = 3.22, the

second highest of unidentified low-latitude sources. It is in

the region where there is a bright, variable, unidentified

Comptel source. VLA 90 cm and 20 cm images of the re-

gion around 3EG J1826−1302 reveal at least four SNR, as

well as many molecular clouds and other structures. There

Fig. 1. a. (top) R band image of Taz region, with MSX

8.3µ mid-IR contours showing relationship of mid-IR to

the Lynds 227 dark cloud. b. (middle) XMM-Newton EPIC

MOS1+MOS2 soft (0.5-2.5 keV) X-ray image with MSX con-

tours. c. (bottom) XMM-Newton hard (2.5-8 keV) X-ray im-

age. Note how the mid-IR emission outlining Lynds 227 corre-

lates with the soft X-rays but not the hard.

is also the energetic young pulsar PSR B1823−13 just out-

side the 95% error contour (as determined by Roberts,

Romani & Kawai 2001) of the GeV source. Within the er-

ror box, ASCA discovered a > 15′ nebula surrounded by
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Fig. 2. XMM-Newton hard (2.5-8 keV) X-ray image of the Taz

RPWN in 3EG J1809−2328 with VLA 20 cm radio contours

overlain.

fainter, diffuse emission. A 15 ks exposure with the Chan-

dra ACIS-I array on 17-18 Feb 2003 resolved part of the

nebula into a stellar cluster, but also discovered a point-

like source with a faint, remarkably long (∼ 4′) trail of

hard (> 2 keV) X-ray emission (Fig. 3). There is also ex-

cess radio emission in the 90 cm image whose morphology

suggests it may be related and does not appear to have

associated mid-IR emission suggesting it is non-thermal.

Because of the long, thin nature of the nebula and the dif-

ficulty in distinguishing it from its surroundings, we refer

to this as the Eel nebula.

The HESS collaboration recently reported on a spec-

tral gradiant in the extended TeV source that is coinci-

dent with PSR B1823−13 (Aharonian et al. 2006a). This

strongly suggests the pulsar is moving in a northerly direc-

tion, leaving behind a trailing high-energy nebula. How-

ever, the deep TeV image clearly shows significant excess

emission to the north of the pulsar, inconsistent with this

picture. The excess is roughly triangular in shape and we

indicate its approximate position in Fig. 3. We suggest

that this emission is a separate source which we refer to

as HESS J1826−131 and is associated with the Eel nebula,

not PSR B1823−13.

HESS has also discovered two sources in the wings of

the Kookaburra radio complex (Aharonian et al. 2006b)

which is in the error box of the apparently variable (V12 =

1.59) source GeV J1417−6100/3EG J1420−6038. In the

Northern wing, the HESS source is between the energetic

young pulsar PSR J1420−6048 in the southeast corner of

the radio wing and a region of polarized radio emission

in the northern half of the wing, apparently confirming

the PWN nature of the wing. However, the morphology

of the X-ray nebula surrounding the pulsar as revealed

by Chandra (Ng, Roberts & Romani 2005) is consistent

with a slowly moving pulsar that may have previously

been south of its current position. This suggests the radio

Fig. 3. Chandra ACIS-I 0.3-8 keV image of the Eel nebula with

90 cm VLA contours. The triangle indicates the rough position

of the new TeV source, HESS J1826−131.

nebula may have been offset by the supernova remnant

reverse shock.

The TeV source in the southern wing is between the

Rabbit radio nebula (Roberts et al. 1999) and another re-

gion of polarized radio emission in the wing, suggesting

a physical connection between the two (Fig. 4). Although

the X-ray morphology around the apparent pulsar in the

Rabbit is a bit uncertain, it is suggestive of an RPWN with

the apparent direction of motion coming from the wing. If

the Rabbit and the wing are one nebula, the overall radio

morphology is reminiscent of the Mouse which has a bright

radio head and a fainter radio body (Gaensler et al. 2004).

Fig. 4. 20 cm radio image of Rabbit and lower wing of the

Kookaburra. The contours show regions of linearly polarized

radio emission. The circular and elliptical fits to the extended

HESS TeV source are also shown.
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3. PSR J1614−2230: A New RPWN Around a
Millisecond Pulsar

PSR J1614−2230 is an energetic 3.15 ms pulsar recently

discovered in a survey of mid-latitude EGRET sources

with the Parkes radio telescope (Hessels et al. 2005). It is

unique among fast millisecond pulsars in the Galactic field

in having a companion whose mass is > 0.4M
¯

. It is in

the error box of the apparently non-variable source 3EG

J1616−2221 which is one of the few mid-latitude sources

that has survived the reanalysis of the EGRET data by

Grenier et al. (these proceedings). If we assume the pul-

sar is the γ-ray source then the the inferred γ-ray effi-

ciency is ∼ 8% assuming the dispersion measure distance

of 1.3 kpc and 1 steradian beaming. This, as well as the

EGRET spectrum Γ = 2.42 ± 0.24, is similar to that

of the millisecond pulsar PSR J0218+4232 which has a

claimed, albeit marginal, pulse detection in the EGRET

data (Kuiper et al. 2000). If PSR J1614−2230 is a γ-ray

source, we might expect X-ray emission from the pulsar,

either from heated polar caps or magnetospheric pulsa-

tions.

XMM-Newton observed PSR J1614−2230 for ∼ 5 ks

on 17 Aug 2005. The combined PN plus MOS image (Fig.

5) reveals a thermal (kT ∼ 0.2 keV) point source coinci-

dent with the pulsar. However, there is also hard X-ray

emission to the southwest of the pulsar which does not

appear to be point-like. If this is a trailing PWN, the im-

plied direction of motion is consistent with a preliminary

proper motion measurement obtained from ∼ 3.5 years

of timing data with Parkes and the Greenbank Telescope.

Given the nominal distance, the height above the Galactic

plane is dz ∼ 450 pc or about three times the scale height

of the HI disk. This pulsar therefore may provide a unique

probe of the ISM at high Galactic z.
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Abstract. The High Energy Stereoscopic System

(H.E.S.S.) is a system of four, imaging, atmospheric

Cherenkov telescopes in Namibia, designed to detect

very-high-energy γ rays above ∼ 100 GeV. During

2002–2003, H.E.S.S. collected data from two, young and

energetic radio pulsars: the Crab and PSR B1706−44.

We searched for pulsations at the lowest energies that

H.E.S.S. is capable of detecting, aiming at a detection

that would potentially differentiate between the two

popular models of pulsar high-energy emission: the Polar

Cap and the Outer Gap. No evidence for pulsed emission

was found in the data, and upper limits were derived to

a 99.95% confidence level. Our assumptions and upper

limit values for the two pulsars are reported.

1. Introduction

The Crab pulsar (PSR B0531+21) is a well-known source

of electromagnetic pulsed emission in a broad range of fre-

quencies, from radio to high-energy (HE >
∼

100 MeV) γ

rays (Thompson 1999). Virtually all efforts to detect this

emission has led to success, and this pulsar has been justi-

fiably characterized as the “standard candle”. EGRET has

detected its pulsed signature up to ∼ 20 GeV (Nolan et al.

1993). Yet, Crab’s pulses become undetectable above this

range, and so far there has not been a verifiable detection

in very high energies (VHE >
∼

100 GeV).

PSR B1706−44 is a young, southern-hemisphere pul-

sar that lies relatively close to the Galactic centre. It was

first discovered in radio, but it also appears as a strong

emitter in HE γ rays (Johnston et al. 1992; Thompson et

al. 1996). The detection with EGRET in the latter energy

range has provided the only confident high-energy profile

so far, although a strong indication of pulsed emission, to

a 4σ level, was also found in X-ray data from Chandra

(Gotthelf et al. 2002). Above ∼ 20 GeV, only upper limits

exist for this pulsar.

A few of the above pulsars’ properties are summarised

in Table 1.
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Fig. 1. Geometrical model of a pulsar’s magnetosphere with

the locations of emission according to the Polar Cap and Outer

Gap models.

2. Theory

The absence of pulsed emission above EGRET’s range is

consistent with two popular classes of theoretical mod-

els, the Polar Cap (PC) and the Outer Gap (OG). They

predict that the high-energy spectra of pulsars should di-

minish rapidly beyond a certain cut-off energy.

2.1. Polar Cap models

According to PC models, the observed pulsed emission is

generated close to the pulsar’s surface, above the polar

caps (Fig. 1). High-energy γ-ray production is triggered

mainly via synchro-curvature radiation from relativistic

e− and e+. Such models predict HE spectra with steep cut-

offs at a few GeV (Sturrock 1971; Ruderman & Sutherland

1975).

2.2. Outer Gap models

The OG models, on the other hand, place the site of emis-

sion in the outer magnetosphere, inside charge-depleted
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Table 1. The properties of the Crab and PSR B1706−44 pul-

sars

Crab PSR B1706−44

P (s) 0.033 0.102

Ṗ (× 10
−15

s s
−1

) 421 93

log τ (y) 3.1a
4.2

log Bs (G) 12.6 12.5

Ė (× 10
36

erg s
−1

) 450 3.4

εγ% (> 100 MeV)
b

∼ 0.01 ∼ 0.1

a
This is the dynamic age,

1

2
(P/Ṗ ); Crab’s true age is 952 y.

b
HE γ-ray conversion efficiency: Lγ(> 100 MeV)/Ė

regions (gaps) near the null-charge surface (Fig. 1). The

main radiation mechanism is synchro-curvature radiation

from e−–e+ pairs accelerated along the magnetic field lines

inside the gaps. Furthermore, OG models predict an addi-

tional inverse Compton component from the upscattering

of low-energy photons (i.e. IR, optical, X-ray) by acceler-

ated e−–e+ pairs. In general, OG models produce gentler

spectral cut-offs than those of PC models (Cheng, Ho &

Ruderman 1986; Chiang & Romani 1992).

3. Observations

H.E.S.S. is a system of four imaging Cherenkov telescopes

at the Khomas highland of Namibia (Aharonian et al.

1997b). The array is capable of detecting, at 5σ signifi-

cance, TeV point sources that are 100-times weaker than

the Crab nebula, in 50 h exposure time. At its threshold

(∼ 100 GeV), H.E.S.S. can still detect sources that are

10-times weaker than the Crab nebula, given the same

exposure time.

In 2003, H.E.S.S. performed stereoscopic observations

of the Crab, using three of the four telescopes of the array.

During that time, the source was observable between 45◦

and 60◦ zenith angle (Z.A.). For our analysis, we selected

only data fulfilling quality criteria, like good weather con-

ditions and high trigger rate (R > 150 Hz). The total

exposure time of the selected data set amounted to T ≈

4.5 h.

In 2002, H.E.S.S. performed single-telescope observa-

tions of PSR B1706−44, using the first telescope available

then. The Z.A. of the observations was < 30◦. Based on

the same quality criteria, an extensive data set comprising

28 h of data was selected for analysis.

4. Data analysis

4.1. Low-energy cuts

Our analysis targeted the lowest energies that H.E.S.S.

could detect in the above observations, in an effort to in-

tercept the tail-end of the pulsed emission observed with

EGRET. For that purpose, we applied specially tailored

event-selection cuts to the γ-ray images: we rejected all

events whose total photo-electron content was above 100

and accepted only events which laid closer than 18 mrad

from the source position. After the application of cuts, the

background level was ∼ 106 events for both data sets.

4.2. Temporal analysis

Using standard epoch-folding techniques (EF), the times

of arrival (TOAs) of the events were folded into phases. For

that purpose, an accurate, contemporaneous ephemeris

was needed: for the Crab, it was obtained from Jodrell

Bank, and for PSR B1706−44 we used the GRO ephemeris

of the Australian Pulsar Timing Archive. The resulting

phasograms after binning the event phases across two pul-

sar periods are shown in Fig. 2. Both phasograms ap-

pear ‘flat’ and consistent, within the errors shown, with

Poissonian-background fluctuations.

Despite the apparent uniformity, we decided to search

for a potential signal, hidden in the large background, with

more sensitive tests for uniformity: those included e.g. the

H-test and the χ
2-test (de Jager et al. 1989). The chance

probabilities from the H-test are shown in Table 2. On

the whole, all chance probabilities from all our tests were

consistent with the “null hypothesis”: i.e. the lack of pe-

riodicity in the data.

4.3. Upper limits on the pulsed flux

The uniformity tests did not reveal significant deviations

from the background. However, this could be due to the

relatively weak signal compared to the background fluc-

tuations. Hence, knowing the magnitude of the latter, one

can set upper limits (hereafter ULs) to the value of the

pulsed flux.

We decided to calculate 3σ (or 99.95%) ULs on the

γ-ray counts, using the method of O. Helene (1983). He-

lene’s method requires prior knowledge of the phase ranges

where pulsed emission occurs (“peak areas”), across the

pulsar’s period. For the Crab and PSR B1706−44, the

peak areas are known from HE observations with EGRET

(see Fig. 2); we assumed that those ranges remain the

same in the VHE regime.

In order to translate the above ULs to flux ULs, we

utilised Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the tele-

scope’s effective area (Aeff) for those events passing our

cuts. The Aeff(E) functions were derived for Z.A. corre-

sponding to the observed data.

4.4. Energy thresholds

An important parameter that would help quantify how low

in energy our cuts have allowed us to probe is the energy

threshold of the data sets after cuts. Typically, the energy
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Fig. 2. Phasograms of the folded events from 4 h of Crab pul-

sar data and 28 h of PSR B1706−44 data. The shaded areas

correspond to the phase ranges where significant pulsed emis-

sion was seen with EGRET.

threshold for a particular sample of events — with a cer-

tain range of energies, incident angles, distances from the

telescope, etc. — represents the energy below which the

detector’s Aeff for these events declines rapidly. More ac-

curately, the energy threshold is defined as the maximum

of the differential trigger rate: the latter being equal to the

product between Aeff and the differential flux spectrum,

dN/dE. For the latter, we simply assumed an extrapola-

tion of EGRET’s HE power laws, dN/dE ∝ E
−ν , beyond

∼ 20 GeV. The assumed spectral indices, ν, are shown in

Table 2.

By convolving Aeff with dN/dE, we plotted the dif-

ferential trigger rates, dR/dE, for the two pulsars (see

Fig. 3). It can be seen that, although there is a clear max-

imum at an energy Eth in both cases, the low-energy tail

below Eth accounts for a large fraction of the total trig-

ger rate; and, clearly, this part must be considered in the

calculation of our ULs. Hence, we decided to use a more

representative definition of Eth in our analysis: we set E
′

th

to be the energy at which dR/dE drops to 1/e of the max-

imum value, as one moves down in energy. This led to the

thresholds shown in Table 2.

Fig. 3. Differential trigger rate functions (dR/dE) for the Crab

and PSR B1706−44, as a function of photon energy, for the

assumed power-law spectra with ν = 2.08 and ν = 2.1, respec-

tively. Also shown are the standard definition of the energy

threshold (Eth), as the maximum of dR/dE, and our defini-

tion of E′

th, at 1/e of the maximum dR/dE.

Table 2. Analysis parameters and resulting fluxes for the Crab

and PSR B1706−44

Crab PSR B1706−44

T (h) 4.5 28

Z.A. 45−60
◦ < 30

◦

Rbackground (Hz)
a

98 45

pb
0.29 0.008

δ (%P )
c

10 30

ν 2.08 2.1
E′

th (GeV) 232 ± 51 75 ± 12

Aeff(E′

th) (m
2
) 10

4
400

Ful(> E′

th) (× 10
−10

cm
−2

s
−1

) 1.8 25

a
Background trigger rate after cuts

b
Chance probability under the H-test

c
Duty cycle of the pulsed emission observed with EGRET

above 100 MeV

5. Results and conclusions

Our ULs for the Crab and PSR B1706−44 are shown

in Fig. 4 and 5. Up to ∼ 20 GeV, there exist confident

detections with EGRET, whereas at higher energies the

emission has only been constrained with ULs from various

VHE ground-based experiments. It can be seen that our

ULs are well-below the energies of those after the standard

H.E.S.S. analysis and below many of other experiments.

Unfortunately, due to the large background inherent in

our low-energy analysis, the corresponding ULs are 2–3

orders of magnitude larger than those at higher energies.

In the case of the Crab pulsar, we can conclude that

the derived UL excludes confidently the possibility of a
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Fig. 4. The derived upper limit (UL) on the differential pulsed

γ-ray flux of the Crab pulsar, after the application of our low-

energy cuts (“This work”). Flux ULs from various experiments

are shown in light grey, with different symbols (Lessard et al.

2000; Dowthwaite et al. 1984; Tanimori et al. 1998; Aharonian

et al. 2004; López 2005). The UL at 60 GeV has been derived

from observations with CELESTE (de Naurois et al. 2002). All

ULs labelled “H.E.S.S.” have been derived from the standard

H.E.S.S. analysis (solid black squares) (Schmidt 2005). Also,

the Polar Cap (PC) and Outer Gap (OG) model spectra for this

pulsar are plotted with a smooth, light-grey and a stepped, grey

line, respectively (Schmidt 2005; Hirotani & Shibata 2001).

The squiggled–dotted line is a power-law fit to EGRET’s data

points, extrapolated to very high energies (Nolan et al. 1993).

single power law from EGRET’s range to at least ∼ 230

GeV, thus verifying the indications for a cut-off already

observed at the top energy bin of EGRET. However, for

PSR B1706−44, the large UL value prevents a similar con-

clusion.

Alongside the experimental results, we have also plot-

ted the spectral predictions from a PC and OG scenario

for these two pulsars. One of the main differences between

PC and OG spectra is the much steeper cut-offs of the for-

mer compared to the latter; this could provide the key to

determining which model describes pulsar emission best.

However, it is clear that our ULs, although nearer to the

spectral cut-offs than previous H.E.S.S. results, still lack

the sensitivity in terms of flux at the required low energies;

hence the problem stands.

Future experiments, like H.E.S.S. Phase II, MAGIC

and GLAST, will almost certainly fill the energy gap be-

tween HE and VHE observations and, consequently, piece

the puzzle of pulsar γ-ray emission.
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Abstract. Observations of a strong and extended

positron-electron annihilation line emission in the Galac-

tic center (GC) region by the SPI/INTEGRAL are chal-

lenging to the existing models of positron sources in the

Galaxy. In this paper, we study the possibility that pul-

sar winds from a millisecond pulsar population in the GC

produce the 511 keV line. Our preliminary estimations

predict that the e± annihilation rate in the GC is around

5 × 1042
s
−1, which is consistent with the present obser-

vational constraints. Therefore, the e± pairs from pulsar

winds can contribute significantly to the positron sources

in the Galactic center region. Furthermore, since the dif-

fusion length of positrons is short in the magnetic field, we

predict that the intensity distribution of the annihilation

line should follow the distribution of millisecond pulsars,

which should then correlate to the mass distribution in

the GC.

1. 511 keV electron-positron annihilation
emission in the Galaxy

Since the first detection (Johnson & Haymes 1973) and

subsequent identification (Leventhal et al. 1978) of the

Galactic 511 keV annihilation line, the origin of the galac-

tic positrons has become a lively topic of scientific de-

bate. With the launch of the INTEGRAL gamma-ray

observatory in 2002, the SPI board on telescope pro-

vides a strong constraints on the morphology and inten-

sity of the 511 keV line emission from the Galactic cen-

ter (Knödlseder et al. 2003; Jean et al. 2003). The data

analyses show that the line emitting source is diffuse, and

that the line flux within 5◦ of the GC amounts to ∼

(9.9±4)×10−4photon cm−2 s−1 (Knödlseder et al. 2003),

corresponding to a luminosity of ∼ 1036erg s−1. The high

line luminosity requires that the positron injection rate in

the GC should be around (3− 6)× 1042
e
+s−1. Recently,

analyses of the observational data by SPI/INTEGRAL

with deep Galactic center region exposure show that the

spatial distribution of 511 keV line appears centered on the

Galactic center (bulge component), with no contribution

from a disk component (Teegarden et al. 2005; Knödlseder

et al. 2005; Churazov et al. 2005), and the positron injec-

tion rate is up to 1043
e
+s−1 within ∼ 6◦.

The SPI observations present a challenge to the present

models of the origin of the galactic positrons, e.g. su-

pernovae. Recently, Cassé et al. (2004) suggested that

hypernovae (Type Ic supernovae/gamma-ray bursts) in

the Galactic center may be the possible positron sources.

Moreover, annihilations of light dark matter particles into

e
± pairs (Boehm et al. 2004) have been proposed to be the

potential origin of the 511 keV line in the GC. Cheng et al.

(2006) also propose that the continuous capture of stars

by the supermassive black hole at Sgr A* could explain

the morphology and intensity of the e± annihilation line.

Here, we suggest that a population of millisecond pulsars

(MSP) can significantly contribute to the 511 keV line in

the GC.

2. Motivations of a millisecond pulsar population
in the GC

Millisecond pulsars are old pulsars which could have been

members of binary systems and been recycled to millisec-

ond periods, having formed from low mass X-ray bina-

ries in which the neutron stars accreted sufficient matter

from either white dwarf, evolved main sequence star or

giant donor companions. The current population of these

rapidly rotating neutron stars may either be single (having

evaporated its companion) or have remained in a binary

system. In observations, generally millisecond pulsars have

a period < 20 ms, with the dipole magnetic field < 1010 G.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of observed MSPs in our

Galaxy, and they distribute in two populations: the Galac-

tic field (1/3) and globular clusters (2/3). In the Galactic

bulge region, there are four globular clusters, including the

famous Terzon 5 in which 27 new millisecond pulsars were

discovered (Ransom et al. 2005).

Recently, deep Chandra X-ray surveys of the Galactic

center (GC) revealed a multitude of point X-ray sources

ranging in luminosities from ∼ 1032−1035 ergs s−1 (Wang,

Gotthelf, & Lang 2002a) over a field covering a 2 × 0.8

square degree band and from ∼ 3 × 1030 − 2 × 1033 ergs

s−1 in a deeper, but smaller field of 17′× 17′ (Muno et al.
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Observed MSPs in the Galaxy
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Fig. 1. The distribution of the observed millisecond pulsars in

the Milk Way. The grey contour is the electron density distri-

bution from Taylor & Cordes (1993).

2003). More than 2000 weak unidentified X-ray sources

were discovered in the Muno’s field. The origin of these

weak unidentified sources is still in dispute. Some source

candidates have been proposed: cataclysmic variables, X-

ray binaries, young stars, supernova ejecta, pulsars or pul-

sar wind nebulae.

EGRET on board the Compton GRO has identified a

central (< 1◦) ∼ 30MeV−10 GeV continuum source (2EG

J1746-2852) with a luminosity of ∼ 1037erg s−1 (Mattox

et al. 1996). Further analysis of the EGRET data obtained

the diffuse gamma ray spectrum in the Galactic center.

The photon spectrum can be well represented by a broken

power law with a break energy at ∼ 2 GeV (see Figure 2,

Mayer-Hasselwander et al. 1998). Recently, Tsuchiya et al.

(2004) have detected sub-TeV gamma-ray emission from

the GC using the CANGAROO-II Imaging Atmospheric

Cherenkov Telescope. Observations of the GC with the

air Cerenkov telescope HESS (Aharonian et al. 2004) also

have shown a significant source centered on Sgr A∗ above

energies of 165 GeV. Some models, e.g. gamma-rays re-

lated to the massive black hole, inverse Compton scatter-

ing, and mesonic decay resulting from cosmic rays, are

difficult to produce the hard gamma-ray spectrum with

a sharp turnover at a few GeV. However, the gamma-ray

spectrum toward the GC is similar with the gamma-ray

spectrum emitted by middle-aged pulsars (e.g. Vela and

Geminga) and millisecond pulsars (Zhang & Cheng 2003;

Wang et al. 2005). In Figure 2, we can see that the su-

perposed spectrum of 6000 MSPs could significantly con-

tribute to the observed GeV spectrum (Wang et al. 2005).

So we will argue that there possibly exists a pulsar

population in the Galactic center region. Firstly, normal

pulsars are not likely to be a major contributor according

to the following arguments. the birth rate of normal pul-

sars in the Milky Way is about 1/150 yr (Arzoumanian,

Chernoff, & Cordes 2002). As the mass in the inner 20

pc of the Galactic center is ∼ 108 M
¯

(Launhardt, Zylka,

& Mezger 2002), the birth rate of normal pulsars in this

region is only 10−3 of that in the entire Milky Way, or ∼

1/150 000 yr. We note that the rate may be increased to

as high as ∼ 1/15000 yr in this region if the star formation

rate in the nuclear bulge was higher than in the Galactic

field over last 107 − 108 yr (see Pfahl et al. 2002). Few

normal pulsars are likely to remain in the Galactic cen-

ter region since only a fraction (∼ 40%) of normal pulsars

in the low velocity component of the pulsar birth veloc-

ity distribution (Arzoumanian et al. 2002) would remain

within the 20 pc region of the Galactic center studied by

Muno et al. (2003) on timescales of ∼ 105 yrs. Mature

pulsars can remain active as gamma-ray pulsars up to 106

yr, and have the same gamma-ray power with millisecond

pulsars (Cheng et al. 2004), but according to the birth rate

of pulsars in the GC, the number of gamma-ray mature

pulsars is not higher than 10.

On the other hand, there may exist a population of

old neutron stars with low space velocities which have not

escaped the Galactic center (Belczynski & Taam 2004).

Such neutron stars could have been members of binary

systems and been recycled to millisecond periods, having

formed from low mass X-ray binaries in which the neutron

stars accreted sufficient matter from either white dwarf,

evolved main sequence star or giant donor companions.

The current population of these millisecond pulsars may

either be single or have remained in a binary system. The

binary population synthesis in the GC (Taam 2005, pri-

vate communication) shows more than 200 MSPs are pro-

duced through recycle scenario and stay in the Muno’s

region. Non-thermal emissions from MSP wind nebulae

can contribute to the X-ray sources observed by Chandra

(Cheng, Taam, Wang 2006).

3. Millisecond pulsars as the positron sources

It is well known that relativistic particles from pulsar

winds interacting with the interstellar medium form the

synchrotron wind nebulae. Chi, Cheng, & Young (1996)

proposed that the bulk of the comic positrons could orig-

inate from pulsar winds. In this work, we consider that

the electron-positron pair production occurs in the pulsar

outer-magnetospheric region.

It has been proposed that there is a strong multipole

magnetic field near the stellar surface, although a global

dipole magnetic field gives a good description of the mag-

netic field far from the star (Ruderman & Sutherland 1975;

Ruderman 1991). The typical radius of curvature l of the

local magnetic field is on the order of the crust thickness
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Fig. 2. The diffuse gamma-ray spectrum in the Galactic cen-

ter region within 1.5
◦

and the 511 keV line emission within 6
◦

(from Wang 2006). The solid and dashed lines are the simu-

lated spectra of 6000 MSPs according to the different period

and magnetic field distributions in globular clusters and the

Galactic field respectively.

of the star (i.e. l ∼ 105 cm), which is much less than the

dipole radius of curvature of dipole field component near

stellar surface. The relation between the local multipole

magnetic field and dipole field can be given by (Zhang &

Cheng 2003)

Bs ' Bd(
R

l
)3, (1)

where Bd is the dipole magnetic field of a pulsar, R is

the radius of neutron stars. For MSPs, typically Bd ∼

108−109 G, Bs ∼ 1011−1012 G which is much lower than

the quantum critical magnetic field Bq ∼ 4.4× 1013 G, so

pair cascades are also efficient in the local multipole field.

The pair production mechanism is a synchrotron pho-

ton cascade in a strong magnetic field. Photons will be

converted into e
± pairs in the local magnetic field when

their energy satisfies (Ruderman & Sutherland 1975)

E ≥ Ecrit ≡
2mec

2

15

Bq

Bd

(
R

l
)−3

. (2)

The primary e
± from the outer-gap have the energy

Ep = γpmec
2 = 5.7 × 1012

P
1/3eV, so generally, the en-

ergies of primary curvature photons and secondary syn-

chrotron photons are higher than Ecrit, a photon-electron

cascade will start and develop until this condition fails.

At the end of a cascade, each incoming primary electron-

positron can produce, on average,

Ne± =
Ep

Ecrit

= 1.9× 103
Bd,9P

1/3(
R

l
)3, (3)

and then the total pair production rate can be estimated

as

Ṅe± = fṄNe± = 2× 1033
fB

10/7

d,9 P
−8/21(

R

l
)30/7s−1

, (4)

where f ' 5.5P 26/21
B

−4/7
12 is the fraction size of the outer

gap, and

Ṅ = 2.7× 1027
P

−2
Bd,9(

R

l
)3s−1 (5)

is the primary electron-positrons passing through the po-

lar gap (Goldreich & Julian 1969). Taking the typical pa-

rameters P = 3 ms, Bd = 3×108 G, the positron injection

rate for a MSP: Ṅe± ∼ 5×1037e+ s−1 (Wang et al. 2006).

Since these pairs are created close to the stellar surface

and the field lines are converging, only a small fraction

may keep moving toward the star and annihilate on the

stellar surface. Ho (1986) showed that the loss cone for

these pairs will approach π/2, in other words, most pairs

will be reflected by the magnetic mirroring effect and then

move toward the light cylinder. These particles will flow

out with the pulsar wind and be accelerated by the low-

frequency electro-magnetic wave.

Then how many MSPs in the region of annihilation

emissions? Figure 2 has shown that 6000 MSPs can con-

tribute to gamma-rays with 1.5◦, and the diffuse 511 keV

emission have a size ∼ 6◦. We do not know the distri-

bution of MSPs in the GC, so we just scale the num-

ber of MSPs by 6000 × (6◦/1.5◦)2 ∼ 105, where we as-

sume the number density of MSPs may be distributed as

ρMSP ∝ r
−1
c

, where rc is the scaling size of the GC. Then

a total positron injection rate from the millisecond pul-

sar population is ∼ 5 × 1042 e+ s−1 which is consistent

with the present observational constraints. What’s more,

our scenario of a millisecond pulsar population as possible

positron sources in the GC has some advantages to explain

the diffuse morphology of 511 keV line emissions without

the problem of the strong turbulent diffusion which is re-

quired to diffuse all these positrons to a few hundred pc.

4. Discussions and conclusion

In the present work, we suggest that there exists three

possible MSP populations: globular clusters; the Galactic

field; the Galactic Center. The population of MSPs in the

GC is still an assumption, but it seems reasonable. Impor-

tantly, the millisecond pulsar population in the Galactic

center could provide the major sources of positrons. In ad-

dition, the scenario of a MSP population in the GC can

reasonably explain the diffuse morphology of 511 keV line

emissions.

Since there are many possible positron sources at

present as noted in §1. Thus, how could we distinguish

the model of a millisecond pulsar population from other

models? Firstly, we can estimate the typical spatial dif-

fusion scale of positrons in the magnetic field of the GC,
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which is given by λdiff ∼ (rLct)1/2 (Wang et al. 2006),

where rL ≈ Ee/eB is the Larmor radius, Ee is the energy

of positrons, B ∼ 10−5 G is the average magnetic field in

the GC (LaRosa et al. 2005). The average cooling time t

of positrons in the GC is ∼ 106 years, so the characteristic

diffusion scale is about 1 pc. Because of the low angular

resolution of SPI/INTEGRAL (about 2 degrees), we can

assume that the positrons annihilate in the local region as

their sources, i.e. the millisecond pulsars.

Therefore, we predict that the spatial intensity distri-

bution of the annihilation lines should follow the spatial

distribution of MSPs if a millisecond population exists in

the GC. We could assume the spatial distribution of MSPs

should follow the mass distribution of the GC though we

do not know how well they follow each other. But because

the proper motion velocity of MSPs is relatively low, we

could reasonably assume that the two distributions are

quite close to each other. Then if the positron sources orig-

inate in the MSP population, the 511 keV annihilation line

intensity would follow the mass (e.g. stars) distribution of

the Galactic center region. If the positrons originate from

supernovae or hypernovae, the 511 keV line emission could

follow the distribution of massive stars and dense molecu-

lar clouds. For the light dark matter scenario, the annihi-

lation emissions may correlate to the dark matter density

profile. Discrimination of these possible correlations may

be tested in the future high resolution observations.
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Abstract. We present here the current status of pulsar

simulations for the Large Area Telescope, the main instru-

ment on the GLAST mission. We present PulsarSpectrum,

a pulsar simulator that can reproduce with high detail

gamma-ray emission from pulsars. PulsarSpectrum takes

into account advanced timing effects, e.g. period changes

with time, barycentering effects and glitches. Other ancil-

lary tools have been built to provide the simulator with a

realistic population of pulsars and their ephemerides. All

these tools are currently used in the GLAST collabora-

tion for testing the LAT Science Analysis Tools and for

studying LAT capabilities for pulsar science. They have

been used also for generating a simulated pulsar popu-

lation for the Data Challenge 2 (DC2), one of the most

important milestones in the development of the GLAST

software. During the DC2, scientists analyzed a set of 55

days of simulated data in order to validate LAT Monte-

Carlo, study instrument response functions, exercise anal-

ysis tools and study LAT capabilities. This contribution

also contains results of some analysis performed during

DC2 on EGRET pulsars.

1. Introduction

Pulsars are among the most exciting gamma-ray sources in

the Universe and can serve as unique sites for the study of

emission processes in extreme physical environments. The

Gamma ray Large Area Space Telescope (GLAST) will in-

crease dramatically our knowledge of gamma ray pulsars

physics. In particular the Large Area Telescope (LAT),

the main GLAST instrument, will provide more detailed

observations of the known gamma-ray pulsars and poten-

tially will discover many new pulsars that emit gamma

rays. To better understand the capabilities of GLAST for

pulsar science we developed PulsarSpectrum, a program

that simulates gamma ray emission from pulsars and a set

of ancillary tools that can create simulated pulsar data to

be used with PulsarSpectrum. This simulator can be eas-

ily interfaced with the MonteCarlo software that simulates

the response of the LAT.

Today seven high-confidence and three low-confidence

Fig. 1. The GLAST Large Area Telescope. An incident gamma

ray converts into a e−e+
pair

gamma-ray pulsars are known and this numbers will in-

crease with the observations of GLAST, scheduled for

launch in the fall of 2007.

The GLAST Large Area Telescope (LAT) (Fig. 1), is

a pair conversion telescope based on the most advanced

high energy detectors. It consists in a precision silicon

strip tracker, an hodoscopic calorimeter and a segmented

anticoincidence shield for particle background rejection.

The LAT high sensitivity (2×10−9 ph/cm2/s) and effec-

tive area (>8000 cm2) will permit the discovery of a lot of

new pulsars: the estimates range between tens to hundreds

depending upon the theoretical scenario adopted. More-

over the low dead time of the detector (20 µs) will allow

the detailed reconstruction of pulsar lightcurves. One of

the most exciting possibilities of the LAT will be the cov-

erage of the energy window from 30 GeV up to 300 GeV,

a still unexplored range. At these energies the theoreti-
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Table 1. The PulsarSpectrum parameters.

Type of Parameter Parameter

Observational
a

: RA, Dec, flux,
t0, f(t0), f

′
(t0), f

′′
(t0),

Model-dependent: Model, Emin, Emax,
Random seed,

5 free parameters,

a
t0 indicates the epoch of the ephemerides

cal models make different previsions on the high energy

spectral cutoff and the spectral coverage of LAT will be of

primary importance for constraining and discriminating

among the models. In order to study the LAT response to

specific gamma ray sources, various simulation packages

have been developed.

2. The PulsarSpectrum simulator

2.1. General overview

The basic idea of PulsarSpectrum is to construct a bidi-

mensional histogram representing the differential flux vs.

energy and pulsar phase. This histogram contains all the

basic informations about lightcurve and spectrum. How

it is built depends upon the model we want to use: for

example a phenomenological model, based only on obser-

vations, or a physical one, based on a specific theoretical

model. Currently two models have been included. The first

model implemented was phenomenological, since it is more

flexible and completely independent from the theoretical

emission scenario. A second model recently implemented

allow the user to simulate pulsars with an arbitrary pho-

ton distribution in phase and in energy. This model can

in fact use a 2D histogram that can be provided by other

external programs.

The input parameters of the simulator can be divided in

two categories and are listed in the Table 1:

– Observational parameters, which characterize the gen-

eral parameters of the pulsar;

– Model-dependent parameters, that define which model

will be used for simulation and the set of parameters

used by this model. There are 5 free parameters that

leave to the user the freedom to adjust the model.

All parameters are placed in two specific data files used

by both PulsarSpectrum and the LAT simulation tools.

PulsarSpectrum creates the lightcurve and the spectrum

from these parameters and combines them to obtain

a two-dimensional matrix that represents the flux in

ph/m2/s/keV. An example of such an histogram for a sim-

ulated pulsar similar to Vela is in Fig. 2. The photons are

Fig. 2. An example of a 2D histogram generated by Pulsar-

Spectrum for simulating a pulsar with a spectrum similar to

Vela pulsar

then extracted such that the interval between two subse-

quent photons is determined by the flux integrated over

the energy range of interest.

2.2. The phenomenological model

The phenomenological model allows the user to generate

pulsar lightcurves in a general way using a single or dou-

ble Lorenzian peak profile whose shape is determined from

random generated numbers. The lightcurve can be gen-

erated alternatively from a user-provided profile. This is

useful for simulating the already observed gamma ray pul-

sars. The spectral shape is assumed to be a power law with

exponential cutoff (according to [1]), as in the observed

gamma-ray pulsars and can then be modeled as:

dN

dE
= K(

E

En

)a
exp(

E

E0

)−b (1)

The normalisation constant K is determined by the pho-

ton flux in the range 100 MeV- 30 GeV, in order to have

flux compatible with the fluxes in the 3rd EGRET Cata-

log. The other spectral parameters can be varied; the val-

ues for the EGRET pulsars are obtained from real data

by fitting procedures (See e.g. [1]). As an example, in

Fig. 2 is presented an histogram for a Vela-like pulsars,

i.e. a simulated pulsar with characteristics similar to the

Vela pulsar. The lightcurve has been derived from EGRET

observations while the spectral parameters from a multi-

wavelength fit as reported in 1, are displayed in Fig. 3.

2.3. Timing issues

Once the differential flux histogram is created the time

interval between two subsequent photons is computed ac-

cording to the flux. The strategy adopted is to compute

the mean photon rate and then to calculate the inter-

val to the next photon according to Poisson statistics.
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Fig. 3. The input spectrum for a Vela-like pulsar using phe-

nomenological model. The spectral parameters have been ob-

tained from [1]. The crosses indicate the distribution of the

extracted photons.

Then a secondary correction ∆t is summed to this in-

terval in order that the photon distribution follow the in-

put lightcurve. The interval between two photons is com-

puted assuming that the pulsar period does not change

with time and the photons arrival times are computed

into a reference system fixed relative to stars. This is not

the ”real world”. Pulsar timing is affected by more com-

plicate effects, as (1)- The motion of GLAST through the

Solar System and the relativistic effects due to gravita-

tional well of the Sun (see 2.3.1); (2)- Period changes with

time (see 2.3.2). For pulsars in binary systems an addi-

tional modulation to the orbital period should be taken

into account. For a precise pulsar simulator intent to pro-

duce a realistic list of photon arrival times we need to

include all these effects (to transform to the observational

frame). All these procedures are now implemented in the

code and only the binary demodulation is not yet imple-

mented. The real arrival time of a photon from a pulsar

must be first barycentered and then phase assigned.

2.3.1. Barycentric effects

The first step to analyze pulsar data is the conversion

from the arrival times at the spacecraft, usually expressed

in Terrestrial Time TT or TAI, to the arrival times at

the Solar System barycenter, expressed in Barycentric Dy-

namical Time TDB. Taking into account both the mo-

tion of spacecraft through space and the general relativis-

tic effects due to the gravitational field of the Sun (i.e.

Shapiro delay), the simulator computes the opposite of

the barycentric correction by considering the position of

the Earth and of the spacecraft in the Solar System, and

the position of the Sun. The accuracy for the computation

of these corrections is hard-coded in the program.

Fig. 4. The count map of the simulatd data of the LAT DC2.

The green circles indicate the EGRET pulsars, part of the

whole pulsar population simulated using PulsarSpectrum

2.3.2. Period change and ephemerides

The rotational energy of a radio pulsar decreases with time

and hence the period increases with time. For gamma-ray

pulsar science the radio ephemerides are fundamental for

assigning the correct phase to each photon. If we know

the frequency f(t0) and its derivatives ḟ(t0) and f̈(t0) at

a certain time t0, known as epoch, the phase is then:

φ(t) = int[f(t0)(t− t0)+
1

2
ḟ(t0)(t− t0)

2 +
1

6
f̈(t0)(t− t0)

3].

(2)

The interval between two photons must be also corrected

for this effect. In the parameters file the user can specify

a set of ephemerides with the relative epoch of validity

expressed in Modified Julian Date. The simulator then

computes the opportune arrival time such that, after ap-

plying the barycentric corrections and then the Eq. 2, the

correct phase is obtained.

3. Gamma-ray pulsars in the LAT Data
Challenge 2

PulsarSpectrum have been used by the GLAST LAT Col-

laboration for simulating pulsars in the LAT Data Chal-

lenge 2. The Data Challenge 2 (DC2) was an important

milestone for the preparation of the analysis and simu-

lation software for the GLAST mission. For the DC2 a

simulated 55-days long LAT observation of the whole sky

have been generated, and the simulated data have been

provided to the scientists of the Collaboration. The main

goals of the DC2 were to study and validate the LAT Mon-

teCarlo, to exercize the Analysis Tools under development

for GLAST and to better study the LAT Instrument Re-

sponse Functions. Using DC2 simulated data, a group of

LAT scientists have worked on these from the begin of

March to the end of May (date of official DC2 Closeout

meeting) and beyond.

One of the most important efforts in the DC2 was the com-

position of an high-detailed simulation of the gamma-ray

sky (see Fig. 4). This similated sky was built by using a set

of programs capable to simulate the different gamma-ray
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Fig. 5. The phase distribution of the photons above 100 MeV

from the Vela pulsar using DC2 simulated data.

sources. Not only the current known gamma-ray sources

discovered by EGRET have been included, but also a lot of

new sources, in order to push down the sensitivity limit of

the detected sources. Also possible new classes of gamma-

ray sources have been included, such X-ray binaries and

microquasars.

The pulsar component was entirely simulated by Pulsar-

Spectrum and was composed by some subclasses of pul-

sars. There are the six gamma-ray pulsars detected at

EGRET energies, displayed in Fig. 4, and some other

real radio-pulsars that are within error box of some 3EG

sources. The remaining pulsars were not actually real pul-

sars, but simulated pulsars that have characteristics sim-

ilar to the current known pulsars. These were divided in

two subgroups, a set of isolated pulsars and a set of mil-

lisecond pulsars. A database containing the timing solu-

tion for some pulsars has been provided to DC2 users.

However for some gamma-ray pulsars the timing solution

have not been provided, in order to leave to the DC2 peo-

ple the possibility to study tecniques for finding Geminga-

like pulsars with no radio counterparts. In Fig. 5 and 6

are displayed the recontructed phase curves of the simu-

lated Vela and Geminga pulsar using DC2 simulated data.

These curves showed a profile very similar to the real

EGRET profile, but this is not a suprise since the EGRET

data have been used for shaping the input lightcurve for

EGRET pulsars present in the DC2. With comparison

of EGRET it is remarkable the better statistics achieved

with the LAT in 55 days in comparison to the EGRET

curves, as reported e.g. in [2]

4. Conclusions

Pulsar simulations are very important to study the

GLAST LAT capabilities to probe these gamma-ray

sources. We present here the latest results in pulsar simu-

lations using the PulsarSpectrum simulator, able to repro-

duce timing and spectral features of gamma-ray pulsars

Fig. 6. The phase distribution of the photons above 100 MeV

from the Geminga pulsar using DC2 simulated data.

with high detail. PulsarSpectrum has been successfully

used by the GLAST collaboration for testing the function-

ality of the LAT Science Analysis Tools, a set of analysis

programs specifically designed to analyse the LAT data af-

ter launch. An important event in the preparation of the

GLAST mission was the Data Challenge 2, during what

a 55-days LAT observation of the full sky have been gen-

erated. Pulsars included in DC2 sky have been simulated

with this simulator, providing LAT scientists simulated

data from a realistic gamma-ray pulsar population. The

DC2 has been also a good chance to exercize the pulsar

simulator and to show that PulsarSpectrum can be used

by the GLAST Collaboration for better exploring the LAT

detecting capability on pulsars.
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Abstract. Radio, X-ray, and H.E.S.S. gamma-ray obser-

vations of the Galactic Center (GC) composite super-

nova remnant SNR G0.9+0.1 are used to constrain a

time-dependent injection model of the downstream elec-

tron spectrum responsible for the total multiwavelength

spectrum. The effect of spindown power evolution as well

as nebular field evolution is employed to reproduce the

present-day multiwavelength spectrum. Assuming a neb-

ular magnetic field decay model of typical H.E.S.S.-type

pulsar wind nebulae (PWN), ending with a present-day

field strength of 6µG, we obtain an initial spindown power

of ∼ 1038 ergs/s if we assume a birth period and age of

43 ms and 6, 500 yr respectively to reproduce the proper-

ties of the SNR shell. This gives a present-day spindown

power of ∼ 1037 ergs/s, which agrees well with the present-

day spindown power derived from X-ray observations.

1. Introduction

The H.E.S.S. Collaboration recently reported the detec-

tion of the composite supernova remnant SNR G0.9+0.1

in very high energy (VHE) gamma-rays [3] with a signifi-

cance of≈ 13σ, after 50 hours of observations of the Galac-

tic Center (GC) region during March-September 2004

with the full telescope system (see also [4]). The unre-

solved gamma-ray radiation, which appears to be asso-

ciated with the plerionic remnant core, corresponds to a

photon flux above 200 GeV of (5.7 ± 0.7stat ± 1.2sys) ×

10−12/cm2/s and luminosity of ∼ 2× 1034 ergs/s, making

this one of the faintest VHE gamma-ray sources. For a

radially symmetric Gaussian emission region, a 95% con-

fidence limit of 1.3′ ∼ 3.2 pc on the source radius is ob-

tained, and similarly for emission from a uniform thin

shell, with extension < 2.2′ ∼ 5.4 pc. This is the first time

that SNR G0.9+0.1 has been detected at gamma-ray en-

ergies [8], subsequent to the earlier unconstraining upper

limit given by HEGRA [1], and H.E.S.S. observations in

2003 (resulting in a 4σ detection) [2]. MAGIC also de-

tected a small excess from G0.9+0.1 [5], but it is however

not statistically significant yet due to limited observation

time.

Helfand and Becker [15] observed G0.9+0.1 in 1984 for

45 minute integrations at 20 cm and 6 cm with the VLA

in their search for further examples of composite objects,

despite its omission from Green’s first catalogue [14]. This

led to the discovery of the composite nature of this bright,

extended source near the GC in the radio band, with the

flat radio core, corresponding to the pulsar wind nebula

(PWN), and steeper shell components clearly distinguish-

able. (Shortly afterwards, Reich, Sofue & Fuerst [19] con-

firmed G0.9+0.1’s non-thermal nature and its identifica-

tion as an SNR by detailed comparison of radio continuum

and infrared emission from the GC). Using various previ-

ous observations, Helfand and Becker assigned spectral

indices of αc ≈ 0.1 (typical of Crab-like remnants) and

αs ≈ 0.6 to the core and shell components, and also con-

structed a broad band spectrum (radio – X-ray) of this

source, as well as an upper limit of 3 Jy on the 25µm

infrared flux. (Recent VLA measurements at 90 cm [16]

revealed similar indices of 0.12 and 0.77 for the core and

shell components, confirming this SNR’s composite clas-

sification [33]; see [10] for a recent review).

Helfand and Becker [15] furthermore indicated a core-

to-shell diameter ratio of ∼ 0.25. Assuming a distance of

10 kpc, they obtained radio luminosities of LR,c = 7.0 ×

1034 ergs/s and LR,s = 2.8× 1034 ergs/s for the core and

shell components, and an X-ray luminosity (0.5−4.5 keV)

of ∼ (1− 5)× 1034 ergs/s for this remnant, setting the X-

ray-to-radio flux ratio for the core to <
∼ 0.6. Other cited lu-

minosity ratios are LR,c/LR,s ∼ 2.5 and LX,c/LX,s ∼ 0.5.

These authors also argued for an initial spin period of a

few ms for the putative pulsar, but further VLA observa-

tions at 6 cm and 20 cm did not reveal any point source

above 6σ (0.45 mJy) [11]. Observations during a conti-

nuum GC survey at 843 MHz by MOST [13] confirmed a

core and shell component, with respective flux densities in

close agreement with the spectra given by [15]. Owing to

G0.9+0.1’s structure being similar to that of SNR 0540-

693 (in the Large Magellanic Cloud) which contains a pul-

sar, G0.9+0.1 was identified as a likely candidate for being

a pulsar host. High dispersion measures and interstellar

scattering may however inhibit detection of pulsed emis-

sion from G0.9+0.1 [13].
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While performing a survey of the GC, BeppoSAX

serendipitously detected SNR G0.9+0.1 [17]. This detec-

tion represented the first firm evidence of X-ray emission

from G0.9+0.1, in addition to an earlier marginal detec-

tion by the Einstein Observatory [15] and a nondetection

by ROSAT [17, 28]. Follow-up observations of the GC and

on-axis observations of G0.9+0.1 [26, 27, 30, 31] confirmed

the non-thermal nature of X-rays from its radio core, and

thus the composite nature of this remnant, and also found

marginal indications of a diffuse character. Only an upper

limit for X-ray emission from the SNR shell could be given,

probably due to line-of-sight absorption [23]. Although no

flux variations or pulsations were found, Sidoli et al. [31]

argued for the existence of a young central neutron star

based on the broad band (radio & X-ray) properties of the

SNR.

The ASCA GC survey also detected significant X-ray

emission from G0.9+0.1 in the 3 − 10 keV band, but no

significant emission in the softer energy band [25]. The

emitting region was compact, in accordance with the radio

core, but unresolved, and no line-like feature was observed.

Similar updated results for the 0.7− 10 keV band, as well

as an upper limit of 1.5′ for the apparent X-ray size, are

given in [22].

A higher resolution 35 ksec observation of this source

in October 2000 with Chandra X-Ray Observatory [12]

revealed a clear axial symmetry for the PWN, which

matched the morphology of the radio nebula, as well

as a faint X-ray point source along the symmetry axis

(CXOU J174722.8-280915) which is considered to be the

best candidate for emission from a central pulsar (al-

though no pulsations were detected). A bright elliplical

5′′×8′′ clump, which may be an intermediate-latitude fea-

ture in the pulsar wind, was also observed. An equatorial

torus and axial jet morphology provides a natural expla-

nation for the data and lends support to the idea that this

type of morphology might be ubiquitous within the pulsar

population.

SNR G0.9+0.1 was also easily identified in the hard

energy band when a wide-angle XMM-Newton survey of

the CG Region was conducted during 2000-2001 (11 point-

ings of 10− 25 ksec exposures) [23, 24]. On-axis observa-

tions during September 2000 (∼ 29 ksec) [18] revealed a

large scale X-ray morphology in good correspondence with

the 20 cm VLA radio contours [15], with the X-ray core

matching the eastern radio peak, and the western side of

the X-ray arc-like feature corresponding to the western

radio peak. Diffuse emission from the radio shell was also

detected in X-rays for the first time (of either thermal or

non-thermal origin), in good agreement with the earlier

upper limit of Sidoli et al. [31]. Both an absorbed power-

law and a thermal bremsstrahlung model provide good fits

for the data in the region of the PWN. Evidence for spec-

tral steepening with increasing radius supports a scenario

where high-energy electrons undergo synchrotron losses as

they diffuse through the nebula. The spectral steepening

is stronger than in other PWN (e.g. 3C58 & G21.5-0.9)

and the core is harder. Small-scale structure resembled

that detected by Chandra, having less detail but double

the extent of the emission. Spectra of the various struc-

tures were derived for the first time, indicating that the

eastern part of the arc-like feature exhibited harder X-ray

emission than the western part. This may be explained in

terms of relativistic beaming or Doppler boosting effects.

The jet-like feature also had distinct spectral indices for its

northern and southern part. Furthermore, the central pul-

sar candidate CXOU J174722.8-280915 was visible above

6 keV, and magnetospheric emission seems to be preferred

to a black-body model, implying a luminosity of ∼ 1033
d
2
10

ergs/s for this source (d10 = d/10 kpc). The deepest X-

ray observation ever performed on this SNR [29] confirms

the spectral softening at larger radial distances from the

PWN peak as well as X-ray emission from a region spa-

tially coincident with the radio shell.

During 2003-2004, INTEGRAL observed the GC in the

20−100 keV energy range for an effective exposure time of

4.7×106 sec [6]. Emission from a region with centroid label

IGR J17475-2822, a source associated with Sgr B2, was

clearly observed [20]. The extension of this source toward

the north was tentatively associated with G0.9+0.1 and

interpreted as a detection of VHE synchrotron radiation.

In this paper we use radio, X-ray, and gamma-ray data

to constrain both a time-dependent injection model of the

downstream electron spectrum (responsible for the total

multiwavelength spectrum), and the evolutionary history

of the spindown power.

2. The Model

We assume that the central pulsar’s spindown power has

the following functional form:

L = Iωω̇ = −Kω
n+1
, (1)

with I the moment of inertia, ω the angular frequency,

ω̇ its time-derivative, and n = ωω̈/ω̇
2 the braking index.

We next assume that n is a constant (see, however, [7])

and that the neutron star’s crustal magnetic field does not

decay. This leads to the condition

ṖP
n−2 = Ṗ0P

n−2
0 , (2)

with P = 2π/ω the pulsar period, Ṗ its time-derivative,

and the subscript ‘0’ indicating quantities at pulsar birth.

Upon integration of ω̇ from eq. (1), and using eq. (2), one

finds the following general expression for the evolution of

L(t) (see also [21]):

L(t) = L0

[

1 +
(n− 1)P 2

0 L0t

4π2I

]

−

n+1

n−1

. (3)

In what follows, we assume P0 = 0.043 s, as inferred by

Van der Swaluw and Wu [32] using the ratio of the PWN
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Model Parameter Symbol Value/Range

Braking index n 3

B-field parameter α 0.5

Present-day B-field B(T ) 6 µG
Conversion efficiency ε 0.1

Age T 6,500 yr

Characteristic time scale τ0 500 yr

Distance d 8.5 kpc

Magnetization parameter σ 0.2

Moment of inertia I 10
45

g.cm
2

Q break energy Eb 10
−8

− 10 ergs

Q index 1 α1 -1.0

Q index 2 α2 -2.2

Initial spindown power L0 10
36

– 10
40

ergs/s

Birth period P0 0.043 s

Table 1. Values of parameters used for the model (see text for

details).

and shell radii. We model the effect of a time-changing

nebular field by

B(t) =
B0

1 + (t/τ0)α
. (4)

For the electron injection spectrum Q(E, t) (number of

electrons per second per energy at the shock radius rS),

we assume a broken power law with indices α1 and α2,

and break energy Eb:

Q(E, t) =







Q0(t)
(

E

Eb

)α1

E < Eb

Q0(t)
(

E

Eb

)α2

E ≥ Eb

.

We normalise Q by requiring that
∫

Q(E, t)EdE = εL(t), (5)

with ε ∼ 0.1 a conversion efficiency of spindown power

into particle luminosity. This leads to

Q0(t) =
εL(t)

E2
b

[

(α1 + 2) (α2 + 2)

(α2 − α1)

]

, (6)

for α2 < −2.

We next impose two boundary conditions. The first is

that rL<
∼ 0.5rS , with rL the electron’s Larmor radius [9].

This ensures particle confinement within the PWN, and

leads to a condition on the particle energy:

E(t) <
e

2

√

σL(t)

(1 + σ)c
, (7)

with σ ≡ LEB/LE the ratio of the electromagnetic energy

flux to the particle energy flux. The second energy con-

dition is required to ensure that the particles radiating

synchrotron emission will survive until time t = T (with

T the PWN’s age):

E(t) <
422

B(t)B(T )(T − t)
ergs. (8)

Fig. 1. Plot of log
10

χtot (with χtot the rms-total of the indi-

vidual test statistics for fits to the radio, X-ray and gamma-ray

data) vs. log
10

of initial spindown luminosity L0 and log
10

of

injection spectrum break energy Eb, in order to find the ‘best

fit’ (indicated by an ‘X’) for L0 and Eb (at a fixed age T =

6,500 yr and birth period P0 = 0.043 s).

We lastly calculate the leptonic spectrum dN/dE subject

to eq. (7) and eq. (8) by integrating Q over time from

t = 0 to t = T = 6,500 yr (see [17], where an age of

∼6,800 yr is derived assuming that G09.+0.1 is expanding

adiabatically). Table 1 summarizes the values adopted

for certain model parameters.

3. Results and Conclusions

Using this time-dependent model for the nebular aver-

aged leptonic spectrum, we add the contributions from all

epochs which survive to the present-day to give the net

present-day photon spectra as calculated for synchrotron

and inverse Compton emission. In the latter case the tar-

get photon fields are the CMBR, as well as galactic tar-

get photon fields from the 25K dust and starlight photon

fields, assuming associated energy densities of ∼ 1 eV/cm3

for each component.

From Figure 1 we find an optimum fit of initial spin-

down luminosity L0 ∼ 2.5 × 1038 ergs/s and a spectral

break energy of Eb ∼ 8× 10−3 ergs. Note that we obtain

different optimum values when we fit the radio, X-ray and

VHE gamma-ray data individually. The resulting fits (and

multiwavelength observations) are shown in Figure 2 and

Table 2, where we also show the corresponding total en-

ergy output Etot =
∫

L(t)dt, integral X-ray flux FX (2−10

keV) in ergs/cm2/s, and integral γ-ray flux above 0.2 TeV,

Fγ(> 0.2), in /cm2/s. A distance of d = 8.5 kpc is assumed

[3]. These values correspond quite well to inferred values

given in [3, 17, 31, 18, 29]).
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Fig. 2. Plots of best fits of the spectral energy distribution

(SED) of G0.9+0.1, with the different fits corresponding to

Table 2, i.e. for individual and collective fits of the multiwave-

length data (at a fixed age T = 6,500 yr and birth period P0

= 0.043 s). Also shown are radio data points (the diamonds)

and radio spectrum taken from [15], X-ray spectrum from [29],

and gamma-ray spectrum from [3].

Data Eb L0 Fγ(> 0.2) FX Etot χ

γ-rays 0.5 38.0 -11.4 – 48.8 -1.0

X-rays 1.0 37.7 – -11.6 48.7 -0.35

Radio -2.1 39.8 – – 49.0 2.2

All -2.1 38.4 -11.9 -12.4 48.9 2.4

Obs. – – -11.2 -11.2 – –

Table 2. Table of ‘best fit’ parameters for individual and col-

lective multiwavelength fits, as well as observed values [3, 18].

Column units are log
10

of ergs, ergs/s, /cm
2/s, ergs/cm

2/s, ergs,

and log
10

of a dimensionless test statistic. (See text for details).

Eq. (3) now implies a value of present-day spindown

power of L(T ) ∼ 7.4 × 1036 ergs/s, which agrees within

∼ 50% with the inferred value of L(T ) ∼ 1.5×1037 ergs/s

from BeppoSAX observations [31]. One may then also infer

a pulsar polar cap (PC) magnetic field strength of BPC ∼

3.2 × 1019
√

P0Ṗ0 ∼ 5 × 1012 G, which is a typical value

for the canonical pulsar population.

We are, however, not yet satisfied with the quality of

the total fit, since it is obvious that the radio data are not

fitted very well. This is also the case for an alternative

nebular field which is initially larger, and falls exponen-

tially to the present-day assumed value of B(T ) = 6µG.

Future investigations will relax the initial spin period P0

and age T (keeping them free), and include extra com-

ponents in the injection spectrum, to see if we can ob-

tain better quality fits for the spectral energy distribution

(SED) of G0.9+0.1.
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1. Introduction

PSR B0540-69, a 50 ms pulsar located in the Large Mag-

ellanic Cloud (LMC), is one of the most distant pulsars

known (d = 49.4 ± 3.36 kpc, Taylor & Cordes 1993).

Seward et al. (1984) discovered the pulsar at the posi-

tion of supernova remnant SNR 0540-693 by using the

Einstein X-Ray Observatory. Shortly after its discovery

a bright synchrotron wind nebula was confirmed in the

optical waveband (Chanan et al. 1984). The optical pul-

sations were soon detected by Middleditch & Pennypacker

(1985) with a mean pulsed magnitude of 22.5. In the ra-

dio band the pulsar is quite a faint source (Manchester

et al. 1993), though Johnston & Romani (2003) recently

reported the discovery of the first giant pulses from this

pulsar. Since 1984, PSR B0540-69 has been observed by:

HST (Boyd et al. 1995; Serafimovich et al. 2004),VLT

(Serafimovich et al. 2004), BeppoSAX (Mineo et al. 1999),

GINGA (Deeter et al. 1999), Chandra X-ray Observatory

(Gotthelf & Wang 2000; Kaaret et al. 2001), ASCA (Hi-

rayama et al. 2002) and RXTE (de Plaa et al. 2003).

PSR B0540-69 is often referred to as an extragalactic

‘twin’ of the Crab pulsar (Tab. 1). Both pulsars have sim-

ilar rotational parameters, characteristic age, spin-down

luminosity and both are embedded in synchrotron pleri-

onic nebulae. Here the similarity ends. Pulse profiles and

spectra of PSR B0540-69 and PSR B0531+21 differ signif-

icantly. The Crab pulse profile shows a sharp double-peak

structure, whereas the profile of LMC pulsar consists of a

single broad peak. However, this broad pulse peak might

be formed as a superposition of two Gaussian components

separated of about 0.2 in phase (de Plaa et al. 2003). The

X-ray spectrum of PSR B0540-60 differs from thet Crab

spectrum (de Plaa et al. 2003). Additionally, unlike the

Crab pulsar, PSR B0540-69 is not a γ-ray pulsar.

2. Observations and Data Analysis

The International Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory

(INTEGRAL) is a 15 keV – 10 MeV gamma-ray obser-

vatory mission, consists of the spectrometer SPI and the

imager IBIS (Sec. 3), with concurrent source monitoring

in X-rays - the Joint European Monitor for X-rays (JEM-

Table 1. Properties of PSR B0540-69 and PSR B0531+21

(Crab pulsar).

Parameter PSR B0540-69 PSR B0531+21

P (s) 0.05035 0.03308

Ṗ (s s
−1

) 4.79 × 10
−13

4.23 × 10
−13

n 2.08 2.51

d (kpc) 49.40 2.0

τc (kyr) 1.67 1.24

Bs (G) 4.97 × 10
12

3.78 × 10
12

Lsd (erg s
−1

) 1.5 × 10
38

4.6 × 10
38

Nebula size (pc) 0.6 × 0.9 1.5 × 1.5

X, 3–35 keV, Sec. 4) and in the optical range - the Optical

Monitoring Camera (OMC, V, 500–600 nm).

We gathered more than one million seconds of PSR

B0540-69 observations with INTEGRAL. The data of one

INTEGRAL orbit, lasting about three sidereal days, are

summarised as one revolution. The satellite was pointed

to the LMC during nine revolutions (Tab. 2); six of them

took place in January 2003 and three of them a year later,

i.e. in January 2004. Because of the dithering of the IN-

TEGRAL satellite, single observations consist of many

pointings that last about 30 minutes and are separated by

slews. Each pointing and slew, or only a part of them if

they are too long, is called a Science Window (ScW). Sin-

gle observation usually consists of several ScWs. Detailed

information about the strategy of scientific observations

and data analysis can be found in the manuals published

by INTEGRAL Science Data Centre (ISDC) team1. For

the purpose of our project we used the INTEGRAL stan-

dard software - ‘Off-line Science Analysis’ (OSA, v5.1) to

generate maps and source intensities. For the timing anal-

ysis we used our own IDL procedures.

Detailed description of the data selection

We used all available INTEGRAL data of PSR B0540-

69. Until now the LMC was observed during the following

nine revolutions: 0027, 0028, 0029, 0033, 0034, 0035, 0150,

1 http://isdc.unige.ch/index.cgi?Soft+download
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Table 2. Time span of the INTEGRAL LMC observations. A total of 813 ScWs within nine revolution were selected. First

column gives the INTEGRAL orbit (revolution) number. Second column shows the arbitrary numbers of ScWs given in brackets,

as well as a total number of ScWs per revolution. Next columns show revolution start and end time given in MJD TT and

UTC, respectively.

Rev Number of ScWs TSTART TSTOP TSTART TSTOP

0027 (1-92) 92 52641.33 52643.98 2003Jan02 at 07:57:54 2003Jan04 at 23:38:55

0028 (93-177) 85 52644.33 52646.97 2003Jan05 at 08:01:21 2003Jan07 at 23:29:57

0029 (178-271) 94 52647.33 52649.97 2003Jan08 at 07:55:09 2003Jan10 at 23:20:02

0033 (272-367) 96 52659.29 52661.94 2003Jan20 at 06:58:11 2003Jan22 at 22:34:56

0034 (368-459) 92 52662.29 52664.93 2003Jan23 at 07:09:39 2003Jan25 at 22:19:59

0035 (460-552) 93 52665.27 52667.94 2003Jan26 at 06:29:29 2003Jan28 at 22:34:58

0150 (553-631) 79 53009.26 53011.93 2004Jan05 at 06:14:46 2004Jan07 at 22:29:59

0151 (632-726) 95 53012.23 53014.92 2004Jan08 at 05:37:33 2004Jan10 at 22:14:57

0152 (727-813) 87 53015.22 53017.93 2004Jan11 at 05:25:23 2004Jan13 at 22:21:52

Table 3. Catalogue of selected sources used for the IBIS/ISGRI and JEM-X analysis. Coordinates are given in the increasing

order of RA. Additionally the ISGRI (I FLAG) and JEM-X (J FLAG) detection flags are given; 0 - undetected, 1 - detected.

However, the flag values are obtained for the standard settings of the data analysis performed by ISDC team. Especially the

minimum detection sigma parameter could play a role here. The source coordinates were taken from the INTEGRAL General

Reference Catalogue (v.24) containing all sources detected by INTEGRAL and being brighter than 1 mCrab above 1 keV. Only

the pulsar position was changed. We used the coordinates given by Kaaret et al. (2001) on the basis of the Chandra observation.

NAME SOURCE ID α [
◦
] δ [

◦
] I FLAG J FLAG

LMC X-2 J052029.2-715736 80.12167 -71.96000 0 1

LMC X-4 J053249.2-662214 83.205 -66.37056 1 1

SN 1987A J053530.0-691600 83.875 -69.26667 0 0

LMC X-3 J053856.4-640501 84.735 -64.08361 0 1

LMC X-1 J053938.7-694436 84.91125 -69.74333 1 1

PSR B0540-69 J054007.7-692005 85.04675 -69.33194 1 0

EXO 0748-676 J074833.8-674509 117.1408 -67.7525 1 0

0151 and 0152 (Tab. 2). It resulted in 813 ScWs operated

in the pointing mode. The exposure time per ScW is typ-

ically 2300 sec but occasionally ScWs as long as 9000 sec

or as short as a few hundred seconds are encountered. The

(arbitrary) ScW numbers corresponding to different revo-

lutions are given in Tab. 2. Afterwards, we made the fol-

lowing selection. Using idx find2 we requested for: ScW be-

ing of pointing type, the target (pulsar) located inside the

fully illuminated field of view (that is 9◦ and 4.◦8 for IBIS

and JEM-X, respectively), and both instrument modes be-

ing equal to 41, which indicates normal operations mode.

We obtained two lists of ScWs fulfilling the terms of our

criteria. The IBIS list consists of 617 ScWs, and the JEM-

X one of 409 ScWs. None the less, in both cases the final

number of used ScWs decreased during the analysis. It

was caused by different reasons that are discussed in the

according paragraphs.

Both, IBIS and JEM-X are coded mask instruments,

therefore it is not possible to deal with one source at a

time. Each source contributes to the background of the

other sources detected in the field of view (FoV) of the

instrument. Thus, all sources brighter or comparable with

2
This procedure allows to select ScWs fulfilling terms of user

criteria.

the target have to be included in the user (input) cata-

logue. For the purpose of the analysis we created our own

catalogue. It is based on the general INTEGRAL cata-

logue (v.24) and consists of seven sources visible in the

IBIS FoV. Detailed information of the selected sources is

shown in Tab. 3. The IBIS FoV is larger than the JEM-X

FoV, therefore EX0 0748-676 was not visible by the X-ray

instrument. Consequently only the first six sources listed

in Tab. 3 were taken into account during the JEM-X anal-

ysis.

3. IBIS/ISGRI data analysis and results

IBIS is a gamma-ray telescope on-board of the INTE-

GRAL satellite with powerful diagnostic capabilities of

fine imaging, source identification and spectral sensitiv-

ity in both continuum and lines. It is able to localise

weak sources at low energy to better than a few arcmin-

utes accuracy. Its energy resolution is 7% at 100 keV and

9% at 1 MeV. IBIS is a γ-ray imager consisting of two

simultaneously operating detectors, ISGRI and PICsIT,

covering the energy range from 20 keV to 10 MeV. The

first layer (ISGRI) is made of Cadmium-Telluride (CdTe)

solid-state detector and the second (PICsIT) of Cesium-

Iodide (CsI) scintillator crystals. This configuration en-
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Fig. 1. Left : RXTE PCA 2–10 keV pulse profile of PSR B0540-69 obtained form the data collected between December, 7 2002

and January, 30 2003. Right : RXTE PCA normalised pulse profiles of PSR B0540-69 obtained form the data collected between

January, 3 and February, 27 2004. The red (lowest), green (middle), and blue (highest) light curves corresponds to 2–10, 10–20,

and 20–30 keV energy bands, respectively. The pulse duty cycle changes significantly with energy. The background level is

unknown, therefore the pulsed fraction can not be measured. [Lucien Kuiper, private communication].

Table 4. PSR B0540-69 ephemeris.

Parameter & Value Value

α2000 05
h
40

m
11.s221

δ2000 −69
◦
19

′
54.′′98

Rev. 27, 28, 29, 33, 34 and 35

Val. range (MJD) 52620–52670

t0 (TDB MJD) 52625.000000000

ν0 (Hz) 19.779298587915

ν̇0 (10
−10

Hz s
−1

) −1.87410

ν̈0 (10
−20

Hz s
−2

) 2.51

Rev. 150, 151, 152

Val. range (MJD) 53007–53062

t0 (TDB MJD) 53007.000000000

ν0 (Hz) 19.773116586988(11189)

ν̇0 (10
−10

Hz s
−1

) −1.87256(11)

ν̈0 (10
−21

Hz s
−2

) 3.413(4.92)

sures a good broad line and continuum sensitivity over

the wide spectral range covered by IBIS. Our analysis is

based on the ISGRI single events, where the photons are

stopped in one pixel of the ISGRI layer. The signal am-

plitude yields the energy of the incident photon. However,

above 50 keV the energy is a function of not just the pulse

height but also the pulse rise time (RISE TIME param-

eter, afterwords). In that case both measured values are

used to determine the energy of the photon.

Lucien Kuiper (private communication) constructed

pulsar ephemerides from observations with the Rossi X-

ray Timing Explorer Mission Proportional Counter Ar-

ray (RXTE PCA). The RXTE data were taken between

December, 7 2002 and January, 30 2003, as well as be-

tween January, 3 and February, 27 2004. The ephemerides

obtained for both epochs are presented in Tab. 4, re-

spectively, together with the INTEGRAL revolutions to

which they are applicable. Note that the second frequency

derivative for the time span 53007–53062 MJD (Rev. 150–

152) is not significant. The RXTE PCA 2–10 keV pulse

profile constructed by using the data collected over De-

cember 2002 and January 2003 and folded accordingly to

the pulsar ephemeris is shown in Fig. 1, left panel. The

pulse profiles obtained from the data collected between

January and February 2004 in three energy bands: 2–10,

10–20, and 20–30 keV are shown in Fig. 1, right panel. It is

clear that the pulse duty cycle increases, while the pulsed

fraction likely decreases with energy. The exact number

of the pulsed fraction defined as f = NP

NP +NDC

can not

be derived because of the unknown background level. The

ephemeris for 2003 and 2004 observations are not absolute,

and the alignment of the corresponding RXTE pulse pro-

files is not absolute either. Absolute timing would require

defining the anchor point in the profile and referencing to

this phase.

Since October 18, 2004 all public INTEGRAL data

are available in two formats: revision 1 (Rev.1) and re-
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Fig. 2. PSR B0540-69 light curves obtained from JEM-X (left column) and IBIS (middle and right columns) instruments. The

energy bands are indicated in each panel, two cycles are shown for clarity. The PIF values in the plotted PIF ranges were

multiplied by 10.

vision 2 (Rev.2). In Rev.2, the correction of all JD time

stamps for the offsets between the On Board Time (OBT)

of each instrument is done. In Rev.2 the data correction

(COR) step, as well as the instrumental Good Time Inter-

val (GTI) and deadline handling (DEAD) steps are per-

formed by the ISDC using OSA (v.4.2) at the science win-

dow level. During the COR step the data are corrected

for instrumental effects, such as energy and position cor-

rections, while the GTI step generates, selects and merges

Good Time Intervals to produce a unique GTI that is later

used for selecting events. The net observing time is also

computed in this step. Dead and live times are computed

during the DEAD step of the analysis. The dead time is

the time during which the instrument was not capable (for

different reasons) to register the incoming photons within

a GTI. However, the data correction implemented in OSA

5.1 is much better. Therefore, it is highly recommended

by the ISDC team to rerun these three steps (COR, GTI,
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DEAD) over the used data. We performed these correction

steps over all selected ScWs, which was a very computer

intensive task.

It is known from the ISGRI limitations that a prob-

lem on-board IBIS causes, under some circumstances,

event times to be shifted by 2 seconds. The OSA soft-

ware corrects for it, but still the possible jumps might oc-

cur. Such behaviour can be verified by checking the FITS

flag keyword TIMECORR. For accurate timing it is rec-

ommended to use only the data with no possible jump,

i.e. TIMECORR=0. Therefore, we used only ScWs with

TIMECORR equal 0. The most up to date version of the

known limitations, including list of ScWs for which the

two-second jumps have been detected, can be found on

the ISDC web pages 3.

A standard and stand-alone tool ii pif built is used to

calculate the ISGRI Photon Illumination Fraction (PIF)

for a given source. Once the PIF map is made, it is

straightforward to filter event lists based on the PIF

threshold. By applying the PIF filter, one can reduce the

background and optimise the signal to noise ratio. From

experience, we choose PIF> 0.5 as the event selection cri-

terion. We run the ii pif built procedure with pulsar po-

sition (α2000 = 85.◦046754167, δ2000 = −69.◦331938889,

Kaaret et al. (2001)) as an input parameter to compute the

PIF for each event. By using the evts extract script only

single events (evttype=0, 7 < RISE TIME < 90) were se-

lected. Additionally, the noisy pixels (SELECT FLAG=0)

were filtered out. The procedure evts extract allows to

barycentre the events, however at this point we did not

use it. Firstly, the instrument time corrections were ap-

plied, i.e. 111 ± 10µs and 185 ± 10µs for IBIS and JEM-

X, respectively (Walter et al. 2003) and then derived

times of arrivals (TOAs) were barycentred. Afterwards,

only events with the energy ≤ 300 keV were selected. For

these events we stored their TOAs, PIF and energy values.

TOAs belonging to the first and second set of observations

were then folded according to the corresponding RXTE

ephemeris (Tab. 4). Hence, we obtained two sets of the

pulsar light curves in five energy bands: 17–25, 25–40, 40-

100, 100-200, and 200-300 keV. The ephemerides are not

absolute, therefore to sum up the light curves from both

observations we used a cross-correlation method to deter-

mine their relative phase offset. As the template we used

the light curve with the highest significance, i.e. the light

curve obtained for JEM-X data in the 6-10 keV energy

band (see Sec. 4). In the light curves only the events with

PIF > 0.5 are included, i.e. with probability of illuminat-

ing the pixel by the source being higher than 50%. The

results are presented in Fig. 2, middle and right columns.

By standard data processing (ibis science analysis) we

produced the sky images for each individual ScW. The

source is very faint, therefore it was not detected with

3 http://isdc.unige.ch/Soft/download/osa/osa sw/

osa sw-5.1/osa issues.txt

Fig. 3. PSR B0540-69 spectrum in 17–300 keV energy range.

Above 200 keV only upper limit was derived. The dashed line

indicates the power law fit.

high significance levels in single ScWs. The OSA software

allows to gather the single ScWs belonging to different

observations. Thus, we used all selected ScWs to produce

the mosaic maps. They correspond to the same five energy

bands used for the light curve extraction (Fig. 2). In the

mosaic maps the PSR B0540-69 was detected in the four

lower energy bands with the following significances: 13.8σ,

11.2σ, 7.6σ and 6.2σ, respectively (Fig. 4). There was no

significant detection above 200 keV.

For the faint sources the recommended spectral extrac-

tion method is based on the mosaic sky images. To derive

the spectrum we used the count rate values obtained from

these images. We derive the spectrum of the total source

exclusively from the ISGRI data, treating the calibration

of JEM-X as not applicable to such a weak source. The

photon spectrum can be fitted with a power law of in-

dex -2.22, which is compatible with the result found by

Götz et al. (2006). The spectrum and the power law fit

are shown in Fig. 3.

4. JEM-X data analysis and results

The Joint European Monitor for X-rays (JEM-X) operates

simultaneously with the main γ-ray INTEGRAL instru-

ments. It is based on the same principles as IBIS and SPI

instruments: sky imaging accomplished by a coded aper-

ture mask based on a Hexagonal Uniformly Redundant

Array (HURA). Its energy range is 3–35 keV, the angu-

lar resolution at FWHM is 3′, the fully illuminated field

of view is 4.8◦, and the time resolution is on the level

of 122 µs and 1 ms for relative and absolute timing, re-

spectively. We used the data of the full imaging telemetry

format only, i.e. the image resolution of the detector was

256x256 pixels, timing resolution 1/8192 s = 122 µs, and
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Fig. 4. The IBIS/ISGRI significance mosaic images of the LMC region (left) and the close-up of the pulsar neighbourhood

(right). Maps are for the 17–25, 25–40, 40–100 and 100–200 keV energy ranges from top to bottom, respectively. PSR B0540-69

was detected with following significance 13.8σ, 11.2σ, 7.6σ and 6.2σ, respectively.
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Fig. 5. The JEM-X significance mosaic images of the LMC region (left) and the close-up of the pulsar neighbourhood (right).

Maps are for the 3–6, 6–10, 10–15 and 15–35 keV energy range from top to bottom, respectively. PSR B0540-69 has been

detected with following significance 32.6σ, 37.1σ, 21.9σ and 11.6σ, respectively.
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spectral resolution 256 Pulse Height Amplitude (PHA)

channels. The position determination accuracy depends on

the number of source and background counts and on the

position in the FoV. The off-axis collimator blocks some

of the source photons and beyond the fully coded FoV the

coding is incomplete. There has been a shift in the po-

sition correction procedure after the beginning of the re-

processing INTEGRAL revision 1 data to the revision 2 at

ISDC. Therefore, when using jemx science analysis we al-

ways started the analysis from the correction (COR) level,

even for Rev.2 data.

At the beginning 409 ScWs fulfilled our selection crite-

ria for JEM-X. After the first run of jemx science analysis

388 ScWs remained. Some of them showed a ‘negative se-

lection’ error, whereas some did not have the fully codded

imaging events. Similarly to the IBIS/ISGRI analysis we

used the user catalogue to obtain the images and light

curves of PSR B0540-69. The list of sources included dur-

ing the analysis is the same as in the case of ISGRI, except

EXO 0748-676. This source was not in the FoV of JEM-X

during the LMC observations.

The source was not detected above the 3σ level in al-

most all single ScWs. Distribution of the detection sig-

nificance of PSR B0540-69.3 for 388 single JEM-X ScWs

gives: mean 1.35, and standard deviation 0.84. All the indi-

vidual images from the different science windows gathered

in the observation group can be combined in the second

step of image reconstruction, and produce JEM-X mosaic

images. The combined images have longer exposure time.

As a consequence, weaker sources which are not visible

in single ScW can appear in the mosaic images. This is

the case of the PSR B0540-69, Fig. 5. The JEM-X light

curves were obtained in similar way as the IBIS/ISGRI

light curves. The pulsar profile in the following energy

bands: 3–6, 6–10, 10-15 keV are shown in Fig. 2 (left col-

umn).

5. Summary

The INTEGRAL analysis presented here is based on the

INTEGRAL observations of the LMC obtained in Jan-

uary 2003 and 2004 with a total exposure of ∼ 1.5 Ms.

In the mosaic maps from the total exposure (JEM-X and

IBIS/ISGRI) a source at the location of PSR B0540-69 is

clearly visible up to energies of 200 keV. After barycentric

correction and determination of the pulsar phases, based

on the ephemeris available from contemporaneous RXTE

data, the light curves show the characteristic shape of a

broad pulse up into the 40-100 keV band. At higher ener-

gies no significant pulsation is detectable.

For the first time PSR B0540-69 has been detected

up to ∼ 200 keV with pulsations visible up to 100 keV.

The total source photon spectrum can be fitted with a

power law with photon index -2.2 and the flux in the range

17− 300 keV is about 6× 10−11 ergs−1cm−2. The pulsed

fraction of the total emission decreases with energy and

only upper limits could be derived above 100 keV assum-

ing a light curve profile from lower energies. Cheng & Wei

(1995) predict in an outer gap emission model for the pa-

rameters of PSR B0540-69 a significant downturn of the

synchrotron spectrum around 50 keV, which seems to be

confirmed by our result. Above 100 keV the Cheng & Wei

model predicts an inverse Compton spectrum to domi-

nate, but its intensity would be lower by about a factor of

10 with respect to the extrapolation from soft X-rays and

therefore undetectable with the presently available sensi-

tivity.
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Abstract. The Arecibo Pulsar-ALFA (PALFA) survey of

the Galactic plane began in 2004 when the new ALFA

(Arecibo L-band Feed Array) receiver was commissioned.

It is slated to continue for the next 3-5 years and is ex-

pected to discover hundreds of new pulsars. We present

the goals, progress, and recent discoveries of the PALFA

survey. So far preliminary data processing has found 24

new pulsars, one of which is a young 144ms pulsar in a

highly relativistic binary with an orbital period of 3.98

hours. Another object exhibits sporadic bursts character-

istic of a newly defined class of radio-loud neutron stars:

RRATs (Rotating RAdio Transients). The PALFA survey

is going to accumulate a total of 1 Petabyte (PB) of raw

data which will be made available to the community via

a sophisticated tape archive and database hosted at the

Cornell Theory Center supercomputing facility. Web tools

and services are being developed which will allow users of

the archive to perform data analysis remotely.

We also discuss parameters, expected discoveries and

the scientific impact of a projected pulsar survey with the

Square Kilometer Array (SKA). The SKA is to become op-

erational in 2014 and will have the capability of detecting

thousands of pulsars not detectable with current instru-

ments, allowing us to perform a comprehensive census of

the Galactic pulsar population.

1. The Arecibo Pulsar-ALFA Survey

1.1. Survey parameters

The PALFA survey of the Galactic plane was enabled by

the installation of the new 7-beam ALFA receiver at the

Arecibo telescope. It began in 2004 and is slated to con-

tinue for 3-5 years, discovering ∼ 1000 pulsars (Fig.1).

The survey covers Galactic latitudes |b| ≤ 5◦ in the in-

tervals of longitude accessible to the Arecibo telescope,

32◦ ≤ l ≤ 77◦ and 168◦ ≤ l ≤ 214◦. The ALFA receiver

Fig. 1. Pulsar locations in the Galactic plane. Crosses denote

known pulsars, triangles denote simulated PALFA discoveries,

stars denote actual PALFA discoveries. Slanting lines delimit

regions of the Galactic plane accessible to the Arecibo tele-

scope. Distances were estimated based on the NE2001 model

of the electron density in the Galaxy (Cordes & Lazio 2002).

features 6 beams in a hexagonal configuration around a

central beam. The half-power beam diameter at 1.42 GHz

is ∼ 3 arcminutes, and the on-axis gain is 10.4 K Jy−1 for

the central beam and ∼ 8.2 K Jy−1 for the other beams.

The system temperature looking out of the Galactic plane

is ∼ 24 K (Heiles 2004, Cordes et al. 2005). In order to

cover the sky with gain equal to or exceeding the half-

maximum gain, three 7-beam pointings must be closely

tiled. Rather than proceed sequentially with tiling the sky,
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we do sparse sampling, completing one pointing per triple

with the intention to fill in the gaps after all pointings

from this first sparse grid are completed. The sparse sam-

pling scheme makes use of the large sidelobes of the 6

outer beams which have ∼ 16% of the on-axis gain, thus

surveying more sky area per unit time (Cordes et al. 2005

and references therein).

Currently the PALFA survey uses the four Wideband

Arecibo Pulsar Processor (WAPP) backends (Dowd et al.

2000) with a bandwidth of 100 MHz centered on 1.42 GHz,

256 channels, and a sampling time of 64 µs. In early 2007,

we will begin using a new spectrometer capable of pro-

cessing the full 300 MHz receiver bandwidth with 1024

channels. The data is decimated and processed in quasi-

real time during the observations using publicly available

“quicklook” software (Lorimer 2001). In this pipeline some

resolution is traded for speed, and the data is decimated by

a factor of 8 in frequency and 16 in time. This means that

initial data processing is sensitive mainly to non-recycled

pulsars with periods greater than ∼ 30 ms. Decimated

datasets have a time resolution of 1024 µs and are dedis-

persed with 96 trial DM values. The resulting time se-

ries are then searched for periodic signals using FFTs and

harmonic summing, and for single pulses using a matched

filtering algorithm (Cordes & McLaughlin 2003). Process-

ing full-resolution data will be performed on dedicated

clusters at the home institutions of PALFA consortium

members and will include acceleration searches, which will

greatly increase sensitivity to millisecond pulsars and pul-

sars in short-period binaries.

1.2. Results

As full-resolution processing pipelines are still being

tested, the 28 pulsars discovered so far were found in deci-

mated data only. The highlight among these new objects is

J1906+0746, a young, relativistic binary pulsar with a pe-

riod of 144 ms and DM of 217.78 pc cm−3 (Table.1). The

discovery observation in September 2004 detected it with

a S/N ∼ 11. The short integration time of the PALFA

pointing (134 seconds) did not allow for its binary na-

ture to be immediately seen, but subsequent processing

of an archive 35-minute Parkes observation of the same

region of the sky revealed that the 144 ms signal was ac-

celerated and follow-up observations revealed its orbital

period to be 3.98 hours (Lorimer et al. 2005). Without

accounting for acceleration, the pulsar was below the de-

tection threshold of 8− 9σ for the Parkes Multibeam Sur-

vey and was rejected as a candidate because of known

radio interference close to its period. J1906+0746 has a

characteristic age of 112 kyr, and the total system mass

is 2.61 ± 0.02 M
¯

, as indicated by the measured rate of

advance of periastron. If we assume the pulsar mass to be

close to 1.4 M
¯

, this leaves leeway for the companion to

be either a neutron star or a massive white dwarf. Deep

searches for pulsed signals from the companion have not

Table 1. PSR J1906+0746 parameters (Lorimer et al. 2005).

Parameter Value

Right ascension (J2000) 19
h
06

m
48.

s
673(6)

Declination (J2000) 07
◦
46’28.6(3)”

Spin period, P (ms) 144.071929982(3)

Spin period derivative, Ṗ 2.0280(2) × 10
−14

Epoch (MJD) 53590

Orbital period, Pb (days) 0.165993045(8)

Projected semi-major axis, x (lt s) 1.420198(2)

Orbital eccentricity, e 0.085303(2)

Epoch of periastron, T0 (MJD) 53553.9126685(6)

Periastron advance rate, ω̇ (
◦

yr
−1

) 7.57(3)

Dispersion measure, DM (pc cm
−3

) 217.780(2)

Rotation measure, RM (rad m
−2

) +150(10)

Flux density at 1.4 GHz, S1.4 (mJy) 0.55(15)

Main pulse widths at 50% and 10% (ms) 0.6 and 1.7

Characteristic age, τc =
P

2Ṗ
(kyr) 112

Inferred distance, d (kpc) ∼ 5.4
Spectral index, α -1.3(2)

Mass function, f (M¯) 0.1116222(6)

Total system mass, Mtot (M¯) 2.61(2)

Grav. wave coalescence time, τg (Myr) ∼ 300

found any plausible candidates. From these results, we can

place an upper limit of 0.1 mJy kpc2 on the luminosity of

the hypothetical pulsar companion. Another possibility is

that the companion may be a pulsar which is not beamed

towards us. J1906+0746 shows a pulse profile variation

between 1998 and 2005 (Fig.2) which can be explained

by geodetic precession. With time, the precessing beam

of the pulsar changes its orientation with respect to our

line of sight and that causes the observed pulse shape to

evolve. In this case, an interpulse is not visible in the 1998

observation, but appears in the 2005 data.

Among the 28 pulsars discovered by PALFA so far,

two objects fit the characteristics of a newly defined class

of radio-loud neutron stars, Rotating RAdio Transients

(RRATs, McLaughlin et al. 2006). J0628+09 was found

only by the single pulse search algorithm; it exhibits spo-

radic bursts with a peak S/N of up to 100. Only 3 pulses

were found in the 67 seconds of data of the discovery obser-

vation (Fig.3), and the period was estimated to be 2.48 s.

Longer follow-up observations allowed the pulsar to also

be detected with the periodicity search algorithm and nar-

row down its period to 1.24 s. J1928+15 was also discov-

ered only by its single pulses. In that case, only 2 bursts

were detected during the 134 second observation, which

was not enough to constrain the period. Follow-up obser-

vations of this object are still forthcoming.

1.3. Data Archive

All raw data and data processing products from the

PALFA survey will be archived permanently at a state-
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Fig. 2. J1906+0746 pulse profiles at 1.374 GHz from a 1998

(top) and 2005 (middle) Parkes observation. The bottom panel

shows the difference of the two profiles after scaling them for

the area of the main pulse. The dashed horizontal lines delimit

±3σ calculated from the pulse profile baseline noise (Lorimer

et al.2005).

Sep  6 09:42:50 2004

Fig. 3. Discovery observation of RRAT J0628+09. Panels on

top show total number of events vs. S/N (left), number of

events vs. DM channel (middle), and DM channel vs. S/N

(right). The panel on the bottom shows the location of events

with S/N ≥ 5 in the DM-time plane. The two dispersed pulses

occur at approximately t = 42 and t = 49 s, and have a dis-

tinct signature from radio interference, which spans an unreal-

istically large range of trial DM values (e.g. at t = 4 and t = 62

s).

of-the-art tape library at Cornell Theory Center. This

archive is expected to grow to ∼ 1 PB by the time the

survey is completed, and presents a challenge both with

respect to database management and insuring data in-

tegrity and developing appropriate tools to make such a

large archive publicly available online. Currently effort is

under way to develop web services, web applications and

a comprehensive online portal to the archive which will

provide PALFA consortium members and external users

with a means to request, download, and remotely manip-

ulate raw data and data processing products. Through

standardized web services and protocols, the PALFA sur-

vey portal will also be interfaced with and made available

through the National Virtual Observatory.

2. Future SKA Pulsar Survey

With its unprecedented collecting area and sensitivity,

the Square Kilometer Array (SKA) promises to revolu-

tionize several areas of radio astronomy, including pul-

sar astrophysics. The frequency range of the SKA will be

0.1-25 GHz, with a bandwidth equal to 25% of the ob-

serving frequency, to a maximum of 4 GHz bandwidth

for frequencies above 16 GHz. It will be possible to ob-

serve simultaneously at two independent frequency bands

with the same field-of-view center and 2 polarizations

per band. 75% of the collecting area will be within a

150 km diameter and the maximum baseline length will

be up to 3000 km, allowing for an angular resolution

of 0.1 arcseconds at 1.4 GHz (for full specification, see

http://www.skatelescope.org).

The sensitivity of the SKA makes it especially attrac-

tive for pulsar searching. For a pulsar with a period P and

pulse width W the minimum detectable flux density is

Smin =
mσTsys

G
√

nptint∆ν

(

W

P −W

)

, (1)

where m is the number of σ corresponding to the detec-

tion threshold, Tsys is the system temperature, G is the

gain, np is the number of polarizations summed, tint is

the integration time and ∆ν is the bandwidth. For the

SKA, the factor Tsys/G is ∼ 10 times smaller than for the

Arecibo telescope and ∼ 100 times smaller than for the

Green Bank telescope. Assuming m = 8, Tsys = 25 K,

tint = 60 s and ∆ν = 0.5ν gives Smin ≈ 1.4µJy (Kramer

2003). This corresponds to a minimum detectable lumi-

nosity of 0.1 mJy kpc2 for the Galactic Center region and

0.8 mJy kpc2 for the farther side of our Galaxy. A simu-

lated SKA pulsar survey assuming an integration time of

10 minutes and all-sky coverage yields ∼ 10000 new pul-

sar discoveries (Cordes, priv.comm.), amounting to a com-

plete Galactic pulsar census. Among the most eagerly an-

ticipated discoveries are pulsars closely orbiting the mas-

sive black hole in the Galactic Center. The high stellar

density in this region means that similar to globular clus-

ters, it will be a prime target for searching for binary and

milliseconds pulsars, and through timing of these objects

as they move through the potential of the black hole, we
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can hope to measure the black hole spin. The large num-

ber of projected SKA pulsar discoveries means that we

will have probes of electron number density along many

lines of sight through the Galaxy and will be able to refine

models of ionized gas structure like the NE2001 model of

Cordes & Lazio (2002). In a similar manner, with the SKA

we will be able to detect the brightest pulsars in nearby

galaxies and use them as probes of the ionized intergalac-

tic medium. Even though pulsars in other galaxies may

not be detectable by periodic searches, young Crab-like

pulsars can be detected by their giant pulses out to inter-

galactic distances. Currently our sample of known pulsars

outside our own Galaxy is limited to ∼ 10 objects in the

Magellanic Clouds. With projected extragalactic pulsar

discoveries by the SKA we can study the pulsar popula-

tion statistics in different galaxy types.

Another use of pulsars as probes is for gravitational

wave detection. Multiple milliseconds pulsars found by the

SKA can serve as the endpoints of arms of a huge gravi-

tational wave detector: the Pulsar Timing Array (PTA).

The concept for the PTA hinges on the fact that pul-

sars are extremely accurate natural clocks. A gravitational

wave passing in the vicinity of the Earth will stretch and

compress the space through which the pulsar signals have

to travel in order to reach us. Correlated changes in the

arrival times of pulses from pulsars in different areas of

the sky will indicate space-time distortion due to gravi-

tational waves. The dimensionless strain quantity hc (f)

used to measure the magnitude of the distortion can be

related to the observed scatter in arrival times and the

integration time: hc (f) ∼ σTOA/tint. Gravitational waves

with frequencies on the order of nHz (nanoHertz) would

be accessible only with the PTA (Fig.4).

Last but not least, the large number of expected SKA

pulsar discoveries means that it is statistically likely the

sample will contain a corresponding number of exotic

objects: relativistic binaries, double pulsar binaries, per-

haps also the long sought-after sub-millisecond pulsars

and pulsar-black hole binaries. The sample of binary pul-

sars whose masses can be determined can constrain the

neutron star mass distribution. We do not yet know what

are the physical limits on pulsar masses or periods. The

large SKA pulsar sample would allow us to refine estimates

of the likelihood of the slowest, fastest, least or most mas-

sive pulsar likely to exist, and to constrain the equation

of state of matter under extreme conditions.
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Abstract. We are currently undertaking a survey to

search for new pulsars and the recently found Rotating

RAdio Transcients (RRATs) in the Cygnus OB complex.

The survey uses the Westerbrok Synthesis Radio Tele-

scope (WSRT) in a unique way called the 8gr8 mode,

which gives it the best efficiency of any low-frequency

wide-area survey. So far we have found a few new pulsars

and the routines for the detection of RRATs are already

implemented in the standard reduction. We expect to find

a few tens of new pulsars and a similar number of RRATs.

This will help us to improve our knowledge about the pop-

ulation and properties of the latter poorly known objects

as well as provide an improved knowledge of the number

of young pulsars associated with the OB complexes in the

Cygnus region.

1. The 8gr8 survey of pulsars and RRATs

The 8gr8 Cygnus Survey will cover the region of the

Galactic plane located between 100◦ < ` < 40◦ and

−0.25◦ < b < 7.25◦ respectively, covering around 420

sq deg. in Cygnus. This region is known as the Cygnus

superbubble (Uyanıker et al. 2001), contains a lot of OB

associations and hot gas that might be generated by SN

explosions, producing a large amount of compact objects

(Perna & Gaensler 2004).

In these regions we expect to find significant numbers

of young pulsars. Dewey et al. 1985 made a previous sur-

vey in this area finding a few tens of new pulsars. In the

8gr8 survey, we expect to have about 5 times better sen-

sitivity than the previous surveys, for pulsars with P ≥ 1

s, and more than an order of magnitude for those with

P ≤ 1 s. The 8gr8 survey will cover an area of the sky

which has not been revisited in the latest big surveys for

pulsars and according to our simulations we expect to find

a few tens of pulsars.

Fig. 1. The Cygnus Superbubble. the dashed line box shows

approximately the area covered by the 8gr8 survey. Figure

taken from Uyanıker et al. 2001.

1.1. Current pulsar surveys

Recent pulsar surveys have not been able to cover all of

this region of Galactic plane and this survey provides an

excellent way to do this with high sensitivity. To date the

most successful survey is the Parkes Multibeam Survey

(Manchester et al. 2001) which has discovered approxi-

mately half of the known pulsars.

This survey covered a region of the sky located along

the Galactic plane at low latitude (|b| < 5◦) and with a

Galactic longitude of 32◦ < ` < 77◦. This survey applied

a multibeam technique using a receiver with 13 beams.

Another remarkable survey is the Arecibo-P Alfa sur-

vey (Cordes et al. 2006). This survey expects to find a

few hundred new pulsars and is concentrated at very low

Galactic latitudes |b| < 5◦ and along the region of the

Galactic plane visible from Arecibo, 32◦ < ` < 77◦ and

from 168◦ < ` < 214◦. This survey uses 7 beam receivers

and to date has found, a few tens of new pulsars.
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1.2. RRATs a new type of sources

These recently discovered RRATs are a new type

of radio sources, and are one of the most extreme

and powerful radio emitters. They were found by

McLaughlin et al. (2006) , in the Parkes Multibeam Sur-

vey. The 11 known RRATs are located at low Galactic lat-

itudes (|b| < 2◦), they show burst of radio–emission that

last between 2 and 30 ms. They can not be detected using

the standard Fourier techniques used for pulsars making

their detection very difficult. These sources have periods

within the range 0.4–7 s, measured by analysing the arrival

times of the individual pulses. For three of them, there are

period derivatives now known, with values that vary from

7.87 to 12.6 ×10−15ss−1. These values imply the presence

of a very strong magnetic field (B ≥ ×1013 G). The true

nature of the RRATs is still unknown. There is no con-

sensus about the origin of their powerful bursts and also

about their evolutionary stage. They have been related

to different types of neutron stars: (a) radio quiet X–ray

NS population somehow related with the AXPs and SGR,

possible magnetar candidates (McLaughlin et al. 2006),

see also (Haberl 2004 ) and (Woods & Thompson 2004 );

(b) isolated neutron stars (Reynolds et al. 2006 ); (c)

re-activated radio pulsars (Zhang & Dyks 2006 ) and,

(d) bright pulses of distant pulsars like PSR B0656+14

(Weltevrede et al. 2006 ).

Finding new pulsars and new RRAT–like sources will

allow us to better understand the life-cycle of massive

stars, their population, and to test, with better statis-

tics, the theoretical models that predict the evolution and

behaviour of these systems. Finally pulsars can provide a

uniqe oportunity to study extreme gravitational fields and

are excelent systems for testing General Relativity.

2. A low frequency survey

Most of the recent pulsar surveys have been carried out at

frequencies near 400 MHz, or at 1.4 GHz for the Parkes

Multibeam Survey (Manchester et al. 2001) and P–Alfa

surveys (Cordes et al. 2006). Our survey is performed at

328 MHz to maximise the field-of-view/sensitivity trade

off. The WRST in the 8gr8 mode allows us to explore this

frequency range with better sensitivity than other radio

telescopes. The observations are made using 12 WSRT

telescopes which are arranged to form a grating array (i.e.

they are equally spaced). The data is then combined in

such a way that we have 8 separate beams pointing at

different locations in the primary beam. Thus we get the

sensitivity of all 12 dishes but a beam size of just one!

To reach our sensitivity goals and to optimize the data

reduction, our observations have 222 samples with a sam-

pling time of 819.2 µs and a total dwell time of 6872s. In

total we have ∼ 72 observation points and between 900

and 2200 beams per pointing. For each pointing we have

a minimum of two observations, the original observation

and a comparison observation.

Fig. 2. Plot showing the contour and shape of the beams. The

grayscale shows the beam with the largest S/N response for

the candidate shown in Fig. 3.

3. Reducing the data

The observations were made between 2004 and 2005. Each

observation consists of 8 sets of data of 10 MHz wide, per

main beam. The data goes from the receivers located in

the focal plane of each antenna to a tied array beam for-

mer that compensates for delays in arrival times due to

the separation of the antenas. The data is then digitized

using a digital filterbank known as the Pulsar Machine–

PuMa (Voûte et al. 2002) which converts the analogue

data into spectra of 512 frequency channels. These sets

of data are stored locally for latter off–line analysis.

The first step in our analysis is to form dedispersed

timeseries for a number of trial DM values. This is done

using a cluster of computers with 31 nodes. In the same

cluster, once the data is dedispersed, we combine the 8

beams into an array of N sub–beams; the number depends

on the position of the main beam on the sky (see Fig. 2).

Each of the N sub-beams is searched for periodicities and

for single pulses. A typical search run takes between one

and two days of computing time. For our reduction and

also for the pulsar search described below, we are using

the pse software developed by Russell Edwards with the

single pulse search extensions discussed below.

3.1. Pulsar search

For the pulsar search, we use the so–called standard

search, calculating an FFT for each time series per DM

value. For the 8gr8 survey our DM range goes from 0 to

1200 pc cm−3. Once a candidate is identified a refined

analysis is performed to get the best period and DM value
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Fig. 3. Example of the output from a pulsar search of data, a new pulsar candidate from the 8gr8 Cygnus Survey. The plots

clearly show a pulsating signal and its properties. The upper left plot shows a grey–scale plot of frequency vs. pulse phase and

shows clearly vertical features that reveal the presence of a pulsating source. In the second box on the left side we plot the

time series vs. pulse phase, and again we can see the same vertical features. Finally the pulsating nature of the source appears

clearly in the third box on the left side, where we plot the intensity vs. pulse phase. The boxes on the right side show the best

DM value for that signal and the distribution of acceleration trials vs period (third box, right) and period trials vs DM (lower

right box).

for it. This analysis includes trying values for linear accel-

eration steps. The correction for acceleration should lead

to a sharper pulse profile for real binaries.

A possible candidate for a new pulsar should have a

plot like that shown in Fig. 3. and also it must appear at

the same position in both of the beam plots for the first

and for the comparison observations. In Fig 2 we show one

of the beams for the pulsar candidate shown in Fig 3.

3.2. Single pulse search

For the detection of RRATs, we have imple-

mented an approach similar to the one used by

McLaughlin et al. (2006) , this consists of a search

in the data for high S/N events with the same DM value

as shown in Fig. 4. We have also implemented a collection

of scripts to search for high S/N events (above the 5–σ

threshold detection limit), and also for events at the

same DM values. This will allow us to detect RRAT–like

sources and potentially dim pulsars, without having to

manually view many thousands of plots.

4. Work in progress & future plans

The aim of the survey is to locate as many candidates for

pulsars and RRATs within the Cygnus region. We have

already found a few candidates for new pulsars and we

are already implementing and performing the analysis to

search for RRATs. Besides this, we expect to make a com-

prehensive analysis of the data we have so far:

• We expect to make an individual analysis of sources in

order to establish their properties.

• We have completed the search for new pulsars in a

large fraction of the 72 observation points in the DM

range 0-700 pc cm−3. We expect to have all the obser-

vations reduced in the near future.

• We are currently undertaking the analysis of the 72

observations to search for RRAT sources.

• A long term goal is to perform a multiwavelength fol-

low up analysis of the objects to search for possible

optical and high energy counterparts.

Acknowledgements. We gratefully acknowledge the support by
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Fig. 4. Sample search code for RRATs type objects. The plots correspond to the pulsar PSR B2334+61 and are an example

of how a signal (as for RRATs), should appear. The upper plot shows the detected signals above a 5–σ threshold plotted as

circles with a radius proportional to the SN. The abscisa of both upper boxes shows the arrival time of the signals while the

ordinate shows the value of the DM and the value for the intensity for the upper and lower box respectivelly. The later one

clearly reveals the presence of bright pulses. The two lower boxes on the left side show the DM value on the abscisas while the

relative SN on the ordinates and the number of detections They clearly shows a bright source with a high number of counts at

DM=58 pc cm
−3

. Finally the right box below shows the number of detections with the same SN. Due to the finite width of

the bursts coming from the pulsar, many of them are detected at multiple DM values resulting in a vertical broadening of the

features. Burst which are strongest at zero DM are due to terrestrial interference and are not shown here.
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Abstract. We present a detailed study of the single radio

pulses of PSR B0656+14. The emission can be character-

ized by two separate populations of pulses: bright pulses

have a narrow “spiky” appearance in contrast to the un-

derlying weaker broad pulses. The shape of the pulse pro-

file requires an unusually long timescale to achieve sta-

bility (over 25,000 pulses at 327 MHz) caused by spiky

emission. The extreme peak-fluxes of the brightest of these

pulses indicates that PSR B0656+14, were it not so near,

could only have been discovered as an RRAT source. The

strongest bursts represent pulses from the bright end of

an extended smooth pulse-energy distribution, which is

unlike giant pulses, giant micropulses or the pulses of nor-

mal pulsars. Longer observations of the RRATs may re-

veal that they, like PSR B0656+14, emit weaker emission

in addition to the bursts.

1. Introduction

PSR B0656+14 is one of three nearby pulsars in the

middle-age range in which pulsed high-energy emission

has been detected (the “The Three Musketeers”). It was

included in a recent extensive survey of subpulse modu-

lation in pulsars in the northern sky at the Westerbork

Synthesis Radio Telescope by Weltevrede et al. 2006a. In

the single pulses analysed for this purpose exceptionally

powerful and longitudinally narrow subpulses reminiscent

of “giant” pulses were found. We therefore set out to ex-

plore the full nature of PSR B0656+14’s pulse behaviour

in the radio band (Weltevrede et al. 2006c). This pulsar’s

extreme bursts are far from typical of older better-known

pulsars, but are similar to those detected in the recently

discovered population of bursting neutron stars. These Ro-

tating RAdio Transients (RRATs; McLaughlin et al. 2006)

typically emit detectable radio emission for less than one

second per day, causing standard periodicity searches to

fail in detecting the rotation period. The intermittent ex-

treme bursts we have detected in PSR B0656+14 led us

to argue that this pulsar, were it not so near, could itself

have appeared as an RRAT (Weltevrede et al. 2006b).

2. Observations

The results presented in this paper are based on two ob-

servations made using the 305-meter Arecibo telescope.

Both observations had a centre-frequency of 327 MHz and

a bandwidth of 25 MHz. Almost 25,000 and 17,000 pulses

with a sampling time of 0.5125 and 0.650 ms were recorded

using the Wideband Arecibo Pulsar Processor (WAPP)

for the observation made in 2003 and 2005 respectively.

The Stokes parameters have been corrected off-line for

dispersion, Faraday rotation and various instrumental po-

larization effects. For more details we refer to Weltevrede

et al. 2006b and 2006c.

3. Stability of the pulse profile

For most pulsars one can obtain a stable pulse profile by

averaging a few to a few hundred pulses, so our observa-

tions of up to 25,000 pulses could have been expected to

be long enough. However PSR B0656+14 proved to be far

from typical, as the pulse profile is highly unstable. To

illustrate this time dependence, the profiles of successive

blocks of one thousand pulses were calculated (left panel of

Fig. 1). The scintillation bandwidth is much smaller than

the observing bandwidth, so the intensity of the profiles

are unaffected by interstellar scintillation. This is not be-

cause of systematic errors due to polarization calibration

uncertainties (Weltevrede et al. 2006c). A much longer

observation would be required to find out if there exists a

time scale for the pulse profile to stabilize.

4. The spiky emission

A typical pulse sequence of this pulsar is shown in the left

panel of Fig. 2. One can see that the frequent outbursts of

radio emission are much narrower than the width of the

pulse profile. The emission also has burst-like behaviour

in the sense that the radio outbursts tend to cluster in

groups of a few pulse periods. Furthermore, this cluster-

ing sometimes seems to be weakly modulated with a quasi-

periodicity of about 20 pulse periods (see for instance the

bursts around pulse numbers 55, 75, 95, 115 and 135).
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Fig. 1. The pulse profiles obtained by averaging successive blocks of one thousand pulses each of the 2005 Arecibo observation.

The left panel shows all the emission and the middle and right panel show the spiky and weak emission separately. The 1-sigma

error bars are plotted in the top left corner.

The brightest bursts are also shown to have quasi-periodic

structures with a ∼11 ms and a ∼1-ms timescale (Wel-

tevrede et al. 2006c). Besides these bursts there are many

pulses (and large fractions of the pulse window) that con-

tain no signal above the noise level. We will use the term

spiky to refer to these bursts of radio emission.

Although the pulse sequence of the left panel of Fig.

2 is dominated by the very apparent spiky emission, this

is accompanied by an almost indiscernible background of

weak emission. To separate these two components of the

emission, we have applied an intensity threshold to the

data. The intensities of the time samples in the pulse

stack of the weak emission are truncated if they exceed

this threshold. The time samples in the pulse stack of the

spiky emission contains only samples with intensity in ex-

cess of this threshold. When the pulse stack of the weak

emission is added to the pulse stack of the spiky emission,

one retrieves exactly the original pulse stack.

We have set the threshold intensity such that 99% of

the noise samples are below this threshold value. Not only

do the noise fluctuations make it impossible to completely

separate the weak and spiky emission, it is also very well

possible that the energy distributions of the two compo-

nents overlap. In Fig. 2 one can see the pulse stacks ob-

tained after separation of the spiky and weak emission.

The integrated power of this sequence of weak pulses is

about 3 times greater than that of the sequence of the

spiky emission. This shows that a significant fraction of

the pulsar’s emission lies at or below the noise level.

The reason why the pulse profile is unstable is the pres-

ence of the spiky emission. These spikes have a very un-

even longitude distribution and therefore many pulses are

required to obtain a steady profile. This is demonstrated

in Fig. 1, where the profiles of successive blocks of one

thousand pulses each are plotted separately for the spiky

and weak emission. One can clearly see that it is the spiky

emission that is highly unstable, whereas the weak emis-

sion converges rapidly to a stable profile.

5. The radio bursts of PSR B0656+14

The brightest measured pulse is 116 〈E〉 (where 〈E〉 is

the average integrated pulse energy). This is exceptional

for regular radio pulsars and based on the energy of

these pulses alone, PSR B0656+14 would fit into the class

of pulsars that emit so-called giant pulses. Nevertheless,

there are important differences between giant pulses and

the bright bursts of PSR B0656+14. The bursts of PSR

B0656+14 have timescales that are much longer than the

nano-second timescale observed for giant pulses, do not

show a power-law energy-distribution, are not confined to

a narrow pulse window and are not associated with an

X-ray component. This suggests differing emission mech-

anisms for the classical giant pulses and the bursts of PSR

B0656+14. Also the possible correlation between emission

of giant pulses and high magnetic field strengths at the

light cylinder clearly fails for PSR B0656+14. However,

giant pulses have been claimed in other (slow) pulsars that

also easily fail this test and for millisecond pulsars a high

magnetic field strengths at the light cylinder seems to be

a poor indicator of the rate of emission of giant pulses

(Knight et al. 2006).
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Fig. 2. A typical sequence of successive pulses (left panel). The same pulses are shown in the middle and right panel, but there

the emission is separated into the spiky and weak emission respectively.

The bursts of PSR B0656+14 are even more extreme

when we consider their peak-fluxes. The highest measured

peak-flux of a burst is 420 times the average peak-flux

of the pulsed emission, which is an order of magnitude

brighter than the giant micropulses observed for the Vela

pulsar (Johnston et al. 2001) and PSR B1706–44 (John-

ston & Romani 2002). Giant micropulses are not neces-

sarily extreme in the sense of having a large integrated

energy (as required for giant pulses), but their peak-flux

densities are very large. Not only are the bursts of PSR

B0656+14 much brighter (both in peak-flux and inte-

grated energy) than those found for giant micropulses,

they are also not confined in pulse longitude and they

do not show a power-law energy-distribution as the giant

pulses and micropulses do.

At the leading edge of the profile we detected a burst

with an integrated pulse-energy of 12.5 〈E〉. What makes

this pulse so special is that it has a peak-flux that is 2000

times that of the average emission at that pulse longitude

(left panel of Fig. 3). Its dispersion track exactly matches

what is expected for this pulsar (middle panel of Fig. 3),

proving that this radio burst is produced by the pulsar.

Notice that the effect of interstellar scintillation is also

clearly visible (different frequency channels have differ-

ent intensities) and that the dispersion track is the same

for the two pulses in the centre of the profile. This burst

demonstrates that the emission mechanism operating in

this pulsar is capable of producing intense sporadic bursts

of radio emission even at early phases of the profile. There

are only two bursts with a peak-flux above the noise level

detected at the longitude of the peak of this pulse out of

the total of almost 25,000 pulses (see right panel of Fig.

3). This implies either that these two bursts belong to an

extremely long tail of the distribution, or that there is no

emission at this longitude other than such sporadic bursts.

6. The RRAT connection

The observational facts are that PSR B0656+14 occasion-

ally emits extremely bright bursts of radio emission which

are short in duration. Although these bursts appears to be

different than that of the giant (micro)pulses, it seems to

be similar to those found for the RRATs. Weltevrede et al.

2006b show that the luminosities of the bursts of the rela-

tively nearby PSR B0656+14 (288 pc; Brisken et al. 2003)

is very typical for the known RRAT sources. Although the

slope of the top end of the peak-flux distribution of PSR

B0656+14 is in the range of the giant pulses (between

−2 and −3), it is better described by a lognormal than

by a power-law distribution. This again suggests that the

bright bursts of PSR B0656+14 are different from the clas-

sical giant pulses. The top end of the RRAT distribution

with the highest number of detections seems to be harder

(with a slope −1), but for the other RRATs this is as yet

unclear. For instance, the tail of the distribution of PSR

B0656+14 seems to be consistent with the distribution of

the RRAT with the second highest number of detections.

Normal periodicity searches failed to detect the

RRATs, which places an upper limit on the average peak-
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Fig. 3. The bright radio burst detected at the leading edge of the pulse profile in the 2003 observation. Left: The burst (solid

line) compared with the average pulse profile (dashed line). Middle: The same burst, but now with frequency resolution. The

data in this plot is not de-dispersed and its dispersion track matches exactly what is expected for the known dispersion measure

(DM) of this pulsar (dashed line). Right: The longitude-resolved energy-distribution at the longitude of the peak of the strong

pulse (solid line) and the off-pulse distribution (dashed line). The peak-fluxes (Fi) are normalized to the average peak-flux of

the profile (〈Fp〉).

flux density of weak pulses among the detected bursts of

about 1:200 (McLaughlin et al. 2006). Because the bright-

est burst of PSR B0656+14 exceeds the underlying peak-

flux by a much greater factor, PSR B0656+14 could have

been identified as an RRAT, were it not so nearby. Were it

located twelve times farther away (thus farther than five

of the RRATs), we estimate that only one burst per hour

would be detectable (the RRATs have burst rates ranging

from one burst every 4 minutes to one every 3 hours). The

typical burst duration (about 5 ms) of PSR B0656+14 also

matches that of the RRATs (between 2 and 30 ms).

Were PSR B0656+14 twelve times more distant, the

RMS of the noise would increase by a factor 144 relative

to the strength of the pulsar signal. When we artificially

add gaussian-distributed noise at this level to the observa-

tion, we find no sign of the pulsar’s (2.6-Hz) rotation fre-

quency in 35-minute segments of the data yet the brightest

pulse is easily detected with 18σ (Weltevrede et al. 2006b).

For telescopes with a lower sensitivity than Arecibo (e.g.

Parkes) then even if PSR B0656+14 were quite a bit closer

it would not reveal it’s periodicity in a similarly long obser-

vation. Only in the spectrum of the whole 1.8-hour obser-

vation the periodicity of a twelve times more distant PSR

B0656+14 would be marginally detectable for Arecibo.

This means that a distant PSR B0656+14 could only be

found as a RRAT in a survey using Arecibo, unless the

pointings were unusually long.

7. Implications and discussion

The emission of PSR B0656+14 can be characterized by

spiky (with low occurrence rate within each pulse) and

weak emission (with a high occurrence rate over the full

width of the pulse). PSR B0656+14 intermittently emits

pulses that are extremely bright compared to normal pul-

sars and with pulse energies well above ten times the av-

erage pulse-energy these pulses formally qualify as giant

pulses. Nevertheless these pulses differ from giant pulses

and giant micropulses in important ways. Many of the

exceptional properties of PSR B0656+14 have led us to

point out that this pulsar, were it not so near, could have

been discovered as an RRAT.

Our identification of PSR B0656+14 with RRATs im-

plies that at least some RRATs could be sources which

emit pulses continuously, but over an extremely wide

range of energies. This is in contrast to a picture of infre-

quent powerful pulses with otherwise no emission. There-

fore, if it indeed turns out that PSR B0656+14 (despite its

relatively short period) is a true prototype for an RRAT,

we can expect future studies to demonstrate that RRATs

emit much weaker pulses among their occasional bright

bursts. We would also predict that their integrated pro-

files will be found to be far broader than the widths of the

individual bursts, and will need many thousands of bursts

to stabilize.
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Abstract. Pulse-to-pulse intensity variations are a com-

mon property of pulsar radio emission. For some of the

objects single pulses are often 10-times stronger than their

average pulse. The most dramatic events are so-called gi-

ant radio pulses (GRPs). They can be thousand times

stronger than the regular single pulses from the pulsar.

Giant pulses are a rare phenomenon, occurring in very few

pulsars which split into two groups. The first group con-

tains very young and energetic pulsars like the Crab pul-

sar, and its twin (PSR B0540-69) in the Large Magellanic

Cloud (LMC), while the second group is represented by

old, recycled millisecond pulsars like PSR B1937+21, PSR

B1821-24, PSR B1957+20 and PSR J0218+4232 (the only

millisecond pulsar detected in gamma-rays). We compare

the characteristics of GRPs for these two pulsar groups.

Moreover, our latest findings of new features in the Crab

GRPs are presented. Analysis of our Effelsberg data at

8.35 GHz shows that GRPs do occur in all phases of its

ordinary radio emission, including the phases of the two

high frequency components (HFCs) visible only between

5 and 9 GHz.

1. Introduction

The ‘giant pulses’ term is reserved for individual ra-

dio pulses that are 10–20 or more times stronger than

the mean pulse energy. The Crab pulsar was discovered

through showing this phenomenon (Staelin & Reifenstein

1968). For a long time it was the only pulsar known to emit

giant radio pulses (GRPs). Within the group of ∼ 1700 al-

ready known radio pulsars only a few pulsars are found to

emit GRPs. These pulsars belong to two different groups

of pulsars, some represents the classical pulsars, some of

them the millisecond pulsars.

2. Young pulsars

The Crab Pulsar

The occurrence of sporadic radio emission of very strong

pulses by NP 0532 (the very first name of the Crab pulsar)

has been known since its discovery by Staelin & Reifen-

stein (1968). They discovered the dispersed pulse signals

from the Crab Nebula. These strong pulses were not peri-

odic, therefore the rotational period of the Crab was not

established. However, considering the source as a periodic

one, they were able to give the upper limit of 0.13 s for its

period. A single pulse of average flux density can not be

detected because of the high radio emission from the ple-

rionic nebula. The strongest pulses exceed the total radio

emission from the nebula itself by an order of magnitude.

The average pulse profile is determined by averaging the

data from thousands of sequentially recorded single pulses.

Following studies of its pulse shape as a function of radio

frequency have shown that Crab is very unique (see e.g.

Moffett & Hankins 1996,Figs. 1 and 2; hereafter MH96).

The results show that the averaged radio pulse profile con-

sists of two main components: an intense but narrow ‘main

pulse’ (MP), lasting about 250 µs with respect to the

33 ms pulsar period, and a broader and weaker ‘interpulse’

(IP) following the MP by 13.37 milliseconds. These two

main components have counterpart non-thermal emission

from the infrared to the gamma-ray energies. IP does not

occur exactly between successive main pulses; the phase

separation between the MP and the IP is ∼ 0.4 and de-

creases nearly continuously as a function of energy (Eiken-

berry & Fazio 1997). At lower radio frequencies (300–600

MHz) another broad and weak component is visible. It

precedes the MP by 1.6 milliseconds and is called a ‘pre-

cursor’ (P). In the average pulse shape at 1.4 GHz the

precursor vanishes, due to its steep spectral index, leaving

only MP, IP, and a weak but distinct low frequency com-

ponent (LFC). It is ∼ 36◦ ahead of the MP, therefore it is

not coincident with the position of the precursor apparent

at lower frequency. New and additional profile components

were discovered by MH96. They appear in the profiles ob-

tained for frequencies between 5 and 8 GHz. These two

broad components with nearly flat spectrum are referred

to as high frequency component 1 and 2, i.e. HFC1 and

HFC2, respectively. The existence of the extra components

at high frequency and their strange, frequency-dependent

behaviour is unlike anything seen in other pulsars. It can
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not easily be explained by emission from a simple dipole

field geometry.

For over 25 years, only the Crab pulsar was known

to emit GRPs. Its individual GRPs might last just a few

nanoseconds (Hankins et al. 2003). However, they rank

among the brightest flashes in the radio sky reaching peak

flux densities of up to 1500 Jy even at high radio frequen-

cies. Already four years after its discovery it has been re-

ported that GRPs occur not only at the MP, but also at

the IP phases (Gower & Argyle 1972).

Until 2005 the GRP phenomenon in the Crab pulsar

had been known to occur exclusively at the phases of the

MP and the IP (Lundgren et al. 1995; Sallmen et al. 1999;

Cordes et al. 2004). In particular, no GRPs had been de-

tected either in the LFC or at the phases of the high radio

frequency components: HFC1 and HFC2. The situation

changed due to results published by Jessner et al. (2005).

In our observations at 8.35 GHz the IP and both HFCs

are clearly visible, whereas the LFC can be seen as a slight

rise above the noise level separated by about 0.1 in phase

from the MP, that is not very intense at this frequency as

well. Our observations show that GRPs can be found in

all phases of ordinary radio emission including HFC1 and

HFC2. For all giant pulses, i.e. regardless their phases,

the histogram of their peak strengths at 8.35 GHz can

be described by a power-law with a slope −3.34 ± 0.19.

This result is consistent with the results obtained by oth-

ers (e.g. Lundgren et al. 1995). Proportional contribution

of a number of GRPs to four different phase components

is as follow: 80%, 9%, 7% and 4% for IP, MP, HFC1 and

HFC2, respectively. Because of the limited statistics we

could make a model (S/N)α fit only for the IP compo-

nent, where a power-law index −3.13 ± 0.22 was found.

It is consistent with the value of ∼ −2.9 presented by

Cordes et al. (2004). The MPs from the Crab pulsar at

146 MHz are distributed according to a power-law with

the exponent of -2.5, whereas the IPs with -2.8 (Argyle

& Gower 1972). For comparison at 800 MHz the distribu-

tion (regardless the phases of GRPs) has a slope of -3.46

(Lundgren et al. 1995). It should be noticed that at low

radio frequency the main contribution to the number of

GRPs comes from the MP component. So far, there is no

evidence that the distributions of numbers of GRPs for

the HFC1 and the HFC2 differ from each other. However,

their slopes seem to be steeper than the slope of the same

distribution for the IP component. An intriguing feature

of GRPs observed with the Effelsberg telescope is that

sometimes they occur in a single rotation in more than

one component (e.g. at the IP, HFC1, and HFC2 phases

in the same rotation).

The average polarisation characteristics of about 900

GRPs at 8.35 GHz in some aspects are similar to previ-

ously published high radio frequencies observations, but in

some aspects we do observe significant differences . All au-

thors (Moffett & Hankins 1999; Karastergiou et al. 2004;

SÃlowikowska et al. 2005,hereafter: MH99, K04, S05) find

that the relative offset of the position angle (PA) between

IP and HFCs is on the level of 35◦−45◦. However, the PA

for the IP, and at the same time for the HFCs differ for

all authors. They are as follow, for the IP: 30◦, 0◦, −30◦,

and for the HFCs: 60◦ − 70◦, 45◦, 5◦ − 10◦ according to

MH99, K04, S05, respectively. Moreover, there is some dis-

crepancy in the degree of polarisation. Almost 100% linear

polarisation of all three components has been derived by

K04, whereas for MH99 the IP is polarised in only 50%

and HFCs in 80-90%. In our work (S05) all components are

polarised at the same level of 70-80%. This may be due to

the time varying contribution of the nebula to the rotation

measure of the pulsar (Rankin et al. (1988): RM=-43 rad

m−2, MH99: RM=-46.9 rad m−2, Weisberg et al. (2004):

RM=-58 rad m−2). No abrupt sweeps in PA are found

within pulse components. The S/N ratio was too low to

derive reliable values of polarisation degree and angle for

the LFC and MP components. Some new and additional

features of GRPs at MP and IP phases are presented by

Eilek & Hankins (2006, this proceedings). They observed

the GRPs with the 2.5 GHz bandwidth (8–10.5 GHz) and

found that giant interpulses have totally different intensity

profiles and dynamic spectra from giant main pulses.

PSR B0540-69

GRPs were also found in the Crab-twin, i.e. PSR B0540-

69 - pulsar located in the LMC (P = 50 ms; Johnston &

Romani 2003). Pulse profiles and spectra of PSR B0540-69

and PSR B0531+21 differ significantly. The PSR B0540-69

spectrum has very similar shape as the spectral shape of

the Class-II MSPs (see Sec. 3), and not as the Crab spec-

trum. The Crab pulse profile shows a sharp double-peak

structure, whereas the profile of LMC pulsar consists of a

single broad peak. However, this broad pulse peak might

be formed as a superposition of two Gaussian components

separated of about 0.2 in phase (de Plaa et al. 2003). The

giant pulses occur 6.7 ms before and 5.0 ms after the mid-

point of the X-ray profile and they follow the power-law

distribution. From performed simultaneous X-ray and ra-

dio observations it is known that there is no significant

increase in the X-ray pulse profile at the time of GRPs

(Johnston et al. 2004).

3. Millisecond pulsars (MSPs)

Interestingly three millisecond pulsars showing GRPs

phenomena form an individual class - the Class-II of

MSPs (after Kuiper & Hermsen 2003,based on observa-

tional X-ray characteristics). These pulsars: B1937+12

(P= 1.56 ms), B1821-24 (P= 3.05 ms), J0218+4232 (P=

2.32 ms) have high X-ray luminosities, hard power-law

shaped X-ray spectra and their X-ray pulses consist of

two narrow components separated in phase by 0.5. All of

these pulsars have a very high value of the magnetic field

at the light cylinder, BLC (Cognard et al. 1996). Within
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the group of MSPs, the third highest BLC is found for

the millisecond pulsar B1957+20 - being also a potential

source of giant pulse emission. It has a high X-ray luminos-

ity, but no X-ray pulsation have been detected from this

source so far. A new population of short-duration pulses

from B1957+20 is reported by Knight et al. (2006b). They

detected only four of this kind of pulses in 8003 s of ob-

servations. They have a sub-microsecond timescale, are

several times stronger than the mean pulse, and are co-

incident with the main emission component. It is worth

to mention that this pulsar has a very strong wind that

ablates the gas of its companion. Recently, Knight et al.

(2005) detected GRPs of up to 64 times the mean pulse

energy from PSR BJ1823-3021A (P = 5.4 ms). This pul-

sar is located in the globular cluster NGC 6624 and has

the lowest value of the characteristics age of all known

MSPs, i.e 26 Myr (period derivative can be perturbed by

gravitational interaction in the cluster and consequently

can give different value of τchar = P/(2Ṗ ), for the discus-

sion see Knight et al. 2005). As an exception it has not

been detected in X-rays. Moreover, nearly all its GRPs

are distributed within the trailing half of the main com-

ponent of the integrated pulse profile. This is in contrast

to the location of for example GRPs from PSR B1937+21,

that are clustered around the extreme trailing edge of the

pulse components. Viewing geometry rather than a dif-

ferent emission mechanism can be responsible for such a

difference.

PSR B1937+12

The existence of large pulses from PSR B1937+21 was

firstly noted by Wolszczan et al. (1984), but at that time

this fact received only a little attention. About ten years

later Sallmen & Backer (1995) presented the first anal-

ysis of properties of these giant pulses. They noted that

GRPs are located on the trailing edges of both main pulse

and interpulse. This study was later followed by a more

extensive one performed by Cognard et al. (1996). The

GRPs distribution has a power-law shape. These strong

pulses are narrower than the averaged one and are sys-

tematically delayed by ∼ 40 − 50 µs. Moreover, many of

them are nearly 100% circularly polarised, while the av-

eraged main pulse is more than 50% linearly polarised

and interpulse at about 13%; both with little if any cir-

cular polarisation. Observations performed by Romani &

Johnston (2001) provided only 19 bins per pulse profile,

however they clearly detected GRPs distributions in both,

main and interpulse, components. Again the delay of time

of arrival of GRPs relative to the average emission has

been confirmed. In both components GRP peaks occur

approximately 1 bin after the corresponding peak of the

integrated pulse profile. GRPs of PSR B1937+21 are ex-

tremely short, with duration below 15 ns, the strongest

one has the flux density of 65 000 Jy (Soglasnov et al.

2004). These are the shortest pulses found so far in any

pulsar after those of the Crab pulsar (Hankins et al. 2003).

PSR B1821-24

This pulsar has a complex radio pulse morphology. It con-

sists of three peaks (P1, P2 and P3) and emission over

the whole pulse period. It pulsates in different modes.

Its GRPs usually occur in the P1 and P3 phase windows

and are concentrated in a narrow phase window coinci-

dent with the power-law non-thermal pulse seen in hard

X-rays (Romani & Johnston 2001). In case of the radio

pulse profile obtained only from GRPs the P1 emission

lags that of the integrated pulse profile by ∼ 80µs. Re-

cently, the polarisation of the GRPs has been reported

by Knight et al. (2006a). The polarimetric properties of

GRPs are completely different to the pulses of ordinary

emission. At ∼1.4 GHz the averaged emission of P1 and

P2 is 72% and 96% linearly polarised, respectively. P3 is

not polarised at all. No circular polarisation was found

in any component. In contrast, the giant pulses of PSR

B1821-24 are highly elliptically polarised, some are even

100% elliptically polarised. The average polarisation frac-

tion is 79%. Their position angles are random and seem to

have no preferred orientation. This might be caused by a

propagation effect, or it might be intrinsic to the emission

mechanism of giant pulses.

PSR J0218+4232

For the first time GRPs (only three events) of PSR

J0218+4232 were reported by Joshi et al. (2004), how-

ever Knight et al. (2006b) share the opinion that they are

rather controversial. The second group of authors describe

the analysis of 155 such events. Again, the pulses are very

narrow, and are align in phase with the non-thermal X-

ray emission, i.e. they occur roughly at the minima of

the integrated radio pulse profile. Therefore, they do not

contribute to the ordinary radio emission. This strong cor-

relation between phases of GRPs and X-ray maxima con-

firms that the two emission processes originate in similar

regions of the pulsar magnetosphere. The distribution of

pulse energies has a power-law shape. However, only 3 over

139 have energies greater than ten times the average. No

polarisation information is available.

4. Conclusions

The Class-II MSPs together with the Crab pulsar and its

twin from the LMC are among the top seven pulsars with

the highest magnetic field strengths near the light cylinder

(the sixth one is PSR B1957+20, and the seventh is the

radio-quiet one - PSR J0537-6910; Cognard et al. 1996;

Kramer 2004). However, new observations do not support

very strongly the hypothesis that strong magnetic field
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at the light cylinder is a critical condition for giant pulse

activity.

The Crab pulsar results obtained so far by us sug-

gest that physical conditions in the regions responsible

for HFCs emission might be similar to those in the main

pulse and interpulse emission regions. This idea is sup-

ported not only by our detection of GRPs phenomenon

at LFC and HFCs phases, but also by their polarisation

characteristics. Still, the origin of HFCs remains an open

question. One of the propositions is inward emission from

outer gaps which may produce two additional peaks at

requested phases in the light curve of the Crab pulsar

(Cheng et al. 2000).

Flux density distribution of GRPs that have been

detected from different pulsars generally follows power-

law statistics. GRPs are believed (to some extend) to be

associated with non-thermal high energy emission (e.g.

PSR B0531+21, PSR B1937+21, PSR B1821-24, and PSR

B0540-69). The Crab pulsar was the best example of this

association for a long time. From the group of millisec-

ond pulsars a strong confirmation of this idea comes from

the observations of PSR B1821-24. Romani & Johnston

(2001) as well as Knight et al. (2006a) found that GRPs

of this pulsar are concentrated in a narrow phase win-

dow coincident with the non-thermal pulses seen in hard

X-rays, but occur on the trailing edges of the radio com-

ponents. Recently, more and more features of pulsar ra-

diation showing correlations between radio and high en-

ergy emission are observed. For example phase alignment

between some optical polarisation features and radio in-

tensity profile (SÃlowikowska 2006). Furthermore, it was

found that there is a correlation between X-ray and ra-

dio pulses for Vela (Lommen et al. 2006), whereas Shearer

et al. (2003) have detected a correlation between optical

emission and GRPs emission in the Crab pulsar. They

found that optical pulses coincident with GRPs were of

about 3% brighter on average. On the other hand, the

characteristics of some pulsars (PSR B1133+16; Kramer

et al. 2003) and the discovery of the Crab’s giant radio

pulses at phases where no high energy emission is known,

do not match to this picture.
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Amazing properties of giant pulses and the nature of
pulsar’s radio emission

V. Soglasnov
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Abstract. For comprehensive studying of giant pulses

(GPs) from the Crab pulsar and the original millisec-

ond pulsar (MSP) B1937+21 (J1939+2134), we con-

ducted multifrequency observations over the last few

years. They show that giant pulses may be improbably

bright, 105
, 106 Jy and more, they have extra ordinal

spectra and polarization. EM energy concentrated in such

strong pulse is high enough to accelerate particles up to

Lorenz factor γ ∼ 104 − 106, since giant pulses may play

an important role in physics of pulsar’s magnetosphere.

1. Introduction

Giant pulses (GPs) are a very specific class of single radio

pulses observed in several pulsars which have power law

intensity distribution, while normally the distribution is

of exponential type. Therefore, sometimes one can detect

a pulse exceeding by many times a normal pulse inten-

sity. However, the time of occurrence of such events is

unpredictable, it makes very difficult their search and in-

vestigation. At the moment giant pulses are detected or

suspected in nearly a dozen of pulsars, but only two, the

Crab pulsar and the original millisecond pulsar (MSP)

B1937+21 (J1939+2134), have the rate of GP occurrence

sufficiently high for good statistics and more or less detail

study of this phenomenon. During few last years we con-

ducted many observations of giant pulses from these pul-

sars over a wide frequency range from 20 MHz to 5 GHz,

single and multi frequency/station. The observations were

made in collaboration with many observatories and ob-

servers: Kalyazin observatory with 64-m dish, Yu. Ilyasov

V. Oreshko; Arecibo 305-m telescope, T. Hankins; 100-

m GBT, Yu. Kovalev, F Ghigo (NRAO GB); ARO (40-m

dish in Canada), N. Bartel, W. Cannon, A. Novikov (York

University); WSRT, B. Stappers (NFRA); UTR-2 deca-

metric telescope, O. Ulyanov, V. Zakharenko (Ukrainian

Institute of Radio Astronomy). An important feature of

these observations is a long time continuous record with

high time resolution (the latter is necessary because giant

pulses are very short, see below, paragraph 2.2). We used

standard VLBI terminals Mk5A (Kovalev et al. 2005),

Canadian S2 and Japanese K5 as high performance and

large capacity data acquisition systems. They provide time

resolution 8–16 ns and 6–12 hours continuous record. Raw

data were then encoded and processed for coherent dedis-

persion.

In section 2 we describe briefly main results of these

observations, the most important is that the peak flux

density of giant pulse may reach improbable huge value

105−106 Jy and more. The interaction of such strong EM

wave with plasma particles is very specific (section 3.1). In

particular, a strong wave may work as effective particles

accelerator. In the sections 3.2, 3.3 we discuss a probable

origin of giant pulses and their role in physical processes

inside magnetosphere.

2. Observational properties

2.1. Waveform and time duration

Giant pulses from MSP B1937+21 initially are ex-

tremely short, less than 10 ns (Kondratiev et al. 2006,

Soglasnov et al. 2004). Their apparent waveform and time

duration are caused completely by interstellar scattering.

Only several pulses from the analyzed few thousands can

be suspected as having some structure other than scatter-

ing waveform (Fig. 1).

Waveform and duration of the Crab giant pulses de-

pend on their strength. Weak and medium GPs gen-

erally have complex structure. The total duration may

reach few decades of microseconds (Fig 2). However, giant

pulses with peak flux density exceeding some critical value

(300 kJy at 1.4 GHz) are also very short. They consist of

one or two narrow peaks, sometimes with weaker pedestal

of 1− 2 µs duration (Fig. 3, 4).

Giant pulses from MSP and those strong from the Crab

are very similar, in spite of a great difference of magnetic

field strength and other physical conditions. In both pul-

sars strong events intrinsically are extremely short, we

could not resolve them. Perhaps, weak extent giant pulses

from MSP also exist but they are below detection thresh-

old, because the pulsar B1937+21 is more distant and ini-

tially weaker.
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2.2. Intensity

Obviously power law distribution of giant pulse intensity

can not be continued up to zero as well as to the infinity,

it must have cutoff both at low and high energies (or, at

least, strong break in power index: flattening at low and

steepening at high energies). Low intensity fattening of the

distribution for Crab giant pulses was recently detected by

Popov & Stappers (2006): Ebreak = 1000−3500 Jy · µs at

1.2 GHz 1.

In case of MSP the limit is far below GP detection

threshold, since it cannot be observed directly. However,

it may be derived under adoption that power law distri-

bution is valid up to this limit (Soglasnov et al. 2004):

Smin=16 Jy (main pulse), Smin=5 Jy (interpulse) at 1.2

and 1.6 GHz.

As for high intensity limit, the situation seems to be

rather intriguing. Now there are no indications on the de-

viation from power law distribution up to the improbable

high intensity. Giant pulses from the Crab pulsar with

peak flux density exceeding million jansky (1 MJy) were

detected at 2.2 and 1.4 GHz in observations conducted

in 2005 year (Fig. 3, 4). Such events are not something

exclusive, they normally occurred in each session if the

observing time was sufficiently long, in accordance with

power law distribution. At the moment we have caught

a half of hundred “millionaires” over total 30 hours. It

is difficult to provide much more longer observing time

which is needed to detect more intense pulses, because

of huge volume of data. We tested at Kalyazin the sys-

tem for long time multi frequency monitoring of the Crab

total power without any dispersion removal, which can

provide detection the strongest giant pulses. Few days of

probe observations show tat the system works properly.

We plan to start regular monitoring at 5, 1.4 and 0.6 GHz

in September 2006.

2.3. Polarization

The emission of narrow giant pulses is strongly polarized,

up to 100 % of linear, circular (may be of both signs),

elliptical, either pure or variously mixed. In itself it is not

very surprisingly, because their extremely short duration

means that the emission originates from very compact re-

gion, since particles are emitting under the same physical

conditions. What is really marvelous, that giant pulses

show rapid changes of polarization over a very short time

interval. Thus, two peaks separated by only few decades

of nanoseconds (since close spatially) may have quite dif-

ferent polarization (Fig. 1, 4). Moreover, polarization may

change rapidly inside a single narrow component, from cir-

cular to linear and opposite, or/and circular polarization

1
In case of extent pulses, flux density integrated over the

whole pulse duration, rather it’s peak value, is a measure of

pulse strength. Observers name it “energy” and use the units

of strange but convenient in practice dimension [ Jy · µ s].

may change the sign. It seems improbable that the condi-

tions change considerably at so small scale (∼ 1− 10 m).

The only explanation we can propose at the moment is

that the emission may be produced by stratified particles

of opposite sign of charge (e.g. electrons and positrons),

as a result, few spikes alternatively RCP and LCP polar-

ized are generating, many of them are undistinguishable

with our time resolution. Similar picture was observed by

Hankins et al.(2003) at higher frequencies.

2.4. Spectra

In average, giant pulses have nearly power law spectra. For

MSP the spectral index equals -2.8. For the Crab pulsar,

the spectrum becomes slightly flattened at higher frequen-

cies, it changes from −2.7 (at frequencies below 1GHz) to

−1.8 (between 1.4− 2.2GHz).

Instant spectra of single pulses, obtained in simultane-

ous multi frequency sessions, are very different. The spec-

tral index change within wide limits from +0.4 to −4.0

Popov et al.(2006b). Only one third of events occur simul-

taneously at widely spaced frequencies. Partially it can be

explained by interstellar scintillations, but it is not a main

reason, as it follows from simultaneous observations of the

Crab at 600 and 111 MHz, where the receiver bandpass ex-

ceed greatly decorrelation band, since interstellar scintilla-

tions do not affect considerably on the apparent strength

of GPs. Detail analysis shows that spectra of single giant

pulses cover a wide frequency range but not continuously.

They represent chains of spots or bands, which parameters

are inconsistent with usual ISS; probably they are intrin-

sic gant pulse structure. The most remarkable examples

are quite exclusive spectra of the Crab giant interpulses

with discrete regular structure observed at Arecibo at fre-

quencies higher than 5GHz (Eilek & Hankins 2006).

3. Giant pulses and pulsar’s physics

3.1. Giant pulses as strong EM waves

Megajansky intensity of GPs detected in the Crab pul-

sar looks rather impressive, however, are these pulses re-

ally giant with physical point of view? There are sev-

eral different criteria for the strong EM wave. The top

is Schwinger’s quantum limit, when the field strength of

EM wave exceeds a critical value 4.4 × 1013 Gs. Such

wave can create e
+
e
− pairs. It is convenient to measure

the wave field strength Ew in (angular) frequency units

ωw ≡ eEw/mec = eHw/mec, then the Schwinger’s limit

can be written as ~ωw >> mec
2. The next criterium is

condition ωw > ω, where ω is wave frequency. It means

that the motion of charged particles under the action of

EM wave becomes relativistic, such wave accelerates par-

ticles nearly up to the speed of light over a single wave

cycle.

From the observed peak flux density SJy we can esti-

mate ωw at the distance lcm from the region of GP emis-
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Fig. 1. Example of rare occurred multi component giant pulse

from MSP B1937+21, f=2.2 GHz, as it seen in two polariza-

tion channels. The first component has nearly total circular

polarization of one sign (LCP). A leading edge of the second

component also 100% circularly polarized, but of opposite sign

(RCP). Polarization changes the sign at the middle of second

component.

Fig. 2. Example of extent giant pulse from the Crab pulsar,

detected at 2.2 GHz, ∆ν = 16MHz, displayed in total intensity

(blue), linear (red) and circular(magenta) polarization.

Fig. 3. Example of extremely bright linearly polarized giant

pulse from the Crab pulsar,Speak = 5.4MJy, detected at 2.2

GHz, ∆ν = 16MHz, displayed in total intensity (blue), linear

(red) and circular(magenta) polarization.

sion as

ωw ≈ 4.9 · 1012 Lkpc

lcm

√

SJy∆ν,

where Lkpc is the distance from the Earth to the pulsar

in kiloparsecs, ∆ν is the frequency band. This estimate is

obtained without any arbitrary adoption such as dimen-

Fig. 4. Example of extremely bright double giant pulse from

the Crab pulsar, Speak = 4.2 and 7.3 MJy, detected at 2.2

GHz, displayed in total intensity (blue), linear (red) and circu-

lar(magenta) polarization. Both components have almost 100%

polarization, the first circular and the second linear.

sion of GP source, beam pattern of the emission etc., it

based only on the inverse square law, which is valid at

least up to the boundary of wave zone. Even strongest

“MegaJansky” Crab pulses detected at 2.3 and 1.4 GHz

are far below the Schwinger’s limit, however, they satisfy

to the condition ωw > ω, which is valid up to the dis-

tance 1010 − 1011cm from the emitter, or ' 100 radii of

the light cylinder. Since inside magnetosphere pulses are

“really giant”: if suppose that they are emitted near the

star’s surface, the ratio ωw/ω ≥ 100 even at light cylinder,

103 − 106 near the emitter (at 104 − 106cm). This ratio

may be much more for giant pulses at low frequency 23

MHz: if adopt the true (non-scattered) pulse duration of

order ∼ 1µs, ωw/ω ∼ 104 at light cylinder and∼ 106−107

near the emitter.

Under condition ωw/ω > 1 the interaction between

EM wave and plasma particles becomes very specific.

The wave accelerates particles up to the Lorenz factor

γ ∼ ωw/ω. Particles emit secondary waves at different

frequencies and in different directions than the incident

wave. Thus, in the simplest case of circularly polarized

wave, trajectory of particles is a circle of radius λ/2π (λ

is wavelength), the plane of the circle coincides with the

wavefront. Particles emit at frequency ωem ∼ ωγ
2 ∼ ω

2
w
/ω

under right angle to the direction of the incident wave

propagation within a small angle ∼ γ
−1 ∼ ω/ωw.

The case of linearly polarized wave is more compli-

cate. Particles move along trajectory of eight-like shape

in the plane which is normal to the wave front, the trajec-

tory crosses itself at the center under angle 51◦.1,γ-factor

changes along trajectory from 1.03ωw/ω in the middle to

0.36ωw/ω at the edges of trajectory.

Some evidence of the existence of such “perpendicular”

emission is a dramatic transformation of the Crab pul-

sar profile at high frequencies (Moffet & Hankins 1996),

where two strong wide components HFC1 and HFC2 ap-
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pear, they are spaced by 51◦−54◦ in longitude, the longi-

tude of HFC2 is −90◦ relative the main pulse. They may

be interpreted as counterparts of giant pulses emitted at

lower frequencies, as the sum of large number of short

duration bursts (“secondary giant pulses”), in accordance

with the results obtained by Sovakovska et al. (2006). Fi-

nal confirmation may be obtained from polarization mea-

surement of single pulse HFC emission with high time res-

olution.

In presence the magnetic field of strength H, in case

of wave propagation along field lines (the case important

for pulsars), the particles accelerated by the wave are or-

biting with frequency ωHωw/ω, where ωH ≡ eH/mec =

1.78 × 107
H. They emit synchrotron radiation at fre-

quency ωem ∼ ωHω
2
w
/ω

2. Near star’s surface H ∼ 1012Gs

(Crab) and ∼ 108Gs (MSP B1937+21), since synchrotron

quants have energy ∼ 1012 and ∼ 1016eV correspondingly,

which is far above threshold e
+
e
− pair creation by quants

in magnetic fields near surface of these pulsars. This mech-

anism is much more effective than traditional curvature

radiation, because synchrotron quants are emitting under

right angle to the field lines, while curvature quants are

emitting along the tangent field line. Thus, giant pulse

may work as effective particles’ accelerator and is able to

induce cascade pair creation. Moreover, under some con-

ditions giant pulse becomes self-generating, see below, sec-

tion 3.2.

3.2. Where and how giant pulses are emitting

All stated above are observational results and their direct

consequences. Now we concern briefly more speculative

question on the origin of giant pulses.

In the frame of standard model of pulsar’s magneto-

sphere it seems rather unlikely that giant pulses originate

from the region located far from the star’s surface, where

the energy of radiation per unit volume, corresponding to

megajansky peak flux, exceeds by many orders the density

of plasma energy. By this reason giant pulses surely cannot

arise near the light cylinder. The only place where suffi-

cient number of particles have sufficient energy to produce

giant pulse is a polar cap near star’s surface. Perhaps, a

cause of giant pulses is the gap discharge, they are directly

observed effect of the discharge.

If so, we can suppose the follow scenario. The first

giant pule may be born when the gap potential reaches

some critical value, strong currents begin to run across the

polar cap generating strong EM emission. As described

above (in the section 3.1), interaction between strong

EM wave (“giant pulse”) and charged particles leads in a

strong magnetic field to the e
+
e
− pair creation. Because

this mechanism is very effective, immediately cascade pair

creation develops very fast in a small volume, begetting

rapidly rising volume charge, in turn, it generates strong

EM emission (“secondary” giant pulse), which accelerates

particles, particles emit high energy synchrotron quants

which produce e
+
e
− pairs, and so on.

3.3. What will happen afterwards

The rate of pair production drops rapidly when the wave

and particles move away from the star’s surface both be-

cause of the emission dilution and decreasing the magnetic

field strength. However, as before, the wave is capable to

accelerate particles over the whole path inside magneto-

sphere up to light cylinder. It leads to the development of

strong plasma instabilities, as a result, a “normal” pulsed

radioemission is generating by usual plasma mechanism.

Pulsars with long period have a large light cylinder

radius, the energy of EM wave (“giant pulse”) propagating

over such long path, converts entirely to the ”normal”

pulsed emission. It is the reason why giant pulses are not

observed in the majority of long period pulsars.
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Abstract. Review report of giant pulses of pulsar radio

emission, based on our detections of four new pulsars with

giant pulses, and the comparative analysis of the previ-

ously known pulsars with giant pulses, including the Crab

pulsar and millisecond pulsar PSR B1937+21.

1. Introduction

Giant pulses (GPs)- a short duration outbursts- are a spe-

cial form of pulsar radio emission.

This is a most striking phenomenon of the pulsar radio

emission. For normal pulsars, the intensity of single pulses

varies by no more then one order of magnitude (Hesse &

Wielebinski 1974, Ritchings 1976). GPs peak flux densities

can exceed hundreds and thousands of times the peak flux

density of regular pulses. GPs are the brightest sources of

the radio emission observed in the Universe.

This rare phenomenon has been detected only in 11

pulsars among more than 1 500 known ones. The firsts two

of them to be discovered were Crab pulsar PSR B0531+21

(Staelin & Reifenstein 1968; Argyle & Gower 1972; Gower

& Argyle 1972) and the millisecond pulsar PSR B1937+21

(Wolsczcan, Cordes & Stinebring 1984), and for a long

time remain little investigated.

For over 20 years only these two pulsars were known to

emit GPs. The last 5 years were marked by a systematic

search of GPs that benefit a fast progress in the detec-

tion of nine new pulsar with GPs. They are PSR B1821-

24 (Romani & Johnston 2001), PSR B1112+50 (Ershov

& Kuzmin 2003), PSR B0540-69 (Johnston & Romani

2003), PSR B0031-07 (Kuzmin, Ershov & Losovsky 2004),

PSR J0218+42 (Joshi et al. 2004), PSR B1957+20 (Joshi

et al. 2004), PSR J1752+2359 (Ershov & Kuzmin 2005),

PSR J1823-3021A (Knight, Bailes et al. 2005) and PSR

B0656+14 (Kuzmin & Ershov 2006).

2. Observations

GPs are observed as a rare very strong pulses of pulsar

radio emission standing out of the noise background and

underlying ordinary individual pulses. An example of one

Fig. 1. An example of a GP of the Crab pulsar inside o f 150

normal pulses masked by noise

GP of the Crab pulsar observed at frequency 111 MHz

inside of 150 pulsar periods is demonstrated in Fig.1.

GPs are distinguished by a number of characteristic

features. They possess very large excess of the flux den-

sity and energy of radio emission relative to an average

pulse (AP), the energy distribution of GPs has a power-

law statistic, have a short pulse time-scale and occur in a

narrow-phase window of an AP (except of the Crab pulsar

for which GPs can occur anywhere within the AP).

2.1. Flux density, energy, spectra and intensity

distribution.

GPs are the most extremal phenomena of pulsar radio

emission. Their peak flux densities can exceed hundreds

and thousands of times the peak flux density of an AP. An

example of a GP in comparison with an AP of the millisec-

ond pulsar PSR B1937+21 is shown in Fig.2. The peak

flux densitiy of GPs in this pulsar at 1650 MHz ranges up

to 65 kJy and exceeds the peak flux density of an AP up

to factor of 3× 105 (Soglasnov et al. 2004). An energy of

this GP E = Speak × τ , where τ is the pulse duration,

exceeds the energy of the AP by a factor of 60.

The peak flux densities of GPs from the Crab Nebula

pulsar PSR B0531+21 at 2228 MHz exceeds the peak flux

density of an AP up to factor of 5× 105. An energy E =

Speak × τ of the GPs exceeds the energy of the AP by a

factor of 80 (Kostyuk et al., 2003).

GPs of the Crab pulsar have been detected in a very

wide frequency range from 23 MHz (Popov et al. 2006) up

to 15 GHz (Hankins et al. 2000). Only small part of GPs
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Fig. 2. An example of a GP (solid line) in comparison with an

AP (dotted line) of the pulsar PSR B1937+21. (After Soglas-

nov et al. 2005). Note different y-scales for a GP (left) and an

AP (right).

occurs simultaneously in different frequency ranges. Radio

spectra of these GPs were studied by simultaneous multi-

frequency observations. Sallmen et al. (1999) observations

of GPs in pulsar PSR B0531+21 at two frequencies 1.4

and 0.6 GHz show that the GPs spectral indices fall be-

tween -2.2 and -4.9, which may be compared to the AP

value for this pulsar -3.0. Popov et al.(2006) observations

of this pulsar at three frequencies 600, 111 and 43 MHz

reveal that the GPs spectral indices fall between -1.6 and

-3.1 with mean value -2.7, that also may be compared to

the AP value for this pulsar. Simultaneous two-frequency

observations of GPs from PSR B1937+21 at 2210-2250

and 1414-1446 MHz (Popov & Stappers 2003) don’t reveal

any GPs which occur simultaneously in both frequency

ranges. They conclude that radio spectra of detected GPs

are limited in frequency at a scale of about ∆ν/ν < 0.5.

Simultaneous two-frequency observations of GPs in PSR

B0031-07 at 111 and 40 MHz reveal only a few common

GPs (Kuzmin et al. 05).

Kinkhabwala et al. (2000) have estimated the average

spectral properties of the GPs emission of the pulsar PSR

B1937+21. Using the top eight GPs at three frequencies

430, 1420 and 2380 MHz, they find a somewhat steeper

slope of -3.1 for the GPs spectrum, compared the -2.6

slope for the normal emission spectrum of this pulsar.

Another distinguishing characteristic of pulsars with

GPs, as demonstrated in Fig.3, is their two-mode pulse in-

tensity distribution. At low intensities of ordinary pulses,

the pulse strength distribution is Gaussian one, but above

a certain threshold the pulse strength of GPs is roughly

power-law distributed (Argyle & Gower 1972, Cognard et

al. 1996) .

2.2. Size and brightness temperature of an emitting

region.

The next peculiarity of GPs, as demonstrated in Fig.2 for

PSR B1937+21, is a much shorter time-scale of GP as

Fig. 3. a) Cumulative distribution of GPs intensity of pulsar

PSR B1937+21 measured in units of the mean pulse and in-

terpulse (after Cognars et al. 1996)

compared with an AP. The width of this GP is τ ≤ 15 ns

(Soglasnov et al. 2004).

Hankins et al. (2003) found in pulsar PSR B0531+21

the pulse structure as short as 2 ns. If one interprets this

pulse duration in terms of the maximum possible size of

emitting region l ≤ c× τ , where c is the speed of a light,

the time-scale τ =2 ns corresponds to a light-travel size

of an emitting body l of only 60 cm, the smallest object

ever detected outside our solar system.

The brightness temperature of the GPs is

TB = Speakλ
2
/2kΩ ,

where Speak is the peak flux density, λ is the radio wave-

length, k is the Boltzmann’s constant, and Ω ' (l/d)2 is

the solid angle of the radio emission region.

For observed in Crab pulsar at frequency 5.5 GHz peak

flux density of 103 Jy with τ = 2 ns (Hankins et al. 2003)

the brightness temperature of GPs is as high as 1037 K.

Soglasnov et al. (2004) have proved that the majority

of GPs from the millisecond pulsar PSR B1937+21 are

shorter than 15 ns. At a frequency of 1.65 GHz a peak

flux density of 65× 103 Jy with τ = 15 ns show that the

brightness temperature of GPs in this pulsar is TB ≥ 5×

1039 K, the brightest radio emission observed in Universe.

However, these evaluations of size and brightness tem-

perature of an emitting body are not unambiguous. Gil

& Melikidze (2004) argued that the apparent duration of

the observed impulse τobs may be shorter 1) than the du-

ration of the emitted one as τrad as τobs = τrad× γ
−2. For

Lorentz factor γ ≈ 100, the time-scale of pulse structure

for B1937+21 will transformed from observed τobs= 2 ns

to emitted τrad =20 µs. 1 As well as TB ∝ Ω−1 ∝ τ
−2,

the brightness temperature will be reduced to TB ≈ 1031

K.

This aspect needs a further refinement.

The duration of GPs may be masked by the scatter

broadening of a pulse due to multi-path propagation in

the interstellar plasma.

1
Relativistic shortening of a pulse duration were claimed by

Smith (1970) and Zheleznyakov (1971).
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Fig. 4. (top) GP in pulsar PSR B0656+14 at 111 MHz (bold

line) together with the AP (dotted line). The plot of AP is

presented on a 500 times larger scale and flux densities of GP

and AP are shown separately on the left and right sides of the

”y” scales. (bottom) The phases of the observed GPs relative

to the center of the AP. N is the number of GP. (after Kuzmin

& Ershov ,2006)

GPs are clustered around a small phase window (ex-

cept of Crab pulsar, for which GPs can occur anywhere

within the AP). An example of such clustering for pulsar

PSR B0031-07 is shown in the bottom of Fig.4.

The top of Fig4 shows the GP together with the AP

for the pulsar PSR B0656+14 (Kuzmin & Ershov 2006).

The peak flux density of this GP exceeds the peak flux

density of AP by factor of 630.

Kuzmin & Ershov (2004) two frequency observations

of GPs in the pulsar PSR B0031-07 reveal that some GPs

have two components and that the spacing of these compo-

nents at 40 MHz is larger than at 111 MHz. This is similar

to a larger width of the AP at lower frequency, which is

interpreted as a divergence of magnetic field lines in the

radius-to-frequency mapping in the hollow cone model of

pulsar radio emission. This suggests that GPs from this

pulsar originate in the polar region rather than in the light

cylinder region.

One may suggests that there are two classes of GPs,

one associated with high-energy emission from the outer

gap, the other associated with the polar radio emission.

GPs of PSR B0031–07 will be of the second class.

Table 1 summarizes the comparative data for known

pulsars with GPs. Here PSR is a pulsar name, P is the pul-

sar period, BLC is a magnetic field strength at the light

cylinder, Freq is the observations frequency, SGP /SAP is

an excess of the peak flux density of a strongest GP over

the peak flux density of an AP, TB is a brightness temper-

ature of the strongest GP radio emission and EGP /EGP

is an excess of the energy of the strongest GP over the

energy of an AP.

3. Are giant pulses inherent to some special
property of pulsars ?

The first detected pulsars with GPs PSR B0531+21 and

PSR B1937+21 were among a small group of pulsars

with highest magnetic field at the light cylinder BLC =

104−105 G. This gave a rise to the suggestion that GPs are

inherent to pulsars with very strong magnetic field at the

light cylinder and the search of GPs was oriented on those

pulsars. As a result GPs were detected in five other pul-

sars with very strong magnetic field at the light cylinder:

PSR B1821-24 (Romani & Johnston 2001), PSR B0540-69

(Johnston & Romani 2003), PSR J0218+42 (Joshi et al.

2004), PSR B1957+20 (Joshi et al. 2004) and PSR J1823-

3021 (Knight et al. 2005).

However detection of the GPs in four pulsar with or-

dinary magnetic field at the light cylinder: PSR B0031-

07 (Kuzmin, Ershov & Losovsky 2004), PSR B0656+14

(Kuzmin & Ershov 2006), PSR B1112+50 (Ershov &

Kuzmin 2003) and PSR J1752+2359 (Ershov & Kuzmin

2005) have revealed that GPs can occur in ordinary pul-

sars too.

Johnson & Romany (2004) claimed that GPs may be

associated with pulsars which possess a high energy X-ray

emission. But the alignment of X-ray pulses with GPs is

observed only for four objects among eleven known pulsars

with GPs and is not a proper indication for GPs.

Knight et all. (2005) argued that GPs may be indicated

by large rotation loss luminosity Ė ∝ P
−3

Ṗ . But in fact

the rotation loss luminosity of the known 11 pulsars with

GPs are differ by 6 orders of magnitude and is not a proper

indication for GPs also.

GPs occur in various types of pulsars in a wide range

of periods P = 1.5 − 1600 ms and magnetic field at the

light cylinder log BLC = 4 − 106 G over a wide range of

radio frequencies.

4. Summary

Giant pulses is a special form of pulsar radio emission,

that is characterized by very large excess of flux density

and energy of radio emission relative to an average pulse,

the power-law statistic of the energy distribution , giant

pulses occur in a narrow-phase window of an average pulse

and have a short pulse time-scale.

The flux density of giant pulses increases over the flux

density of an average pulse SGP /SAP up to 5× 105 .

Giant pulses energy excess over the energy of an aver-

age pulse is EGP /EAP = 50 - 200 and is nearly the same

for different magnetic field at the light cylinder, pulsar

periods and frequencies.

A light-travel size of an emitting body indicate the

smallest object ever detected outside our solar system.

Giant pulses are the brightest sources of radio emission

among the known astronomical objects.
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Table 1. Properties of the Giant Pulses

PSR P logBLC Freq SGP /SAP TB EGP /EGP References

ms G GHz K

B0031-07 943 6.9 0.04 400 ≥ 10
28

75 Kuzmin & Ershov 2004

0.11 120 ≥ 10
26

8 Kuzmin et al. 2004

J0218+42 2.3 3.2 × 10
5

0.61 1.3 51 Joshi et al. 2004

B0531+21 33.4 9.8 × 10
5

0.14 300 Argyle & Gower 1972

0.59 6 × 10
4

≥ 10
36

75 Kostyuk et al. 2003

2.23 5 × 10
5

≥ 10
34

80 Kostyuk et al. 2003

5.50 ≥ 10
37

Hankins et al. 2003

B0540-69 50.5 3.5 × 10
5

1.38 5 × 10
3

Johnston & Romani 2003

B0656+14 385 770 0.11 600 ≥ 10
26

110 Kuzmin & Ershov 2006

B1112+50 1656 4.1 0.11 80 ≥ 10
26

10 Ershov & Kuzmin 2003

J1752+2359 409 71 0.11 260 ≥ 10
28

200 Ershov & Kuzmin 2005

B1821-24 3.0 7.2 × 10
5

1.51 81 Romani & Johnston 2001

J1823-3021A 5.4 2.5 × 10
5

0.68 680 64 Knight et al. 2005

1.40 1700 28 Knight et al. 2005

B1937+21 1.5 9.8 × 10
5

0.11 600 ≥ 10
35

65 Kuzmin & Losovsky

1.65 ≥ 5 × 10
39

60 Soglasnov et al. 2004

B1957+20 1.6 3.8 × 10
5

0.61 129 Joshi et al. 2004

Giant pulses exist in various types of pulsars in a wide

range of periods , magnetic field at the light cylinder and

broad frequency range.
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Abstract. The second fastest millisecond pulsar,

B1937+21, is one of several pulsars known to emit giant

pulses (GPs). GPs are characterized by their huge energy,

power-law cumulative energy distribution, and particular

longitudes of occurrence. All these characteristics are

different from those of regular pulses. Here, we present

a study of GPs from our observations of the pulsar

B1937+21 with the GBT at 2.1 GHz in both left and

right circular polarization with a time resolution of 8 ns.

The Mark5 data acquisition system was used for the

first time in single-dish observations with the GBT. This

allowed us to obtain continuous and uniform recording for

7.5 hours with a data rate of 512 Mbps. As a result, more

than 6 000 GPs were found above a detection threshold

of 200 Jy. We report on instantaneous spectra of GPs,

as well as on a comparison with scintillation spectra of

regular emission, on the distribution of GP energies, and

on polarization properties of GPs.

1. Introduction

Giant pulses (GPs) are one of the most fascinating phe-

nomena in pulsar radio emission. They are manifested as

separate huge pulses with intensities hundred, thousand,

and even million times larger than the intensity of an aver-

age pulse. Only 11 pulsars are known to emit such “giant”

pulses. Among them, only two – the Crab pulsar and the

original millisecond pulsar B1937+21 – have the strongest

giant radio pulses ever observed (e.g., Hankins et al. 2003;

Popov et al. 2006a,b; Soglasnov et al. 2004).

Sallmen & Backer (1995) presented the first anal-

ysis of GPs and first noted that GPs occurred at

the trailing edges of the main pulse (MP) and the

interpulse (IP) components. Then, extensive studies

of GPs from B1937+21 by Cognard et al. (1996)

and Kinkhabwala & Thorsett (2000) were done at

Arecibo. Cognard et al. (1996) detected 60 GPs at

430 MHz during 44 min of observations and re-

ported up to about 100% circular polarization for some

GPs. Kinkhabwala & Thorsett (2000) carried out non-

simultaneous observations at 3 different frequencies: 430,

1 420, and 2 380 MHz. Frequencies higher than 430 MHz

allowed them to determine the location of the occurrence

of GPs. They found that GPs occur in 10-µs windows de-

layed by 58 µs and 65 µs from the maximum of the MP and

IP components, respectively. A thorough analysis of GPs

was done in our previous study (Soglasnov et al. 2004)

based on 39-min observations at 1 650 MHz at Tidbin-

billa with a high time resolution of 31.25 ns. A number

of 309 GPs were found, with the strongest one having a

peak flux density of 65 kJy. This peak flux density to-

gether with a short duration of < 15 ns corresponds to an

exceptionally high brightness temperature of > 5×1039 K.

We also determined the power-law index of the cumulative

distribution of GP energies to be −1.4.

Here, we present preliminary results of our study of

GPs from B1937+21 observed with the GBT with a high

time resolution.

2. Observations and data processing

Observations of giant pulses from the millisecond pulsar

B1937+21 were done on June 7, 2005 between 02:30 and

10:40 UTC with the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Tele-

scope (GBT) at a frequency of 2.1 GHz in both left-

and right-hand circular polarization (LCP, RCP) with a

time resolution of 8 ns. Four adjacent 16-MHz channels

(2052–2116 MHz) at each polarization were digitized si-

multaneously with 2-bit sampling at the Nyquist rate. The

Mark5A data acquisition system was used for the first

time in single-dish observations with the GBT (see GBT

Commissioning Memo 236 by Kovalev et al. (2005) for in-

formation on how to use the GBT with a VLBA+Mark5A

backend). This allowed us to obtain continuous and uni-

form recording for about 7.5 hours with a data rate of

512 Mbps. The quasar 3C286, the radio source 3C399.1

and the planetary nebula NGC 7027 were observed as

well, for flux density and polarization calibration. The

system temperature in all 8 separate frequency channels

was about 23 K. After the observations the data were

transferred from the Mark5 ‘8-pack’ disk modules to a
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Linux PC server at the observatory site. The continuously

recorded Mark5A data were split into individual pieces of

109 bytes. The size of the pieces was constrained by the

storage capacity. Then, the split data were copied to ex-

ternal 1-TB disks and shipped to home institutions for

further processing.

The Mark5A data appear as if they were recorded to

VLBA tapes. To get the real 2-bit voltage signal from

the Mark5A raw data, decoding software was written1.

The obtained signal was corrected for bit-statistics, i.e.

for the fluctuation of instantaneous rms values which

results in a deviation of the signal levels away from

the levels for the optimum state of 2-bit sampling

(Jenet & Anderson 1998). Following Hankins (1971), we

then dedispersed the data and corrected them for ampli-

tude bandpass irregularities. Then we cut the signal with

the topocentric pulsar period to search for GPs and folded

the signal to produce the average pulse profile.

It is known that GPs from B1937+21 occur in the

trailing edges of the MP and IP components of the aver-

age profile (Soglasnov et al. 2004). We chose a detection

threshold of 17σ in every 16-MHz band and searched for

events in 60-µs windows at the trailing edges of the regular

MP and IP components. From all events stronger than our

threshold we selected “true” GPs if a) they had intensities

> 5σ in at least one other frequency channel apart from

the channel in which they were detected; b) their inten-

sity when reconstructed in the total 64-MHz passband was

>5σ; and c) they showed a characteristic scattering profile

for the pulses reconstructed in the 64-MHz passband.

3. Results

To date, 5.5 from 7.5 hours of pulsar data have been pro-

cessed. We detected 6 334 GPs stronger than 205 Jy in the

16-MHz bands with the strongest one having a peak flux

density of 2 kJy (10 kJy in the total 64-MHz band). The

statistics for the GP occurrence are almost the same both

in the MP and IP regions as well as in LCP and RCP

and in the separate frequency channels. The rate of GP

occurrence is about 20 GPs/min for the GPs exceeding

the 17σ-threshold in a 16-MHz band. The number of GPs

with a high signal-to-noise ratio of >50 in a 16-MHz band

was found to be 177.

3.1. Interstellar scintillations

The influence of interstellar scattering on pulsar emission

is much smaller at 2.1 GHz than at lower frequencies, but

is still notable. The measured scattering time of individual

GPs in our sample was found to be about 40 ns, or 5 sam-

ples in the total 64-MHz band. This measured scattering

time gives a corresponding value of decorrelation band-

width of about 4 MHz. Computing instantaneous power

1 http://wiki.gb.nrao.edu/bin/view/Data/

HowToObserveReduceMark5AandS2Data

Fig. 1. The instantaneous spectrum of one of the strongest

GPs in LCP shown with a spectral resolution of 0.5 MHz (128

channels). The gray scale shows the intensity of the GP in rms

units. The plot at the top represents the sum from all frequency

channels giving the GP profile with a time sampling interval

of 1 µs. The left plot (thick curve) represents the spectrum of

the GP averaged over three adjacent time bins. The thin curve

in this plot shows the spectrum of the regular emission over a

15-s time interval when the GP occurred.

spectra of strong GPs, we found particular features in

them (see Fig. 1). To be precise, we computed the average

auto and cross-correlation functions (ACF, CCF) for the

spectra in LCP and RCP of 22 strong GPs (Fig. 2). We

further measured a frequency scale as the half-width at

half the height between the maximum and breakpoint in

the CCF. It was found to be ∼4 MHz which is about equal

to the expected decorrelation bandwidth.

Are these features related to scattering or do they

represent the instrinsic spectrum of GPs? The interstel-

lar scintillation should equally affect both regular and

GP emission. Hence, we constructed the dynamic spec-

tra of regular emission in LCP and RCP that contain

a number of so-called “scintles,” spots of increased in-

tensity in the time-frequency domain. The 2-D CCF be-

tween these dynamic spectra is shown in Fig. 3. Making

cuts in frequency and time, we measured two different

scales. In the frequency domain a small scale was found

to be 3.79 ± 0.04 MHz, and a large one 16.5 ± 0.8 MHz.

The characteristic scintillation time is 10.4± 0.1 min and

46.2 ± 0.4 min, for the two different scales, respectively.

Only statistical standard errors are given. The small fre-

quency scale of 3.8 MHz agrees well with the decorrelation

bandwidth found in the average CCF between the spectra

of GPs. In the left plot of Fig. 1, the thin curve shows the

spectrum of regular emission in a 15-s time interval when a

GP occurred. Apart from a scaling factor, the spectrum of

regular emission is very similar to that of the giant pulse.

Therefore we conclude that the instantaneous spectrum
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Fig. 2. Average ACFs for LCP and RCP separately (top) and

CCF between the LCP and RCP data (bottom) for the spectra

of 22 strong GPs. The spectral resolution is 0.5 MHz.

Fig. 3. The 2-D CCF between dynamic spectra of regular emis-

sion in LCP and RCP (center plot). The contours are plotted

at 0, 18.4, 26, 36.8, 52, and 73.6 % of the maximum. The plots

at the top and left show the central cut of the 2-D CCF in the

frequency and time domain, respectively (thick curves). The

thin curves in these plots show the fits used for the determina-

tion of the frequency and time scales.

of the GP reflects scintillation in the ISM rather than the

intrinsic spectrum of the GP.

3.2. Energy distribution of GPs

In contrast to regular pulse emission, the GP energies,

E, are known to obey power-law statistics with the rate

of GP occurrence NGP ∼ E
α (Kinkhabwala & Thorsett

2000) and with a low-energy but no high-energy cut-off

(Soglasnov et al. 2004). To study the statistics of low-

Table 1. Power-law indexes of the cumulative distribution of

GPs. The first column gives the polarization, the second col-

umn lists the corresponding frequency channels, column 3 lists

values of power-law indexes α1 in the low-energy region, and

column 4 gives the values α2 of the power-law indexes in the

high-energy region, if available. The last row presents the mean

value of α1 among all frequency channels. Errors are statistical

only.

Pol Channel α1 α2

(MHz)

LCP 2100 – 2116 −2.03 ± 0.02 −1.1 ± 0.1
2084 – 2100 −3.73 ± 0.06 −1.4 ± 0.3
2068 – 2084 −2.48 ± 0.04

2052 – 2068 −2.43 ± 0.02 −1.38 ± 0.01

RCP 2100 – 2116 −2.63 ± 0.05 −1.42 ± 0.04
2084 – 2100 −2.22 ± 0.03

2068 – 2084 −3.15 ± 0.04

2052 – 2068 −2.25 ± 0.02

Mean −2.2

energy GPs and search for the low-energy threshold

we have constructed the cumulative distribution of GPs

for every frequency channel and polarization. All deter-

mined indexes are summarized in Table 1. It was found

that power-law indexes have a large jitter around the

mean value of −2.2. This seems to be caused by scin-

tillation. The mean value of −2.2 differs significantly

from the value of −1.4 we found in our previous study

(Soglasnov et al. 2004). However, we also found that the

cumulative distributions for half of the channels may be

approximated by power-law functions with two different

slopes, α1 and α2 (see Table 1). The values of α2 are close

to −1.4 from our previous study (Soglasnov et al. 2004)

which had less sensitivity. Hence, moving downwards to-

ward lower energies the cumulative energy distribution

of GPs gets steeper and also agrees better with the

power-law index of −2.3 obtained for the Crab pulsar

(Lundgren et al. 1995).

3.3. Polarization of GPs

We selected 343 strong GPs with a signal-to-noise ratio

in a 16-MHz band > 25, sufficiently high to study the

polarization properties of GPs. In Fig. 4 we present the

distribution of GPs versus linear and circular fractional

polarization. It can be seen that the majority of the GPs

(> 55%) have circularly polarized peaks with fractional

polarization >0.8 (either left, or right). Only a few of the

GPs (15%) have fractional circular polarization < 0.6. The

fractional linear polarization of GPs is also very high. Out

of the 343 GPs, 165 (48%) have fractional linear polariza-
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Fig. 4. Histograms that represent the number of GPs versus

fractional linear (top) and circular (bottom) polarization. The

total number of selected GPs with a signal-to-noise ratio in a

16-MHz band of >25 is 343. Histograms in gray represent val-

ues for the peaks of the GPs, while open histograms represent

average values for the whole GP.

tion of 0.4–0.5. It should be mentioned that the phase of

the peak in circular and linear polarization profiles within

the same GP could be different. Hence, the same GP can

reveal both strong circular and strong linear polarization.

The number of GPs with both large circular (> 0.8) and

large linear (> 0.4) fractional polarization is 130, or al-

most 38%. Thus, GPs are very strongly, both, circularly

and linearly polarized events.

4. Conclusions

The Mark5 recording system provides an excellent possi-

bility to study properties of GPs with high time resolution

at single-dish radio telescopes. Preliminary data reduction

of the observations of the millisecond pulsar B1937+21

made with the GBT at a frequency of 2.1 GHz confirms

the very short duration of GPs of < 8 ns. The instan-

taneous spectrum of a GP was found to correspond well

to the diffraction spectrum of regular emission. In half of

cases the cumulative distribution of GP energies may be

represented by a power-law piecewise function with two

slopes and indexes of −2.2 and −1.4. For the first time

the polarization properties of the GPs of pulsar B1937+21

were analyzed. Almost all strong GPs are highly circularly

polarized, with > 55% of GPs having fractional circular

polarization >0.8.

The work reported in these proceedings is in progress.

The complete analysis will be published later.
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Abstract. We have analyzed 5.5 years of timing observa-

tions of 7 “slowly” rotating radio pulsars, made with the

Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope. We present im-

proved timing solutions and 30, mostly small new glitches.

The most interesting results are: 1) The detection of

glitches one to two orders of magnitude smaller than ever

seen before in slow radio pulsars. 2) Resolving timing-noise

looking structures in the residuals of PSRB1951+32 by

using a set of small glitches. 3) The detections of three new

glitches in PSR J1814−1744, a high-magnetic field pulsar.

In these proceedings we present the most interesting

results of our study. For a full coverage, we refer the reader

to Janssen & Stappers (2006).

1. Glitches: The basics

Glitches are characterized by a sudden increase of the pul-

sar rotation frequency (ν), accompanied by a change in

spindown rate (ν̇) and sometimes followed by relaxation

or exponential decay to the previous rotation state. Typ-

ical magnitudes of glitches are from 10−10
ν to 10−6

ν and

steps in slowdown rate are on the order of 10−3
ν̇. Glitches

give an unique opportunity to study the internal structure

of neutron stars, as they are believed to be caused by sud-

den and irregular transfer of angular momentum from the

superfluid inner parts of the star to the more slowly rotat-

ing crust (Ruderman et al. 1998). They are mostly seen in

pulsars with characteristic ages (τc) around 104 − 105 yr

and can occur up to yearly in some pulsars. Most of the

youngest pulsars, with τc . 2000 yr show very little glitch

activity. This could be because they are still too hot which

allows the transfer of angular momentum to happen more

smoothly (McKenna & Lyne 1990).

We have observed our sample of pulsars since 1999 at

the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) with

the Pulsar Machine (PuMa; Voûte et al. 2002) at multi-

ple frequencies centered at 328, 382, 840 or 1380 MHz as

shown in Table 1.

Fig. 1. Residuals for PSRB0355+54. A miniglitch is visible at

MJD 53200.

2. Results: Individual pulsars

2.1. PSRB0355+54

This relatively old pulsar (5.6× 105 yr) has been studied

intensively since its discovery (Manchester et al. 1972). It

has low timing noise and the only report of glitches in

this pulsar is by Lyne (1987) and Shabanova (1990). The

Table 1. Summary of observed frequencies.

Pulsar Name 328 MHz 382 MHz 840 MHz 1380 MHz

B0355+54 ? ? ? ?
B0525+21 ? ? ? ?
B0740−28 ? ? ? ?
B1737−30 ? ?
J1814−1744 ?
B1951+32 ? ?
B2224+65 ? ?
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reported glitches are very different, the first happened at

MJD 46079 and was quite small with ∆ν/ν = 5.6× 10−9.

The second, at MJD 46496, is one of the largest glitches

known, with ∆ν/ν = 4.4× 10−6.

We have a well-sampled multi-frequency observing

data span of almost 6 years for this pulsar. We improve

on previously published (Hobbs et al. 2004; Wang et al.

2001) timing solutions. Although a timing solution for

our data span including only position parameters and two

frequency derivatives already yields a better root-mean-

square (rms) of 67 µs, we find a better solution (47 µs)

including 4 mini-glitches with frequency steps over an or-

der of magnitude smaller than any glitch found to date in

a slowly rotating pulsar: ∆ν/ν of 10−10 to 10−11. In Fig. 1

one of the small glitches is shown. The residuals show the

typical bend-down signature of a glitch.

2.2. PSRJ1814−1744

The estimated surface dipole magnetic field strength of

PSR J1814−1744 is one of the highest known for radio

pulsars, 5.5 × 1013G. This is very close to the magnetic

field strengths for anomalous X-ray pulsars (AXPs). The

spin parameters are very similar as well. However, no X-

ray emission was detected for this pulsar (Pivovaroff et al.

2000). Three glitches have been detected in AXPs so far:

two in 1RXS J1708−4009 (Dall’Osso et al. 2003; Kaspi &

Gavriil 2003), and one in 1E 2259+586 (Kaspi et al. 2003).

The steps in frequency in AXP glitches seem at least an or-

der of magnitude larger than those in the high-B radio pul-

sars, but the values are not uncommon for radio pulsars in

general. For example the Vela pulsar and PSR B1737−30

show comparably large-magnitude glitches.

We have detected three glitches for PSRJ1814−1744.

The residuals for one of these are shown in Fig. 2. Together

with another glitch detected in the high-magnetic field

pulsar J1119−6127 (Camilo et al. 2000), we are now able

to compare AXPs and radio pulsars in another way.

2.3. PSRB1951+32

This low-magnetic field pulsar was discovered in 1987 by

Kulkarni et al. (1988), and is associated with the CTB

80 supernova remnant (Strom 1987). A small glitch was

detected by Foster et al. (1990) in the beginning of March

1988. Because of the high timing activity of this pulsar,

it was quite difficult to find a new timing solution for this

pulsar when starting from a solution with an epoch just

before the start of our data span. Only by shifting the

epoch a few hundred days at a time and creating new so-

lutions for each next epoch could we generate the present

solution with the epoch in the middle of our data set. We

found a solution for our data span of 5.5 years consisting

of observations at 840 and 1380 MHz. The solution has

a rms of 3.2 ms, which is the best timing solution so far

found for this pulsar only including the first two frequency

Fig. 2. Glitch detections in the residuals for PSRJ1814−1744.

The typical glitch signatures are visible aroud MJDs 51700,

52120 and 53300.

derivatives. The residuals show a large timing activity, see

the upper plot of Fig. 3.

The pulsar has shown glitching behaviour before, and

the cusp-like structures in the residuals are known to be an

indication for glitches (Hobbs 2002). Therefore we tried to

resolve the variations with glitches. A solution including

four glitches results in a much better rms of 0.4 ms for our

data span. The glitches we use are of similar magnitude

to the one reported by Foster et al. (1994), and the steps

in frequency derivative are also comparable. The residuals

are shown in the bottom plot of Fig. 3.

3. Discussion

3.1. Glitch sizes

We have measured glitch sizes down to ∆ν/ν = 10−11,

which provides the first evidence that such small glitches

occur and can be measured in slowly rotating pulsars.

These glitches are then of a similar size to the one reported

by Cognard & Backer (2004) in a millisecond pulsar,

and thus perhaps provide further evidence for a contin-

uous distribution of glitch sizes. Let us now consider how

these small glitches affect the observed glitch size distri-

bution. In Fig. 4, a histogram is shown for all now known

glitch sizes. New glitches found in this study are shown

added on top of the old glitch distribution. A Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test shows that over the whole range, the dis-

tribution has only a probability of 0.001% to be consis-

tent with a flat distribution in log space of glitch sizes.

But if we consider only the part of the diagram between

10−9
< ∆ν/ν < 10−5.5, where the statistics are better,

another KS test shows that the distribution has a 29.8%

chance to be drawn from a flat distribution. The increased

number of glitches with sizes around ∆ν/ν ≈ 10−9, now
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Fig. 3. Timing residuals for PSR B1951+32. The upper plot

shows the residuals to a model including two frequency deriva-

tives. The bottom plot shows the 10 times better solution in-

cluding 4 small glitches.

comparable to the amount of larger glitches observed, sug-

gests again that the lack of the smallest glitches at the

lower end of the distribution is due to observing limits.

The lack of glitches at the upper end of the distribution

can not be due to observing limits. Apparently there is

some physical restriction to the maximum size of a glitch,

and we can consider the boundary of ∆ν/ν ≈ 10−5 as the

natural upper limit of glitch sizes.

3.2. Glitches vs. timing noise

Apart from glitches, irregularities in the rotation of the

pulsar are usually described as timing noise. Like glitches,

timing noise is also seen mostly in the younger pulsars

with high spin frequency derivatives.

To make a better distinction, if possible, between tim-

ing noise and glitches, more modelling is needed, both
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Fig. 4. Histogram of all know glitch sizes, from the ATNF

glitch table (Manchester et al. 2005) and Urama & Okeke

(1999). New glitches found in this study are added on top of

the known glitches.

on the expected glitch size distributions, as well as on

the exact influence on timing parameters of small glitches

and recoveries from large glitches. We have seen that for

frequently glitching pulsars, it can be difficult to resolve

glitches that occur close together in time. This effect is

probably more important for small glitches, as they ap-

pear to occur more often and thus are more likely to merge

together. There are many manifestations of timing noise

and some have a form which clearly cannot be explained

as being due to glitches. However our discovery of small

glitches and the way in which we were able to improve

a ”timing-noise-like” set of residuals for PSR B1951+32

by including glitches in the solution indicates that they

may play a role, and that improved sensitivity and more

frequent observations may be required to find more such

instances.
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Abstract. We present the first direct evidence for turn-

over in pulsar radio spectra at high frequencies. Two pul-

sars are now shown to have a turn-over frequency > 1 GHz.

We also find some evidence that the peak frequency of turn-

over in pulsar spectra appears to depend on dispersion

measure and pulsar age.

1. Introduction

A typical pulsar spectrum is steep compared to spectra

of other non-thermal radio sources and can be described

by a simple power law, with a mean spectral index of

−1.8 (Maron et al. 2000). Whereas several pulsars exhibit

such a power law spectrum down to the lowest observable

frequencies, some pulsars show a low-frequency turn-over

in the spectrum (Malofeev et al. 1994; hereafter M94).

The frequency at which such a spectrum shows the maxi-

mum flux density is called the peak frequency, νpeak, and is

known to occur at ∼ 100 MHz (with the maximum known

about 600 MHz). It is still an open question whether the

cause of the turn-over is some kind of absorption in the

magnetosphere, efficiency loss of the emission mechanism,

or an interstellar effect (Sieber 1973; hereafter S73).

In a recent paper (Kijak & Maron 2004; hereafter

K04), the authors analysed the collected pulsar spectra

and presented several pulsars as possibe candidates for

a high frequency turn-over (νpeak ∼ 1 GHz) in the spec-

trum (see Fig. 1 for an example). In this paper, we present

recent observations of some of these candidates using the

GMRT, and report the evidence for νpeak to be around or

greater than 1 GHz for a few of them.

2. Observations and results

The observations were made at several epochs between

November 2004 and February 2005, and some additional

epochs in December 2005, using the GMRT at one of the

following three frequencies at each epoch: 325 MHz, 610

MHz or 1060 MHz, with a 16 MHz bandwidth. We used

the phased array mode with 0.512 msec sampling and 256

spectral channels across the band (Gupta et al. 2000). We

observed a total of 11 pulsars in total intensity mode at

several different epochs (see Table 1 for details). Some

pulsars were not observed at the lower frequencies as the

expected pulse broadening due to interstellar scattering

was found to be comparable or larger than the pulse pe-

riod. To estimate the mean flux density Sν of the pulsars

(which represents the total on-pulse energy, E, averaged

over the entire pulse period, P , i.e. Sν = E/P ), we car-

ried out regular calibration measurements of known con-

tinuum sources (e.g. 1311−22, 1822−096, 2350+646 and

3C48) from which an appropriate flux density calibration

scale for the pulsar data was established.

We obtained good quality pulse profiles for most of

the observed pulsars. Pulse broadening at the lower fre-

quencies was clearly visible in four pulsars: B1557−50,

B1641−45, B1740−31 and B1822−14. The calculated av-

erage flux densities (from all epochs of measurements) are

given in Table 1. For each measurement, we estimated the

error in Sν due to uncertainties in the calibration proce-

dure and pulse energy estimation. Errors due to calibra-

tion uncertainties were about 30%. For multiple measure-

ments, the error in the average Sν estimate was calculated

as the mean standard deviation of the set of measure-

ments. There are some cases in Table 1 where we have

only lower limits on the Sν estimate. This happened for

cases where the scatter broadened pulse profile was almost

as broad as (or slightly broader than) the pulsar period,

making it difficult to estimate the true off-pulse power

level and hence leading to an underestimate of the total

on-pulse energy.

Using our results, in combination with data from the

literature, we have constructed spectra for these pulsars

and find three pulsars with clear indication of a spectral

turn-over, wheras for the others we find a steadily ris-

ing spectrum at the lower frequencies (pulsars in Table 1

which are not in bold face font). Below, we examine in

detail the results for these 3 turn-over pulsars (along with

PSR B1054-62):

PSR B1054−62. The spectrum is constructed from

data published during last 15 years (see Fig.1). This pulsar

is the brightest amongst those with turn-over presented

here. The slope in the spectrum has a positive value below
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Fig. 1. Example of a spectrum with high-frequency turn-over.

Data were taken from C91, T93, vO97, K95 and W93 (see Ref-

erences).

Table 1. Observed pulsars at the GMRT. PSRs with turn-over

are marked in bold. The total number of epochs of flux density

measurements at each frequency are given in parentheses.

PSR DM νobs 〈tobs〉 〈 Smean 〉
`

pc cm
−3

´

(MHz) (min) (mJy)

B1557−50 261 325 16 128±38 (1)

610 9 66±13 (3)

1060 5 24.6±1.4 (3)

B1641−45 480 610 10 630±53 (3)

1060 4 323±52 (2)

B1740−31 192 325 25 7.6±0.6 (2)

610 12 10.6±2.6 (3)

1060 12 3.0±0.3 (4)

B1820−14 648 610 20 8.8±0.6 (2)

1060 13 1.2±0.1 (2)

B1822−14 354 610 26 1.8±0.3 (3)

1060 20 2.4±0.5 (3)

B1823−13 231 1060 23 3.6±0.8 (4)

B1830−08 411 610 12 18.5±3.2 (2)

B1838−04 324 610 10 12.7±0.5 (2)

1060 3 2.7±0.8 (1)

B2303+46 62 325 21 5.3±0.6 (2)

610 18 2.8±1.3 (2)

1060 16 1.2±0.4 (2)

B2319+60 95 325 15 84.2±2.5 (2)

610 5 39±12 (1)

1060 11 23.9±0.3 (2)

1 GHz and at high frequency the flux density drops again,

showing clear evidence for νpeak being around 1 GHz. The

profile has a single component with a somewhat asym-

metric shape at low frequencies which is due to scatter

broadening.

PSR B1740−31. This pulsar was observed at three

frequencies with the GMRT, and the profile shows a single

emission component that gets significantly scatter broad-

ened with decreasing frequency. The frequency of 610 MHz

is common with published results from Lorimer et al. 1995

(hereafter L95), and the flux density estimates at this fre-

quency agree quite well within the error bars. Our Sν mea-

surement at 1060 MHz confirms the negative slope of the

spectrum above 600 MHz, whereas that at 325 MHz is in

agreement with the upper limit from L95. Taken in con-

junction with the small error bar on the 610 MHz flux

density estimate of L95, our results show that the spec-

trum has a turn-over near 600 MHz.

PSR B1822−14. The profile of this pulsar is a single

component at 1400 and 1600 MHz (Gould & Lyne 1998),

and our observations at 1060 MHz confirm the same. How-

ever, there is significant scatter broadening of the pulse

even at 1060 MHz, which gets worse at 610 MHz. This,

coupled with somewhat low signal to noise, makes it dif-

ficult to discern the full extent of the profile at 610 MHz.

Using the profile from the epoch with the best signal to

noise, we estimate the longitude extent of the profile and

use the same width for each of the other epochs, to es-

timate the Sν at 610 MHz. From the spectrum shown in

Fig. 2, it is clear that the flux density falls at frequencies

above 1.4 GHz. Below this frequency also, the flux density

appears to be decreasing. Though the error bars on our

flux density estimates are somewhat large, it is clear that

the data points are not consistent with a rising spectrum

below 1.4 GHz. Hence, we propose a νpeak at 1.4 GHz.

PSR B1823−13. The profile for this pulsar

shows two emission components which do not evolve

much at the higher frequencies studied by L95 and

Gould & Lyne 1998. From the spectrum in Fig. 3, we con-

clude that the turn-over is close to 1.6 GHz. This is based

on the very accurate flux density estimates at 1.4 and

1.6 GHz by L95 and our own measurement at 1060 MHz

which, though it has a relatively larger error bar, has a

mean value that is consistent with the L95 measurements,

for a turn-over at 1.6 GHz.

It is interesting to note that all of these pulsars have

fairly high dispersion measure (DM) values : ∼ 200 and

larger. In order to investigate such effects in the turn-

over frequency in detail, we took the results for 41 pul-

sars with turn-over spectra from the literature (S73; M94)

and combined them with the 4 pulsars discussed above:

B1054−62, B1740−31, B1822−14 and B1823−13. This set

of 45 pulsars was analyzed to check for correlations be-

tween νpeak and other pulsar parameters (e.g. pulsar pe-

riod, age, DM), using linear regression formulas. Though

we did not find any strong correlations, we obtained a cor-

relation coefficient r ∼ 0.6 between νpeak and pulsar age

(νpeak ∝ τ
−0.23±0.05) and DM (νpeak ∝ DM

0.44±0.08),

suggesting the possibility of a correlation between these

parameters and the turn-over frequency (Figs. 4 and 5).
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Fig. 2. The spectrum with turn-over above 1 GHz.
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Fig. 3. The spectrum with turn-over above 1 GHz.

3. Discussion and conclusions

In their paper, K04 identified 19 pulsars as possible can-

didates for high frequency turn-over spectra, based on

the known Sν estimates (see their Figure 1 and Ta-

ble 1). However, a careful examination of the profiles of

these pulsars (using the European Pulsar Network Data

Archive1) shows that scatter broadening at the lower fre-

quencies is comparable to or larger than the period for

some of them (B1714−34, B1736−31 and B1820−11). As

explained above, this can result in the flux density values

being underestimated at the lower frequencies, giving a

false impression of a high-frequency turn-over. From the

low frequency observations reported here, we can see that

four more pulsars (B1557−50, B1641−45, B1830−08 and

B1838−04) turn out not to show a high frequency turn-

over. The two pulsars that we have confirmed to have a

high-frequency (> 1 GHz) turn-over are B1822−14 and

1
www.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/div/pulsar/data/

B1823−13, while B1740−31 is shown to have turn-over at

a slightly lower frequency (≈ 600 MHz). Of the remaining

pulsars in the list of K04, there are still a few that need

low frequency observations to elucidate the true nature

of their spectra (e.g. B1240−64, B1815−14, B1820−14,

B1828−10, B1823−11 and B1834−04) – these continue to

be good candidates for high-frequency turn-over.

The results thus show that there is a spread in the

turn-over frequencies, with new values reported up to and

more than 1 GHz. It is worth considering if other effects

can bias the flux density estimates at different frequencies

and hence modify the observed turn-over frequency. One

possibility is the frequency evolution of a pulsar’s profile

which can cause new emission components to appear and

become stronger (or old ones to become weaker and disap-

pear) with frequency, thereby causing a frequency depen-

dent variation of the total on-pulse flux density. In the case

of the pulsars studied here, we believe that this is not a

relevant possibility as the profiles are all relatively simple

and do not show significant evolution with frequency.

Another possibility is the effect of interstellar scintilla-

tions – diffractive as well as refractive – that can bias the

Sν measured at a single epoch. For high DM pulsars, as the

bandwidth and time scales of diffractive scintillations are

significantly smaller than the total observing bandwidth

and time, the effect of diffractive scintillations is almost

completely quenched. Though the time scale of refractive

scintillations is much larger than the observing time, the

modulation index of these is quite small and not likely to

affect the Sν estimates significantly.
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Fig. 5. Peak frequency versus DM.

Turning now to the statistical analysis of turn-over ef-

fects, we first note that the correlations with other param-

eters can be more firmly tested if the error bars on the

low frequency Sν estimates (see S73 or M94) of the pul-

sars are reduced. The large error bars translate to large

errors in the estimates of νpeak, increasing the scatter in

these correlation studies. Secondly, we note that it is pos-

sible that the tendency for higher turn-over frequencies to

occur for pulsars with higher DMs could be a selection ef-

fect. The difficulties in low frequency observations (due to

excessive pulse broadening) of high DM pulsars with low

frequency turn-overs could account for their absence (S73

and M94). However, this would not explain why pulsars

with low DMs do not show turn-overs at around 1 GHz.

Hence, we think that this aspect needs a more detailed

study.

The possible relation with pulsar age is also inter-

esting. Millisecond pulsars, which are very old objects,

show no evidence for spectral turn-over down to 100 MHz

(Kuzmin & Losovsky 2001) and this result is consistent

with our finding. On the other hand, our results are

in contradiction with a prospective correlation between

νpeak and P . We suggest that a period dependence of

νpeak ∝ P
−0.36 (Malofeev 1996), does not exist.

Now, we turn to the question: what is the possible

cause of spectral turn-over in pulsars? In this context,

it is interesting to note that two pulsars with turn-over

at high frequencies (B1054−62 and B1823−13) have been

shown to have very interesting interstellar environments

(Koribalski et al. 1995 and Gaensler et al. 2003, respec-

tively). This could suggest that the turn-over phenomenon

is associated with the enviromental conditions around the

neutron stars, rather than related intrinsically to the ra-

dio emission mechanism. Though there are no earlier re-

ports of such a connection, a more detailed study on a

larger sample of pulsars is needed to address this idea

more quantitatively. In this context, future observations

using GMRT (200−1400MHz), Effelsberg Radiotelescope

(> 2 GHz) and LOFAR (< 200 MHz) will allow us to

investigate turn-over in radio pulsar spectra over a much

wider frequency range.

Finally, we summarize our main conclusions : First, we

find clear evidence for spectral turn-over around 1 GHz for

some pulsars. Before, the feeling in the community was

that typically the turn-over should lie around a few hun-

dred MHz. Second, more and accurate pulsar flux density

measurements are needed for the set of about 45 pulsars

that show turn-over spectra, in order to better investigate

the nature of the peak frequency and its possible relation-

ship with other pulsar parameters. Though the cause of

the turn-over in pulsar spectra is still an open question,

we believe that our results can help resolve this
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– First results from the multifrequency polarimetry
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Abstract. The Parkes Multibeam Survey led to the iden-

tification of a number of long-period radio pulsars with

magnetic field well above the ‘quantum critical field’ of

∼ 4.4 ×1013 G (HBRPs). The HBRPs have similar spin

parameters to magnetars, but their emission properties

are different, and contradict those theories that predict

that radio emission should be suppressed above this crit-

ical field. Our observations support the suggestion that

initial neutron star spin periods depend on their magnetic

fields; in particular, there is a tendency for high-field sys-

tems to be born as slow rotators. The aim of this project

is to understand the emission properties of HBRPs, using

multiple radio frequencies and high time resolution data.

One specific objective is to identify HBRPs radio emission

characteristics that are different from those of normal pul-

sars.

1. Introduction

To obtain a good understanding of the physics of the pul-

sar magnetosphere, we need information on time-averaged

polarisation profiles, which tell us about the structure of

the magnetic field, the properties of the magnetosphere

and the geometry of the star, and on single pulse profiles,

which give us information on the instantaneous plasma

conditions and radiation mechanism. To understand emis-

sion constraints from the HBRPs1 we observed 34 long-

period pulsars (17 HBRPs and 17 low-magnetic-field pul-

sars) at three different frequencies (in the range 700 - 3100

MHz) in order to achieve valuable multifrequency polari-

sation profiles, spectral indices values and single pulse pro-

files. Table 1 summarises observational characteristics for

both modes of observations (multifrequency polarisation

and single pulse, respectively) of the technical details for

two receivers and different configurations used during our

observations. The first and second rows in the table list

central frequencies and backend instrumentation used; the

1
The B-field in some radio pulsars is stronger than the elec-

tron critical field (∼ 4×10
13

G), at which the cyclotron energy

of an electron rotating around the magnetic field line reaches

its rest mass energy.

next row lists the observational resolution, which is given

by the number of bins in the profile; the observational

bandwidths and used receivers are listed in the fourth and

the fifth rows.

Our aims in this project are: 1) to investigate if HBRPs

form transition objects between the normal pulsar pop-

ulation and magnetars or if they form a separate pulsar

population, and 2) to understand recent results from our

paper Vranesevic et al. (2004): a) why HBRPs contribute

half to the total pulsar birthrate (even though they con-

tribute to only few per cent of the total pulsar population),

and b) why up to 40 % of all pulsars are born with periods

in the range 100–500 ms (which is contrary to the usual

view that all pulsars are born as fast rotators). Here we

present first results on the multifrequency polarimetry for

the most interesting pulsars from our samples.

2. The first results

For the purpose of the Bad Honnef Meeting we present

the first results for five pulsars: four HBRPs (PSR J1718-

3718, PSR J1734-3333, PSR J1814-1744, & PSR J1847-

0130) plus a representative of our low-magnetic field pul-

sar sample, PSR J2144-3933. In Table 2 pulsar parameters

are listed: pulsar spin characteristics, their Galactic posi-

tions, dispersion measures, widths of pulse at 50% of peak,

mean flux densities at 1400 MHz, pulsar distances, spin

down ages, surface magnetic flux densities and spin down

energy loss rates. The detection of these pulsars was chal-

lenging because: a) detection of long-period pulsars using

conventional search techniques is hard due to red noise

in the Fourier transform of time series seriously reducing

the sensitivity; b) all our pulsars are very faint, near the

detection limit of the instrument; and c) for the generally

accepted spectral index of -1.8 we would need hundreds

of hours of observations to achieve a significant signal to

noise at 3100 MHz.

The fact that we detected HBRPs at 3100 MHz sug-

gests that they must have relatively flat radio spectra.

Data at 700 MHz are still being analysed.

Profiles at 1433 MHz for pulsars PSR J1718-3718 and

PSR J1734-3333 show significant broadening of an intrin-
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Table 1. Technical details for both modes of observations (multifrequency polarisation and single pulse). We used two receivers

at Parkes radio telescope: MULTI – centre beam at the 13-multi-beam receiver and 1050CM – 10 cm and 50 cm bands at

10/50cm receiver, with different backend configurations: CPSR2 – Caltech-Parkes-Swinburne baseband Recorder II; PDFB1 –

Prototype Pulsar Digital Filter Bank, WBCORR – Wideband Correlator, FB – Filterbank.

Polarisation at Single pulse

Center Frequency [MHz] 685 1369 1433 3100 1374

Instrument name: CPSR2 PDFB1 WBCORR PDFB1 FB

Nr of bins in profile 1024 512 2048 512 256

Bandwidth [MHz] 64 -256 -256 256 -288

Receiver name 1050CM MULTI MULTI 1050CM MULTI

sically sharp pulse (compare middle and bottom panels

of Figure 1), which is due to ray scattering by irregular-

ities in the ISM (characteristic of distant, high DM pul-

sars). The other two HBRPs shown here, PSR J1814-1744

and PSR J1847-0130, are also very distant with high DMs

(Table 2), but do not show significant scattering. This is

consistent with greater scattering along lines of sight that

pass nearer to the Galactic centre. For most pulsars the

fractional linear polarisation decreases with increasing fre-

quency. However, the HBRPs shown here (except J1814-

1744, which has no detectable polarisation, see Figure 2a)

have higher linear polarisation at 3100 MHz than at lower

frequencies. All these HBRPs are young pulsars with pulse

profiles which consist of one or two prominent components

with higher linear polarisation at higher frequency, which

is consistent with the recent results by Johnston & Weis-

berg (2006).

PSR J2144-3933 which is part of our low-magnetic-field

sample, shows curious features, see Figure 3: a) polarisa-

tion intensities at low frequencies are stronger compared

with published data (Manchester et al. 1998), b) there is a

significant increase in circular polarisation going towards

higher frequencies, and c) depolarization of linear com-

ponent at 3100 MHz (which may be due to reduction of

profile resolution). All of these are going to be explored in

more detail.

3. Discussion

Using the birthrate code from Vranesevic et al. (2004) and

accurately accounting for all known selection effects and

using the beaming fraction given by Tauris & Manchester

(1998), we calculated that 187±103 long-period radio pul-

sars with magnetic field above the quantum critical field

are active in the Galaxy and that one such pulsar is born

each 500 years.

It is puzzling that this calculated number of

HBRPs in the Galaxy is comparable with the pre-

dicted number of neutron stars at the supersonic pro-

peller stage, according to the results presented by Be-

skin at the meeting. In their analysis of statistical distri-

bution of extinct radio pulsars (Beskin & Eliseeva 2005a)

and neutron stars at the supersonic propeller stage

(Beskin & Eliseeva 2005b), they include evolution of the

axial inclination and use two models for the particle ac-

celeration region: hindered particle escape from the stellar

surface (Ruderman & Sutherland 1975), and free particle

escape (Arons 1979). They found that transition of a ra-

dio pulsar to the propeller stage can occur at the short

periods P ∼ 5− 10 s and the number of those extinct ra-

dio pulsars (with spin parameters similar to HBRPs) is

much larger than when using standard model (in which

no evolution of inclination angle of magnetic axis to the

spin has been accounted for).

Another interesting result regarding the influence of

inclination angle α is on the stability of dipolar magneto-

static equilibrium in newly born neutron stars, presented

at the meeting by Geppert & Rheinhardt. They assumed

that newly born NSs with highly magnetized progenitors

and proto-NS phase surface magnetic fields of >∼ 1015 G

(gained by flux conservation) that also have sufficiently

fast rotation (initial period of P <∼ 6ms) and α <∼ 45◦ re-

tain their magnetic fields and appear, after a rapid spin

down, as magnetars. Others (with P >∼ 6ms and α >∼ 45◦)

lose almost all of their initial magnetic energy by trans-

ferring it into magnetic and kinetic energy of relatively

small-scale fields and continue their life as radio pulsars

with a dipolar surface field of 1012−13G (for more de-

tails see Geppert & Rheinhardt 2006). The implication

for HBRPs, as a young highly magnetised objects, is that

they should have α < 45◦. This is the case for one of the

well known HBRPs, the 1610-year-old pulsar PSR J1119-

6127, α = 19◦ (Geppert & Rheinhardt 2006). Gonzalez,

at this meeting, presented recent results on X-ray detec-

tion from this high-B radio pulsar and from a few other

HBRPs, with the main highlights being their unusual ther-

mal emission, which they explained in terms of anisotropic

high temperature distribution and a small emitting area.

The detection of magnetospheric radio emission from a

magnetar has just been announced by Camilo et al. (2006).

The data show highly linearly polarized, bright radio pul-

sations from XTE J1810-197, which is a transient AXP.

The fact that this source had very faint X-ray proper-

ties in its quiescent phase, similar to soft X-ray detection

of PSR J1718-3718, suggests that XTE J1810-197 could

have generated familiar radio pulsar emission before the

outburst observed in early 2003. This makes a plausible

direct link between radio pulsars and magnetars.
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Table 2. Pulsar profile and timing solution parameters, position and some derived parameters for four HBRPs and one low-

magnetic field pulsar.

P Ṗ l b DM W50 S1400 d τc Bsurf Ė
[ s] [10

−15
s s

−1
] [

◦
] [

◦
] [ cm

−3
pc] [ ms] [ mJy] [ kpc] [ kyr] [10

13
G] [10

32
ergs s

−1
]

PSR:

HBRPs

J1718-3718 3.4 1600 350 0.22 373 130 0.18 4.86 33.5 7.44 16

J1734-3333 1.169 2280 354.82 -0.43 578 164.1 0.5 7.40 8.13 5.22 560

J1814-1744 3.98 743 13.02 -0.21 792 92.0 0.7 9.76 84.8 5.5 4.7

J1847-0130 6.707 1270 31.15 0.17 667 205 0.33 7.74 83.3 9.36 1.7

Low-field pulsar

J2144-3933 8.5 0.496 2.79 -49.47 3.35 25 0.8 0.18 272000 0.208 0.00032

a) b)

Fig. 1. Multifrequency polarisation profiles for pulsars: a) PSR

J1718-3718 and b) PSR J1734-3333. The top panels show in-

tegrated pulse profiles plotted for a whole pulsar period versus

flux at 3100 MHz. The middle and bottom panels plot zoom

in pulsar profiles at 3100 MHz & 1433 MHz. All panels show

total intensity as a solid line, with linear intensity as dashed,

and circular intensity as dotted lines. The upper frames for all

panels show the position angle of the linear polarisation.

a) b)

Fig. 2. Multifrequency polarisation profiles for pulsars: a) PSR

J1814-1744 and b) PSR J1847-0130. The top panels show in-

tegrated pulse profiles plotted for a whole pulsar period versus

flux at 3100 MHz. The middle and bottom panels plot zoom in

pulsar profiles at 3100 MHz & 1433 MHz for a) and 1375 MHz

for b). All panels show total intensity as a solid line, with lin-

ear intensity as dashed, and circular intensity as dotted lines.

The upper frames for all panels show the position angle of the

linear polarisation.
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a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 3. Multifrequency polarisation profiles for pulsar PSR

J2144-3933, showing total intensity as a solid line, with lin-

ear intensity as dashed, and circular intensity as dotted lines;

the upper frames for all panels show the position angle of the

linear polarisation. The panel a) shows integrated pulse pro-

files plotted for a whole pulsar period versus flux at 1433 MHz.

Panels b), c), and d) plot zoom in pulsar profiles at 3100, 1433

and 1369 MHz, respectively.

4. Summary

The idea that HBRPs were born as a slow rotators is in

agreement with Ferrario & Wickramasinghe (2006) , who

argued that initial neutron star spin periods depend crit-

ically on their magnetic fields. There is a tendency for

high-field systems to be born as slow rotators. Recent re-

sults by Vink & Kuiper (2006) show no evidence for mag-

netars being formed from millisecond proto-NSs. It is pos-

sible that magnetars have stellar progenitors with high

magnetic field cores, which is the fossil-field hypothesis

of Ferrario & Wickramasinghe (2006) . It remains unclear

whether HBRPs evolve into magnetars or whether HBRPs

and magnetars form distinct populations from birth.
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Abstract. We present the statistical results of a system-

atic, unbiased search for subpulse modulation of 187 pul-

sars performed with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Tele-

scope (WSRT) in the Netherlands at an observing wave-

length of 21 cm (Weltevrede et al. 2006a). We have in-

creased the list of pulsars that show the drifting subpulse

phenomenon by 42, indicating that more than 55% of the

pulsars that show this phenomenon. The large number of

new drifters we have found allows us, for the first time,

to do meaningful statistics on the drifting phenomenon.

We find that the drifting phenomenon is correlated with

the pulsar age such that drifting is more likely to occur

in older pulsars. Pulsars that drift more coherently seem

to be older and have a lower modulation index. Contrary

claims from older studies, both P3 (the repetition period

of the drifting subpulse pattern) and the drift direction are

found to be uncorrelated with other pulsar parameters.

1. Introduction

If one can detect single pulses one can see that in some

pulsars they consist of subpulses and in some cases these

subpulses drift in successive pulses in an organized fashion

through the pulse window. If one plots a so-called “pulse-

stack”, a plot in which successive pulses are displayed on

top of one another, the drifting phenomenon causes the

subpulses to form “drift bands”. In Fig. 1 one can see a

sequence of 100 pulses of a pulsar which was discovered to

have clear drifting subpulses. The pulse number is plotted

vertically and the time within the pulses (i.e. the pulse

longitude) horizontally. The drift bands are characterized

by two numbers: the horizontal separation between them

in pulse longitude (P2) and the vertical separation in pulse

periods (P3). This complex, but highly regular intensity

modulation in time is known in great detail for only a

small number of well studied pulsars. Because the prop-

erties of the subpulses are most likely determined by the

emission mechanism, we learn about the physics of the

emission mechanism by studying them. That drifting is

linked to the emission mechanism is suggested by the fact

that drifting is affected by “nulls”, where nulling is the

Fig. 1. A pulse-stack of one hundred successive pulses of PSR

B1819−22, which was discovered to have drifting subpulses.

The drift bands can be characterized by the values P2 and P3.

phenomenon whereby the emission mechanism switches

off for a number of successive pulses. The main goals of

this unbiased search for pulsar subpulse modulation is to

determine what percentage of the pulsars show the drifting

phenomenon and to find out if these drifters share some

physical properties. As a bonus of this observational pro-
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Fig. 2. The fraction of pulsars we observe to show the drifting

phenomenon versus the measured S/N ratio of the observation.

gram new, individually interesting drifting, subpulse sys-

tems are found (Weltevrede et al. 2006a, 2006b, 2006c).

2. Observations and data analysis

An important aspect when calculating the statistics of

drifting is that one has to be as unbiased as possible, so we

have selected our sample of pulsars based only on the pre-

dicted signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio in a reasonable observ-

ing time. While this sample is obviously still luminosity

biased, it is not biased towards well-studied pulsars, pulse

profile morphology or any particular pulsar characteristics

as were previous studies. Moreover, all the conclusions

in this paper are based on observations at a single fre-

quency. All the analyzed observations were collected with

the WSRT in the Netherlands at an observation wave-

length of 21 cm.

One basic method to find out if there is subpulse mod-

ulation is to calculate the modulation index, which is a

measure of the factor by which the intensity varies from

pulse to pulse and could therefore be an indication for

the presence of subpulses. To determine if the subpulses

are drifting, the Two-Dimensional Fluctuation Spectrum

(2DFS; Edwards & Stappers 2002) is calculated. By ana-

lyzing the 2DFS it can be determined if this modulation

is disordered or (quasi-)periodic and if there exists a sys-

tematic drift. The calculation of the 2DFS is an averaging

process and this makes it a powerful tool to detect drifting

subulses, even when the S/N is too low to detect single

pulses. The drifting is classified as coherent when the drift

has a well defined P3 value. For more details about the ob-

servations and data analysis we refer to Weltevrede et al.

2006a).

3. Statistics

3.1. The numbers

Our sample of pulsar is not biased on pulsar type or any

particular pulsar characteristics. This allows us, first of

all, to address the very basic question: what fraction of

the pulsars show the drifting phenomenon? Of the 187 an-

alyzed pulsars 68 pulsars show the drifting phenomenon,

indicating that at least one in three pulsars drift. This

is a lower limit for a number of reasons. First of all, not

all the observations have the expected S/N . This could

be because of radio interference, interstellar scintillation,

digitization effects, or because the flux or pulse width for

some pulsars was wrong in the database used.

In the Fig. 2 the fraction of pulsars that show the drift-

ing phenomenon is plotted versus the S/N ratio of the

observation. One can see that the probability of detecting

drifting is higher for observations with a higher S/N . To

make the statistics more independent of the S/N ratio of

the observations, the statistics are done with the 106 pul-

sars with a S/N ≥ 100. Of these pulsars 54% is detected

to be drifters and from Fig. 2 it is clear that the real drift

percentage could even be higher. There are many reasons

why drifting is not expected to be detected for all pul-

sars. For instance for some pulsars the line of sight cuts

the magnetic pole centrally and therefore longitude sta-

tionary subpulse modulation is expected. Also, refractive

distortion in the pulsar magnetosphere or nulling will dis-

rupt the drift bands, making it difficult or even impossible

to detect drifting. Some pulsars are known to show orga-

nized drifting subpulses in bursts. In that case (or when

P3 is very large) some of our observations could be too

short to detect the drifting.

With a lower limit of one in two it is clear that drift-

ing is at the very least a common phenomenon for radio

pulsars. This is consistent with the conclusion that the

drifting phenomenon is only weakly correlated with (or

even independent of) magnetic field strength (see Fig. 3),

because the drifting phenomenon is too common to require

very special physical conditions. It could well be that the

drifting phenomenon is an intrinsic property of the emis-

sion mechanism although for some pulsars it is difficult or

even impossible to detect.

3.2. The age dependence of the drifting phenomenon

Two directly measurable and therefore important physical

parameters of the pulsar are the pulse period and its time

derivative (spin-down parameter). From the P -Ṗ diagram

(Fig. 3) it can be seen that the population of pulsars that

show the drifting phenomenon (the stars) is on average

older than the population of pulsars that do not show

drifting (the dots). Moreover it seems that the population

of pulsars that show coherent drifting (the filled stars)

are on average older than those who show less regular

drifting subpulses (the open stars). It turns out that the
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Fig. 3. The P -Ṗ diagram of the analyzed pulsars (including the low S/N observations), where P is the pulse period and Ṗ its

time derivative. The non drifting pulsars are the dots, the coherent drifters are the filled stars, the pulsars with less regular

drifting subpulses are the open stars, and the pulsars showing longitude stationary subpulse modulation are the open circles.

Lines of equal surface magnetic field strength and characteristic ages are plotted, as well as a death line. The millisecond pulsars

are not plotted to make the plot more readable.

drifters and nondrifters have significantly different age dis-

tributions and that the pulsars which drift coherently are

likely to have a separate age distribution. It is intriguing

to think that drifting becomes more and more coherent for

pulsars with a higher age. A possible mechanism to distort

the drift bands is nulling. However it has been found that

the nulling fraction is on average higher for older pulsars,

showing that nulling cannot explain this correlation.

Another possible scenario is that the alignment of the

magnetic dipole axis with the rotation axis has something

to do with the observed trend. Observations seem to show

that the angle α between the magnetic axis and the rota-

tion axis is on average smaller for older pulsars and this

angle is likely to be an important physical parameter in

the mechanism that drives the drifting phenomenon. In

this scenario as the pulsar gets older, the rotation axis

and the magnetic axis grows more aligned, which makes

the drifting mechanism more effective or regular. Also the

pulse profile morphology seems to evolve when the pulsar

ages what could make drifting subpulses more likely to

be detected in older pulsars. In the non-radial pulsations

model this trend can also be explained, because the ap-

pearance of narrow drifting subpulses is favored in pulsars

with an aligned magnetic axis (Clemens & Rosen 2004).

3.3. The Drifting Phenomenon And The Modulation

Index

The drifting phenomenon is a form of subpulse modula-

tion, so the modulation index is an obvious parameter to

try to correlate with the drifting phenomenon. There is

possably a trend that pulsars that show the drifting phe-

nomenon more coherently have on average a lower modu-

lation index (not shown to be statistically significant).

To explain the trend, pulsars that drift coherently must

either have on average more subpulses per pulse or the

subpulse intensity distribution must be more narrow. The

latter could be understood because coherent drifting could

indicate that the electrodynamical conditions in the spark-

ing gap are stable. Also the presence of subpulse phase

steps results in a lower modulation index and could be

explained as the result of interference between two super-

posed drifting subpulse signals that are out of phase (e.g.

Edwards & Stappers 2003). It is not unlikely that this in-

terference can only occur if the drifting is coherent, which

could explained the trend. It is also found that many pul-

sars must have a non-varying component in their emission,

consistent with the presence of superposed out of phase

subpulse signals. Another explanation for this trend would

be that for some pulsars the organized drifting subpulses

are more refractively distorted than for others, causing the

subpulses to appear more disordered in the pulse window.

Moreover it could be expected that the intensities of the

individual subpulses varies more because of lensing (e.g.

Petrova 2000) and possible focusing of the radio emission

(Weltevrede et al. 2003), causing the modulation index to

be higher in those pulsars.

The modulation index of core type emission is ob-

served to be in general lower than that of conal type of

emission. This is also a consequence of the Gil & Sendyk

(2000) model. In the sparking gap model, the drifting phe-

nomenon is associated with conal emission and therefore

expected to be seen in pulsars with an on average higher

modulation index. If well organized coherent drifting is
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an exclusively conal phenomenon, it is expected that co-

herent drifters have an on average a higher modulation

index, exactly opposite to the observed trend. No drifting

is expected for pulsars classified as ”core single stars”. Al-

though this may be true for many cases there are some

exceptions, stressing the importance of being unbiased on

pulsar type when studying the drifting phenomenon.

In the framework of the sparking gap model the sub-

pulses are generated (indirectly) by discharges in the polar

gap (i.e. sparks). The number of sparks that fits on the

polar cap is quantified by the complexity parameter (Gil

& Sendyk 2000), which is expected to be anti-correlated

with the modulation index (Jenet & Gil 2003). The com-

plexity parameter is a function of the pulse period and its

derivative and its precise form depends on the model one

assumes for the pulsar emission. By correlating the modu-

lation index of a sample of pulsars with various complexity

parameters as predicted by different emission models one

could try to distinguish which model best fits the data.

We have correlated the modulation indices in our sample

of pulsars with the complexity parameter of four different

emission models as derived by Jenet & Gil (2003). Unfor-

tunately none of the models can be ruled out based on

these observations.

3.4. Properties of the drift behavior

A significant correlation between P3 and the pulsar age has

been reported in the past (e.g. Rankin 1986). However,

there is no such correlation found in our data There is

also no correlation found between P3 and the magnetic

field strength or the pulse period as well as between the

drift direction and the pulsar spin-down as reported in the

past (Ritchings & Lyne 1975). The evidence for a pulsar

subpopulation located close to the P3 = 2P0 Nyquist limit

also seems to be weak.

In a sparking gap model one would expect that the

spark-associated plasma columns drift because of an E×B
drift, which depends on both the pulse period and its

derivative. The absence of any correlation between P3 and

a physical pulsar parameter is difficult to explain in this

model, unless many pulsars in our sample are aliased. Be-

cause the emission entities are only sampled once per ro-

tation period of the star, it is very difficult to determine

if the subpulses in one drift band correspond to the same

emission entity for successive pulses. For instance for PSR

B1819−22 (see Fig. 1) we do not know if the emission enti-

ties drift slowly toward the leading part of the pulse profile

(not aliased) or faster toward the trailing part of the pulse

profile (aliased). If a pulsar is aliased, a higher E×B drift

can result in a lower P3 value and visa versa, making P3

not a direct measure of the E×B drift. Also if P2 is highly

variable from pulsars to pulsar, any correlation with P3 is

expected to be weaker.

4. Conclusions

The number of pulsars that are known to show the drift-

ing phenomenon is significantly expanded by 42 and the

fraction of pulsars that show the drifting phenomenon is

likely to be larger than 55%. This implies that the physi-

cal conditions required for the drifting mechanism to work

cannot be very different than the required physical condi-

tions for the emission mechanism of radio pulsars. It could

well be that the drifting phenomenon is an intrinsic prop-

erty of the emission mechanism, although drifting could

in some cases be very difficult to detect.

Our results seem to suggest that drifting is not ex-

clusively related to conal emission. Although significant

correlations between P3 and the pulsar age, the magnetic

field strength and the pulse period have been reported,

we find no such correlations in our enlarged sample. The

absence of a correlation between P3 and any physical pul-

sar parameter is difficult to explain, unless many pulsars

in our sample are aliased or if P2 is highly variable from

pulsar to pulsar.

The population of pulsars that show the drifting phe-

nomenon are on average older than the population of pul-

sars that do not show drifting and it seems that drifting

is more coherent for older pulsars. The evolutionary trend

found seems to suggest that the mechanism that generates

the drifting subpulses gets more and more stable as the

pulsar ages.

If subpulse phase steps are exclusively (or at least more

likely) to occur in pulsars with coherently drifting sub-

pulses, their modulation index is expected to be on average

lower. This is indeed the trend the we observe. Another

possible scenario to explain this trend is that coherent

drifting indicates that the electrodynamical conditions in

the sparking gap are stable or that refraction in the mag-

netosphere is stronger for pulsars that do not show the

drifting phenomenon coherently.
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Abstract. We perform a brief census of velocities of iso-

lated versus binary millisecond pulsars. We find the veloci-

ties of the two populations are indistinguishable. However,

the scale height of the binary population is twice that of

the isolated population and the luminosity functions of

the two populations are different. We suggest that the

scale height difference may be an artifact of the luminos-

ity difference. We examine the magnetic fields of the two

populations as a possible source of the luminosity differ-

ence.

1. Introduction

We expect MSPs to have lower velocities than the popu-

lation of regular pulsars, because the kick from the super-

nova progenitor had to be small enough to leave the binary

intact. Producing an isolated MSP requires an even more

particular scenario. The binary must remain intact during

and after the supernova, and then after the spin-up phase

the companion must leave the system or be evaporated.

Several authors have debated whether isolated MSP ve-

locities are lower, higher, or indistinguishable from those

of the general population of MSPs. McLaughlin et al.

(2004) suggest we might expect isolated MSPs to have

higher velocities. They argue that if isolated MSPs are

formed by ablation, we would expect them to form from

the tighter binaries which are more susceptible to ablation.

The correlation between tight binaries and higher veloc-

ities is suggested by Tauris & Bailes (1996). McLaughlin

et al. (2004) present the argument for faster velocities for

isolated MSPs as a counterpoint to their timing proper

motion and scintillation measurements which suggest the

opposite, as do the measurements of Johnston, Nicastro, &

Koribalski (1998) and Toscano et al. (1999b). Hobbs et al.

(2005), however, find the velocities of the populations to

be indistinguishable. In Lommen et al. (2006) we mea-

sured the transverse velocity of PSR J0030+0451 which is

unusually small, even compared to the isolated MSP pop-

ulation. In this brief article, we have used this as an excuse

to reconsider the question of the velocity of isolated MSPs

as compared to the binary MSP population.

2. MSP velocities

The 29 MSPs in the Galactic Disk with measured proper

motions are shown in Table 1. PSR J1730-2304, which has

no measured declination proper motion, has been included

in the table for completeness but has not been included in

any of the following calculations. We corrected each pul-

sar’s velocity to its LSR as follows. We used the measured

proper motion and distance to calculate a three dimen-

sional vector representing the (two dimensional) trans-

verse motion of the pulsar in the reference frame of the

Sun. We then removed the solar motion and rotated the

resulting vector from the LSR of the sun to the LSR of the

pulsar. Finally, we recovered those two components of the

vector which are perpendicular to the line of sight. This

computation required selecting a value for the unknown

LOS velocity of the pulsar; we chose a value appropriate

for a star at rest in the pulsar’s LSR.

This corrected velocity is listed in the second to last

column of Table 1. The average corrected velocity of the

isolated MSPs is 86± 19 km s−1 whereas the average cor-

rected velocity of all the binary MSPs is 91± 28 km s−1.

(The uncorrected averages are 79 and 90 km s−1 respec-

tively). If one allows the sample to include only those

proper motions which have been measured to better than

2σ the average corrected velocities are 86±19 km s−1 and

99±33 km s−1 respectively. (Uncorrected averages are 79
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and 99 km s−1.) In each case the isolated MSP popula-

tion is indistinguishable from the binary MSP population.

The 2σ cutoff in velocity introduces a selection of higher

velocity pulsars. Thus, the average velocities are higher in

that case.

An alternative statistic for evaluating the dynamics of

pulsar populations is the distribution of heights above or

below the galactic plane, z. For the pulsars listed, one finds

that the standard deviation from zero for the binary MSP

population is twice that of the isolated MSP population:

570 ± 90 pc vs 280 ± 65 pc. Figure 1 shows a histogram

of z for each population. The isolated MSP population

is represented in the upper half of the figure, the binary

MSP population in the lower half.

Figure 1 shows that the known isolated MSPs are

closer to the Plane than are the known binary MSPs. This

could be either a reflection of differences in the intrinsic

spatial distributions of the two types of MSPs, or a selec-

tion effect. A smaller intrinsic spread in scale heights for

isolated MSPs is only possible if that population also has a

smaller intrinsic velocity distribution, so that the objects

do not travel as far from the Plane as they oscillate in the

Galaxy’s potential. Our determination that the two veloc-

ity distributions are in fact indistinguishable makes this

scenario unlikely. However, with identical velocity distri-

butions, a difference in intrinsic luminosity distributions

would cause the less-luminous population to be detected

only to smaller distances and hence only to smaller scale

heights. In fact, Bailes et al. (1997) find that luminosities

of isolated and binary MSPs are different at the 99.5%

confidence level, with the isolated MSPs being intrinsically

dimmer. We have confirmed their results with an updated

catalog; also, a simple examination of the median distance

of the isolated population (510 pc) compared to the me-

dian distance of the binary population (1155 pc) suggests

that the isolated MSPs must be less luminous.

3. Magnetic field

If the luminosity difference is real then perhaps we could

actually observe a magnetic field difference between the

populations. We did a “quick and dirty” census of mag-

netic fields simply using the Parkes pulsar catalog1. Figure

2 shows a histogram of the magnetic fields of the two pop-

ulations. As you can see, our brief investigation into this

matter was inconclusive. We intend to do a more complete

study in the near future.

4. Conclusion

We conclude that isolated MSPs are less luminous than bi-

nary MSPs. As a starting point for a search for the cause of

the difference we compared the magnetic fields of the two

populations but found they were similar. Ablation is cur-

rently the favored scenario for creation of isolated MSPs,

1
http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrcat/

Fig. 1. Histograms of height above the galactic plane for the

isolated MSP population (upper) and the binary MSP popu-

lation (lower).

Fig. 2. A histogram of isolated and binary pulsar magnetic

field strength for field MSPs in which a period derivative is

measured.

but it is not known how ablation could render MSPs less

luminous or why MSPs more likely to ablate their com-

panions would be less luminous to begin with. Currently

we only know of two ablating MSPs in the disk: PSR

B1957+20 and J2051-0827 Stappers et al. (2003, 1998).

The discovery of more MSPs, and in particular of more

ablating MSPs will aid finding the source of the difference

in luminosities.
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Table 1. Velocities of Millisecond Pulsars in the Galactic Disk

Pulsar µα µδ Distance vt Reference

(mas yr
−1

) (mas yr
−1

) (pc) (km s
−1

)

Isolated MSPs

J0030+0451 µλ = −5.84 ± 0.09 |µβ | < 10 310
p <20 Lommen et al. (2006)

J0711−6830 −15.7 ± 0.5 15.3 ± 0.6 860
n

113 Toscano et al. (1999a)

J1024−0719 −41 ± 2 −70 ± 3 200
o

70 Toscano et al. (1999a)

J1730−2304 20.5 ± 0.4 · · · 510
n >50 Toscano et al. (1999a)

J1744−1134 18.64 ± 0.08 −10.3 ± 0.5 360
p

31 Toscano et al. (1999a)

B1937+21 −0.130 ± 0.008 −0.469 ± 0.009 3600
n

87 Kaspi, Taylor, & Ryba (1994)

J1944+0907 12.0 ± 0.7 −18 ± 3 1800
n

173 Champion et al. (2005)

J2124−3358 −14 ± 1 −47 ± 1 270
n

48 Toscano et al. (1999a)

J2322+2057 −17 ± 2 −18 ± 3 790
n

79 Nice & Taylor (1995)

Binary MSPs

J0437−4715 121.438 ± 0.006 −71.438 ± 0.007 140
p

84 van Straten et al. (2001)

J0613−0200 2.0 ± 0.4 −7 ± 1 1700
n

60 Toscano et al. (1999a)

J0751+1807 µλ = 0.35 ± 0.03 µβ = −6 ± 2 1150
n

22 Nice et al. (2005)

J1012+5307 2.4 ± 0.2 −25.2 ± 0.2 840
o

107 Lange et al. (2001)

J1045−4509 −5 ± 2 6 ± 1 1940
n

119 Toscano et al. (1999a)

J1455−3330 5 ± 6 24 ±12 530
n

71 Toscano et al. (1999a)

J1640+2224 1.66 ± 0.12 −11.3 ± 0.2 1160
n

67 Löhmer et al. (2005)

J1643−1224 3 ± 1 −8 ± 5 2320
n

96 Toscano et al. (1999a)

J1709+2313 −3.2 ± 0.7 −9.7 ± 0.9 1390
n

57 Lewandowski et al. (2004)

J1713+0747 4.917 ± 0.004 −3.933 ± 0.010 1100
p

30 Splaver et al. (2005)

B1855+09 −2.94 ± 0.04 −5.41 ± 0.06 910
p

17 Kaspi, Taylor, & Ryba (1994)

J1909−3744 −9.6 ± 0.2 −35.6 ± 0.7 820
p

131 Jacoby et al. (2003)

J1911−1114 −6 ± 4 −23 ±13 1220
n

128 Toscano et al. (1999a)

B1953+29 −1.0 ± 0.3 −3.7 ± 0.3 4610
n

128 Wolszczan et al. (2000)

B1957+20 −16.0 ± 0.5 −25.8 ± 0.6 2490
n

325 Arzoumanian et al. (1994)

J2019+2425 −9.41 ± 0.12 −20.60 ± 0.15 1490
n

142 Nice, Splaver, & Stairs (2001)

J2051−0827 1 ± 2 −5 ± 3 1040
n

42 Stappers et al. (1998)

J2129−5721 7 ± 2 −4 ± 3 1340
n

48 Toscano et al. (1999a)

J2229+2643 1 ± 4 −17 ± 4 1440
n

130 Wolszczan et al. (2000)

J2317+1439 −1.7 ± 1.5 7.4 ± 3.1 820
n

20 Camilo et al. (1996)

p
Distance from parallax.

n
DM distance from NE2001.

o
Some other method used to acquire distance. The text of the cited reference should be consulted for details.
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Abstract. The LOw Frequency ARray, LOFAR, will

have the sensitivity, bandwidth, frequency range and pro-

cessing power to revolutionise low-frequency pulsar stud-

ies. We present results of simulations that indicate that a

LOFAR survey will find approximately 1500 new pulsars.

These new pulsars will give us a much better understand-

ing of the low end of the luminosity function and thus al-

low for a much more precise estimate of the true total local

pulsar population. The survey will also be very sensitive to

the ultra-steep spectrum pulsars, RRATs, and the pulsed

radio emission from objects like Geminga and AXPs. We

will also show that by enabling us to observe single pulses

from hundreds of pulsars, including many millisecond pul-

sars, LOFAR opens up new possibilities for the study of

emission physics.

1. Introduction

LOFAR will provide a low frequency radio telescope con-

centrated in the Netherlands with extensions into other

European countries. It consists of a core, an extended

array and a long baseline component which will have

maximum baselines of 2 km, 100 km and ∼1000 km re-

spectively. It will operate in the frequency range of 30

– 240 MHz which will be split into two bands, the low

band (optimised for 30–80 MHz) and the high band (op-

timised for 115-240 MHz). Bandwidths of either 100 or

80 MHz will be digitised with 12-bit resolution and it will

be possible to select a total of 32 MHz of bandwidth to be

processed. There will be a total of 7700 low-band anten-

nae and 7700 high-band tiles where each tile is made up

of a grid of 16 antennae. The antennae and tiles will be

divided up into a total of 77 stations. In the core there will

be 32 stations and the remaining 45 will be arranged in

a logarithmic spiral-like distribution outside of the core.

All the antennae in a station will be combined to form a

so-called station beam and it will be possible to exchange

bandwidth for beams. For example one could decide to

have 8 station beams (each with an independent look di-

rection within the field of view of the antenna or tile) each

Table 1. LOFAR Sensitivity for Pulsar observations
a

Frequency Sensitivity BeamSize
(MHz) (mJy)

30 0.48 21
′

75 0.33 8.3
′

120 0.017 5.2
′

200 0.015 3.1
′

a
Integration times of 1 h, 2 polarisations, 32 MHz of band-

width, 10% duty cycle and only using the LOFAR core.

of 4 MHz of bandwidth. This multibeaming capability al-

lows for extremely wide fields of view to be monitored

and/or it allows for multiple experiments to be carried

out simultaneously. Estimates of the LOFAR sensitivity

for pulsar observations using the core are given in Table

1 and more information about LOFAR in general can be

found at www.lofar.org

2. Pulsar Survey:

Pulsars are steep spectrum objects whose pulsed flux den-

sity usually peaks in the 100-200 MHz range (e.g. Malofeev

et al 1994). As LOFAR will have unprecedented sensitivity

in exactly this frequency range this makes it an excellent

instrument for carrying out an all-sky pulsar survey. How

many pulsars LOFAR will discover depends on the low

end of the pulsar luminosity function. There are indica-

tions that the luminosity function turns over in the range

0.3-1 mJy kpc2 (Lyne et al. 1998) however it is likely that

surveys have so far been incomplete already at the 10 mJy

kpc2 level. LOFAR will be able to measure the low-end of

the pulsar luminosity function significantly better than

any previous survey allowing, for the first time, a much

more precise estimate of the true total local pulsar popu-

lation.
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Fig. 1. Simulated detections for the LOFAR and Parkes Multibeam surveys, for 1-hour LOFAR pointings. Left) projected on

the Galactic plane. Right) projected on the plane through the Galactic centre and sun, perpendicular to the disk.

The apparent detection of a few neutron stars in-

cluding Anomalous X-ray Pulsars and Magnetars only

at frequencies near or below 100 MHz (e.g. Mal-

ofeev et al 2005, Kuzmin & Losovsky 1997, Mal-

ofeev & Malov 1997r, Shitov & Pugachev 1997), the

existence of pulsars like B0943+10, which have flux

density spectra with a spectral index steeper than -

3.0 (Deshpande & Radhakrishnan 1994), and millisecond

pulsars which have steep spectra which do not show

a turn-over even at frequencies as low as 30 MHz

(e.g. Navarro et al. 1995), suggest that a large number of

pulsars is detectable only at low frequencies. Moreover,

the radio beam of pulsars is known to broaden at low fre-

quencies, increasing the illuminated sky and hence the de-

tection probability at Earth. Indeed, the non-detection of

Geminga at cm-radio wavelengths, a prominent rotation-

powered pulsar visible at optical, X-ray and gamma-ray

wavelengths, serves as a good example for a population of

neutron stars that may be detectable only with LOFAR.

With its sensitivity to these very different types of neutron

stars, a LOFAR Galactic pulsar survey will be instrumen-

tal in providing a complete picture of neutron-star radio

emission.

We have carried out sophisticated simulations using

realistic population and scattering models to determine

the optimum observing configuration, observing strategy

and frequency for a pulsar survey with LOFAR (Figure 1

and van Leeuwen & Stappers 2006). If we extrapolate the

known low-luminosity tail, we find that a LOFAR all-sky

pulsar survey (the first survey of the Northern hemisphere

in 10 years) will find around 1500 new pulsars, almost dou-

bling the total number of pulsars known. The survey pro-

vides a complete local census of radio-emitting neutron

stars, such as radio pulsars, AXPs and previous ”radio-

quiet” pulsars. Using the derived population properties

(such as the pulsar period distribution) one can study the

birth properties of neutrons stars, core collapse physics,

the velocities and spatial distribution of pulsars, and the

physics of neutron stars in general. We note also that the

long pointings possible, because of the wide field of view,

in a LOFAR pulsar survey, makes it particularly sensitive

to the recently discovered classes of infrequently emit-

ting neutron stars like RRATs (McLaughlin et al. 2006)

and pulsars that are on for 10% or less of the time

(Kramer et al. 2006).

3. A survey for extragalactic pulsars.

Spiral and irregular galaxies will host young, bright, Crab-

like pulsars, and due to its sensitivity, LOFAR can be the

first telescope to find such pulsars besides those in the

Magellanic Clouds. If observed face-on and located away

from the Galactic disk, the scatter broadening to an ex-

ternal galaxy will be relatively low and thus a LOFAR

survey will have excellent sensitivity for pulsars of all spin

periods (van Leeuwen & Stappers 2006). For a relatively

close galaxy like M33, LOFAR could detect all pulsars

more luminous than 50Jy kpc2. Our Galaxy hosts 10

pulsars which are brighter than that. There are at least

20 Galaxies for which LOFAR will have good sensitivity

to their pulsar population. Complementary to this nor-

mal pulsar emission, some pulsars show ultra-bright ’giant

pulses’ that could be visible in even more remote galaxies

(e.g. McLaughlin & Cordes 2003).

A survey for extragalactic pulsars would allow us to

investigate if the bright end of the pulsar distribution in

other galaxies differs from our galaxy, and how that ties

into galaxy type and star formation history. Such pulsars

can also help the understanding of the missing baryon

problem, the history of massive star formation in these

galaxies and also if sufficient numbers can be found they

can be used to probe the turbulent inter-galactic medium.
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Fig. 2. Coherently formed beams from the compact core and

the inner 12-km of LOFAR, projected on the core of M81, the

second best candidate galaxy for an extragalactic survey and

also the home of supernova 1993J.

4. Pulsar emission physics

The sensitivity and frequency range of LOFAR open up

the low-frequency window of pulsar emission to exciting

new studies. It is precisely in the LOFAR frequency range

where some of the most interesting changes in pulsar radio

emission can be observed, including the very significant

broadening of the pulse profile (Cordes 1978), changes

in the form of the pulse profile (Kuzmin et al. 1998,

Rankin 1983), a turn-over in the flux density spectrum,

and it is also the frequency range where propagation ef-

fects in the pulsar magnetosphere may be expected to

be largest (e.g. Cheng & Ruderman 1979 , Petrova 2001).

Studying the latter, in particular with simultaneous multi-

frequency observations of single pulses, will reveal inter-

esting characteristics of the pulsar magnetosphere, such as

particle densities and birefringence properties, that will ul-

timately lead to a better understanding of the workings of

pulsars.

Our calculations show that in the LOFAR high band

single pulses can potentially be detected with reasonable

signal to noise from up to one-third of pulsars while in the

low band it is about one-quarter of pulsars. This is a very

large increase on what has previously been possible, and

when combined with LOFAR’s ability to track sources, al-

lows for the rich study of the emission physics of radio pul-

sars. Furthermore LOFAR will also be able to detect single

pulses from millisecond pulsars (MSPs), something which

has so far been done for less than a handful of sources

(e.g. Edwards & Stappers 2003), and will allow us for the

first time to compare the mode changing, nulling and drift-

ing subpulse properties of MSPs with their younger, higher

magnetic field, slower spinning brethren.

Single pulse studies at low frequencies are particularly

interesting, because microstructure ( see Popov et al. 2002

and references therein) and subpulses tend to be stronger

there. Indeed, we would expect the density imbalances and

Fig. 3. A stack of single pulses of PSR B0329+54 obtained

with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope at a frequency

of 143 MHz with a bandwidth of 2.5 MHz. The typical signal-

to-noise ratio for each individual pulse in these data is 30.

LOFAR will have a factor of at least 30 greater sensitivity, up to

12 times the bandwidth and greater robustness to interference

thereby greatly increasing the number of systems for which

such studies can be undertaken.

plasma dynamics to be the most noticeable at low radio

frequencies. The duration and separation timescales of mi-

crostructure and subpulse emission are similar to those

predicted by theoretical models of pulsar emission physics.

As the exact timescales are depending on the physics the

detailed study of this type of emission can better differen-

tiate between models of pulsar emission. While the high

time resolution requirement of these observations and the

existence of interstellar scattering will limit the number

of sources that can be studied, the remaining number of

many tens of sources for which studies can be made, makes

this a particular exciting aspects of LOFAR radio studies.

Combining simultaneous multi-frequency observations

of radio pulsars using multiple telescopes has proved very

successful at revealing much about the processes discussed

above (e.g. Karastergiou et al. 2001, Kramer et al. 2003).

Unfortunately such studies at low frequencies have been

hampered by the fact the majority of low-frequency facil-

ities available for this work are transit instruments and

so only short simultaneous observations are possible. Us-

ing the frequency range and tracking ability of LOFAR

in observations simultaneous with high frequency instru-

ments will further open up this extremely rich source of

information on the way in which pulsars work.

5. Interstellar medium studies

Pulsars are excellent probes of the ionized compo-

nent of the interstellar medium through scintillation

(Rickett 2001), dispersion measure, and Faraday rotation

studies (e.g. Han et al. 2003). Scintillation studies have

been revolutionized in the last five years by the discov-

ery of faint halos of scattered light extending outward

10–50 times the width of the core of the scattered image

(Stinebring et al. 2001). This, in turn, gives a wide-angle
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view of the scattering medium with milliarcsecond reso-

lution, and the illuminated patch scans rapidly across the

scattering material because of the high pulsar space veloc-

ity. LOFAR will be an outstanding instrument with which

to study this phenomenon, particularly for strong, nearby

pulsars. The dynamic nature of these phenomena also fits

well with LOFAR’s excellent monitoring capabilities. In a

sense, this scintillation imaging will allow us to monitor

the range of interstellar conditions encountered along a

particular sight line. This monitoring will not be particu-

larly time consuming, but it will add greatly to the more

static view of the ISM afforded through other techniques.

LOFAR will also make important contributions to tra-

ditional dispersion measure, rotation measure, and scat-

tering measure determinations. By almost doubling the

number of known pulsars, the proposed survey will add a

dense grid of new sight lines through the Galaxy to those

that already exist. The dispersion and scattering mea-

sures of this new sample will improve our global model

of the distribution of the ionized ISM and its degree of

clumpiness. The new rotation measures will place impor-

tant constraints on the overall magnetic field structure

of the Milky Way, which is still not well characterized.

At LOFAR frequencies it is possible to also measure the

very small rotation measures of the nearby population of

pulsars providing an unprecedented tool for studying the

local magnetic field structure.

6. Other possibilities

LOFAR will be very useful for monitoring and timing.

While it will not perform high precision timing, at the

top of the high-band sufficiently accurate timing will be

possible to enable, for example, frequent observations of

a large sample of glitching pulsars. This would allow for

the better parameterisation of glitches and the possibility

of triggering rapidly after a glitch to allow follow-up at

other wavelengths. Similarly timing of a large numbers of

pulsars will also be valuable for follow up with GLAST

where accurate ephemerides are required to fold the long

data sets. With regular monitoring it will also be possible

to study and potentially catch transitions in the ”more off

than on” pulsars. The radio-sky monitor will also find new

transient pulsar sources, such as RRATs, and allow rapid

follow-up and via the transient buffer board a look back

in time at the event itself.

7. Conclusions

LOFAR will reopen, with wider bandwidths, large fre-

quency range and unprecedented sensitivity, the low-

frequency window for pulsar emission studies. The wide

fields of view and sensitivity will also allow for an efficient

and sensitive survey of the whole Northern sky enabling

the discovery of hundreds of new pulsars including a num-

ber of exotic objects and systems. A survey of local group

galaxies will also likely detect the first truly extragalac-

tic pulsars. Pulsars observed with LOFAR will provide

excellent probes of the interstellar, and potentially inter-

galactic, medium and will be especially useful for gaining a

better understanding of the local interstellar medium. Fur-

thermore the exciting possibilities of multibeaming and

radio-sky monitoring open up new avenues of pulsar and

radio emitting neutron star research.
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Abstract. A self-consistent electrodynamics of a parti-

cle accelerator in a rotating neutron-star magnetosphere

is investigated on the two-dimensional poloidal plane.

Solving the Poisson equation for the electrostatic poten-

tial together with the Boltzmann equations for electrons,

positrons and gamma-rays, it is demonstrated that the

created current density increases to be super-Goldreich-

Julian if the trans-field thickness of the gap becomes

thick enough. This new solution exists from the neutron-

star surface to the outer magnetosphere with a small-

amplitude positive acceleration field in the inner part,

which works to extract ions from the stellar surface as a

space-charge-limited flow. The acceleration field is highly

unscreened in the outer magnetosphere, in the same man-

ner as in traditional outer-gap models.

1. Introduction

The Energetic Gamma Ray Experiment Telescope

(EGRET) aboard the Compton Gamma Ray Observa-

tory has detected pulsed signals from at least six rotation-

powered pulsars. Since interpreting γ-rays should be less

ambiguous compared with reprocessed, non-thermal X-

rays, the γ-ray pulsations observed from these objects are

particularly important as a direct signature of basic non-

thermal processes in pulsar magnetospheres.

Attempts to model the particle accelerator have tradi-

tionally concentrated on two scenarios: Polar-cap models

with emission altitudes within several neutron star radii

over a polar cap surface (Harding, Tademaru, & Esposito

1978; Daugherty & Harding 1982, 1996; Sturner, Dermer,

& Michel 1995), and outer-gap models with acceleration

occurring in the open zone located near the light cylin-

der (Cheng, Ho, & Ruderman 1986a,b; Chiang & Romani

1992, 1994; Romani and Yadigaroglu 1995). Both models

predict that electrons and positrons are accelerated in a

charge depletion region, a potential gap, by the electric

field along the magnetic field lines to radiate high-energy

γ-rays via the curvature and inverse-Compton processes.

The outer gap models have been successful in explain-

ing the observed light curves, particularly in reproducing

the wide separation of the two peaks commonly observed

from γ-ray pulsars (Kanbach 1999; Thompson 2001). In

these models, they consider that the gap extends from the

null surface, where the Goldreich-Julian charge density

vanishes, to the light cylinder, beyond which the velocity

of a co-rotating plasma would exceed the velocity of light,

adopting the vacuum solution of the Poisson equation for

the electrostatic potential.

However, it was analytically demonstrated by Hi-

rotani, Harding, and Shibata (2003, HHS03) that the gap

inner boundary shifts towards the star as the created cur-

rent increases and at last touch the star if the created

current exceeds the Goldreich-Julian (GJ) value at the

surface. Therefore, to understand the particle accelerator,

which extends from the stellar surface to the outer mag-

netosphere, we have to merge the outer-gap and polar-cap

models, which have been separately considered so far.

In traditional polar-cap models, the energetics and pair

cascade spectrum have had success in reproducing the ob-

servations. However, the predicted beam size of radiation

emitted near the stellar surface is too small to produce the

wide pulse profiles that are observed from high-energy pul-

sars. Seeking the possibility of a wide hollow cone of high-

energy radiation due to the flaring of field lines, Arons

(1983) first examined the particle acceleration at the high

altitudes along the last open field line. This type of ac-

celerator, or the slot gap, forms because the accelerating

electric field, E
‖
, is screened at increasingly higher alti-

tude as the magnetic colatitude approaches the edge of the

open field region (Arons & Scharlemann 1979). Muslimov

and Harding (2003, 2004a,b, hereafter MH03, MH04a,b)

extended this argument by including two new features: ac-

celeration due to space-time dragging, and the additional

decrease of E
‖

at the edge of the gap due to the narrow-

ness of the slot gap. It is noteworthy that the polar-slot

gap model proposed by MH04a,b is an extension of the

polar-cap model into the outer magnetosphere, assuming

that the plasma flowing in the gap consists of only one

sign of charges, which leads to a negative E
‖

when the ro-

tation and magnetic moment vectors resides in the same

hemisphere. However, we should notice here that the elec-

tric current induced by the negative E
‖

contradicts with
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the global current patterns, which is derived by the EMF

exerted on the spinning neutron-star surface, if the gap is

located near the last-open field line.

On these grounds, we are motivated by the need to

contrive an accelerator model that predicts a consistent

current direction with the global requirement. To this

aim, it is straightforward to extend recent outer-gap mod-

els, which predict opposite E
‖

to polar-cap models, into

the inner magnetosphere. Extending the one-dimensional

analysis along the field lines in several outer-gap models

(Hirotani and Shibata 1999a, b, c; HHS03), Takata, Shi-

bata, and Hirotani (2004, hereafter TSH04) and Takata

et al. (2006, hereafter TSHC06) solved the Poisson equa-

tion for the electrostatic potential on the two-dimensional

poloidal plane, and revealed that the gap inner boundary

is located inside of the null surface owing to the pair cre-

ation within the gap, assuming that the particle motion

immediately saturates in the balance between electric and

radiation-reaction forces. In the present paper, we extend

TSH04 and TSHC06 by solving the particle energy distri-

bution explicitly, and by considering a super-GJ current

solution with ion emission from the neutron star surface.

2. Basic Equations and Boundary Conditions

We formulate the basic equations to describe the particle

accelerator, extending the method first proposed by Be-

skin et al. (1992) for black-hole magnetospheres. The first

kind equation we have to consider is the Poisson equation

for the non-corotational potential,

−
c
2

√
−g

∂µ

(√
−g

ρ2
w

g
µν

gϕϕ∂νΨ

)

= 4π(ρ− ρGJ), (1)

where the general relativistic Goldreich-Julian charge den-

sity is defined as

ρGJ ≡
c
2

4π
√
−g

∂µ

[√
−g

ρ2
w

g
µν

gϕϕ(Ω− ω)Fϕν

]

. (2)

The second kind equations we have to consider is the

Boltzmann equations for particles. Imposing a stationary

condition ∂t + Ω∂φ = 0, utilizing ∇ · B = 0, and intro-

ducing dimensionless particle densities per unit magnetic

flux tube such that n
±

= N
±

/(ΩB/2πce), we obtain the

following form of the particle Boltzmann equations,

c cos χ
∂n

±

∂s
+

dp

dt

∂n
±

∂p
+

dχ

dt

∂n
±

∂χ
= S

±
, (3)

where s denotes the distance along the magnetic field line,

(p,χ) the momentum and pitch angle of the particles. The

upper and lower signs correspond to the positrons (with

charge q = +e) and electrons (q = −e), respectively; p ≡

|p| and ds/dt = c cos χ,

dp

dt
≡ qE

‖
cosχ−

PSC

c
(4)

dχ

dt
≡ −

qE
‖
sinχ

p
+ c

∂(ln B
1/2)

∂s
sinχ, (5)

For outward- (or inward-) migrating particles, cosχ > 0

(or cosχ < 0). Since we consider relativistic particles, we

obtain Γ = p/(mec). Using n
±

, we can express ρe as

ρe =
ΩB

2πc

∫∫

[n+(s, θ
∗
,Γ, χ)− n

−
(s, θ

∗
,Γ, χ)] dΓdχ. (6)

The synchro-curvature radiation-reaction force, PSC/c, is

given by Cheng and Zhang (1996). Collision terms S
±

rep-

resents the particle appearing and disappearing rate from

(p,χ) and are given by the inverse-Compton scatterings

and one-photon and two-photon pair creation processes.

The third kind equations we have to consider is the

Boltzmann equation for γ-rays. Imposing the stationary

condition, we obtain

(

c
k

ϕ

|k|
− Ω

)

∂g

∂ϕ̄
+ c

k
r

|k|

∂g

∂r
+ c

k
θ

|k|

∂g

∂θ
= Sγ , (7)

where ϕ̄ = ϕ − Ωt. To compute k
i, we have to solve the

photon propagation in the curved spacetime. For the com-

putation of k
i and Sγ , see Hirotani (2006).

In order to solve the set of partial differential equa-

tions (1), (3), and (7) for Ψ, n
±

, and g, we must impose

appropriate boundary conditions. We assume that the gap

lower boundary, θ
∗

= θ
max
∗

, coincides with the last open

field line. Moreover, we assume that the upper boundary

coincides with a specific magnetic field line and parameter-

ize this field line with θ
∗

= θ
min
∗

. Determining the upper

boundary from physical consideration is a subtle issue,

which is beyond the scope of the present paper. There-

fore, we treat θ
min
∗

as a free parameter. We measure the

trans-field thickness of the gap with

hm ≡
θ
max
∗

− θ
min
∗

θmax
∗

. (8)

If hm = 1.0, it means that the gap exists along all the open

field lines. On the other hand, if hm ¿ 1, the gap becomes

transversely thin. To describe the trans-field structure, we

introduce the fractional height as

h ≡
θ
max
∗

− θ
∗

θmax
∗

. (9)

Thus, the lower and upper boundaries are given by h = 0

and h = hm, respectively. The inner boundary is assumed

to be located at the neutron star surface. For the outer

boundary, we solve the Poisson equation to the light cylin-

der (see Hirotani 2006 for details).

First, to solve the elliptic-type equation (1), we impose

Ψ = 0 on the lower, upper, and inner boundaries. At the

outer boundary, we impose ∂Ψ/∂s = 0. Generally speak-

ing, the solved E
‖

= −(∂Ψ/∂s)s→0 under these boundary

conditions does not vanish at the stellar surface. For a

super-GJ current density in the sense that ρe − ρGJ < 0
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Fig. 1. Created current density je (in unit of ΩB/2π) as a

function of the transfield thickness h for five different trans-

field heights.

holds at the stellar surface, equation (1) gives a positive

electric field near the star. In this case, we assume that

ions are emitted from the stellar surface so that the ad-

ditional positive charge in the thin non-relativistic region

may bring E
‖

to zero.

Secondly, to solve the hyperbolic-type equations (3)

and (7), we assume that neither positrons nor γ-rays are

injected across the inner boundary; thus, we impose

n+(sin
, θ

∗
,Γ, χ) = 0, g(sin

, θ
∗
, Eγ , θγ) = 0 (10)

for arbitrary θ
∗
, Γ, 0 < χ < π/2, Eγ , and cos(θγ−θB) > 0,

where θB designates the outward magnetic field direction.

In the same manner, at the outer boundary, we impose

n
−

(sout
, θ

∗
,Γ, χ) = 0, g(sout

, θ
∗
, Eγ , θγ) = 0 (11)

for arbitrary θ
∗
, Γ, π/2 < χ < π, Eγ , and cos(θγ−θB) < 0.

3. Application to the Crab Pulsar

We apply the scheme to the Crab pulsar. We present the

created current density, je, as a function of h, for the

five different trans-field thickness, hm = 0.047 (dotted),

0.048 (solid), 0.060 (dashed), 0.100 (dash-dotted), and

0.160 (dash-dot-dot-dotted). The thin dashed line repre-

sents |ρGJ/(ΩB/2πc)|s=0; if je appears below (or above)

this line, the created current is sub- (or super-) GJ along

the field line specified by h. For hm = 0.047, the solution

(dotted curve) is sub-GJ along all the field lines; thus,

screening due to the discharge is negligible as shown by

the dotted curve in figure 2, which depicts E
‖
(s, h) at the

central height h = hm/2. As hm increases, the solution be-

comes super-GJ from the higher latitudes, as indicated by

the solid, dashed, dash-dotted, and dash-dot-dot-dotted

curves. As a result, E
‖

is screened significantly with in-

creasing hm, as demonstrated by figure 2. This screening

of E
‖

has a negative feed back effect in the sense that je

is regulated below unity.

Fig. 2. Field-aligned electric field at h = hm/2 as a function

of s/$LC. The dotted, solid, dashed, and dash-dotted curves

corresponds to h = 0.047, 0.048, 0.060, and 0.100, respectively.

To understand the screening mechanism, it is helpful

to examine the Poisson equation (1). In the transversely

thin limit, it gives

Ψ ≈
ΩB

∗

c

2πc

ΩB
(ρ− ρGJ), r

2
∗

(θ
∗
− θ

min
∗

)(θmax
∗

− θ
∗
). (12)

We thus find that E
‖
≡ −∂Ψ/∂s is approximately propor-

tional to −∂(ρ/B−ρGJ/B)/∂s. It is, therefore, important

to examine the two-dimensional distribution of ρ/B and

ρGJ/B to understand E
‖
(s, h) behavior.

In figure 3, we present ρ/(ΩB/2πc), ρe/(ΩB/2πc),

and ρGJ/(ΩB/2πc), as the solid, dash-dotted, and dashed

curves, at nine discrete magnetic latitudes at h = (3/8)hm,

hm/2, (5/8)hm, (3/4)hm, for the same parameters as fig-

ure 2. If there is a cold-field ion emission from the star,

the total charge density (solid curve) deviates from the

created charge density (dash-dotted one). The current be-

comes super-GJ for h ≥ (6/16)hm = 0.0225. Along the

field lines with super-GJ current, ρe − ρGJ becomes neg-

ative close to the star. This inevitably leads to a positive

E
‖
, which extracts ions from the stellar surface.

In the outer region, ρ/B levels off in s > 0.5$LC for

h > hm/2. Since ρGJ/B becomes approximately a linear

function of s, E
‖

remains nearly constant in s > 0.5$LC,

in the same manner as in traditional outer-gap model. In

the inner region, on the other hand, inward-directed γ-rays

propagate into the convex side due to the field line curva-

ture, increasing particle density with h. A two-dimensional

effect in the Poisson equation becomes important in the

higher altitudes (0.1$LC < s < 0.3$LC) along the higher-

latitude field lines(h ≥ 0.0225). Outside of the null surface,

s > 0.09$LC, there is a negative ρeff in the sub-GJ current

region (h ≤ 0.015). This negative ρeff works to prevent E
‖

from vanishing in the higher latitudes, where pair creation

is copious. However, the created pairs discharge until E
‖

vanishes, resulting in a larger gradient of ρ than that of
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ρGJ in the intermediate latitudes in 0.0225 ≤ h ≤ 0.0262.

In the upper half region (0.03 ≤ h < hm = 0.06), ∂ρ/∂s

does not have to be greater than ∂ρGJ/∂s, in order to

screen E
‖
.

In short, the gap has a hybrid structure: The lower

latitudes (with small h) are nearly vacuum having sub-

GJ current densities and the inner boundary is located

slightly inside of the null surface, because Ψ > 0 region

will be filled with the electrons emitted from the stellar

surface. The higher latitudes, on the other hand, are non-

vacuum having super-GJ current densities, and the inner

boundary is located at the stellar surface, extracting ions

at the rate such that their non-relativistic column den-

sity at the stellar surface cancels the strong E
‖

induced

by the negative ρ−ρGJ of relativistic electrons, positrons,

and ions. The created pairs discharge such that E
‖

virtu-

ally vanishes in the region where pair creation is copious.

Thus, in the intermediate latitudes between the sub-GJ

and super-GJ regions, ∂ρ/∂s > ρGJ/∂s holds.

Even though the inner-most region of the gap is inac-

tive, general relativistic effect (space-time dragging effect,

in this case) is important to determine the ion emission

rate from the stellar surface. For example, at h = hm/2

for hm = 0.600 (i.e., the top right panel in fig. 3), jion is

69% greater than what would be obtained in the Newto-

nian limit, ρGJ = −Ω·B/2πc. This is because the reduced

|ρGJ| near the star (about 15% less than the Newtonian

value) enhances the positive E
‖
, which has to be canceled

by a greater ion emission (compared to the Newtonian

value). The current, jion, is adjusted so that |ρeff | may

balance with the trans-field derivative of Ψ near the star.

The resultant |ρeff | becomes small compared to |ρGJ|, in

the same manner as in traditional polar-cap models, which

has a negative E
‖

with electron emission from the star.

Although the non-relativistic ions have a large positive

charge density very close to the star (within 10 cm from

the surface), it cannot be resolved in figure 3. Note that

the present calculation is performed from the stellar sur-

face to the outer magnetosphere and does not contain a

region with E
‖

< 0. It follows that an accelerator having

E
‖

< 0 (e.g., a polar-cap or a polar-slot-gap accelerator)

cannot exist along the magnetic field lines that have an

super-GJ current density created by the mechanism de-

scribed in the present paper.
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Fig. 3. Total (solid), created (dash-dotted), and Goldreich-

Julian (dashed) charge densities in ΩB(s, h)/(2πc) unit, for

αi = 70
◦

and hm = 0.060 at nine transfield heights, h. If there

is an ion emission from the stellar surface, the total charge

density deviates from the created one.
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Polarisation of high-energy emission in a pulsar striped wind

J. Pétri1 and J. Kirk

Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, Saupfercheckweg 1, 69117 Heidelberg - Germany

Abstract. Recent observations of the polarisation of the

optical pulses from the Crab pulsar motivated detailed

comparative studies of the emission predicted by the polar

cap, the outer gap and the two-pole caustics models.

In this work, we study the polarisation properties

of the synchrotron emission emanating from the striped

wind model. We use an explicit asymptotic solution for

the large-scale field structure related to the oblique split

monopole and valid for the case of an ultra-relativistic

plasma. This is combined with a crude model for the emis-

sivity of the striped wind and of the magnetic field within

the dissipating stripes themselves. We calculate the polar-

isation properties of the high-energy pulsed emission and

compare our results with optical observations of the Crab

pulsar. The resulting radiation is linearly polarised. In the

off-pulse region, the electric vector lies in the direction of

the projection on the sky of the rotation axis of the pulsar,

in good agreement with the data. Other properties such

as a reduced degree of polarisation and a characteristic

sweep of the polarisation angle within the pulses are also

reproduced.

1. Introduction

The high-energy, pulsed emission from rotating magne-

tised neutron stars is usually explained in the framework

of either the polar cap or the outer gap models. Although

the existence of such gaps is plausible (Pétri et al. 2002),

these models still suffer from the lack of a self-consistent

solution for the pulsar magnetosphere. Nevertheless, re-

cent observations of the polarisation of the optical pulses

from the Crab (Kanbach et al. 2003) motivated detailed

comparative studies of the emission predicted by the po-

lar cap, the outer gap and the two-pole caustics mod-

els (Dyks et al. 2004). In all of these models, the radia-

tion is produced within the light cylinder. However, the

pulse profile is determined by the assumed geometry of

the magnetic field and the location of the gaps. None of

these models is able to fit the optical polarisation proper-

ties of the Crab pulsar.

An alternative site for the production of pulsed radi-

ation has been investigated (Kirk et al. 2002), based on

the idea of a striped pulsar wind, originally introduced

by Coroniti (1990) and Michel (1994). Emission from the

striped wind originates outside the light cylinder and rel-

ativistic beaming effects are responsible for the phase co-

herence of the synchrotron radiation. A strength of this

model is that the geometry of the magnetic field, which is

the key property determining the polarisation properties

of the emission, is relatively well-known.

In this work, we use an explicit asymptotic solution for

the large-scale field structure related to the oblique split

monopole and valid for the case of an ultra-relativistic

plasma (Bogovalov 1999). This is combined with a crude

model for the emissivity of the striped wind and of the

magnetic field within the dissipating stripes themselves.

We calculate the polarisation properties of the high-energy

pulsed emission and compare our results with optical ob-

servations of the Crab pulsar.

2. Stokes parameters

Our magnetic field model is based on the asymptotic so-

lution of the split monopole for the oblique rotator, valid

for r À rL, and modified to take account of a finite width

of the current sheet. We add a small meridional compo-

nent in this sheet in order to prevent the magnetic field

from becoming identically zero. The 3-dimensional geom-

etry of the current sheet is shown in figure 1. In spherical

polar coordinates (r, θ, ϕ) centered on the star and with

axis along the rotation axis, the radial field is small and

neglected, Br ∼ BL r
2
L/r

2, while the other components

are:

Bθ = BL

rL

r
b1,2 ηθ(∆θ, r, θ, ϕ, t) (1)

Bϕ = BL

rL

r
ηϕ(∆ϕ, r, θ, ϕ, t) (2)

ηϕ(∆ϕ, r, θ, ϕ, t) = tanh [∆ϕ (cos θ cos α+ (3)

sin θ sin α cos
{

ϕ− Ω
∗

(

t−
r

v

)})]

ηθ(∆θ, r, θ, ϕ, t) =
1

∆θ

∂ηϕ(∆θ, r, θ, ϕ, t)

∂ϕ
(4)
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Fig. 1. 3D structure of the current sheet in the striped wind.

The rotating neutron star is located at the origin of the coor-

dinate system.

Here, BL is a fiducial magnetic field strength, v is the

(radial) speed of the wind, Ω
∗

= c/rL is the angular

velocity of the pulsar, with rL the radius of the light

cylinder, α is the angle between the magnetic and rota-

tion axes, b1,2 are parameters controlling the magnitude

of the meridional field in the two current sheets present

in one wavelength, and ∆θ,ϕ are parameters quantifying

the sheet thickness. The functional form of Bϕ is moti-

vated by exact equilibria of the planar relativistic current

sheet (Kirk & Skjæraasen 2003). However, in these equi-

libria the Bθ component, which has an important influence

on the polarisation sweeps, is arbitrary. The Bθ we adopt

corresponds to a small circularly polarised component of

the pulsar wind wave, such as is expected if the sheets are

formed by the migration of particles within the wave, as

described qualitatively by Michel (1971).

For the particle distribution, we adopt an isotropic

electron/positron distribution given by

N(E,p, r, t) = K(r, t)E
−p (5)

where K(r, t) is related to the number density of emitting

particles. The radial motion of the wind imposes an overall

1/r2 dependence on this quantity, which is further mod-

ulated because the energization occurs primarily in the

current sheet. The precise value in each sheet is chosen to

fit the observed intensity of each sub-pulse. In addition, a

small dc component is added, giving the off-pulse inten-

sity. For the emissivity, we use the standard expressions

for incoherent synchrotron radiation of ultra-relativistic

particles. We assume the emission commences when the

wind crosses the surface r = r0 À rL.

The calculation of the Stokes parameters as measured

in the observer frame involves simply integrating the emis-

sivity over the wind. For an observer, at time tobs, they

are given by the following integrals:







Iω

Qω

Uω







(tobs) =

∫ +∞

r0

∫

π

0

∫ 2 π

0

s0(r, tret)







p+7/3

p+1

cos (2 χ̃)

sin (2 χ̃)







d
3r (6)

where the retarded time is given by tret = tobs + n · r/c

and n is a unit vector along the line of sight from the

pulsar to the observer. In this approximation the circular

polarisation vanishes: V = 0. The function s0 is defined

by:

s0(r, t) = κK(r, t)
D

p+3

2

ω
p−1

2

(

B

Γ

√

1− (Dn · b)2
)

p+1

2

(7)

where ω is the angular frequency of the emitted radiation,

and κ is a constant factor that depends only on the nature

of the radiating particles (charge q and mass m) and the

power law index p of their distribution:

κ =

√
3

2π

1

4
ΓEu

(

3 p + 7

12

)

ΓEu

(

3 p− 1

12

)

|q|3

4π ε0 mc

(

3 |q|

m3 c4

)

p−1

2

(8)

with ΓEu the Euler gamma function and D the Doppler

boosting factor D = 1/Γ (1 − β · n). The direction of the

local magnetic field in the observer’s frame is given by the

unit vector b and the simplifying assumption has been

made that this field has no component in the direction of

the plasma velocity: b · β = 0. (In this case the magnetic

field transformation from the rest frame B′ to the observer

frame B is just B′ = B/Γ and, thus, its direction remains

unchanged.) The angle χ̃ measures the inclination of the

local electric field with respect to the projection of the

pulsar’s rotation axis on the plane of the sky as seen in

the observer’s frame. The degree of linear polarisation is

defined by

Π =

√

Q2 + U2

I
(9)

The corresponding polarisation angle, defined as the posi-

tion angle between the electric field vector at the observer

and the projection of the pulsar’s rotation axis on the

plane of the sky is

χ =
1

2
arctan

(

U

Q

)

(10)

3. Results

The upper left panel of Fig. 2 shows the intensity (Stokes

parameter I) computed using our smoothed profile with

∆θ = 1, ∆ϕ = 5, b1 = 0.1 and b2 = 0.08 for each sub-

pulse. The electron density is

K =
1

r2 (1− 0.6 ηθ)

[

(

rL BL

r B

)(p+1)/2

+ ε− 1

]

(11)
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0 1 0 1 2

Fig. 2. Light curve of intensity, degree of polarisation and po-

sition angle of the pulsed synchrotron emission obtained for

our model and measurements of these quantities for the Crab

pulsar. Models with Lorentz factor Γ = 20 (solid red) and 50

(dotted cyan) are shown. The bottom panels show the depen-

dence on phase of the assumed magnetic field components and

the particle density in the comoving frame.

where the parameter ε = 0.05 sets the minimum electron

density between the current sheets (in normalized units).

The denominator (1 − 0.6 ηθ) introduces an asymmetry

in the relative pulse peak intensity. The variation of the

magnetic field and the particle density along the line of

sight, are shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 2.

The upper panels of Fig. 2 show the results of our

computations on the left and the corresponding observed

quantities (Kanbach et al. 2003) on the right. Comparison

with the upper right-hand panel shows that the model

reproduces the observed pulse profile quite accurately.

In this example, we adopt an obliquity α = 60◦ and

an inclination of the rotation axis to the line of sight

ξ = arccos(n · Ω
∗
/|Ω

∗
|) = 60◦ and set the radius at

which emission switches on to be r0 = 30rL. The posi-

tion angle of the projection of the pulsar’s rotation axis

is set to 124◦ (Ng & Romani 2004). The electron power

law index p = 2, as suggested by the relatively flat spec-

trum displayed by the pulsed emission between optical

and gamma-ray frequencies (Kanbach 1998). Results are

shown for two values of the Lorentz factor of the wind:

Γ = 20 (solid line) and Γ = 50 (dotted line). For con-

venience, the maximum intensity is normalized to unity.

The timescale is expressed in terms of pulse phase, 0 corre-

sponding to the initial time t = 0 and 1 to a full revolution

of the neutron star and thus to one period T
∗

= 2π/Ω
∗
.

The degree of polarisation is shown in the two middle

panels of Fig. 2. According to our computations (left-hand

panel) this displays a steady rise in the initial off-pulse

phase, that steepens rapidly as the first pulse arrives. Dur-

ing the pulse phase itself, the polarisation shrinks down

to about 10%. Theoretically the maximum possible degree

of polarisation is closely related to the index p of the par-

ticle spectrum. In the most favorable case of a uniform

magnetic field, it is given by

Πmax =
p + 1

p + 7/3
(12)

However, in the curved magnetic field lines of the wind,

contributions of electrons from different regions have dif-

ferent polarisation angles. Consequently, they depolarise

the overall result when superposed. We therefore expect a

degree of polarisation that is at most Πmax. For the exam-

ple shown in figure 2, Πmax(p = 2) = 69.2%, well above

the computed value, which peaks at 52%.

The lower panels of Fig. 2 show the polarisation an-

gle, measured against celestial North and increasing from

North to East. Our model predicts this angle relative to

the projection of the rotation axis of the neutron star on

the sky, which we take to lie at a position angle of 124◦,

following the analysis of (Ng & Romani 2004). In the off-

pulse stage, the electric vector of our model predictions

lies almost exactly in this direction, since it is fixed by the

orientation of the dominant toroidal component Bϕ of the

magnetic field. In the rising phase of the first pulse, Bϕ

decreases, whereas Bθ increases, causing the polarisation

angle to rotate from its off pulse value by about 50◦, for

the chosen parameters. However, for a weaker Bθ contri-

bution, as in the second pulse, the swing decreases. This

effect can also be caused by a relatively large beaming an-

gle, (i.e., low Lorentz factor wind). The basic reason is that

contributions from particles well away from the sheet cen-

ter are then mixed into the pulse, partially canceling the

contribution of the particles in the center of the current

sheet, which favor χ = 124◦±90◦, and enforcing χ = 124◦.

On the other hand, a very high value of the Lorentz factor

or large values of b1,2 reduce the off-center contribution,

leading, ultimately, to the maximum possible 90◦ sweep

between off-pulse (Bϕ-dominated) and center-pulse (Bθ-

dominated) polarisations, followed by another 90◦ sweep

in the same sense when returning to the off-pulse. Thus,

in general, in the middle of each pulse, the polarisation

angle is either nearly parallel to the projection of the ro-

tation axis, or nearly perpendicular to it, depending on

the strength of Bθ and on Γ. This interpretation is con-

firmed by computations with Γ = 50 that show a larger

sweep, as shown in Fig. 2.

The optical polarisation measurements suggest that in

the centre of the pulses the position angle is close to 124◦.

In the declining phase of both pulses, the angle reaches

a maximum before returning to the off-pulse orientation.

Note that in both cases the swing starts in the same di-

rection, (counterclockwise in figure 2). This is determined

by the rotational behavior of the Bθ component, imply-
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ing that this changes sign between adjacent sheets, as in

Eq. (4). The observed off-pulse position angle is closely

aligned with the projection of the rotation axis of the pul-

sar, in accordance with the model predictions.

In addition to models aimed at providing a framework

for the interpretation of the emission of the Crab pul-

sar, we have performed several calculations with different

Lorentz factors Γ, injection spectrum of relativistic elec-

trons p and inclinations of the line of sight ξ. The general

characteristics of the results are: For low Lorentz factors,

independent of p and ξ, the relativistic beaming becomes

weaker and the pulsed emission is less pronounced, be-

cause the observer receives radiation from almost the en-

tire wind. For instance, taking Γ = 2 and p = 2 or 3, the

average degree of polarisation does not exceed 20 % and

the swing in the polarisation angle is less than 30◦. For

high Lorentz factors Γ ≥ 50, the strong beaming effect

means that the observer sees only a small conical frac-

tion of the wind. The width of the pulses is then closely

related to the thickness of the transition layer. The de-

gree of linear polarisation flattens in the off-pulse emis-

sion while it shows a sharp increase followed by a steep

decrease during the pulses. Due to the very strong beam-

ing effect, only a tiny part of the wind directed along the

line of sight will radiate towards the observer. In the off-

pulse phase, the polarisation angle is then dictated solely

by the Bϕ component “attached” to the line of sight, and

the degree of linear polarisation remains almost constant

in time. For very high Lorentz factors, the behavior of

polarisation angle and degree remain similar to those of

Fig. 2, with perfect alignment between polarisation direc-

tion (electric vector) and the projection of the pulsar’s

rotation axis on the plane of the sky in the off-pulse phase

and two consecutive polarisation angle sweeps of 90◦ in

the same sense during the off-pulse to center-pulse and

center-pulse to off-pulse transitions. This mirrors the fact

that emission comes only from a narrow cone about the

line of sight of half opening angle θ ≈ 1/Γ.

For given values of Γ and ξ, the particle spectral index

p affects only the average degree of polarisation degree but

not the light curve nor the polarisation angle. For example,

taking Γ = 10 and ξ = 60◦, a spectral index of p = 2 leads

to an average polarisation of Π̃ = 19.2% whereas for p = 3

it leads to Π̃ = 30.8%.

4. Conclusions

In the striped wind model, the high energy (infra-red to

gamma-ray) emission of pulsars arises from outside the

light cylinder. It provides an alternative to the more in-

tensively studied gap models. They all contain essentially

arbitrary assumptions concerning the configuration of the

emission region and the distribution function of the emit-

ting particles, rendering it difficult to distinguish between

them on the basis of observations. However, the geometry

of the magnetic field, which is the crucial factor deter-

mining the polarisation properties, is constrained in the

striped model to be close to that of the analytic asymp-

totic solution of the split monopole. We have therefore

presented detailed computations of the polarisation prop-

erties of the pulses expected in this scenario. These pos-

sess the characteristic property, unique amongst currently

discussed models, that the electric vector of the off-pulse

emission is aligned with the projection of the pulsar’s ro-

tation axis on the plane of the sky. This is in striking

agreement with recent observations of the Crab pulsar. In

addition the striped wind scenario naturally incorporates

features of the phase-dependent properties of the polari-

sation angle, degree of polarisation and intensity that are

also seen in the data. This underlines the need to develop

the model further, in order to confront high-energy obser-

vations of the Crab and other pulsars. In particular, the

manner in which magnetic energy is released into parti-

cles in the current sheet remains poorly understood and

the link between the asymptotic magnetic field structure

and the pulsar magnetosphere is obscure.
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Radio Emission Physics in the Crab Pulsar

J. A. Eilek and T. H. Hankins

New Mexico Tech, Socorro NM 87801, USA

Abstract. Our high time resolution observations of in-

dividual giant pulses in the Crab pulsar show that both

the time and frequency signatures of the interpulse are

distinctly different from those of the main pulse. Gi-

ant main pulses can occasionally be resolved into short-

lived, relatively narrow-band nanoshots. We believe these

nanoshots are produced by soliton collapse in strong

plasma turbulence. Giant interpulses are very different.

Their dynamic spectrum contains narrow, microsecond-

long emission bands. We have detected these proportion-

ately spaced bands from 4.5 to 10.5 GHz. The bands can-

not easily be explained by any current theory of pulsar

radio emission; we speculate on possible new models.

1. Introduction

What is the pulsar radio emission mechanism? Does the

same mechanism always operate? Three types of models

have been proposed to explain the radio emission: coherent

charge bunches, plasma masers and strong plasma turbu-

lence (e.g., Hankins et al. 2003, “HKWE”). Because each

model makes different predictions for the time signature

of the emission, our group has carried out ultra-high time

resolution observations in order to compare the observed

time signatures to those predicted by the models.

We have focused on the Crab nebula pulsar, because

its occasional, very strong giant pulses are ideal targets

for our observations. The dominant features of this star’s

mean profile are a main pulse (MP) and an interpulse (IP).

Although the relative amplitudes and detailed profiles of

these features change with frequency, they can be identi-

fied from low radio frequencies ( <
∼ 300 MHz) up to the

optical and hard X-ray bands (Moffet & Hankins 1996).

Some models suggest that the MP and IP come from low

altitudes, above the star’s two magnetic poles. Other mod-

els suggest they come from higher altitudes, possibly rel-

ativistic caustics (Dyks et al. 2004) which connect to the

two poles. In either case, the physical conditions in the

emission region should be similar, and one would expect

the same radio emission mechanism to be active in the

IP and the MP. We were surprised, therefore, to find that

the IP and MP have very different properties. It seems

likely that they differ in their emission mechanisms, their

propagation within the magnetosphere, or both.

2. Giant main pulses: strong plasma turbulence

We initially studied the MP at nanosecond time reso-

lution, because it is usually brighter, and because giant

pulses are more common at the rotation phase of the MP

(Cordes et al. 2004). We found that most giant main pulses

(GMPs) consist of one to several “microbursts”, each last-

ing a few microseconds at 5 GHz (HKWE). We recently

extended our observations to higher frequencies, where 2

GHz of bandwidth is available at Arecibo. We found the

temporal structure of GMPs is the same at higher fre-

quencies, although the microburst duration is typically

shorter than at 5 GHz. Figure 1 shows a typical exam-

ple. The dynamic spectrum of the microbursts turns out

to be broadband, filling our entire observing bandwidth.

An occasional MP, however, contains much shorter, rel-

atively narrow-band, “nanoshots” (HKWE; also Figures

2 and 3). Most of the time the nanoshots overlap, which

is consistent with previous modelling of pulsar emission

as amplitude-modulated noise; but in sparse GMPs the

nanoshots can sometimes be individually resolved.

We used simple scaling arguments, and numerical

simulations from Weatherall (1998), to compare the

nanoshots to predictions of the three competing theoret-

ical models of the radio emission mechanisms. The time

signature of the nanoshots disagrees with predictions of

the maser and charge bunching models; but both the time

and frequency signatures are consistent with Weatherall’s

numerical models of plasma emission by soliton collapse

in strong plasma turbulence. His models predict nanoshot

durations at frequency ν to be νδt ∼ O(10); an individ-

ual nanoshot is relatively narrow-band, δν/ν ∼ O(0.1).

In HKWE we suggested, based on the time signature of

the nanoshots, that strong plasma turbulence is the emis-

sion mechanism in GMPs. The time and spectral signa-

tures of the nanoshots in our recent high-frequency work

are also consistent with these models. We thus propose

that microbursts in giant main pulses are collections of
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Fig. 1. Total intensity and dynamic spectrum of a giant main

pulse, observed at Arecibo and coherently dedispersed. As

is typical of most GMPs, it contains several broad-band mi-

crobursts. The total intensity is plotted with 6.4-ns time reso-

lution; the dynamic spectrum has 25.6-ns time resolution and

19.5-MHz frequency resolution.

nanoshots, produced by strong plasma turbulence in the

emission region.

Fig. 2. Another giant main pulse, processed and displayed the

same as in Figure 1, in which the microbursts are sparse and

short-lived. At higher time resolution some of these bursts can

be resolved into even shorter nanoshots, as in Figure 3. Note

the relatively narrow-band nature of individual nanoshots. We

infer that the longer-duration, broad-band microbursts, such

as those in Figure 1, are “clouds” of these nanoshots.

If our suggestion is correct, it has one important con-

sequence. Plasma flow in the radio emission region should

be highly dynamic. The plasma flow will be smooth only

if the local charge density is exactly the Goldreich-Julian

(GJ) value, so that the rotation-induced electric field, E, is

fully shielded. Because plasma turbulent emission is cen-

tered on the comoving plasma frequency (νp ∝
√

γbn, for

number density n and bulk Lorentz factor γb), we can de-

termine the local density in the radio emission region (cf.

also Kunzl et al. 1998). We find that low radio frequencies

come from densities too low to match the GJ value any-

Fig. 3. A short portion of the sparse main pulse shown in Fig-

ure 2, with total intensity displayed at our maximum time

resolution, 0.4 ns. This reveals the temporal signature of in-

dividual nanoshots. We believe the nanoshots are created by

collapse of solitons in strong plasma turbulence. The dynamic

spectral resolution is 78 MHz and 6.4 ns.

where in the magnetosphere. Because the emitting plasma

feels an unshielded E field, and feeds back on that field as

its charge density fluctuates, we expect unsteady plasma

flow (and consequently unsteady radio emission).

3. Giant interpulses: emission bands

In order to test our hypothesis that strong plasma tur-

bulence governs the emission physics in the Crab pulsar,

we went to higher frequencies to get a larger bandwidth

and shorter time resolution. In addition to the MP, we ob-

served giant pulses from the IP, because at high frequen-

cies giant pulses are more common at the rotation phase

of the IP. When we used the method described in HWKE

to observe giant interpulses (GIPs) with a broad band-

width, from 6-8 or 8-10 GHz, we were astonished to find

that GIPs have very different properties from giant main

pulses. GIPs differ from GMPs in time signature, polariza-

tion, dispersion and spectral properties. In this paper we

summarize our new results; we will present more details

in a forthcoming paper (Hankins & Eilek 2007).

3.1. Emission bands in the interpulse

The most striking difference between the IP and the MP

is found in the dynamic spectrum. A giant IP contains

microsecond-long trains of emission bands, as illustrated

in Figures 4 and 5. The bands are grouped into regular

“sets”; 2 or 3 band sets can usually be identified in a

given IP. Individual band sets last a few µs. In some pulses

new band sets turn on partway through the pulse, often

coincident with a secondary burst of total intensity. Every

giant interpulse we recorded between 4.5 and 10.5 GHz,

during 20 observing days from 2004 to 2006, displays these

emission bands. However, giant main pulses observed at

the same time and processed identically do not show the
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bands. The bands are, therefore, not due to instrumental

or interstellar effects, but are intrinsic to the star.

Fig. 4. A giant interpulse from the Crab pulsar, observed and

processed in exactly the same way as the main pulses in Figures

1 through 3. Total intensity time resolution 25.6 ns; dynamic

spectral resolution 19.5 MHz and 25.6 ns. The banded fre-

quency structure in the dynamic spectrum occurs in every IP

we have recorded above 5 GHz. In this example, two band sets

can be identified, starting at 1 µs, each containing four bright

bands; a third band set starts near 2 µs. Note the apparent

drift to higher frequencies for each band set.

At first glance the bands appear to be uniformly

spaced. However, closer inspection of our data shows that

the bands are proportionally spaced. The spacing between

two adjacent bands, at ν1 and ν2, depends on the mean

frequency, as ∆ν/ν = 2(ν2 − ν1)/(ν2 + ν1) ' 0.06. Thus,

two bands near 6 GHz are spaced by ∼ 360 MHz; two

bands near 10 GHz are spaced by ∼ 600 MHz. This pro-

portional spacing is robust; a set of emission bands can

drift in frequency (usually upwards, as in Figures 3 and

4), but their frequency spacing stays constant. All bands

in a particular set appear almost simultaneously, to within

∼ 0.1µs; they must all come from a region no larger than

∼ 30 m across.

We suspect the bands extend over at least a 5−6 GHz

range in a single GIP, but do not occur below ∼ 4 GHz.

While we have not been able to observe more than 2 GHz

simultaneously, we have seen no evidence that a given

band set cuts off within our observable bandwidth. The

characteristics of the bands (proportional spacing, dura-

tion, onset relative to total intensity microbursts) are un-

changed from 5 to 10 GHz. In addition, the rotation phase

of the high-frequency IP is slightly shifted relative to the

low-frequency IP (Moffett & Hankins 1996). This phase

offset suggests that the bands do not continue to frequen-

cies below ∼ 4GHz.

3.2. Possible causes of the emission bands

The dynamic spectrum of the giant interpulses does not

match any of the three types of emission models described

Fig. 5. Another giant interpulse, observed on the same day as

the IP in Figure 4 and processed and displayed in the same

way. Four emission band sets can be identified, including a set

which coincides with the second microburst near 2 µs, and an-

other which coincides with a third microburst near 4 µs. This

example also shows the characteristic band drift to higher fre-

quencies.

above. Because each of the models predicts narrow-band

emission at the plasma frequency, none of them can ex-

plain the dynamic spectrum of the IP. A new approach is

required here, which may “push the envelope” of pulsar

radio emission models.

While we remain perplexed by the dramatic dynamic

spectrum of the interpulse, we are exploring possible mod-

els. This exercise is made particularly difficult by the fact

that the emission bands are not regularly spaced. Because

of this, models that initially seemed attractive must be

rejected. As an example, if the emission bands were uni-

formly spaced they could be the spectral representation of

a regular emission pulse train. Many authors have invoked

regularly spaced plasma structures (sparks or filaments),

whose passage across the line of sight could create such

a pulse train. Alternatively, strong plasma waves with a

characteristic frequency will also create a regular emission

pulse train. The dynamic spectrum of either of these mod-

els would contain emission bands at constant spacing; the

proportional spacing we observe disproves both of these

hypotheses.

We have looked to solar physics for insight. We ini-

tially remembered split bands in the dynamic spectra of

Type II solar flares, which are thought to be plasma emis-

sion from low and high density regions associated with a

shock propagating through the solar corona. This does not

seem to be helpful for the Crab pulsar emission bands, be-

cause the radio-loud plasma would have to contain 10 or

15 different density stratifications, which seems unlikely.

However, “zebra bands” seen in Type IV solar flares may

be germane. These are parallel, drifting, narrow emission

bands seen in the dynamic spectra of Type IV flares. Band

sets containing from a few up to ∼ 30 bands have been

reported, with fractional spacing ∆ν/ν ∼ .01 − .03 (e.g.,

Chernov et al. 2005). While zebra bands have not yet been
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satisfactorily explained, two classes of models have been

proposed, invoking either resonant plasma emission or ge-

ometrical effects. Can similar models explain the emission

bands in the Crab pulsar?

Resonant cyclotron emission. One possibility is plasma

emission at the cyclotron resonance, ω−k
‖
v
‖
−sΩo/γ = 0

(where γ is the particle Lorentz factor, Ωo = eB/mc, and

s is the integer harmonic number). Kazbegi et al. (1991)

proposed that this resonance operates at high altitudes in

the pulsar magnetosphere, and generates X mode waves

which can escape the plasma directly. Alternatively, “dou-

ble resonant” cyclotron emission at the plasma resonant

frequency has been proposed for solar flares (e.g., Winglee

& Dulk 1986). In solar conditions, this resonance gener-

ates O mode waves, which must mode convert in order to

escape the plasma. The emission frequency in these mod-

els is determined by local conditions where the resonance

is satisfied; the band separation is ∆ν ' Ωo/2πγ.

Resonant emission models face several challenges be-

fore they can be considered successful. The emission must

occur at high altitudes, in order to bring the resonant

(cyclotron) frequency down to the radio band. Close to

the light cylinder, where B ∼ 3 × 105G, particle energies

γ ∼ 103−104 are needed. In addition, such models must

be developed with specific calculations which address the

fundamental plasma modes as well as their stability, under

conditions likely to exist at high altitudes in the pulsar’s

magnetosphere. It is not clear how the specific, propor-

tional band spacing can be explained; perhaps a local gra-

dient in the magnetic field must be invoked.

Geometrical models. Alternatively, the striking regu-

larity of the bands calls to mind a special geometry. If

some mechanism splits the emission beam coherently, so

that it interferes with itself, the bands could be interfer-

ence fringes. For instance, a downwards beam which re-

flects off a high density region could return and interfere

with its upwards counterpart on the way back up. Simple

geometry suggests that fringes occur if the two paths differ

in length by only c/∆ν <
∼ 1m. Another geometrical possi-

bility is that cavities form in the plasma and trap some

of the emitted radiation, imposing a discrete frequency

structure in the plasma (e.g., LaBelle et al. 2003 for solar

zebra bands). The scales required here are also small; the

cavity scale must be some multiple of the wavelength.

Geometrical models also face several obstacles before

they can be considered successful. The basic geometry is

a challenge: what long-lived plasma structures can lead to

the necessary interference or wave trapping? In addition,

the proportional band spacing must be explained, per-

haps by a variable index of refraction in the interference

or trapping region.

Geometrical models also need an underlying broad-

band radiation source, with at least 5 GHz bandwidth,

in order to produce the emission bands we observe. Be-

cause standard pulsar radio emission mechanisms lead to

relatively narrow-band radiation, at the local plasma fre-

quency, they seem unlikely to work here. A double layer

might be the radiation source; charges accelerated within

the layer should radiate broadband, up to ν ∼ L/2πc, if L

is the thickness of the acceleration region within the dou-

ble layer. Once again this is a small-scale effect; emission

at 10 GHz requires L ∼ 1 cm.

4. Final thoughts

Our high time resolution observations of giant pulses from

the Crab pulsar have raised as many questions as they

have answered. The time and frequency signatures of gi-

ant main pulses are consistent with predictions of one cur-

rent model of pulsar radio emission, namely, strong plasma

turbulence. However, the time and frequency signatures

of giant interpulses are totally different, and do not seem

to match the predictions of any current model. This re-

sult is especially surprising because magnetospheric mod-

els generally ascribe the main pulse and the interpulse to

physically similar regions, which simply happen to be on

opposite sides of the star. One important clue may be the

offset in rotation phase between the high-radio-frequency

interpulse, and the interpulse which is seen at low radio

frequencies and also in optical and X-ray bands. Does the

high-frequency interpulse originate in an unexpected part

of the star’s magnetosphere, where different physical con-

ditions produce such different radiation signatures?
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Abstract. We present a multicomponent model to ex-

plain the features of the pulsed emission and spectrum

of the Crab Pulsar, on the basis of X and γ-ray ob-

servations performed with BeppoSAX, INTEGRAL and

CGRO. This model explains the evolution of the pulse

shape and of the phase-resolved spectra, ranging from the

optical/UV to the GeV energy band, on the assumption

that the observed emission is due to several components.

The first component, CO, is assumed to have the pulsed

double-peaked profile observed at the optical frequencies,

while the second component, CX , is dominant in the in-

terpeak and second peak phase regions. The spectra of

these components are modelled with log-parabolic laws.

Moreover, to explain the properties of the pulsed emission

in the MeV-GeV band, we introduce two more compo-

nents, COγ and CXγ , with phase distributions similar to

those of CO and CX and log-parabolic spectra with the

same curvature but different peak energies. This multi-

component model is able to reproduce both the broadband

phase-resolved spectral behaviour and the changes of the

pulse shape with energy. We also propose some possible

physical interpretations in which CO and CX are emitted

by secondary pairs via a synchrotron mechanism while

COγ and CXγ can originate either from Compton scat-

tered or primary curvature photons.

1. Introduction

The study of the phase distributions of pulsars’ signals

in the various bands of the electromagnetic spectrum is

important to obtain information on the geometry and lo-

cation of the emission regions in the magnetosphere. At

γ-ray energies, in particular, the three brightest sources

(Vela, Crab and Geminga) show remarkably similar pat-

terns with two main peaks at a phase separation ranging

from 0.40 to 0.48.

The Crab Pulsar (PSR B0531+21) is characterized by

a rather stable phase distribution throughout the whole

electromagnetic spectrum with a double peak structure.

It is well known that the pulse shape of the Crab changes

with energy in the X and soft gamma-ray ranges where

the emission of the second peak (P2) becomes higher than

the first one (P1), and where it is present a significant

emission from the region between the two peaks (bridge

or interpeak, IP). This behaviour continues up to about 10

MeV, where the pulse almost sharply returns to a shape

similar to the optical light curve. A satisfactory explana-

tion for these changes has not been found so far.

On the basis of high quality BeppoSAX data, covering

a wide energy range (from 0.1 to 300 keV), we already

proposed a two component model (Massaro et al., 2000)

to explain the behaviour of the light curve. Here we extend

this model, reanalysing the whole set of BeppoSAX Crab

observations with new ISGRI-INTEGRAL data at higher

energies (Mineo et al., 2006). We found that the energy

spectra of these components are not described by a simple

power law, but show a spectral steepening towards high

energies. We model these components with log-parabolic

spectral distributions. Moreover, to explain the behaviour

in the MeV/GeV band as observed by COMPTEL and

EGRET onboard Compton-CGRO, two more components

are introduced, both with a similar shape and spectrum

of the X-ray counterparts. A complete description of the

data analysis and of the model can be found in Massaro

et al. (2006).

2. The two-component model: optical to hard
X-rays

As presented in Massaro et al. (2000), Crab X-ray light

curve is well reproduced by two phase-components. The

first component, called CO, is assumed to have the same

pulsed profile observed at optical frequencies, while the

second component, CX , is described by an analytical

model whose shape is determined by comparing CO + CX

with the observed pulse profiles, and that dominates at

the interpeak (IP) and second peak (P2) phase regions

(Fig. 1).

Using the high-statistics observations of BeppoSAX we

performed a phase-resolved spectral analysis and found

that the photon indices of P1, P2 and IP are changing

with energy, and linearly increasing with Log E (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. The two components CO and CX of the model at the

energies of 8.85 keV (left) and 75.2 keV (right). In the upper

panels: the model compared with BeppoSAX data. In the lower

panels: CO and CX (adapted from Massaro et al. 2000).
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Fig. 2. Photon indices of P1, IP and P2 as measured by the

four NFI of BeppoSAX and by INTEGRAL-ISGRI.

We found that the spectra of CO and CX are well fitted

by a log-parabolic spectral law,

F (E) = KE
−(a+bLogE) (1)

where K is the flux at 1 keV and E is the energy in

keV. The parameter b describes the “curvature” of the log-

parabola. The energy-dependent spectral index can be ob-

tained from the previous equation: α(E) = a + 2b Log E.

According to this spectral law, the spectral energy dis-

tribution (SED) has a maximum at the energy Ep =

10(2−a)/2b. The curvature parameter b is equal to 0.16 for

both CO and CX , while the peak energies are respectively

12 keV and 178 keV.
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Fig. 3. Broadband spectra of the total averaged pulse with

the four components of the model. Upward pointing triangles:

LECS; brown circles: MECS; diamonds: HPGSPC; downward

pointing triangles: PDS; leftward pointing triangles: FIGARO

II; squares: COMPTEL; crosses: EGRET. Dashed line: CO;

dash-dotted line: CX ; dot-dot-dashed line: COγ ; dash-dash-

dotted line: CXγ .

3. Extension of the model to the MeV/GeV
band: the need for two more components

CGRO COMPTEL and EGRET observations (Kuiper et

al., 2001; Thompson, 2004) provided above ∼10 MeV light

curves of a good statistical quality which show that the

pulse shape is similar to that of CO, although some minor

differences are present. At energies higher than ∼500 MeV

the emission from IP and P2 increases, and this seems to

reproduce the behaviour of the X-ray emission. In order

to explain such a finding, we assume that there are two

more, high-energy spectral components, COγ and CXγ ,

both with a log-parabolic spectral distribution and with

the same pulse shape of the lower-energy components CO

and CX . To be consistent with the upper limits to the TeV

pulsed emission (e.g. Lessard et al., 2000) we added also

an exponential cutoff to both COγ and CXγ , at the energy

Ec = 15 GeV. This model therefore has 6 adjustable pa-

rameters, i.e. the peak energies, curvatures and normaliza-

tions of the COγ and CXγ components. Assuming that the

curvatures are equal to the CO and CX ones (b = 0.16),

we are then able to reproduce the broadband energy spec-

trum of the total (averaged) pulse and of the P1, IP and

P2 phase regions (see Figs. 3, 4 and 5) and the ratios of

P2/P1 and IP/P1 fluxes (in the same phase intervals of

Kuiper et al., 2001; Figs. 6 and 7). We stress that there is

no constraint on Ec: in fig. 6 we plot also the P2/P1 ratio

for various values of COγ cutoff energy ranging from 9 to

15 GeV.
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Fig. 4. Broadband spectra of P1 with the four components

of the model. Upward pointing triangles: LECS; brown cir-

cles: MECS; diamonds: HPGSPC; downward pointing trian-

gles: PDS; leftward pointing triangles: ISGRI; squares: COMP-

TEL; crosses: EGRET. Dashed line: CO; dash-dotted line: CX ;

dot-dot-dashed line: COγ ; dash-dash-dotted line: CXγ .
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Fig. 5. Broadband spectra of P2 with the four components

of the model. Upward pointing triangles: LECS; brown cir-

cles: MECS; diamonds: HPGSPC; downward pointing trian-

gles: PDS; leftward pointing triangles: ISGRI; squares: COMP-

TEL; crosses: EGRET. Dashed line: CO; dash-dotted line: CX ;

dot-dot-dashed line: COγ ; dash-dash-dotted line: CXγ .

4. Physical interpretation

An open question is the physical origin of these compo-

nents, that phenomenologically explain the observations

with a very good approximation, in the framework of the

high-energy pulsar emission models, either in the polar

cap or outer gap models (e.g. Cheng et al., 2000; Zhang

& Cheng, 2002).
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Fig. 6. P2/P1 ratio as derived from the model. Data points

come from various experiments (Kuiper et al 2001). The vari-

ous extrapolations above 1 GeV correspond to different values

of the cut-off energy of the COγ spectrum; from top to bottom:

9, 11, 13 and 15 GeV.
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Fig. 7. IP/P1 ratio as derived from the model. Data points

come from various experiments (Kuiper et al 2001).

Assuming that the lower-energy components CO and

CX are produced by synchrotron emission of secondary

electron-positron pairs created in the pulsar magneto-

sphere, the higher-energy components COγ and CXγ could

be due to:

1. Emission of curvature radiation from primary particles

accelerated in the magnetospheric gaps.

2. Emission from inverse Compton scattering of the syn-

chrotron photons by the secondary pairs themselves

(Synchrotron-Self-Compton mechanism).
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The different shape of the “O” and the “X ” components

is presumably due to the different location in the magne-

tosphere of the emission regions.

5. Conclusions

Several models have appeared in the literature based on

either polar cap or outer gap geometries. Usually, these

models are focused on reproducing either the total spec-

trum or the phase profile, and generally they are not fully

satisfactory in explaining the complex observational pic-

ture. Moreover, the possibility that the observed features

of the pulsed signal can arise from the superposition of two

or more distinct components is not taken into account.

We followed another approach and searched for a pos-

sible interpretation of the Crab signal based on the su-

perposition of two or more components that provides a

consistent description of the spectral and phase distri-

butions. Clearly, it is only a phenomenological model,

but it could furnish some constraints to more detailed,

physically-based emission models. In particular it is im-

portant to verify whether at energies higher than ∼1 GeV

the pulse shape tends to be dominated by CXγ . The

GLAST/LAT experiment (Gehrels et al., 1999), with its

large collecting area, will give us very useful data in this

range that will permit to better estimate the model pa-

rameters.

Another interesting perspective is whether this model

can be adapted to the other γ-ray pulsars. For Vela and

Geminga the main problem is that their pulse profiles

change very much in different spectral bands and no clear

trend, like the P2/P1 ratio in Crab, has been found to

now. In the γ-ray band, however, Kanbach (1999) showed

that the peak ratios of all these three pulsars have a rather

similar behaviour. This can be an indication that geomet-

rical effects may be more relevant at energies lower than

γ-rays and that components like CO or CX , if existing

in Vela and Geminga, are not detected because they are

more beamed than the high energy photons.
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Abstract. We investigate polarization of high-energy

emissions from the Crab pulsar in the frame work of the

outer gap accelerator. The recent version of the outer gap,

which extends from inside the null charge surface to the

light cylinder, is used for examining the light curve, the

spectrum and the polarization characteristics, simultane-

ously. The polarization position angle curve and the polar-

ization degree are calculated to compare with the Crab op-

tical data. We show that the outer gap model explains the

general features of the observed light curve, the spectrum

and the polarization by taking into account the emissions

from inside of the null charge surface and from tertiary

pairs, which were produced by the high-energy photons

from the secondary pairs. For the Crab pulsar, the po-

larization position angle curve indicates that the viewing

angle of the observer measured from the rotational axis is

greater than 90◦.

1. Introduction

Young pulsars such as the Crab pulsar are strong γ-ray

sources. The EGRET instrument revealed that the light

curve with double peaks in a period and the spectrum

extending to above GeV are typical features of the high-

energy emissions from the γ-ray pulsars. Although these

data have constrained proposed models, the origin of the

γ-ray emission is not yet conclusive. On important reason

is that various models have successfully explained the fea-

tures of the observed spectra and/or light curves. For ex-

ample, the polar cap model (Daugherty & Harding 1996),

the caustic model (Dyks et al. 2004) and the outer gap

model (Cheng et al. 2000, hereafter CRZ00), all expect

the main features of the observed light curve. So, we can-

not discriminate the three different models using the light

curve. Furthermore, both polar cap and outer gap models

have explained the observed γ-ray spectrum (Daugherty

& Harding 1996; Romani 1996).

Polarization measurement will play an important role

to discriminate the various models, because it increases

observed parameters, namely, polarization degree (p.d.)

and position angle (p.a.) swing. So far, only the optical

polarization data for the Crab pulsar is available (Kan-

bach et al. 2005) in high energy bands. For the Crab pul-

sar, the spectrum is continuously extending from optical

to γ-ray bands. In addition, their pulse positions are con-

sidered so well that the optical emission mechanism is re-

lated to higher energy emission mechanisms. In the future,

the next generation Compton telescope will probably be

able to measure polarization characteristics in MeV bands.

These data will be useful for discriminating the different

models.

In this paper, we examine the optical polarization char-

acteristics of the Crab pulsar with the light curve and the

spectrum in frame works of the outer gap model. CRZ00

has calculated the synchrotron self-inverse Compton scat-

tering process of the secondary pairs produced outside the

outer gap and has explained the Crab spectrum from X-

ray to γ-ray bands. In CRZ00, however, the outer-wing

and the off-pulse emissions of the Crab pulsars cannot

be reproduced, because the traditional outer gap geom-

etry, which extends from the null charge surface of the

Goldreich-Julian charge density to the light cylinder, is

assumed. Furthermore, the spectrum in the optical band

was not considered. In this paper, on these grounds, we

modify the CRZ00 geometrical model into a more realis-

tic model, following recent 2-D electrodynamical studies

(Takata et al. 2004; Hirotani 2006), and calculate the light

curve, the spectrum and the polarization characteristics of

the Crab pulsar.

2. Calculation method

The outline of the outer gap model for the Crab pul-

sar is as follows. The charge particles are accelerated by

the electric field parallel to the magnetic field lines in so

called gap, where the charge density is different from the

Goldreich-Julina charge density. The high energy particles

accelerated in the gap emit the γ-ray photons (called pri-

mary photons) via the curvature radiation process. For the

Crab pulsar, most of the primary photons escaping from

the outer gap will convert into secondary pairs outside the

gap, where the accelerating electric field vanishes, by col-

liding with synchrotron X-rays emitted by the secondary
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pairs. The secondary pairs emit optical - MeV photons via

the synchrotron process and photons above MeV with the

inverse Compton process. The high-energy photons emit-

ted by the secondary pairs may convert into tertiary pairs

at higher altitude by colliding with the soft X-rays from

the stellar surface. The tertiary pairs emit the optical-UV

photons via the synchrotron process. This secondary and

tertiary photons appear as the observed radiations from

the Crab pulsar

2.1. Outer gap

We consider the outer gap geometry that is extending from

inside null charge surface to near the light cylinder (Takata

et al 2004; Hirotani 2006). Because the Crab pulsar has a

thin gap, we describe the accelerating electric field (Cheng

et al. 1986) with

E
||
(r) =

ΩB(r)f2(r)R2
lc

cs(r)
, (1)

where f(r) is the local gap thickness in units of the light

radius, Rlc = c/Ω, and s(r) is the curvature radius of the

magnetic field line. The typical fractional size of the outer

gap is given by f(Rlc/2) ∼ 5.5B−4/7
P

26/21 (∼ 0.04 for

the Crab pulsar) and the local fractional size is estimated

by f(r) ∼ f(Rlc/2)(2r/Rlc)
1.5 (Zhang & Cheng 1997).

The electric field described by equation (1) can be

adopted for the acceleration beyond the null charge sur-

face. Inside null charge surface, the electric field rapidly

decreases because of the screening effects of the pairs. To

simulate the accelerating electric field inside null charge

surface, we assume the following field,

E
||
(r) = En

(r/ri)
2 − 1

(rn/ri)2 − 1
, ri ≤ r ≤ rn, (2)

where En is the strength of the electric field at the null

charge surface and rn and ri are the radial distances to

the null charge surface and the inner boundary of the

gap, respectively. The local Lorentz factor of the accel-

erated particles in the outer gap is described by Γe(r) =

[3s2(r)E
||
/2e]1/4 with assuming the force balance between

the acceleration and the curvature radiation back reaction.

We assume that the outer gap extends around the

whole polar cap. In the calculation, we constrain the

boundaries of the axial distance and radial distance for

the emission regions with ρmax = 0.9Rlc and r = Rlc,

respectively.

2.2. Synchrotron radiation from the pairs

We calculate the synchrotron radiation at each radiating

point following CRZ00. The photon spectrum of the syn-

chrotron radiation is (CRZ00)

Fsyn(Eγ , r) =
31/2

e
3
B(r) sin θp(r)

mc2hEγ

×

∫
[

dne(r)

dEe

]

F (x)dEedVrad, (3)

where x = Eγ/Esyn, Esyn is the typical photon energy, θp

is the pitch angle of the particle, F (x) = x
∫

∞

x
K5/3(y)dy,

where K5/3 is the modified Bessel function of order 5/3,

dne/dEe ∝ E
−2
e

is the distribution of the pairs and dVrad

is the volume element of the radiation region considered.

The pitch angle of the secondary pairs is estimated

from sin θp(Rlc) ∼ λ/s(Rlc), where λ is the mean free

path of the pair-creation between the primary γ-rays

and the non-thermal X-rays from the secondary pairs.

For the Crab pulsar, the mean free path becomes λ ∼

(nXσγγ)−1 ∼ 107cm, where we used the typical num-

ber density nX ∼ LX(< EX >)/δΩR
2
lc
c < EX >∼

8 × 1017 cm−3, the luminosity LX ∼ 1035erg/s, the typ-

ical soft-photon energy for the pair-creation, < EX >∼

(2mec
2)2/10 GeV ∼ 100 eV, and σγγ ∼ σT /3. There-

fore the pitch angle of the secondary pairs at the light

cylinder is estimated as sin θp ∼ λ/s(Rlc) ∼ 0.06,

and the local pitch angle is calculated from sin θp(r) =

sin θp(Rlc)(r/Rlc)
1/2.

Some high-energy photons emitted by the inverse

Compton process of the secondary pairs may convert into

tertiary pairs at higher altitude by colliding with thermal

X-ray photons from the star. In this paper, we assume

that the maximum energy of and the local number den-

sity of the tertiary pairs are smaller than about 10% of

those of the secondary pairs. Because the pitch angle of

the pairs increases with altitude, we use sin θp = 0.1 for

the pitch angle of the tertiary pairs. In fact, the results

are not sensitive to the pitch angle of the tertiary pairs.

2.3. Stokes parameters

For a high Lorentz factor, we can anticipate that the emis-

sion direction of the particles coincides with the direction

of the particle’s velocity. In the inertial observer frame,

the particle motion may be described by

n = β0 cos θpb + β0 sin θpb⊥
+ βcoeφ, (4)

where the first term in the right hand side represents the

particle motion along the field line, for which we use the

rotating dipole field, and b is the unit vector of the mag-

netic field line. The second term in equation (4) repre-

sents gyration motion around the magnetic field line and

b
⊥
≡ cos δφk + sin δφk× b is the unit vector perpendicu-

lar to the magnetic field line, where δφ refers the phase of

gyration motion and k = (b ·∇)b/|(b ·∇)b| is the unit vec-

tor of the curvature of the magnetic field lines. The third

term is co-rotation motion with the star, βco = ρΩ/c. The

emission direction of equation (4) is described in terms
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of the viewing angle measured from the rotational axis,

ξ = cos−1
nz, and the rotation phase, Φ = −Φn − r · n,

where nz is the component of the emission direction par-

allel to the rotational axis, Φn is the azimuthal angle of

the emission direction and r is the emitting location in

units of the light radius.

Because the particles distribute on the gyration phase

δφ, the emitted beam at each point must become cone

like shape with opening angle θp(r). We calculate the ra-

diations from the particles for all of the gyration phase

δφ = 2πi/n (i = 1, · · · , n− 1).

We assume that the radiation at each point linearly

polarizes with degree of Πsyn = (p + 1)/(p + 7/3), where

p is the power law index of the particle distribution, and

circular polarization is zero, that is, V = 0 in terms of

the Stokes parameters. The direction of the electric vec-

tor of the electro-magnetic wave toward the observer is

parallel to the projected direction of the acceleration of

the particle on the sky, that is, Eem ∝ a − (n · a)n

(Blaskiewicz et al. 1991). In the present case, the ac-

celeration with equation (4) is approximately written by

a ∼ β0ωB sin θp(− sin δφk + cos δφk × b).

We define the position angle χ
i to be angle between

the electric field Eem and the projected rotational axis

on the sky. The Stokes parameters Q
i and U

i at each ra-

diation is represented by Q
i = ΠsynI

i cos 2χi and U
i =

ΠsynI
i sin 2χi. After collecting the photons from the pos-

sible points for each rotation phase Φ and a viewing angle

ξ, the expected p.d. and p.a. are, respectively, obtained

from P (ξ,Φ) = Πsyn

√

Q2(ξ,Φ) + U2(ξ,Φ)/I(ξ,Φ) and

χ(ξ,Φ) = 0.5atan [U(ξ,Φ)/Q(ξ,Φ)].

The inclination angle α and the viewing angles ξ mea-

sured from the rotational axis are the model parameters.

The radial distance ri of the inner boundary in equation

(2) is also a model parameter, because the distance ri is

determined by the current through the gap (Takata et al.

2004). Because the last-open line must be modified from

the traditional magnetic surface, which is tangent to the

light cylinder for the vacuum case, by the plasma effects

(Romani 1996), the altitude of the upper surface of the

outer gap, above which the pairs are created and emit the

synchrotron photons, is used as a model parameter using

a fractional polar angle a = θu/θlc, where θu is the po-

lar angle of the footpoints of the magnetic field lines of

the gap upper surface and θlc is the polar angle of the

field lines which are tangent to the light cylinder for the

vacuum case.

3. Results

Figure 1 compares the polarization characteristics at 1 eV

predicted by the traditional (left column) and the present

(right column) outer gap models. The traditional model

considers the emissions from the secondary pairs with the

outer gap starting from the null charge surface of the

Goldreich-Julian charge density, ri = rn. The present
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Fig. 1. Polarization characteristics for the traditional model

(left column) and the present model (right column). The upper,

middle and lower panels in each column show, respectively, the

light curve, the position angle and the polarization degree for

α = 40
◦

and a = 0.93.

model takes into account the emissions from inside null

charge surface and the tertiary pairs. We assume the outer

gap starts from the radial distance of 68% of the distance

to null charge surface, ri = 0.68rn. The model parameters

are α = 40◦, a = 0.93 and ξ ∼ 101◦, where the viewing

angle is chosen so that the predicted phase separation be-

tween the two peaks is consistent with the observed value

δΦ ∼ 0.4 phase.

From the pulse profiles, we find that the traditional

model can not produce the outer-wing and the off-pulse

emissions. On the other hand, the present model produces

the outer-wing and the off-pulse emissions with the emis-

sions from inside of the null charge surface.

As seen in the polarization characteristics by the tradi-

tional model, we find that the secondary emissions beyond

the null charge surface make the polarization characteris-

tics such that the polarization degree takes a lower value at

the bridge phase and a larger value near the peaks. In the

synchrotron case, the cone like beam is radiated at each

point, and an overlap of the radiations from the different

particles on the gyration phase causes the depolarization.

For the viewing angle ξ ∼ 101◦, the radiations from all

gyration phases contribute to the observed radiation at

the bridge phase, because the line of sight passes through

middle part of the emission regions. In such a case, the

depolarization is strong, and as a result, the emerging ra-

diation from the secondary pairs polarizes with a very low

p.d. (< 10%). Near the peaks, the radiations from the

some range of gyration phases are not observed because

the line of sight passes through the edge of the emission re-

gions at peaks. In such a case, the depolarization is weaker

and the emerging radiation highly polarizes.

In the polarization angle swing in the present model,

the large swings appear at the both peaks, and the differ-

ence of the position angle between the off-pulse and the

bridge phases is about 90 degree. We can see the effects

of the tertiary pairs on the polarization characteristics at

the bridge phase. By comparing the p.d. at the bridge

phase, we find that tertiary pairs produce the radiations

with ∼ 10% of the p.d. at the bridge phase.
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Fig. 2. Optical polarization for the Crab pulsar.

Left:Polarization characteristics for the total emissions.

Right:Polarization characteristics of the emissions after sub-

traction of the DC level (Kanbach et al. 2005). The figures

was transcribed from Dyks et al. (2004).

Figure 2 summarizes the Crab optical data. Left col-

umn and the right column show, respectively, the Crab

optical data for the total emissions and for the emissions

after subtraction of the DC level, which has the constant

intensity at the level of 1.24% of the main pulse intensity.

In the total emissions (left column), the impressive polar-

ization feature is that the off-pulse and bridge phases have

the fixed value of the p.a. These polarization features of

the observation are not predicted by the present model.

The present model are more consistent with the Crab op-

tical data after the subtraction of the DC level. Especially,

the model reproduces the most striking feature in the ob-

served p.a. that the large swing at both peaks, and the

observed low p.d. at bridge phase ∼ 10%. Also, the pat-

tern of the p.d. are reproduced by the present model.

Figure 3 compares the model spectrum with the Crab

data in optical-MeV bands. The model parameters are

same with that in the right column in Figure 2. In this

case, we assume that the pairs escape from the light cylin-

der with the Lorentz factor Γ ∼ 20 due to the synchrotron

cooling effect, which makes a spectral break around 10 eV

in Figure 3. The model spectrum also explains the general

features of the data. The outer gap model can explain the

general features of the observed light curve, the spectrum

and the polarization characteristics in optical band for the

Crab pulsar, simultaneously.

It is worth to note that we can distinguish the two

viewing angles mutually symmetric with respect to the

rotational equator using the polarization swing. For such

symmetric viewing angles, the light curves, the spectra

and the p.d. curves are identical. However, the p.a. curves

are mirror symmetry with respect to the rotational equa-

tor because of the difference directions of the projected

magnetic field on the sky. The pattern of the position an-

gle for the viewing angle smaller than 90◦ swings to op-

posite directions from the Crab data at the both peaks.

Therefore, the present model predicts that the viewing

angle larger than 90◦ are preferred for the Crab pulsar.
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Fig. 3. The optical-X ray spectrum for the Crab pulsar. The

calculation is for α = 40
◦
, a = 0.93, ri = 0.68 and ξ ∼ 101

◦
.

The X-ray data are taken from Kuiper et al. (2002) and refer-

ence therein, and the optical data from Sollerman et al. (2000).

4. Conclusions

We have considered the light curve, the spectrum and the

polarization characteristics for the Crab pulsar predicted

by the outer gap model which takes into account the emis-

sions from inside the null charge surface and from the ter-

tiary pairs. We have shown that the expected polarization

characteristics are consistent with the Crab optical data

after subtraction of the DC level. The outer gap model

explains the spectrum, light curve and the polarization

characteristics, simultaneously.
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Abstract. We evaluate the Liénard-Wiechert field of a

rotating superluminal point source numerically and show

that this radiation field has the following intrinsic charac-

teristics. (i) It is sharply focused along a narrow, rigidly

rotating spiral-shaped beam that embodies the cusp of

the envelope of the emitted wave fronts. (ii) It consists

of either one or three concurrent polarization modes (de-

pending on the relative positions of the observer and the

cusp) that constitute contributions to the field from differ-

ing retarded times. (iii) Two of the modes are comparable

in strength at both edges of the signal and dominate over

the third everywhere except in the middle of the pulse.

(iv) The position angle of the total field swings across

the beam by as much as 180◦. (v) The position angles

of its two dominant modes remain approximately orthog-

onal throughout their excursion across the beam. Given

the fundamental nature of the Liénard-Wiechert field, the

coincidence of these characteristics with those of the radio

emission that is received from pulsars is striking.

1. Introduction

The rigidly rotating distribution of the radiation from

pulsars (reflected in the highly stable periodicity of the

mean profiles of the observed pulses) can only arise from

a source whose distribution pattern correspondingly ro-

tates rigidly, a source whose average density depends on

the azimuthal angle ϕ in the combination ϕ − ωt, where

ω is the angular frequency of rotation of the pulsar and t

is time. Maxwell’s equations demand that the charge and

current densities that give rise to this radiation should

have exactly the same symmetry (∂/∂t = −ω∂/∂ϕ) as

that of the observed radiation fields E and B. The do-

main of applicability of such a symmetry cannot be local-

ized; its boundaries expand. Unless there is no plasma out-

side the light cylinder, therefore, the macroscopic distri-

bution of electric current in the magnetosphere of a pulsar

should have a superluminally rotating pattern in r > c/ω

(where r is the radial distance from the axis of rotation).

Moving sources of the electromagnetic radiation whose

speeds exceed the speed of light in vacuo have already

been generated in the laboratory (Bessarab et al. 2004,

Ardavan et al. 2004a, Bolotovskii & Serov 2005). These

sources arise from separation of charges: their superlu-

minally moving distribution patterns are created by the

coordinated motion of aggregates of subluminally mov-

ing particles. Nevertheless, the radiation that is emitted

by a polarization current of this kind is no different from

that which is emitted by a similarly-distributed current of

free charges (Ginzburg 1972, Bolotovskii & Bykov 1990,

Bolotovskii & Serov 2005).

We have shown elsewhere that the radiation field of

a superluminally rotating extended source at a given ob-

servation point P arises almost exclusively from those of

its volume elements that approach P , along the radiation

direction, with the speed of light and zero acceleration at

the retarded time (Ardavan et al. 2004b). These elements

comprise a filamentary part of the source whose radial and

azimuthal widths become narrower (like RP
−2 and RP

−3,

respectively), the larger is the distance RP of the observer

from the source, and whose length is of the order of the

length scale of distribution of the source parallel to the

axis of rotation (Ardavan et al. 2006). Because these con-

tributing elements are at the same optical distance from

the observer, their field in the far zone is effectively the

same as that of a point-like source.

The Liénard-Wiechert field of a circularly moving

point source with the charge q is given by

E(xP , tP ) = q
∑

tret

[

(1− |ẋ|2/c2)u

|1− n̂ · ẋ/c|3R2(t)

+
n̂×(u×ẍ)

c2|1− n̂ · ẋ/c|3R(t)

]

, (1)

and B = n̂×E, in which

x = x(t) : r = const., ϕ = ωt, z = 0,

is the trajectory of the source in terms of the cylindrical

polar coordinates (r, ϕ, z) based on the axis of rotation.

Here, (xP , tP ) are the space-time coordinates of the ob-

servation point, R(t) ≡ xP − x, ẋ ≡ dx/dt, u ≡ n̂− ẋ/c,

and the unit vector n̂ ≡ R/R designates the radiation
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Fig. 1. The two-sheeted (φ±) envelope of wave fronts and its

cusp; (a) is the cross section of (b) with the plane of source’s

orbit. The dimensionless variables r̂ and r̂P are the radial coor-

dinates of the source point and the observation point in units

of the light-cyliner radius c/ω.

direction. The summation extends over all values of the

retarded time, i.e. all solutions tret < tP of

tP = t + R(t)/c

= t + [zP
2 + rP

2 + r
2 − 2rrP cos(ϕP − ωt)]1/2

/c. (2)

The field described by Eqs. (1) and (2) is identical to that

which is encountered in the analysis of synchrotron radi-

ation, except that its value at any given observation time

receives contributions from more than one retarded time

(Ardavan et al. 2004b).

In the superluminal regime rω > c, the wave fronts

that are emitted by the above circularly moving point

source possess a two-sheeted envelope: a tube-like surface

whose two sheets meet tangentially along a spiraling cusp

curve (Fig. 1). For moderate superluminal speeds, the field

inside the envelope receives contributions from three dis-

tinct values of the retarded time, while the field outside

the envelope is influenced by only a single instant of emis-

sion time. The constructive interference of the emitted

waves on the envelope (where two of the contributing re-

tarded times coalesce) and on its cusp (where all three

of the contributing retarded times coalesce) gives rise to

the divergence of the Liénard-Wiechert field on these loci

(Ardavan et al. 2003). Here we plot the spatial distribu-

tion of field (1), excising the narrow regions in which the

magnitude of this field exceeds a certain threshold (Figs. 3

and 4).

We also consider the individual contributions toward

the magnitude and orientation of the total field from each

of the retarded times. These contributions, i.e. the fields

that arise from different images of the source (Fig. 2),

each have their own characteristics. Though received con-

currently, they are emitted at different times and locations

and so represent distinct radiation modes that can be de-

tected individually (Bolotovskii & Bykov 1990).

S

P

I1

I2

I3

Fig. 2. The three images of the source, emitted at the three

contributing retarded times. An observer P inside the enve-

lope simultaneously receives three wave fronts each of which

is emitted at a different retarded time. The corresponding re-

tarded positions I1, I2 and I3 of the source (the centers of the

intersecting wave fronts) are observed as three distinct images

of this source.

2. Field strength and polarization

Because the field of the rotating source itself rotates

rigidly, an observer at spherical coordinates (RP , ϕP , θP )

samples, during each rotation period, the field on the arc

that lies at the intersection of the cone θP = constant and

the sphere RP = constant. In Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10,

we have illustrated various characteristics of the emission

by plotting field strength and polarization in the vicinity

of the cusp (Fig. 1). The cusp is tangential to the light

cylinder at a point that lies in the plane of the source’s

orbit and spirals upward and outward (and symmetrically,

downward and outward) from this point, approaching the

double cone θP = arcsin(r̂−1) in the far zone. It intersects

the sphere RP = constant at two points that are symmet-

rically located with respect to the plane of source’s orbit.

The cross section of a cone whose opening angle θP is

slightly larger than arcsin(r̂−1) with the sphere RP = con-

stant consists of an arc, close to the cusp, that lies partly

inside and partly outside the envelope. Owing to the dis-

continuous change in the strength of the field across the

envelope (Ardavan et al. 2004b), the intensity of the radi-

ation sampled along such an arc has a pulsed distribution

consisting of two sharply peaked components; the closer

the opening angle of the cone to arcsin(r̂−1), the narrower

is the width of this two-component pulse (Fig. 5).

A quantitative comparison of the features depicted in

Figs. (3)–(10) (and enumerated in the abstract) with those

of the radio emission from pulsars is outside the scope of

this report and will be presented elsewhere. However, the

striking similarity of the results shown in these figures with

observational data from pulsars cannot be questioned (cf.

Stinebring et al. 1984).
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Fig. 3. Field strength in the plane of source’s orbit, for r̂ = 2.5.

Note the high strength of the field along the inner edges of the

envelope and near the cusp.

Fig. 4. The distribution of field strength on the cone θP =

arcsin(r̂−1
) containing the cusp.

3. Concluding remarks

The divergence of the magnitude of the Liénard-Wiechert

field on the envelope of wave fronts and its cusp is

a reflection of the fact that no superluminal source

can be point-like. When the Liénard-Wiechert fields of

the constituent volume elements of an extended source

are superposed, one obtains a finite field, but a field

whose strength diminishes with the distance RP from

the source like RP
−1/2, rather than RP

−1, within the

bundle of cusps that emanate from these elements

(Ardavan et al. 2004b). This effect has been observed in

the laboratory (Ardavan et al. 2004a). The nonspherically

decaying radiation arises almost exclusively from those

volume elements that approach the observer along the ra-

diation direction with the speed of light and zero acceler-

ation at the retarded time.

Such elements occupy, at any given observation time,

a filamentary part of the source whose transverse dimen-

sions are of the order of δr̂ ∼ R̂
−2
P

in the radial direction

and δϕ ∼ R̂
−3
P

in the azimuthal direction. The correspond-

ing dimensions of the bundle of cusps that emanate from

the contributing source elements occupy a solid angle in

the space of observation points whose azimuthal width

δϕP has the constant value δϕ = δϕP (i.e. is subject to

diffraction as in a conventional radiation beam) but whose
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Fig. 5. The relative strengths of the three radiation modes as

observed near the cusp on a sphere of large radius. The total

field strength (black) and strengths of the underlying contri-

butions from the three images of the source (green, red, blue)

are shown for a source with r̂ = 1.1 and an observation point

that sweeps a small arc of the circle R̂P ≡ RP ω/c = 10
10

,

θP = π/2.7, crossing the envelope near the cusp. Note that

the contribution from the third retarded time (blue) is much

stronger than that from the first (green) near the beginning of

the pulse, with these rôles reversed near the end. Note also that

two of the contributions are stronger than the third everywhere

except in the middle of the pulse.
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Fig. 6. Polarization position angles and field strengths for a

source with r̂ = 2 on the cone θP = π/12 outside the envelope.

polar width δθP decreases with the distance RP like RP
−1

(Ardavan et al. 2006). Thus, the area RP
2 sin θP δθP ϕP

subtended by the bundle of cusps defining this subbeam

increases like RP , rather than RP
2 with the distance RP

from the source, as required by the conservation of energy.

The overall radiation beam within which the nonspher-

ically decaying radiation is detectable has the constant

width arcsin(1/r̂>) ≤ θP ≤ arcsin(1/r̂<) for a source with

the radial boundaries r̂< > 1 and r̂> > r̂<. When the

length scale of spatial variations of the source is com-

parable to R̂
−2
P

(e.g. in the case of a turbulent plasma

with a superluminally rotating macroscopic distribution),

the overall beam consists of an incoherent superposition

of the coherent nondiffracting subbeams described above

(Ardavan et al. 2006).
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Fig. 7. Polarization position angles of the two stronger images.

The arrows represent the directions (but not the magnitudes)

of the dominant two of the three simultaneously received con-

tributions to the electric field for r̂ = 2 on the cone θP = π/4.

Note that the position angles of these two concurrent polariza-

tion modes are approximately orthogonal everywhere.
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Fig. 8. Position angles of the contributions from the three re-

tarded times (green, red, and blue triangles) are shown relative

to one another and to that of the total field (black line), for

the same source and observation arc as in Fig. 5. The position

angles of the dominant contributions are shown with open tri-

angles, and those of the weakest contribution with filled trian-

gles. Note that the position angles of the first (blue) and third

(green) contributions differ by approximately 140
◦

across the

pulse, and that the position angle of the second contribution

(red) closely follows the average position angle, bridging the

first and third contributions.

Therefore, in addition to the polarization of this

radiation, the nonspherical decay of its intensity (i.e.

its high brightness temperature), its broad spectrum

(Ardavan et al. 2003), and the narrowness of both the

beam into which it propagates and the region of the source

from which it arises, are features of the emission from a

rotating superluminal source that are all fully consistent

with observational data from pulsars.
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Fig. 9. Polarization position angles of the total field on a

sphere R̂P = 10
10

, for r̂ = 2. The arrows only indicate the

direction and not the magnitude of the field. The fields sam-

pled by an observer in the course of each rotation are those

along a horizontal line. Note the 180
◦

swings of the position

angle in the vicinities of the two points at which the cusp in-

tersects the sphere and the field is strongest.
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Fig. 10. Polarization position angles of the two dominant po-

larization modes (inside the envelope) for the same parameters

as those in Fig. 9.
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Abstract. The aim of this article is to draw attention to

the importance of the electric current loss in the energy

output of radio pulsars. We remind that even the losses

attributed to the magneto-dipole radiation of a pulsar in

vacuum can be written as a result of Ampère force action

of the electric currents flowing over the neutron star sur-

face (Michel 1991, Beskin, Gurevich & Istomin 1993). It

is this force that is responsible for the transfer of angu-

lar momentum of a neutron star to an outgoing magneto-

dipole wave. If a pulsar is surrounded by plasma, and there

is no longitudinal current in its magnetosphere, there is

no energy loss (Beskin, Gurevich & Istomin 1993, Mes-

tel, Panagi & Shibata 1999). It is the longitudinal current

closing within the pulsar polar cap that exerts the retar-

dation torque acting on the neutron star. This torque can

be determined if the structure of longitudinal current is

known. Here we remind of the solution by Beskin, Gure-

vich & Istomin (1993) and discuss the validity of such an

assumption. Finally, it is shown that the behaviour of the

recently observed ”part-time job” pulsar B1931+24 can

be naturally explained within the model of current loss

while the magneto-dipole model faces difficulties.

1. Introduction

The recent observations of ”part-time job” pulsars

(Kramer et al 2006) such as pulsar B1931+24 has drawn

attention to the particular mechanism of the energy losses

of pulsars. In this article we summarize some results ob-

tained for the model of current losses (Beskin, Gurevich

& Istomin 1993) and the consequences of it.

Radio pulsars are definitely nonaxisymmetric objects.

However, the most results both in electrodynamics of the

pulsar magnetosphere and in neutron star statistics were

obtained under the assumption that the magnetic axis is

parallel to the rotational one. Taking into account the

inclination angle one can change qualitatively the conse-

quences of the standard model. E.g., one can show that

for the orthogonal rotator with the local GJ longitudinal

electric current the light surface (where |E|2 = |B|2) must

be located in the very vicinity of the light cylinder. In this

case it is impossible to prolong the MHD flow up to in-

finity, so the effective energy conversion and the current

closure is to take place near the light surface.

2. Magneto-dipole loss

At first, the energy loss mechanism of radio pulsars has

been connected with the magneto-dipole radiation (Pacini

1967). Indeed, the magneto-dipole radiation power

Wmd =
1

6

B
2
0Ω4

R
6

c3
sin2

χ, (1)

where χ is the angle between rotational and magnetic axis,

R ∼ 10 km is a neutron star radius, and Ω is a pulsar

angular velocity explains pulsar activity and observed en-

ergy loss for expected large magnetic field near the surface

B0 ∼ 1012 G.

Let us recall that the physical reason of such en-

ergy loss is the action of the torque exerted on the pul-

sar by the Ampère force of the electric currents flowing

over the neutron star surface (Istomin 2005). The elec-

tric and magnetic fields in the outgoing magneto-dipole

wave in vacuum can be found by solving the wave equa-

tions ∇2B + Ω2
/c

2B = 0 and ∇2E + Ω2
/c

2E = 0 with

the boundary conditions stated as the fields corresponding

components Et and Bn being continuous through the neu-

tron star surface. Inside the star one can consider magnetic

field as homogeneous, and find the corresponding electric

field using the frozen-in condition. As a result, the discon-

tinuity of {Bt} and {En} give us the surface charge σs

and the surface current

Js =
c

4π
[n, {B}]. (2)

The Ampère force exerts the torque

K =
1

c

∫

[r, [Js,B]]dS (3)

on the neutron star. The energy loss of a pulsar due to

this torque is equal to (1). Thus, it is the surface current

that is responsible for the angular momentum transform

from a neutron star to an outgoing magneto-dipole wave

(Michel 1991, Beskin, Gurevich & Istomin 1993).
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Thus, a pulsar in vacuum loses its rotational energy

due to angular momentum transform to the electromag-

netic wave at the rate given by (1). However, this is not so

if the pulsar magnetosphere is filled with plasma and there

is no longitudinal current in the magnetosphere. As was

shown (Beskin, Gurevich & Istomin 1993, Mestel, Panagi

& Shibata 1999), in this case the Poynting flux through

the light cylinder is equal to zero. Indeed, as the ideal

conductivity condition is applicable not only inside the

neutron star but outside as well there is no magnetic field

discontinuity at the star surface. Consequently, there is no

Ampère force acting on a pulsar and, hence, there is no en-

ergy loss. For zero longitudinal current the light cylinder

is a natural boundary of the pulsar magnetosphere.

3. Current loss

In this section we remind the exact solution for the surface

current within the polar cap presented in the monograph

by Beskin, Gurevich & Istomin (1993). As it was shown in

the previous section, the neutron star retardation is due

to Ampère force FA = Js ×B/c. If the magnetosphere is

filled with plasma, the surface current Js is flowing within

magnetic polar cap only. This surface current closes the

volume longitudinal current in the magnetosphere and the

return current flowing along the separatrix between open

and closed field lines region.

In order to write the equation for the surface current,

the several assumptions must be made. We assume that

the conductivity of the pulsar surface is uniform, and the

electric field Es has a potential, so that the surface cur-

rent can be written as Js = ∇ξ
′. Using the stationary

continuity equation divJ = 0 where ∂Jz/∂z is equal to

the volume current i
||
B0 flowing along the open field lines

one can obtain

∇2
(2)ξ

′ = −i
||
B0. (4)

Making the substitution x = sin θm and introducing

the non-dimensional potential ξ = 4πξ
′

/B0R
2Ω and cur-

rent i0 = −4πi
||
/ΩR

2 we get

(

1− x
2
) ∂

2
ξ

∂x2
+

1− 2x2

x

∂ξ

∂x
+

1

x2

∂
2
ξ

∂ϕ2
m

= i0(x, ϕm). (5)

Here θm and ϕm are polar and azimuth angles with respect

to magnetic axis.

Equation (5) needs a boundary condition. This bound-

ary condition results from the proposition that there is

no surface current outside the magnetic polar cap. This

means that

ξ [x0(ϕm), ϕm] = const, (6)

where x0(ϕm) is the polar cap boundary. Indeed, let us

suppose that there is no such boundary condition for

the potential ξ. In this case we get ∇2
(2)

ξ = r.h.s with

r.h.s. = i0 inside the polar cap and r.h.s = 0 outside it.

The solution of homogeneous equation is

ξ(x, ϕm)
∣

∣

∣

x≥x0

=

∞

∑

n=0

(

1− x

1 + x

)n/2

fn(ϕm), (7)

ξ(x, ϕm)
∣

∣

∣

x<x0

=

∞

∑

n=0

(

1 + x

1− x

)n/2

fn(ϕm), (8)

where fn(ϕm) = (an cosnϕm+bn sinnϕm) with an and bn

being arbitrary constants. In this case the surface current

Js ∝ ∇ξ is circulating over the whole neutron star surface

resulting in arbitrary energy loss. However, this means

that there is a potential drop between different points of a

neutron star surface which inevitably leads to the volume

current in the region of closed field lines in the magneto-

sphere. This contradicts to the assumption that there are

no longitudinal currents flowing in the region of closed

field lines. Thus, the boundary condition (6) is to be pos-

tulated. In this case the jump in the potential derivative

{∇ξ} at x = x0(ϕm) gives us the current flowing along

the separatrix. As we see, it is defined uniquely by the

longitudinal current in the region of open field lines and

by condition that no longitudinal current can flow in the

region of the closed field lines.

For arbitrary inclination angle χ the electric current

i0 can be written as a sum of its symmetric iS and anti-

symmetric iA components. The anti-symmetric current

begins playing the main role when the pulsar polar cap

crosses the surface where the Goldreich-Julian charge den-

sity ρGJ = −Ω · B/2πc changes sign. This condition can

be written as

χ =
π

2
−

√

ΩR

c
. (9)

For example, taking the Goldreich-Julian current density

iGJ(x, ϕm) ≈ cos χ +
3

2
x cos ϕm sinχ = iS + iAx cos ϕm,

(10)

(and assuming x0 = const) we obtain the following solu-

tions of the Dirichlet problem (5)–(6) for the symmetric

and anti-symmetric volume currents respectively:

ξS =
iS

4
x

2
, (11)

ξA =
iA

8
x(x2 − x

2
0) cos ϕm. (12)

The torque exerted by the surface current over the

neutron star can be written as

K =
1

c

∫

[r, [Js, (B0)]] dS, (13)

where B0 is the dipole field near the neutron star surface.

Let us expand the braking torque K over the orthogonal

system of unit vectors em, n1, and n2. Here em is a unit

vector along the magnetic moment m; vector n1 is per-

pendicular to the magnetic moment and lies in the plane
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of the magnetic moment and the rotational axis; vector

n2 complements these to the right-hand triple:

K = K
||
em + K

⊥
n1 + K

†
n2. (14)

K
†

plays no role in Euler equations that describe the ro-

tational dynamics of the decelerating neutron star. As a

result we have (Beskin, Gurevich & Istomin 1993)

K
||

= −
B0R

2

c

∫ 2π

0

dϕm

∫

x0(ϕm)

0

dxx
2
√

1− x2
∂ξ

∂x
, (15)

K
⊥

= K1 + K2, (16)

where

K1 =
B0R

2

c

∫ 2π

0

dϕm

∫

x0(ϕm)

0

dxA, (17)

K2 =
B0R

2

c

∫ 2π

0

dϕm

∫

x0(ϕm)

0

dxx
3 cosϕm

∂ξ

∂x
, (18)

and A = x cosϕm∂ξ/∂x− sin ϕm∂ξ/∂ϕm.

As one can find (Beskin, Gurevich & Istomin 1993),

the torque component K1 is equal to zero equivalently

for arbitrary shape of the polar cap due to the boundary

condition (6). Thus, the values K
||

and K
⊥

can be written

as

K
||

=
B

2
0Ω3

R
6

c3

[

−c
||
iS − µ

||

(

ΩR

c

)1/2

iA

]

, (19)

K
⊥

=
B

2
0Ω3

R
6

c3

[

µ
⊥

(

ΩR

c

)1/2

iS + c
⊥

(

ΩR

c

)

iA

]

. (20)

Here the coefficients µ
||

and µ
⊥

depending on the shape of

the polar cap are much less than unity, and the coefficients

c
||

and c
⊥
∼ 1.

We can now find the derivatives of the angular velocity

Ω̇ and of the inclination angle χ̇ of a neutron star through

the Euler dynamics equations:

Jr

dΩ

dt
= K

||
cosχ + K

⊥
sinχ, (21)

JrΩ
dχ

dt
= K

⊥
cosχ−K

||
sinχ. (22)

For the inclination angles χ not too close to 90◦ (i.e., for

cos χ > (ΩR/c)1/2) when the anti-symmetric current plays

no role in the neutron star dynamics we obtain

dΩ

dt
= −c

||

B
2
0Ω3

R
6

Jrc
3

iS cosχ, (23)

dχ

dt
= c

||

B
2
0Ω2

R
6

Jrc
3

iS sinχ. (24)

As a result, for homogeneous current density within

open magnetic field line region iS = j
||
/jGJ = const where

jGJ = cρGJ we have

Wc =
f

2
∗

4

B
2
0Ω4

R
6

c3
iS cosχ. (25)

Here f
∗

is the non-dimensional area of a pulsar polar cap:

Scap = f
∗
π(ΩR/c)R2. It depends on the structure of the

magnetic field near the light cylinder. For a pure dipole

magnetic field (and aligned rotator) f
∗

= 1, and for a mag-

netosphere containing no longitudinal currents f
∗

changes

from 1.592 for the aligned rotator, χ = 0◦ (Michel 1991),

to 1.96 for an orthogonal rotator, χ = 90◦ (Beskin, Gure-

vich & Istomin 1993). Recent numerical calculations for

an axisymmetric magnetosphere with non-zero longitudi-

nal electric current give f
∗
≈ 1.23 – 1.27 (Gruzinov 2005,

Komissarov 2006, Timokhin 2006). If the singular point

separating open and close field lines can be located in-

side the light cylinder, the value f
∗

can be even À 1. As

the Goldreich-Julian charge density near the polar cap is

proportional to cosχ, one can write

Wc ≈
f

2
∗

4

B
2
0Ω4

R
6

c3
cos2 χ. (26)

On the other hand, for χ ≈ 90◦ when the anti-

symmetric current plays the leading role we obtain

Wc ≈
B

2
0Ω5

R
7

c4
iA. (27)

As we see, the energy loss of the orthogonal rotator is

ΩR/c times smaller than that of the aligned rotator.

4. PSR B1931+24

The recent discovery of the ”part-time job” pulsar PSR

B1931+24 (Kramer et al 2006) with Ω̇on/Ω̇off ≈ 1.5 shows

that the current loss is indeed playing an important role

in the pulsar energy loss. If we assume that in the on-

state the energy loss is connected with the current loss

only and in the off-state with the magneto-dipole radiation

(in which case the magnetosphere must be not filled with

plasma) we get

Ω̇on

Ω̇off

=
3f2

∗

2
cot2χ. (28)

It gives χ ≈ 60◦. On the other hand, if we assume

the Spitkovsky’s relation for the on-state energy loss

(Spitkovsky 2006)

Wtot =
1

4

B
2
0Ω4

R
6

c3
(1 + sin2

χ), (29)

we obtain
Ω̇on

Ω̇off

=
3

2

(1 + sin2
χ)

sin2
χ

. (30)

Clear, this ratio cannot be equal to 1.5 for any inclina-

tion angle. This discrepancy can be connected with that

fact that all the numerical calculations produced recently

contain no restriction on the longitudinal electric cur-

rent. As a result, current density can be much larger than

Goldreich-Julian one.
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5. On the magnitude of a surface current

As we have shown, the current loss plays the major role

in the pulsar dynamics. In particular, the behaviour of

the pulsar B1931+24 can be naturally explained within

this model. The current loss model have some important

consequences:

1. the energy loss of an orthogonal rotator is ΩR/c times

smaller than for an aligned rotator. This is connected

with the boundary condition (6) that leads to almost

full screening of the toroidal magnetic field in the open

field lines region (see Beskin & Nokhrina 2004);

2. consequently, during its evolution a pulsar inclination

angle tends to π/2 where energy loss is minimal.

On the other hand, it is known for the Michel’s monopole

solution that in order to have the MHD flow up to infinity

the toroidal magnetic field must be of the same order as

the poloidal electric field on the light cylinder. If the lon-

gitudinal current j
||

does not exceed by (ΩR/c)−1/2 times

the respective Goldreich-Julian current density (for the

typical pulsars this factor approach the value of 102), the

light surface |E| = |B| for the orthogonal rotator must be

located in the vicinity of the light cylinder. In this case

the effective energy conversion and the current closure are

to take place in the boundary layer near the light surface

(Beskin, Gurevich & Istomin 1993, Chiueh, Li & Begel-

man 1998, Beskin & Rafikov 2000).

In order for these results being not true (for exam-

ple, in order for the light surface being removed to in-

finity) there must be a sufficient change in the current

density value in the inner gap. We should emphasize that

for the model with free particle escape it is hard to sup-

port the current different than the Goldriech-Julian one.

Indeed, since ρGJ is the particle density needed to screen

the longitudinal electric field, the current j
||

must be close

jGJ = cρGJ. In order to change this value significantly

we must support the plasma inflow in the inner gap re-

gion (Lyubarskii 1992). For example, these particles can

be produced in the outer gap. But it is obvious that for any

poloidal field configuration the major number of field lines

intersect the outer gap region inside the Alfvénic surface.

Inside the Alfvénic surface the flow remains still highly

magnetized. Thus, the deviation of current lines from the

field lines is negligible. On the other hand, magnetized

plasma can intersect the Alfvénic surface outwards only

(see Beskin 2006 for more detail). Thus, the outer gap can

not significantly affect the current in the vicinity of the

polar cap.

Finally, it is necessary to stress that the recent numer-

ical calculations (Gruzinov 2005, Komissarov 2006, Timo-

khin 2006, Spitkovsky 2006) do not include into consider-

ation that the longitudinal current density must be close

to jGJ. In all these works the authors assume that the cur-

rent flowing through the cascade region can be arbitrary.

However, if this is not so, and the current is indeed close

to the Goldreich-Julian current, the structure of a magne-

tosphere may be different from the ones obtained in the

numerical simulations.

6. Conclusion

As we have seen, the current loss connected with the lon-

gitudinal current flowing in the magnetosphere plays the

main role in pulsar dynamics, and recent observations of

”part-time job” pulsar supports this point. This evolution

includes not only a neutron star retardation but also the

sufficient change in the angle between magnetic and spin

axis. We have seen as well that the model of current loss

depends crucially on the distribution of the electric cur-

rent and its value in the inner gap. For current loss model

the inclination angle grows with time so a pulsar tends to

be an orthogonal rotator. In this case the energy loss is to

be ΩR/c times smaller than for the aligned rotator. As a

consequence, the light surface must be located in the very

vicinity of the light cylinder. On the other hand, to realize

the homogeneous MHD outflow up to infinity for the or-

thogonal rotator the current density in the open field line

region is to be much larger than jGJ.
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Abstract. We evaluate the result of the recent pioneer-

ing numerical simulations in Spitkovsky 2006 on the spin-

down of an oblique relativistic magnetic dipole rotator.

Our discussion is based on our experience from two ideal-

ized cases, that of an aligned dipole rotator, and that of

an oblique split-monopole rotator. We conclude that the

issue of electromagnetic pulsar spindown may not have

been resolved yet.

1. Introduction

We believe that pulsars are spinning down magnetized

neutron stars with non-aligned rotation and magnetic axes

(oblique rotators). We also believe that pulsars lose rota-

tional energy through electromagnetic torques due to the

establishment of large scale electric currents in their mag-

netospheres. Unfortunately, an exact expression for the

electromagnetic (Poynting) flux energy loss L as a func-

tion of the magnetic inclination angle θ remains still elu-

sive. Most people are content with the approximation that

pulsars spin down at the same rate as 90o vacuum dipole

rotators, namely that

L(θ) ≈ Lvac(90
o) ≡

B
2
r
6Ω4

6c3
, (1)

where, B, r, Ω are the polar value of the magnetic field, the

radius of the neutron star, and the star’s angular velocity

respectively. Knowing the exact electromagnetic energy

loss rate, observations of the pulse period P and period

derivative Ṗ would allow us to accurately infer the value

of B. Moreover, the dependence of L on the magnetic in-

clination angle θ has very important implications for the

evolution and distribution of pulsars in the P− Ṗ diagram

(Contopoulos & Spitkovsky 2006).

In a real pulsar, the vacuum approximation leading to

eq. 1 is obviously not valid, because without the establish-

ment of magnetospheric electric currents a magnetic rota-

tor cannot generate pulses. The study of the oblique rela-

tivistic magnetic rotator is, therefore, a formidable MHD

problem as described clearly in Spitkovsky 2006: “Mod-

eling of the structure of the highly magnetized magne-

tospheres of neutron stars requires solving for the self-

consistent behavior of plasma in strong fields, where field

energy can dominate the energy of the plasma. This is

difficult to do with the standard numerical methods of

MHD which are forced to evolve plasma inertial terms

even when they are small compared to the field terms. In

these cases it is possible to reformulate the problem and

instead of solving for the plasma dynamics in strong fields,

solve for the dynamic of fields in the presence of conduct-

ing plasma. This is the approach of force-free electrody-

namics”. In his recent pioneering work, Spitkovsky 2006

managed to evolve numerically an oblique dipolar mag-

netosphere for about 1.2 turns of the star, and claimed

that the solution very quickly settles to a constant elec-

tromagnetic energy flux which depends on the magnetic

inclination angle as

LSpitkovsky(θ) =
B

2
r
6Ω4

4c3
(1 + sin2

θ) . (2)

As we said, this result is very important, and while waiting

for independent numerical confirmation, we thought that

we should be able to reproduce its main elements from

first principles. We will, therefore, consider two idealized

cases where we know the electromagnetic energy loss rate

analytically.

2. The axisymmetric magnetic dipole rotator

Contopoulos, Kazanas & Fendt 1999 (hereafter CKF) first

obtained the structure of the axisymmetric pulsar magne-

tosphere with a dipole stellar magnetic field. They showed

that, at large distances from the central star, the asymp-

totic structure is that of a magnetic split monopole, i.e. a

certain amount of initially dipolar magnetic flux

Ψopen = 1.23
πBr

3Ω

c
(3)

stretches out radially to infinity in one hemisphere, and

returns to the star in the other hemisphere. Electromag-

netic spindown is due to the establishment of a poloidal

electric current distribution

I(Ψ) ∼ −
ΩΨ

4π

(

2−
Ψ

Ψopen

)

(4)
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which flows to large distances along open field lines and

returns to the star through an equatorial current sheet

that joins at the light cylinder with the separatrix be-

tween open and closed field lines. CKF obtained a first

approximation for Ψopen and I(Ψ) self consistently, by re-

quiring that the solution be continuous and smooth at

the light cylinder. The CKF solution has since been con-

firmed, improved and generalized in Gruzinov 2005a, Con-

topoulos 2005, Timokhin 2005, Komissarov 2005, McKin-

nery 2005 and Spitkovsky 2006.

The electromagnetic spindown luminosity is thus ob-

tained as

LCKF =
Ω

πc

∫ Ψopen

Ψ=0

I(Ψ)dΨ ≈
B

2
r
6Ω4

4c3
≈

Ω2

6π2c
Ψ2

open

(5)

(e.g. Beskin 1997). This result may be easily understood

as follows. As we said, the structure of the axisymmetric

dipole rotator magnetosphere approaches asymptotically

that of an axisymmetric split-monopole (Michel 1991),

and therefore, the spindown luminosity depends only on

the amount of open field lines Ψopen.

3. The oblique magnetic split-monopole rotator

Bogovalov 1999 showed that eq. 5 is also valid for an

oblique split-monopolole rotator. As long as current sheet

discontinuities are present to guarantee magnetic flux con-

servation, properties of cold MHD plasma flows do not

depend on the direction of the magnetic field. In fact, all

properties obtained for the axisymmetric split-monopole

rotator are the same for the oblique rotator as well. In

particular, rotational losses of the oblique split-monopole

rotator are independent of the inclination angle. They de-

pend only on the square of the amount of open field lines

Ψ2
open (obviously, the sign of Ψopen is irrelevant).

We may now derive an important conclusion about the

oblique dipole rotator which too, as we argued, becomes

asymptotically split-monopole-like: rotational losses of the

oblique rotator depend indirectly on the inclination angle

only through the amount of open field lines Ψopen as

Lestimate(θ) ≈
Ω2

6π2c
Ψ2

open(θ) . (6)

4. The oblique magnetic dipole rotator

We have now come full circle. We may estimate the elec-

tromagnetic spindown luminosity of an oblique rotator

through an estimate of the amount of open magnetic flux

as a function of the inclination angle Ψopen(θ). A crude

estimate may be obtained if we calculate the amount of

magnetic flux that crosses the light cylinder distance in

the case of an inclined magnetostatic dipole at the origin,

and rescale our result by the CKF factor 1.23 (note that

Gruzinov 2005b used a similar argument in his estimate

of the spindown luminosity). This calculation yields

Ψopen(θ) ∼ 1.23
πBr

3Ω

c
(1− 0.2 sin2

θ) , (7)

which results in the following crude estimate of the spin-

down luminosiity,

Lestimate(θ) ∼
B

2
r
6Ω4

4c3
(1− 0.4 sin2

θ) . (8)

In particular, we see that L(90o) < L(0o), contrary to

what both Gruzinov 2005b and Spitkovsky 2006 obtain.

Note that Spitkovsky’s numerical simulation result agrees

well with Gruzinov’s estimate, and yet the latter mentions

that he is not even sure about the sign of the θ term that

he obtains.

We do not claim here that our above estimate has the

same weight as the result of a detailed numerical sim-

ulation. Interestingly enough, the recent discovery of an

“on/off” pulsar (Kramer et al. 2006) offers some further

insight from observations. The pulsar Kramer at al. dis-

covered is thought to be a 90o oblique rotator with two

states of emission. During the “off” state, no pulses are

seen, and the neutron star is indirectly inferred to spin

down at a certain rate Loff . During the “on” state, the

pulsar is observed to spin down at a rate Lon = 1.5Loff . It

is very tempting to associate the “off” state with a vac-

uum state where the spindown rate is analytically known

(eq. 1). The observations then imply that

L(90o) = Lon =
3

2
Lvac(90

o) ≡ LCKF ≡ L(0o) . (9)

In other words, a 90o oblique MHD rotator is observed to

spin down at the same rate as an aligned rotator. This

result is more consistent with our crude estimate in eq. 8

than with eq. 2.

We thus conclude that the discrepancy between the

two estimates is an indication that the issue of electro-

magnetic pulsar spindown may not have been resolved yet,

and that further investigation is needed, both analytical

and numerical.
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Abstract. The main idea and procedure are presented

for a new synthetical method on constraining 3-D struc-

ture of emission regions of pulsars. With this method

the emission regions can be synthetically constrained by

fitting multi-wavelength observations features, e.g. pulse

widths, phase offsets between radio pulse profiles and high

energy light curves, and radio polarization properties. The

main technique is based on numerically calculating the

emission directions along any open field line via including

aberration and retardation effects under a certain mag-

netic field configuration, e.g. vacuum dipole field. It can

be easily extended by involving some further effects or

magnetic field line configuration. The role of observed lin-

ear polarization properties in the method is discussed. The

future application to known X/gamma-ray and radio pul-

sars will be helpful to test and improve current theoretical

models on pulsar emission.

1. Introduction

Although pulsars have been studied for 40 years, the struc-

tures of radio and gamma-ray emission regions of pul-

sars remain controversial. It is known that radio emission

heights are usually less than 10% light cylinder radius for

normal pulsars (e.g. Cordes 1978, Ranin 1990, Blaskiewicz

et al. 1991, Kijak & Gil 1997), but the trans-field struc-

ture of radio emission regions, both in polar or azimuthal

directions, were not well identified from observations in

literature.

Finding out the structure of emission regions is helpful

to the study on some theoretical issues, e.g. the structure

of radio emission beam and origin of gamma-ray emis-

sion. To explain various kinds of radio average pulse pro-

files, some authors proposed that radio beam is composed

of conal and core sub-beams (e.g. Rankin 1983, Gil &

Krawczyk 1996), while some others suggested that radio

beam is just composed of randomly distributed sources

(Manchester 1995, Han & Manchester 2001). Since emis-

sion beam is formed by radiation of particles from flux

tubes in emission region, the structure of beam is related

to the structure of emission region. Therefore, it is not

clear yet whether the radio emission region is composed

of conal and core-like flux tubes or randomly distributed

flux tubes. The controversy for the origin of gamma-rays

remains in different models, i.e. the slot gap model (e.g.

Muslimov & Harding 2004), the outer gap model (Cheng

et al. 2000, Hirotani & Shibata 1999) and the annular

gap model (Qiao et al. 2004). These models suggest differ-

ent kind of particle accelerators and different gamma-ray

emission regions. Therefore, determining the 3-D struc-

ture of emission regions from observation is necessary to

test and improve pulsar emission models.

We are developing a synthetical method to constrain

the emission regions from observational properties. The

main technique is numerical calculation for the emission

directions along any open field line by including aberra-

tion and retardation effects under a certain magnetic field

configuration, e.g. vacuum dipole field. In this paper we

focus on its main idea and some remaining problems.

2. The new synthetical Method

2.1. The main idea and procedure

The method uses three basic assumptions. (1) In the co-

rotation reference frame, the emission direction is assumed

to be along the tangent of magnetic field line. The 1/γ

solid angle of emission cone of a relativistic particle is ne-

glected for the purpose of simplifying calculation. (2) The

emission patterns are the same at two opposite poles. (3)

Vacuum rotating dipolar field is adopted. In the Cartesian

coordinate system of which the rotating axis is z-axis and

x-axis locates on the meridian plane, the Cartesian com-

ponents of the magnetic field vector at any point P(x, y, z)

are as follows (Cheng et al. 2000)
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Bx =
µ

r5

{

3xz cosα + sinα
([

(3x2 − r
2) + 3xyrn

+(r2 − x
2)r2

n

]

cos[(R− r)/rc] +
[

3xy − (3x2 − r
2)rn

−xyr
2
n

]

sin[(R− r)/rc]
)}

,

By =
µ

r5

{

3yz cosα + sin α
([

3xy + (3y2 − r
2)rn

−xyr
2
n

]

cos[(R− r)/rc] +
[

(3y2 − r
2)− 3xyrn

+(r2 − y
2)r2

n

]

sin[(R− r)/rc]
)}

,

Bz =
µ

r5

{

(3z2 − r
2) cos α + sinα

([

3xz + 3yzrn − xzr
2
n

]

× cos[(R− r)/rc] +
[

3yz − 3xzrn − yzr
2
n

]

× sin[(R− r)/rc])} . (1)

where µ is the magnetic moment of the pulsar, R is stellar

radius, r is the emission radius from stellar center to P,

rn = r/rc, rc is the radius of light cylinder, α is inclination

angle between rotation and magnetic axes.

The method runs in two steps as shown schematically

in Fig. 1. Step 1, determine geometrical parameters of the

pulsar and find out all emission points that can be viewed

by our line of sight (hereafter LOS). To perform the cal-

culation, the whole open volume is divided into a number

of layers from the last open field lines to the magnetic axis

(see Fig. 1 for the shape of foot points of the field lines in

each layer on polar cap). (1) Determine or constrain the

values of α and ζ, where ζ is the viewing angle between

line of sight and rotation axis. Definite values of α and ζ

will greatly reduce calculation. For simplification one can

use the values that are obtained by fitting the observed

position angle (PA) of linear polarization with rotation

vector model (hereafter RVM, Radhakrishnan & Cooke

1969). But strictly to say they should be figured out con-

sistently with the method, because aberration, retardation

and non-static dipole field configuration all influence po-

sition angle. (2) Calculate tangents of field lines and then

modify emission direction by involving aberration effect.

To do the modification the initial emission direction (tan-

gential to field line) in the co-rotation reference frame is

converted to the direction in laboratory reference frame

via Lorentz transform. (3) Select all the emission points

where the emission direction is aligned with our LOS.

Step 2, find out the emission points that contribute to

emission by fitting the observed multi-wavelength proper-

ties. The way to do this is based on Φ − φ diagram, in

which the Φ − φ curves for different layers of field lines

are plotted, where Φ is the pulse longitude of the emission

from a point on a field line and φ is azimuthal angle of the

foot point of the field line. After figuring out the diagram,

one can place the observed multi-wavelength pulse win-

dows on the diagram, and then finds out which field lines

may contribute to the pulse (see lower panel in Fig.1).

In some cases linear polarization percentage may provides

further constraints on the emission region. The role of po-

Step 1
Find out all possible emission points at open field lines that line of sight can see.

Calculate tangents of a field line.
(Emission directions in
co−rotation reference frame)

Modification by aberration.
(Emission directions in
observer’s reference frame)

Emission
direction  along

the line of
sight?

Select the emission point

Repeat the process for all open field lines
& find all emission points.

Yes

Foot points of
different layers
of open field
lines on polar
cap surface

Ω µ

last open field lines

Plot Φ − φ and Φ −r diagrams
for all possible emission points
(Φ: pulse phase)

Step 2
Select the emission points by reproducing the multi−wavelength observational properties

Modification with retardation effect.
Calculate pulse phases for all points.

Constrain with the following
observational properties:
 −− pulse widths
 −− phase offsets
 −− linear polarization percentage
 −− polarization position angle

Output the geometrical parameters of emission regions seen by line of sight
 −− r : height (from emission point to stellar center)
 −− φ : azimuth angle of foot points of open field lines
 −− η: factor indicating how far the open field line is close to the magnetic axis

Φ

r/r
c

φ (deg.)

γ & radio
profiles

Fig. 1. Illustration to the main procedure of the synthetical

method.

larization properties in this method is discussed in next

section.

For a typical pulsar that has radio and high energy

emission the observed properties used include (a) the ra-

dio and high-energy pulse widths, (b) the phase separation

between radio main pulse and inter-pulse (in the case that

inter-pulse is observed), (c) the phase offset between radio

and high energy pulses, (d) radio polarization properties,

viz. linear polarization percentage and PA sweep, (e) view-

ing angle determined from the elliptical shape of torus or

rings in nebula for some pulsars, e.g the Crab and Vela

pulsars.

2.2. Comparison with conventional methods

Comparing with conventional geometrical and relativistic

models to constrain emission altitudes, our new method
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has three advantages. (1) It can apply to high emission

altitudes and complex magnetic field configuration. (2) It

can reveal asymmetrical structure of emission regions. (3)

It is more synthetical. Details are as follows.

Geometrical methods (Rankin 1990, Kijak & Gil 1997,

Wu et al. 2002) and relativistic methods (Blaskiewicz et

al. 1991, Dyks et al. 2004, Gangadhara 2005) are two

main conventional approaches to constrain the radio emis-

sion heights. In geometrical methods geometry relations

of emission beam and pure dipole field are used, while

in relativistic model the phase-delay-to-radius relation is

used by considering the aberration and retardation effects

in static dipolar field. But geometrical relations and ap-

proximations of aberration and retardation effects are only

valid when emission heights are not too large. However, in

numerical method such limitation vanishes, because re-

duction of aberration and retardation effects in complex

field line configuration can be easily done by vector oper-

ations. Therefore, numerical method can be used to con-

strain the gamma-ray emission region and radio emission

region of some young pulsars where the emission height

may be close to light cylinder.

A common feature of conventional geometrical and rel-

ativistic methods is that the emission region is assumed

to be symmetrical with respect to the meridian that con-

tains the rotation and magnetic axes. However, the effects

of aberration, retardation and sweeping back of magnetic

fields probably make the emission region seen by LOS

asymmetrical to the meridian. In our method the assump-

tions are relaxed, so that asymmetrical properties of emis-

sion regions may be revealed.

From intuition, more information may be revealed by

constraining emission regions synthetically with multi-

wavelength emission properties than with only radio or

gamma-ray properties. It has been shown that some in-

teresting results can be obtained for radio and gamma-ray

emission regions of PSR B1055-52 by synthetically repro-

ducing the radio and gamma-ray properties, even with a

modified geometrical method (Wang et al. 2006). The new

synthetical method is hopeful to go further.

3. Discussion

Besides the pulse width and phase offsets, linear polar-

ization is another key factor in this synthetical method.

What results one finally gets depend on how to use the

polarization data. The polarization can be used in two

ways. First, the PA data should be self-consistently fitted

with the method to solve or constrain α, ζ and the range

of layers of open field lines. For some pulsars with nebu-

lae, e.g. the Crab and Vela pulsars, the viewing angle can

be determined from the torus and ring-like structure near

pulsar. In this case the uncertainty in geometry is much

reduced. Second, linear polarization percentage (hereafter

LPP) can be used to constrain the polar and azimuthal

scales of emission region. (1) In the cases of nearly 100%

LPP, the emission region should be limited within a thin

layer of flux tube, otherwise the superposition of radio

waves from different layers, which have different PAs, may

cause significant depolarization. (2) In the case that LPP

is much less than 100%, it can not be simply concluded

that the emission region is thick in polar scale, because

depolarization may be caused by either superposition of

emissions with scattered PAs or superposition of orthogo-

nal modes (Stinebring et al. 1984). Detailed studies on PA

distribution of single pulses may be helpful to distinguish

them.

A realistic magnetic field is different from the vacuum

rotating dipole field. Both magnetospheric current and

general relativistic effect can influence the field configu-

ration. It would be interesting to test how the constrained

results depends on field configuration.

Our future work includes constraining (1) gamma-ray,

X-ray and radio emission regions of gamma-ray pulsars,

(2) X-ray and radio emission regions for X-ray pulsars,

(3) radio emission regions for radio pulsars with high lin-

ear polarized percentage and good-quality data of position

angle.
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Abstract. To derive physical properties of the neutron

star surface with observed spectra, a realistic model spec-

trum of neutron star surface emission is essential. Lim-

ited by computing resources, a full computation of the

radiative transfer equations without the diffusion approx-

imation has been conducted up to date only for the case

of local magnetic fields being perpendicular to the stel-

lar surface. In this paper we report the full-computation

result for an arbitrary field direction. For comparison we

also compute the radiative transfer equation using the dif-

fusion approximation. For a given effective temperature,

the computed spectrum with the diffusion approximation

is always softer than that of a full computation at a non-

negligible level. It leads to an over-estimate of the effective

temperature if the diffusion approximation spectrum is

employed in the spectral fitting. Other characteristics for

different magnetic field orientations, such as the beaming

pattern of the two polarization modes and the structure

of the atmosphere, are also discussed.

1. Introduction

The spectra of some radio pulsars and radio-quiet isolated

neutrons reveal a thermal origin in the soft X-ray band

(e.g. Becker & Trümper 1997; Pavlov, Zavlin & Sanwal

2002). These thermal emissions are believed to originate

from the surface of neutron stars and they carry the infor-

mation of physical properties of the neutron stars. Mod-

eling the atmosphere of neutron stars to obtain a more

realistic spectrum of the surface emission to compare with

observations may help us to have better knowledge about

those properties such as the composition, the mass-to-

radius ratio and the strength of the magnetic field at the

surface. Many neutron star atmosphere models have been

developed in various physical conditions (see e.g. Zavlin &

Pavlov 2002, for a review). We construct an atmosphere

model with pure hydrogen gas. In the field range of 1011-

1013 G and the effective temperature of several million

Kelvin, the hydrogen gas can be well approximated as a

fully ionized plasma (Lai & Salpeter 1997). Therefore only

the scattering and the free-free processes are involved in

our computation. We solve the radiative transfer equation

of angle-dependent specific intensity for the two polariza-

tion modes in a plasma. The magnetic field direction is

allowed to be arbitrary. Up to date, such a full compu-

tation without the diffusion approximation has been done

only for the case of the magnetic field being perpendicular

to the stellar surface. In the following sections we briefly

describe the method we use and then discuss the results

for different field orientation and the difference between

the full computation and that with the diffusion approxi-

mation.

2. Assumptions and the radiative transfer
equations

The equation of state adopted for the fully ionized hy-

drogen plasma is that of an ideal gas, P ' 2ρkT

mp
, where

P , ρ, and T are the pressure, density and temperature

of the hydrogen gas respectively; mp is the proton mass.

Because the scale height of the neutron star atmosphere

(' 1cm) is much smaller than the radius of the neutron

star (' 106cm), the atmosphere is treated as a plane-

parallel surface. We assume the atmosphere is in hydro-

static equilibrium, and all physical quantities are indepen-

dent of time. The hydrostatic equilibrium in the atmo-

sphere is described by the Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation,

dP

dz
=
−ρGM

R2
(1+

P

ρc2
)(1+

4πR
3
P

Mc2
)(1−

2GM

Rc2
)−1

, (1)

where z is the height in the atmosphere, M is the mass of

the neutron star, G is the gravitational constant, and R is

the stellar radius. The terms in the first two parentheses

on the right hand side of equation (1) are very close to

unity. Equation (1) can be written as

dP

dτ
=

g
∗

κsc

, (2)

where g
∗ ≡ GM

R2 (1 − 2GM

Rc2 )−1, τ is the Thomson optical

depth defined by dτ ≡ −ρκscdz, and κsc is the zero-field

Thomson scattering opacity.
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The transport of photons is described by the radiative

transfer equation, which is

µ
dI

i
ν

dτ
=

κ
i
sc + κ

∗i

ff

κsc

I
i

ν
−

κ
∗i

ff

κsc

Bν

2

−
1

κsc

2
∑

j′=1

∮

dκ
ij

′

sc

dΩ
(k̂ ← k̂′)Ij

′

ν
dΩ′

, (3)

where the specific intensity I
i
ν
(θR, φR) is a function of di-

rection specified by the angle θR between the surface nor-

mal and the propagation of the photon and the azimuthal

angle φR (φR = 0◦ in the direction of the magnetic field).

The two polarization eigen modes are denoted with the

superscript i with i = 1 for the extraordinary (X) mode

and i = 2 for the ordinary (O) mode. The other notations

are that µ ≡ cos θR, τ is the Thomson optical depth, Bν is

the Planck function, κ
i
sc is the Thomson scattering opac-

ity for the i-mode photons, and κ
∗i

ff = κ
i

ff(1 − exp (−~ω

kT
))

is the reduced opacity of the thermal bremsstrahlung for

the i-mode photons. All the opacities can be found, for ex-

ample, in Mészáros (1992). The two boundary conditions

for the above equation are

I
i

ν
(τ = 0, µ, φR) = 0 for − 1 ≤ µ ≤ 0,

I
i

ν
(τ =∞, µ, φR) =

1

2
(Bν + µ

dBν

dτ
)|τ=∞

for 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1. (4)

In our computation, close to the lower boundary deep in

the atmosphere the frequency of low-energy photons can

be lower than the local plasma frequency. In such a case,

the O-mode photon has a non-zero imaginary part in the

refraction index. To deal with such a situation, we define

an additional opacity κδ to represent the opaqueness of the

plasma with κδ = 2NIω

ρc
, where NI is the imaginary part of

the refraction index N of the O-mode photons (Rajagopal

et al. 1997). In the radiative equilibrium assumption, the

total radiative flux is constant, that is, dH

dτ
= 0, where

H =
∑2

i=1

∫ ∮

I
i
ν
µdΩdν/(4π).

3. Numerical computation

We use the Feautrier method (Mihalas 1978) to solve the

radiative transfer equation and also adopt the improved

Feautrier method for reducing numerical round-off errors

(Rybicki & Hummer 1991). The mean intensity-like and

the flux-like quantities are defined as

P
i

ν
(k̂) =

I
i
ν
(k̂) + I

i
ν
(−k̂)

2
,

R
i

ν
(k̂) =

I
i
ν
(k̂)− I

i
ν
(−k̂)

2
, (5)

where k̂ is the unit wave vector of the out-going photons.

With the above formulation, the radiative transfer equa-

tion becomes a second-order differential equation with
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Fig. 1. Temperature profiles of model atmospheres with g∗
=

10
14

cm/s
2
, Te = 10

6
K, and B = 10

12
G (the solid line is for

the case without magnetic fields). θB is the angle between the

magnetic field and the surface normal.

two boundary conditions. We choose the gray-atmosphere

temperature profile, T
4 = 3

4
T

4
e (τ + 2

3
), as the first trial

profile to start the iteration to obtain the radiative trans-

fer equation solution in radiative equilibrium for a given

effective temperature. In our computation we choose 20

logarithmically equally-spaced grid points in a decade of

the Thomson optical depth for the range from τ = 10−5

to τ = 103 and similarly 10 grid points per decade in

the frequency space for the photon frequency from 1016 to

1019 Hz. Typically specific intensities in about 90 different

directions in a hemisphere are involved in the computa-

tion for an arbitrary magnetic field orientation. The num-

ber of directions is significantly reduced when the field is

perpendicular to the stellar surface because of the axial

symmetry. The temperature correction is performed with

the Unsöld-Lucy procedure (Mihalas 1978). In a typical

computation, about 100 iterations are needed to achieve

an accuracy at the level of 1%.

The diffusion approximation

We also conduct computations with the diffusion approx-

imation (e.g. Shibanov et al. 1992; Ho & Lai 2001), in

which the specific intensity is approximated as I
i
ν

=
c

4π
(ui

ν
+ 3

c
µF

i
ν
) at all depth, where u

i
ν

and F
i
ν

are the en-

ergy density and flux density for the i-mode respectively.

With this relation the radiative transfer equation for the

specific intensity can be turned into that for the energy

density, which can be solved with much less computing

resource. However, it is obvious that in the presence of

magnetic fields, the specific intensity cannot be well ap-

proximated by this form (see Fig. 2). The same as in the

case of the full computation, we use the Feautrier method

to solve the radiative transfer equation and the Unsöld

Lucy procedure for the temperature correction iteration.
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Fig. 3. Surface emission intensity spectra obtained with the

full computation for different θR and different polarization

modes. The upper panel is for the case of θB = 0
◦
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◦
. Other parameters used are the same as

those in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4. Surface emission flux spectra obtained with the full

computation and with the diffusion approximation. Parameters

used are the same as those in Fig. 1. The Planck function of

the same effective temperature is shown for comparison.

4. Results and disscusion

For a given effective temperature, the computed temper-

ature profiles of the neutron star atmosphere with and

without the diffusion approximation are plotted in Fig. 1.

A zero-field temperature profile is also shown for compar-

ison. Since opacities are generally reduced in the presence

of magnetic fields, a magnetized atmosphere is more trans-

parent down to a denser layer. The temperature profiles

of magnetized atmospheres show a plateau near ρ ∼ 0.1

g/cm3. These plateaus are the manifestation of the differ-

ent depths at which the O-mode and X-mode photons de-

couple with matter. In general, opacities are larger for the

O-mode photons and therefore they decouple with mat-

ter in a region outer in the atmosphere than the X-mode

photons. The temperature profile does not differ much

for different magnetic field orientations if a full compu-

tation without the diffusion approximation is performed.

For those with the diffusion approximation, the deviation

from the full computation is larger for the case with a

smaller θB.

The beaming pattern, that is, the intensity in different

directions of propagation, is complicated. It is a combina-

tion of the effects of limb darkening and the anisotropy

due to the presence of strong magnetic fields. It also de-

pends on the photon frequency and polarization modes

In Fig. 2 we show the beaming pattern of the two polar-

ization modes for a 1017-Hz photon. Two cases, θB = 0◦

and 90◦, are shown. To show the frequency dependence

of these patterns, the intensity spectra in certain propa-

gation directions are shown in Fig. 3. In most cases, the

X-mode intensity is generally stronger than the O-mode.

It is also obviously seen in Fig. 2 that the diffusion ap-

proximation ansatz, I
i
ν

= c

4π
(ui

ν
+ 3

c
µF

i
ν
), is not a good

description for radiations in a magnetized atmosphere.
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In Fig. 4 computed flux spectra are shown. At a given

effective temperature, due to the atmospheric effect, that

is, higher energy photons have a smaller opacity, all spec-

tra are harder than the Planck function of the same ef-

fective temperature. In the presence of magnetic fields,

the spectra get somewhat softer, but still harder than

the Planck function. We particularly note that the dif-

ference between the spectra computed with and without

the diffusion approximation is noticeable and is distin-

guishable with the current observation accuracy. Those

with the diffusion approximation are generally softer than

those without. The effective temperature will be over-

estimated when fitting the observed spectrum with the

model computed with the diffussion approximation. We

therefore urge readers to be cautious when applying the

diffusion approximation.

The results discussed in this paper are those for a local

patch at the neutron star surface. To compare with obser-

vations, even for phase-resolved spectra, a global spectrum

is needed, which is a combination of emission from differ-

ent patches all over the neutron star surface. Gravitational

light bending and redshift should be also considered. Since

contributions come from different part of the stellar sur-

face, different magnetic field orientations relative to the

local surface normal are inevitable. Although such a com-

putation has yet to be performed and knowledge of the

temperature distribution over the whole stellar surface is

required, our results (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) already indicate

that the global spectrum will be polarized to a significant

degree in the extraordinary mode. More quantitative and

detailed results will be obtained with a more comprehen-

sive computation in the future.
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Abstract. We investigate a pair creation cascade in the

magnetosphere of a rapidly rotating neutron star. We solve

the set of the Poisson equation for the electro-static poten-

tial and the Boltzmann equations for electrons, positrons,

and gamma-ray photons simultaneously. In this paper, we

first examine the time-dependent nature of particle ac-

celerators by solving the non-stationary Boltzmann equa-

tions on the two-dimensional poloidal plane in which both

the rotational and magnetic axes reside. Evaluating the

temperature of the heated polar cap surface, which is lo-

cated near the magnetic pole, by the bombardment of gap-

accelerated particles, and applying the scheme to millisec-

ond pulsar parameters, we demonstrate that the solution

converges to a stationary solution of which pair-creation

cascade is maintained by the heated polar-cap emission,

in a wide range of three-dimensional parameter space (pe-

riod, period derivative, magnetic inclination angle). We

also present the deathlines of millisecond pulsars.

1. Introduction

The Energetic Gamma-Ray Experiment Telescope

(EGRET) on the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory

(CGRO) had detected gamma-ray pulsed emissions

from seven pulsars. The light curves and spectra of

these gamma-ray pulsars enable us to understand the

γ-ray emission mechanism and examine different models.

The prospective γ-ray telescope such as Gamma-ray

Large Area Space Telescope (GLAST) will provide more

γ-ray observation with higher sensitivity. The origin of

gamma-ray emission from pulsar magnetosphere will be

studied more thoroughly.

Base on the work Cheng, Ho, & Ruderman (1986a, b),

the three-dimensional outer gap models (Romani & Yadi-

garoglu 1995; Cheng, Ruderman and Zhang 2000) can suc-

cessfully explain the observed light curve in reproducing

the wide separation of the two peaks with bridge emis-

sion. Dyks and Rudak (2003) found that radiation region

with inner boundary extended toward the stellar surface

can explain the off-pulse emission, which cannot be re-

produced by a traditional outer gap. An one-dimensional

model of an outer gap with electrodynamical approach

was investigated (Hirotani & Shibata 1999a, b, c; Hirotani,

Harding & Shibata 2003). They solved accelerating elec-

tric field, curvature radiation, and pair creation processes

self-consistently. The model spectra can fit Vela observa-

tion well at 100 MeV – 10 GeV. In their model, it was

analytically demonstrated that an active gap, which must

be non-vacuum, possesses a qualitatively different prop-

erties from the vacuum solution of traditional outer-gap

models. It was shown that the inner boundary of the outer

gap shifts toward the stellar surface as the created current

increases.

Subsequently, Takata, Shibata, and Hirotani (2004)

and Takata et al. (2006) studied the two-dimensional

model which takes the trans-field structure into account.

Solving the Poisson equation for the electrostatic potential

on the two-dimensional poloidal plane, they revealed that

the gap inner boundary is located inside of the null sur-

face because of the pair creation within the gap. In their

model, it is assumed that the particle motion immediately

saturates in the balance between electric and radiation-

reaction forces. However, there are cases in which par-

ticles run a good fraction of the whole gap length until

they achieve the saturation. On these grounds, we solve

the unsaturated particle momenta and pitch angle evo-

lution with synchrotron-curvature radiation in the two-

dimensional geometry and we will discuss the particle mo-

tion and the electric field structure of the outer gap in this

paper.

The high energy emission from millisecond pulsars

(MSPs) is another important issue. Because of their short

period, small period derivatives (Ṗ < 10−17s s−1) as well

as their evolutional history in the binary systems, MSPs

form a distinctive group from normal pulsars. Thus, it is

worth constructing a self-consistent electrodynamic model

for high-energy emission from MSPs. Since the electrody-

namic outer-gap models (Hirotani, Shibata & Takata 2004

; Takata et al. 2006 ; Hirotani 2006a) have applied the

method only to young and middle-aged pulsars (e.g., Crab,

Vela, Geminga), and used whole surface cooling neutron

star thermal emission, we investigate the electrodynamic
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model of MSPs in this paper, evaluating the soft-photon

field from the heated polar cap.

2. Electrodynamics of Particle Accelerator

2.1. Poisson equation

The Poisson equation of the non-corotational potential φ

is given by

∇2
φ = −4π(ρ− ρGJ ) , (1)

where the Goldreich-Julian charge density is defined as

(Goldreich & Julian 1969)

ρGJ = −
Ω ·B

2πc
+

(Ω×B)(∇×B)

4πc
. (2)

2.2. particle equations of motion

The evolutions of momentum (p ≡ |p|) and pitch angle

(χ) of a positron and an electron are described by

d

dt
p = qE

||
cos χ−

Psc

c
(3)

d

dt
χ =

qE
||

sinχ

p
(4)

d

dt
s =

p cos χ
√

m2
e

+ (p/c)2
, (5)

where c is the speed of light. For positrons (or electrons),

q = +e (or q = −e) is adopted, where e is the magnitude of

the charge on an electron. PSC/c is the radiation reaction

force due to synchro-curvature radiation.

2.3. Two-photon pair creation rate

The electron-positron pairs are created via photon-photon

pair creation. The creation rate S+(t, r,p) for positrons

and S
−

(t, r,p) for electrons with momentum p at position

r and time t is given by

S
±

(t, r,p) =

∫ 1

−1

dµc

∫

dεγ

∫

dk ηp±g(εγ , r,k) , (6)

where the function g represents the γ-ray distribution

function at energy mec
2
εγ , momentum k, and position r.

The pair creation redistribution function ηp can be defined

as

ηp±(εγ , µc,p,k)

= (1− µc)

∫

∞

εth

dεx

dNx

dεx

σp(εγ , εx, µc)δ(p− k/2) , (7)

where µc is the cosine of the collision angle between the

two photons, εth ≡ 2/[(1 − µc)εγ ] is the dimensionless

threshold energy for a X-ray photon having energy mec
2
εx

to make a pair with the γ-ray having energy mec
2
εγ ; σp

refers to the pair-creation cross-section.

2.4. γ-ray emission, propagation, and absorption

The probability for a charged particle (with charge e) to

emit photons via pure-curvature process is given by (Ry-

bicki & Lightman 1979)

ηc =

√
3e

2Γ

hRc

1

εγ

F (
εγ

εc

) , (8)

εc =
1

mec
2

3

4π

hcΓ3

Rc
, (9)

F (s) = s

∫

∞

x

K5/3(t)dt , (10)

where εc is the critical energy of curvature radiation, Rc

the curvature radius of the magnetic field line, and K5/3

the modified Bessel function of the order 5/3.

A γ-ray photon is emitted tangential to the local mag-

netic field line. The photon propagates along a straight

ray path because we assume the flat space-time geome-

try, which is a good approximation in the outer magneto-

sphere.

During the propagation, a γ-ray may collide with the

thermal X-ray and be absorbed due to the pair creation

process as described in the foregoing section. The absorp-

tion rate is given by

Sγ = −

∫ 1

−1

dµc

∫

∞

1

dΓηp(r,Γ, µc) · g(εγ , r,k) . (11)

2.5. boundary conditions

We consider the situation that the lower boundary of the

gap, θ
∗

= θ
max
∗

, coincides with the last open field line. θ
∗

is the magnetic colatitude of the point where the magnetic

field line intersects the stellar surface. We assume that the

upper boundary, θ
∗

= θ
min
∗

, coincides with a particular

magnetic field line between the last open field line and

the magnetic axis.The thickness of the gap is defined as

hm ≡
θ
max
∗

− θ
min
∗

θmax
∗

. (12)

We solve the Poisson equation from the neutron star

surface to the outer magnetosphere. Thus, we define that

the inner boundary coincides with the stellar surface. As

for the outer boundary, we solve the Poisson equation to

a large enough distance, s = 1.4 $LC, which is located

outside of the light cylinder. Since the structure of the

outer-most part of the magnetosphere is highly unknown,

we artificially set E
‖

= 0 if the distance from the rotation

axis, $, becomes greater than 0.90 $LC. Under this arti-

ficially suppressed E
‖

distribution in $ > 0.90 $LC, we

solve the Boltzmann equations for outward-migrating par-

ticles and γ-rays in 0 < s < 1.4 $LC. For inward-migrating

particles and γ-rays, we solve only in $ < 0.9 $LC.

To solve the Poisson equation, an elliptic-type partial

differential equation, we impose φ = 0 at the inner, lower,
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and upper boundaries, assuming that both the lower, and

upper boundaries are grounded to the star. At the outer

boundary, we impose ∂φ/∂s = −E
‖

= 0.

3. Result

3.1. Time-dependent Simulation

It is, unfortunately, difficult to constrain the time-

dependent feature of γ-ray emissions observationally, be-

cause the EGRET experiment detected one GeV photon

every tens of thousand pulsar rotations. Taking advantage

of this fact, all the high-energy emission theories from ro-

tating neutron-star magnetospheres have concentrated on

stationary analyses. This drives us to the question whether

the particle accelerators are, indeed, stationary or not,

which is still unsettled.

On these grounds, we solve the Poisson equation

and time-dependent Boltzmann equations for electrons,

positrons and gamma-ray photons self-consistently. By

starting from a nearly vacuum solution, we find that the

solution evolves to a stationary state in a wide range of

pulsar parameters, such as period, P , period derivative Ṗ ,

and magnetic inclination angle, αi. We will demonstrate

this new result, applying the method to millisecond pulsar

parameters in the subsections below.

3.2. Stability of Outer-Magnetospheric Gaps

It is conjectured by Hirotani (2006) that an outer-

magnetospheric gap is electrodynamically stable. In this

subsection, we will examine this prediction by a time-

dependent simulation. We start with the vacuum solu-

tion of E
||
(s, θ

∗
) with an injection of electrons at 1% of

Goldreich-Julian rate, 0.01 ΩB/2π [cm−2s−1], across the

outer boundary.

Such injected, inward-accelerated electrons emit copi-

ous curvature γ-rays, which efficiently collide with the

surface X-rays to materialize as pairs in the inner mag-

netosphere. The created pairs discharge, partially screen-

ing the original E
||
. The discharged positrons are acceler-

ated outwards, emitting curvature photons, some of which

materialize in the outer magnetosphere. The discharged

electrons, on the other hand, emit inward-directed γ-rays,

which efficiently cascade into higher generation pairs by

head-on collisions with the surface X-rays.

If the created pair density becomes too large, the over-

screened E
||

results in a less-efficient γ-ray emission, lead-

ing to a decrease of pairs in a dynamical time scale, $LC/c.

On the other hand, if the created pair density is too small,

the under-screened E
||

results in an increase of pairs. On

these grounds, we can expect that an initial trial function

evolves to the final, stationary solution after a lapse of

several dynamical time scales.

In figure 1, we present the result of a stabilized solu-

tion: The heated polar-cap temperature settles down to

the final value kT ∼ 153 eV, after about 20 dynamical

timescales. We adopted P = 3.3 ms, Ṗ = 6.2×10−20 s s−1,

and αi = 75◦, with hm = 0.9.

We also find that this solution is marginally self-

sustained in the sense that if one of the parameter is

changed such as P > 3.3 ms, or Ṗ < 6.2× 10−20 s s−1, or

αi < 75◦, or hm < 0.9, the created current density evolves

to a negligibly small value compared to the Goldreich-

Julian value; in this case, the surface temperature is sim-

ply attributed to the injected particles across the outer

boundary and kept below ∼ 50 eV.

On the other hand, for a faster spin (i.e., P < 3.3 ms),

or larger magnetic moment (i.e., Ṗ > 6.2 × 10−20 s s−1),

the final stable solution, with created current comparable

to the Goldreich-Julian current and significantly greater

than the injected current, has a higher polar-cap temper-

ature, kT > 153 eV.
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Fig. 1. The heated polar-cap temperature evolution.

3.3. Millisecond pulsar death line

Let us finally enlarge the electrodynamic consideration

into the criterion for a gap to be self-sustained. If par-

ticles are efficiently accelerated and the resultant created

current density, jgap, is large enough, the electrons flowing

onto the polar-cap surface will lead to a sufficient thermal

emission from the surface. The efficient thermal photon

flux ensures copious pair creation in the gap, and hence

the large enough jgap self-consistently.

However, if the external electric field, E
||
, decreases

by some fictitious mechanism (e.g., by artificial decrease

of neutron-star magnetic moment, µ), jgap and hence the

polar-cap temperature, kT , decrease. The decrease of the

surface photon flux further decreases jgap, which partially

recovers the decrease of E
||
. However, if E

||
is decreased

(e.g., by the decrease of µ) too much, even the vacuum

solution of E
||

cannot maintain the pair creation cascade
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in the gap; in this case, jgap as well as kT tends to van-

ish, remaining an in-active gap with the vacuum potential

drop.

Viewed in this light, we can define a ’death line’ of the

particle accelerator on (P, Ṗ ) plane, adopting some fixed

value of αi and hm. If pair creation is insufficient, then

the gap upper boundary will be located near the magnetic

pole, because the upper boundary will be formed by the

copiously created charges that freely moves along the field

lines and screens E
||
. Thus, to find the death line, we adopt

a large value of hm = 0.9 in this subsection. As for αi, we

adopt two representative values, 60◦ and 75◦.
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Fig. 2. P − Ṗ diagram of pulsars and millisecond deathline.

Pulsars with period shorter than 10 ms are denoted by crosses.

The dashed and solid lines denote the deathline for inclina-

tion angle 60 and 75 degree. The triangles denote the Class-II

millisecond pulsars while the squares denote Class-I.

To determine the death line, we investigate the

marginal value of Ṗ below which a self-sustained gap does

not exist for a fixed value of P . For both cases, αi = 60◦

and 75◦, we adopt three fixed values of P , 1.7 ms, 3.3

ms, 10 ms. For αi=60◦, we find that Ṗ > 1.5 × 10−20

for P = 1.7 ms, Ṗ > 2.5 × 10−19 for P = 3.3 ms, and

Ṗ > 1.5×10−17 for P = 10 ms. For αi = 75◦, on the other

hand, Ṗ > 6.0 × 10−21 for P = 1.7 ms, Ṗ > 6.0 × 10−20

for P = 3.3 ms, and Ṗ > 4.0 × 10−18 for P = 10 ms.

These conditions are plotted on (P, Ṗ ) diagram in figure

2 with open circles. The inferred death lines from these

six points are also shown in figure 2: the dashed line de-

notes the death line for αi = 60◦ while the solid line for

αi = 75◦.

It follows from figure 2 that the three Class II X-ray

MSPs, denoted by triangles, appear above the two death

lines. On the contrary, Class I X-ray MSPs (squares) and

most of other MSPs (crosses) are located below the death

lines. Since the characteristics of Class-II members point

to a non-thermal origin due to active particle acceleration

taking place in the magnetosphere of a MSP, it is natural

to interpret that the current calculation is associated with

the Class-II MSPs. It would be possible to argue that the

consistency of the obtained death line with the location

of Class II MSPs on (P, Ṗ ) diagram support this inter-

pretation of their non-thermal emission as a result of the

self-sustained magnetospheric particle accelerator investi-

gated in the present paper.
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Abstract. Electrostatic oscillations in cold electron-

positron plasmas can be coupled to a propagating elec-

tromagnetic mode if the background magnetic field is in-

homogeneous. Previous work considered this coupling in

the quasi-linear regime, successfully simulating the elec-

tromagnetic mode. Here we present a stability analysis of

the non-linear problem, perturbed from dynamical equi-

librium, in order to gain some insight into the modes

present in the system.

1. Introduction

Pulsar magnetospheres are composed of magnetised

electron-positron plasmas. Conventional modelling uses

the fact that the dominant Lorentz force produces a host

of relativistic charged particles, each of which radiates

strongly and stochastically, producing γ-ray photons. Such

single-particle models have been explored as possible radi-

ation sources (da Costa & Kahn 1997), but have not been

able to recover the highest energy radiation observed.

However this strict single particle approach may be

challenged as there are physical processes which develop

in the rest frame of the plasma, and are strongly ampli-

fied when translated in the laboratory frame of the pulsar.

In cold non-relativistic plasma theory non-linear electro-

static oscillations in electron-positron plasmas develop a

density instability in which the density of both species

grows sharply at the edges of the oscillation site (da Costa

et al. 2001). Folding thermodynamics into the system pro-

vides a possible mechanism for avoiding the onset of the

instability, since pressure effects would oppose the den-

sity build up. However, a more advantageous mechanism

would be coupling the oscillation to an electromagnetic

mode via an inhomogeneous background magnetic field.

This would allow energy to be radiated away from the

oscillation, quenching the density instability and giving

a source of radiation in the pulsar magnetosphere. Pre-

vious work has studied this mechanism and successfully

simulated the coupling between the oscillation and the

electromagnetic mode in the quasi-linear regime (Diver

et al. 2002). Therefore the study of these processes is of

the greatest importance for the dynamics of the magneto-

sphere, and the radiation mechanisms of pulsars.

This paper addresses the basic mathematical formula-

tion of the electron-positron cold magnetoplasma and the

mode coupling mechanism in Section 2. In Section 3 lin-

ear analysis of the equations perturbed from dynamical

equilibrium is performed to gain an understanding of the

modes present in the plasma and their stability.

2. Model equations

In cylindrical polar coordinates (r, θ, z) with an axial mag-

netic field B = ẑBz and an electric field in the r, θ plane

Er,θ the full non-linear model equations for a cold electron-

positron plasma are

rṅ+ + (rn+ur)
′ = 0 (1)

rṅ
−

+ (rn
−

vr)
′ = 0 (2)

u̇r + uru
′

r
− u

2
θ
/r = (e/m)(Er + uθBz) (3)

u̇θ + uru
′

r
+ uruθ/r = (e/m)(Eθ − urBz) (4)

v̇r + vrv
′

r
− v

2
θ
/r = −(e/m)(Er + vθBz) (5)

v̇θ + vrv
′

r
+ vrvθ/r = −(e/m)(Eθ − vrBz) (6)

(rEr)
′ = (e/ε0)r(n+ − n

−
) (7)

0 = −Ėr/c
2 − µ0e(n+ur − n

−
vr) (8)

(rEθ)
′ = −rḂz (9)

B
′

z
= −Ėθ/c

2 − µ0e(n+uθ − n
−

vθ) (10)

where n+, n
−

are the positron and electron number densi-

ties; u, v are the positron and electron velocities; ˙ denotes

∂/∂t; ′ denotes ∂/∂r; (7) is Poisson’s equation; (9) is the

single z component of the induction equation; and (10),

(8) are the θ and r components of the ∇ × B equation.

The equations can be recast into a form that highlights

the symmetry of the electron-positron plasma, this can be
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done via the following relations

Σ =
1

2
(n+ + n

−
) ξ/n0 (11)

∆ =
1

2
(n+ − n

−
) ξ/n0 (12)

σ =
1

2
(ur + vr) /ω0L (13)

δ =
1

2
(ur − vr) /ω0L (14)

χ =
1

2
(uθ + vθ) /ω0L (15)

ζ =
1

2
(uθ − vθ) /ω0L (16)

ρ =
eEr

mω2
0L

(17)

θ =
eEθ

mω2
0L

(18)

β0 + β =
eBz

mω0

(19)

r = ξL (20)

t = τ/ω0 (21)

where L, 1/ω0 are characteristic length, time scales and

β0, β are the equilibrium and perturbed magnetic field

respectively. The system of governing equations then be-

comes

Σ̇ = − (Σσ + ∆δ)
′

(22)

∆̇ = − (∆σ + Σδ)
′

(23)

σ̇ = −
1

2

(

σ
2 + δ

2
)

′

+
(

χ
2 + ζ

2
)

/ξ + ζ (β0 + β) (24)

δ̇ = − (σδ)
′

+ 2χζ/ξ + ρ + χ (β0 + β) (25)

χ̇ = −χ
′

σ − ζ
′

δ − (χσ + ζδ) /ξ − δ (β0 + β) (26)

ζ̇ = −σζ
′ − δχ

′ − (σζ + δχ) /ξ + θ − σ (β0 + β) (27)

ρ̇ = −
2

ξ
(∆σ + Σδ) (28)

θ̇ = −p (β0 + β)
′

−
2

ξ
(Σζ + ∆χ) (29)

β̇ = −θ
′ − θ/ξ (30)

where p = c
2
/(ω2

0L
2).

2.1. The coupling mechanism

Consider a homogeneous background magnetic field.

When the density of the plasma is perturbed, resulting in a

charge imbalance, a radial electric field is created that ac-

celerates the electrons and positrons in radially opposite

directions. The plasma collectively is responding to the

presence of the electric field and is trying to restore equi-

librium. The magnetic field causes the particle trajectories

of both species to participate in partial Larmor orbits with

the same azimuthal velocity. The particles overshoot their

initial positions, due to their acquired kinetic energy, and

produce a new charge imbalance that they again try to

correct. This is one half period of an electrostatic oscilla-

tion.

Introducing an inhomogeneous magnetic field induces

a B × ∇B drift which causes a net current density in

the azimuthal motion of the plasma during the electro-

static oscillation. The resulting current density induces ax-

ial magnetic field fluctuations which propagate away from

the electrostatic oscillation site. This mechanism causes

the electrostatic oscillations to couple to a propagating

electromagnetic mode in the plasma.

This effect has been fully investigated in the quasi-

linear regime, in which the variables were perturbed from

a uniform equilibrium. However having an inhomogeneous

magnetic field permeating the plasma requires the equi-

librium to be non-uniform for the system to be self-

consistent.

2.2. Dynamical equilibrium

In the equilibrium situation ∂/∂τ = 0 and ∆ = ρ = θ =

β = 0. The resulting dynamical equilibrium initial condi-

tion is described by

ζ
′

0 = −
ζ0

ξ
− β0 (31)

β
′

0 = −
2κ0

pξ

ζ0
√

κ2
1 − ζ2

0

(32)

σ0 =

√

κ2
1 − ζ2

0 (33)

Σ0 = κ0/σ0 (34)

where 0 subscripts denote equilibrium value and κ0, κ1

are constants. The equilibrium equations describe the self-

consistent response of the plasma to a prescribed back-

ground inhomogeneous magnetic field, β0. Conversely they

describe how the plasma must behave in order to generate

the same magnetic field. Equation(33) defines the kinetic

energy conservation of the equilibrium flow; equation (34)

defines the conservation of the total number density flux;

and equations (32),(31) describe the magnetic field gener-

ation via the ζ0, β0 coupling.

Linearise the full set of governing equations and look

at large values of ξ. In this regime the magnetic field

is asymptotically tending to a constant value, β0 =

constant, corresponding to no motion of the plasma in

the azimuthal direction ζ0 = χ0 = 0, saying that radial

flow dominates. This requires σ0 = constant to be consis-

tent with equation (33) and implies that in this parameter

set that there is a net motion of the plasma in the radial

direction with no net current, δ0 = 0. The governing equa-
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tions then become,

Σ̇ = − (Σ0σ + Σσ0)
′

(35)

∆̇ = − (σ0∆ + δΣ0)
′

(36)

σ̇ = −σ0σ
′ + β0ζ (37)

δ̇ = −σ0δ
′ + ρ + β0χ (38)

χ̇ = −σ0χ
′ − σ0χ/ξ − δβ0 (39)

ζ̇ = −σ0ζ
′ − σ0ζ/ξ − σ0β − β0σ + θ (40)

ρ̇ = −
2

ξ
(∆σ0 + Σ0δ) (41)

θ̇ = −pβ
′ − 2Σ0ζ/ξ (42)

β̇ = −θ
′ − θ/ξ (43)

3. Stability analysis

Upon inspection of the linearised governing equations it

is evident that they can be split into two independent,

self-consistent sets namely equations (36),(38),(39),(41)

forming one set and equations (35),(37),(40),(42) and (43)

forming the other. This simplification was exploited to ob-

tain the following solutions.

3.1. Electrostatic solution

The electrostatic solution is characterised by β = β0, θ = 0

and ζ = 0. Substituting these conditions into the govern-

ing equations yields,

∆̇ = −(σ0∆ + δΣ0)
′ (44)

δ̇ = −σ0δ
′ + ρ + β0χ (45)

χ̇ = −σ0χ
′ − σ0χ/ξ − β0δ (46)

ρ̇ = −2(∆σ0 + Σ0δ)/ξ (47)

Combing equations (45) and (46) to eliminate χ and (47)

and (44) to eliminate ∆ produces two differential equa-

tions both involving δ and ρ. Substituting one differential

expression into the other to eliminate ρ yields the partial

differential equation

δ̈ + 2σ0δ̇
′ + σ

2
0δ

′′ + σ0δ̇/ξ + σ
2
0δ

′

/ξ +
(

β
2
0 + 2Σ0/ξ

)

δ

−2σ0C1/ξ = 0 (48)

where C1 is a constant. Setting C1 = 0 and setting δ =

y(ξ) exp (−iωτ) yields

σ
2
0y

′′ + (σ2
0/ξ − 2iωσ0)y

′ + (β2
0 + 2Σ0/ξ − ω

2

−iωσ0/ξ)y = 0 (49)

This has complete solution

δ (ξ, τ) = ξ
−1/2

e
iω(ξ/σ0−τ)[C2M(−

iΣ0

σ0β0

, 0,
2iβ0ξ

σ0

)

+C3W (−
iΣ0

σ0β0

, 0,
2iβ0ξ

σ0

)] (50)

where M,W are Whittaker functions of the first and sec-

ond kind respectively and C2, C3 are constants. M and W

are related to the confluent hypergeometric functions M

and U as follows

M(κ, µ, z) = e
−z/2

z
1/2+µM(1/2 + µ− κ, 1 + 2µ, z) (51)

W (κ, µ, z) = e
−z/2

z
1/2+µU(1/2 + µ− κ, 1 + 2µ, z) (52)

Taking into account the singularity at ξ = 0 it is required

that the solution is bounded and well-behaved as ξ → 0.

Following Abramowitz and Stegun (1965) for small ar-

guments z ≡ 2iβ0ξ/σ0 the confluent hypergeometric func-

tion of the second kind, U ∝ ln z → −∞ as ξ → 0 implying

W is an unsuitable solution. However as |z| → 0 the func-

tion M(a, b, 0) = 1 provided b is not a negative integer,

in this case b = 1 implying M is a bounded, well-behaved

solution. Hence we choose

δ (ξ, τ) = C2ξ
−1/2

e
iω(ξ/σ0−τ)

M(−
iΣ0

σ0β0

, 0,
2iβ0ξ

σ0

) (53)

Rewriting M as a series of modified Bessel functions of

the first kind, I,

M(κ, µ, z) = e
−z/2

z
1/2+µ ×

∞

∑

n=0

Dn(1/2 + µ− κ, 1 + 2µ)In(z) (54)

and using the asymptotic expansion of I, the solution

takes the form

δ(ξ, τ) = (2πξ)−1/2
C4 exp [iω(ξ/σ0 − τ) + iβ0ξ/σ0] (55)

where D is a set of real and imaginary coefficients and

C4 is an arbitrary constant. In the uniform equilibrium

situation the electrostatic oscillation behaves as described

in section 2.1 at ω
2 = 2ω2

p
+ ω

2
c

(Diver et al. 2002); in

dynamical equilibrium the electrostatic oscillation is being

convected at the plasma flow speed σ0.

3.2. Convective solution

If β̇ = δ = 0 and θ ∼ 1/ξ 6= θ(τ) this yields

Σ̇ = −(Σ0σ + Σσ0)
′ (56)

∆̇ = −(Σ0∆)′ (57)

σ̇ = 0 (58)

0 = ρ + β0χ (59)

ζ̇ = 0 (60)

χ̇ = −σ0χ
′ − σ0χ/ξ (61)

ρ̇ = −2∆σ0/ξ (62)

Rearranging equation (62) for ∆ and substituting into (57)

gives a differential expression for ρ. The same result can

be achieved by rearranging (59) for χ and substituting

into (61). Additionally integrating (56) with respect to τ

and using (58) gives a differential equation describing the
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evolution of Σ. Therefore,

Σ̇ = −σ0Σ
′ + C5 (63)

∆̇ = −σ0∆
′ (64)

χ̇ = −σ0 (ξχ)
′

/ξ (65)

ρ̇ = −σ0 (ξρ)
′

/ξ (66)

where C5 is a constant. These have the general solution,

Σ(ξ, τ) = f(τ − ξ/σ0)− ξC5/σ0 (67)

∆(ξ, τ) = f(τ − ξ/σ0) (68)

G(ξ, τ) =
1

ξ
f(τ − ξ/σ0) (69)

where G = ρ, χ and f is an arbitrary functions. Here Σ, G

and ∆ are being convected at the streaming velocity of the

plasma σ0. Assuming G,∆,Σ ∼ exp (−iωτ) gives the par-

ticular solutions ∝ exp [−iω(τ − ξ/σ0)] describing a per-

turbation in the plasma variables propagating through the

plasma at the streaming velocity σ0.

3.3. General solution

If we prescribe θ = f(γ)/ξ where γ = kξ − (ω ± kσ0)τ =

kξ−Ωτ , looking at (43) this implies β = ηf(γ)/ξ, where η

is a constant. Substituting this expression into (42) yields

ζ =
(Ω− pkη) fγ

2Σ0

+
pηf

2Σ0ξ
(70)

Substituting (70) into (37) and further prescribing σ =

λf(γ)/ξ, where η is a constant, requires

(σ0k − Ω)λ/ξ = (Ω− pkη)β0/2Σ0 (71)

−σ0λ/ξ = pβ0η/2Σ0 (72)

for σ, ζ, θ and β to be consistent. Substituting the ex-

pressions for σ, ζ, θ and β into equation (40) defines the

function f by

A (σ0k − Ω) fγγ + [Aσ0 + B (σ0k − Ω)]
fγ

ξ

− (1− σ0η − β0λ)
f

ξ
= 0 (73)

where

A = (Ω− pkη) /2Σ0 (74)

B = pη/2Σ0 (75)

The solution of which is a Bessel function of non-integer

order which shows presence of Doppler effect as electro-

magnetic wave propagates in the plasma that is streaming

in the radial direction with a velocity σ0.

4. Discussion and Further Developments

The linear perturbation analysis presented here has shown

some of the dynamical responses of the magnetised

electron-positron streaming plasma. These offer guidance

in respect of possible wave modes and plasma stability. In

the linear regime the electrostatic, convective and general

solutions describe the simplified streaming system per-

turbed from equilibrium. The non-linear system of equa-

tions does not have a closed-form analytical solution so

the problem has to be solved numerically, work on which

is currently still in progress. The linear analysis presented

here will help in the development of the numerical simu-

lations. Future considerations include extending the cold

plasma treatment to a kinetic one. In this context the pos-

sibility exists of coupling Bernstein modes (Laing & Diver

2005) (electrostatic waves) to electromagnetic modes.

These results imply a change in the study of pulsar

radiation mechanisms. In pulsar magnetospheres the elec-

tromagnetic field distribution of the star is the superposi-

tion of the underlying dipolar electromagnetic field of the

star, plus the self-field of the flowing plasma (da Costa

& Kahn 1982, da Costa et al. 2001). Collective processes

in the pulsar rest frame depend very strongly on the lo-

cal plasma and field conditions. Earlier work (Diver et

al. 2002) explored quasilinear coupling processes in a sta-

tionary inhomogeneous plasma. This article presents the

preliminary analysis of the stability of the full non-linear

mechanism in a streaming plasma prior to a full numerical

simulation.
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Abstract. We solve the time-dependent dynamics of ax-

isymmetric, general relativistic MHD winds from rotating

neutron stars. The mass loss rate is obtained self consis-

tently as a solution of the MHD equations, subject to a fi-

nite thermal pressure at the stellar surface. Conditions are

chosen to be representative of the neutrino driven phase

in newly born magnetars, which have been considered as

a possible engine for GRBs. We compute the angular mo-

mentum and energy losses as a function of σ and compare

them with the analytic expectation from the classical the-

ory of pulsar winds. We observe the convergence to the

force-free limit in the energy loss and we study the evolu-

tion of the closed zone for increasing magnetization. Re-

sults also show that the dipolar magnetic field and the

presence of a closed zone do not modify significantly the

acceleration and collimation properties of the wind.

1. Introduction

Magnetically dominated outflows from stars and accre-

tion discs, are a key element in understanding the evo-

lution and properties of these objects. Magnetic outflows

are ubiquitous in powering a variety of astrophysical sys-

tems, by converting the rotational energy into wind ki-

netic energy. Rotationally powered pulsars are among the

best example of relativistic outflows produced by a fast

compact rotator. The high magnetic field at the surface

(B ∼ 1010−13 G) and short rotation period (P ∼ 0.001−1

s) cause particles injection. If the charge density in the

magnetosphere of the neutron star, due to pair creation,

exceeds the Goldreich-Julian value then conditions can be

modeled in terms of ideal RMHD.

Observations of the interaction of the pulsar wind with

the surrounding SNR, tell us that far away from the source

the wind is ultrarelativisitic (γ ∼ 104−6) and weakly mag-

netized (Arons 2004), in contrast with conditions inside

the Light Cylinder, where γ ∼ 100, and magnetization is

high. This implies that the high Lorentz factor is achieved

by almost completely converting magnetic energy into ki-

netic energy.

In this sense, pulsars constitute the prototype of rela-

tivistic accelerators: a plasma is assumed at the base with

small outflow velocity (compared to the asymptotic veloc-

ity), embedded in a strong magnetic field. Magnetorota-

tion then accelerates the plasma and converts the mag-

netic energy into relativistic motion.

In the case of pulsars, the plasma density at the sur-

face of the neutron star, drops to very low values, and the

magnetosphere is strongly magnetically dominated. Such

conditions are close to force-free, and the equations that

describe the flow dynamics become stiff, thus making im-

possible for present day codes to model such environment,

in terms of MHD. Due to the presence of gaps at the foot

points of open field lines, plasma is injected in the mag-

netosphere at a supersonic speed, quite differently from

what happen in normal stars, where injection is subsonic.

However low magnetized neutron star winds are of

interest primarily in understanding the physics of very

young neutron stars. In the seconds after collapse and ex-

plosion, the neutron star is hot (surface thermal speed

∼ 0.1 − 0.03c ), and has an “extended atmosphere”.

This proto-neutron star cools and contracts on its Kelvin-

Helmholtz timescale (τKH ∼ 10−100 s), radiating its grav-

itational binding energy (∼1053 ergs) in neutrinos of all

species (Pons et al. 1999). The cooling epoch is accompa-

nied by a thermal wind, driven by neutrino energy deposi-

tion, which emerges into the post-supernova-shock ejecta

(Thompson et al. 2001).

After birth, the thermal pressure at the edge of the pro-

toneutron star surface decreases sharply as the neutrino

luminosity decreases on a timescale τKH, as the star cools

and deleptonizes. At some point during the cooling epoch

the magnetic energy density will exceed the thermal pres-

sure, and the wind region will become increasingly mag-

netically dominated. For magnetar-strength surface fields

(B0 ∼ 1014 − 1015 G) the magnetic field dominates the

wind dynamics from just a few seconds after the super-

nova (Thompson 2003).

If magnetars are born with millisecond rotation peri-

ods (Thompson & Duncan 1993), their rotational energy

can be very large (∼2 × 1052 ergs) relative to the en-

ergy of the supernova explosion (∼1051 ergs) and be-
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Fig. 1. Wind structure for a monopolar magnetic field, σ = 200, Ω = 0.14. Left: poloidal magnetic field lines, and ratio |Bφ/Br|;

Alfvenic (dashed) and fast (dotted) surfaces. Center: Lorentz factor, ∼ sin (θ). Right: energy flux in normalized units, ∼ sin
2
(θ).

From Bucciantini et al.(2006).

cause the spindown timescale can be short for larger value

of the Alfvenic radius, these proto-magnetar winds have

been considered as a mechanism for producing hyper-

energetic supernovae (Thompson et al. 2004). Because the

wind becomes increasingly magnetically-dominated, the

outflow must eventually become relativistic. For this rea-

son, proto-magnetar winds have also been considered as

a possible central engine for long-duration GRBs (e.g.,

Thompson et al. 2004).

In the simple 1D radial model for relativistic winds

from compact rotators by Michel (1969), solutions can

be parameterized in terms of σ = Ω2Φ2
/Ṁ , where Ω

is the rotation rate, Φ the magnetic flux and Ṁ the

mass flux. σ is the maximum Lorentz factor the wind

can achieve if all magnetic energy is converted into ki-

netic energy, and at the base of a pulsar it is ∼ 106.

The results by Michel (1969) show that the asymptotic

Lorentz factor tends to σ
1/3. This is known as the σ − γ

problem (Arons 2004). If the flow is allowed to diverge

more than radially then acceleration is more efficient

(Begelman & Li 1994). The presence of a magnetic field

can cause collimation of the flow along the rotation axis,

and divergence along the equator, so in principle one might

expect magnetic collimation to be also responsible for the

acceleration of the wind. However when the flow speed

reaches values close to c the Coulomb term in the elec-

tromagnetic force cannot be neglected and it balances the

magnetic hoop stress. Solutions of the relativistic Grad-

Shafranov equation for a monopolar field in the trans-fast

regime (Beskin et al. 1998) have shown that acceleration

is too slow and the asymptotic results of the Michel model

apply also in 2D axisymmetric geometry, meaning that the

flow remains radial.

However, no analytic multidimensional solution of the

full relativistic MHD equations exists that extends from

the surface of the neutron star to large distances. Am-

bigiuties remain about injection conditions, which in the

case of a newly-born hot magnetar, depend non-trivially

on the temperature, gravity, and rotation. Even simplified

models consider only supersonic injection, but none focus

on the possibility of a thermal wind at the base. Moreover

the use of a monopolar field might prove not accurate,

given than a more realistic dipole should be assumed in

the close magnetophere.

2. Wind acceleration

The first axisymmetric numerical simulations of the

acceleration of a relativisitc wind were presented by

Bogovalov (1999), where the case of a zero pressure

plasma in a monopolar magnetic field, with uniform in-

jection conditions at the base of the star was investigated.

Results show that as soon as γ > 5 collimation and accel-

eration of the wind become marginal.

Our recent investigation (Bucciantini et al. 2006) has

focused on the study of the acceleration of an axisym-

metric relativisitc wind in the case the pressure is small

compared with the rest mass energy density, but not neg-

ligible. If acceleration is efficient, the wind can reaches

high Lorentz factors (γ ∼ 100− 300) and kinetic luminos-

ity (∼ 1050 erg s−1), perhaps enough to trigger a GRB.

The relativistic MHD equations, together with Maxwell

equations, are solved using the shock-capturing code for

relativistic MHD developed by Del Zanna et al. (2003).

The code has been modified to solve the equations in the

Schwarzschild metric, in order to properly account the ef-

fects of gravity. In order to model the heating and cooling

processes using an ideal gas equation of state we adopt an

adiabatic coefficient Γ = 1.1 (almost isothermal wind). A

hot atmosphere is assumed at the base of the star with

p/ρc
2 ∼ 0.01. Density, pressure, rotation rate and the ra-

dial component of the magnetic field are fixed at the base

of the neutron star, which is assumed to have a canoni-

cal radius RNS = 10 km. The system is let to relax to

a steady state configuration. We verify that it takes less

than 5 rotations for the mass flux and energy losses to

converge.
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Fig. 2. Wind structure for a dipolar magnetic field, σ = 20, Ω = 0.14. Left: poloidal magnetic field lines, and ratio |Bφ/Br|;

Alfvenic (dashed) and slow (dotted) surfaces. Center: same as left, note the monopolar structure at larger radii. Fast (dotted)

surface. Right: Lorentz factor, ∼ sin (θ). From Bucciantini et al.(2006).

In analogy with the 1D model, solutions in the 2D

case can be parametrized by using the average value of

σ over all stream lines. Results in the case of a monopo-

lar magnetic field show that for σ > 10 the flow is close

to radial, the terminal γ is < σ, pointing to inefficient

acceleration. Moreover the energy and angular momen-

tum fluxes rapidly approach the force-free values. Even

if v << c inside the Light Cylinder, asymptotic results

agree with the flow structure found by Bogovalov (1999).

Energy flux scales as sin2 (θ), and γ ∝ sin (θ), in agree-

ment with the solution of the exact monopole. Mass flux

is also shaped by rotation. On the equator it appears to

be 5 times higher than in the non rotating case. On the

contrary due to collimation in the polar region the mass

loss rate along the axis is about twice smaller than in the

non rotating case. Such variation is due to the change in

centrifugal support at different latitudes, and decreases as

the period increses. Results suggest that a rapidly rotat-

ing magnetar will not be able to simulataneusly produce a

collimated and relativisitc outflow. Relativisitic velocities

can be reached only for σ >> 1, and in this case most of

the energy would be concentrated in the equatorial plane

instead that in a jet. Simulations have been extended to

large distances (∼ 10000RNS) showing that for σ > 10

most of the energy is in the equatorial plane. We observe

the formation of a collimated narrow jet, that is unre-

solved in our grid, but such structure appears not to be

energetically significant.

We computed solutions also in the more realistic cases

of dipolar magnetic field at the surface of the NS. Due

to stability issues in numerical RMHD it was not possi-

ble to study cases with σ > 20. In the monopolar case,

no current sheet is present. In the case of a dipole cur-

rent sheets are present both at the edge of the closed zone

and at the equator, and numerical resistivity is important.

In particular in the equatorial plane, where the mangetic

field vanishes, reconnection (due to numerical resistivity)

takes place and plasmoids are formed. These plasmoids

extend about 5-10 degrees around the equator, and cause

fluctuation of about 10-20% in the losses. Even if such

values depend on numerical resistivity, this suggests that

reconnection at the Y-point might manifest itself observa-

tionally.

To obtain steady solutions we suppressed resistivity at

the equator, thus enhancing the instability of the code.

Moreover, in the case of a dipole, the magnetic and flow

surfaces are not aligned with the grid, and in this case in-

version from conservative to primitive varibles is not stable

for B
2
/ρc

2
> 100.

Despite the presence of a closed zone, and the fact

that within the Light Cylinder the field structure is close

to a dipole, we found that solutions can again be par-

materized in term of σ, now defined as an average done

only on open streamlines. In this case we find that energy

and angular momentum losses scale as a monopole with

the same σ. Again as soon as σ > 1 solutions for the en-

ergy and angular momentum losses approach the force-free

limit (Contopoulos et al. 1999), outside the Light Cylin-

der, and for σ > 10 the asymptotic structure resembles

the exact monopole, with energy flux peaking at the equa-

tor and a higher equatorial Lorentz factor. Similar results

are found also by Komissarov (2006). We are able to re-

lated the amount of open magnetic flux to the distance

of the Y-point from the surface of the star. Extrapolat-

ing to the force-free limits, our result is in agreement with

Gruzinov (2005).

Contrary to expectations (Contopoulos et al. 1999) we

also find that the location of the Y-point is inside the Light

Cylinder. This is due to the presence of a finite pressure

plasma at the base of the star. In this case the extent of

the closed zone is limited by the pressure equilibrium at

the Y-point. We also verified that the ratio of the Y-point

radius to the Light Cylinder RY /RL drops with decreasing

Ω, as one would expenct for a braking index less than

3. This implies that even if for large σ the asymptotic

wind structure is close to the force-free monopole solution,

the spindown time can be shorter, and the total energy
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Fig. 3. Energy and angular momentum losses for a monopolar

(upper panel) and dipolar (lower panel) magnetic field as a

function of σo (σ averaged on open field lines). Squares indicate

cases with different rotation rate. Dashed-lines represent the

low-σ analytic theory, dotted lines are the force-free limits.

The solid line is a power law fit for the monopolar field. When

normalized on open field lines, the results of the dipole follow

the same curve of the monopole. From Bucciantini et al.(2006).

losses larger, that what is inferred by applying the dipole

formula.

3. Conclusions

Recent numerical results have confirmed theoretical pre-

dictions about the acceleration of relativisitc winds from

neutron stars. The conversion of magnetic to kinetic en-

ergy appears to be minimal, the flow closely resembles the

expectation from the exact monopole solution, there is no

evidence for the formation of a collimated energetic jet.

The use of a more realistic dipolar field does not seem

to change significanlty the wind properties far from the

Light Cylinder. On the contrary the energy and angular

momentum losses seem to depend only on the integrated

value of σ, and, for σ > 1, on the amount of open magnetic

flux.

Regarding the possibility that a magnetar could trig-

ger a GRB, we conclude that, in ideal MHD, acceleration

to relativistic speeds requires very high σ, much higher

than what is thought to characterized newly-born magne-

tars. Moreover there is no evidence of energy collimation

at high magnetization. Even if dissipation of the current

sheet could be invoked to accelerate the wind, it is not

obvious that a jet will form, it is more likely that the en-

ergy will still be concentrated in the equatorial plane, as

is suggested by X-ray images of Pulsar Wind Nebulae.

Even if pulsar winds are not thermally driven at the

base, they are cold, and the injection conditions depend

on the physics of gaps, our results have several speculative

implications for rotation powered pulsars, where σ is high.

The fact that the Y-point is interior to the light cylinder

(and the Alfven radius), and that RY /RL decreases as Ω

decreases, suggests that observed braking indices less than

3 might be a consequence of pressure equilibrium. Even if

globally, thermal pressure is not likely to be relevant for

classical pulsars, magnetic dissipation at and near the Y

point might cause pressure forces to be significant in this

localized region.

The appearance of outwardly propagating plasmoids

at and beyond the Y-point as a consequence of (numerical)

magnetic dissipation raises the intriguing possibility that

noise in pulsar spindown might arise from instability of

the magnetospheric currents. Torque fluctuations might

give rise to noise and limit cycles in the observed phase of

pulsars’ subpulses.
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Abstract. It is shown that the slow glitches in the spin

rate of the pulsar B1822-09 can be explained by the recon-

struction of the neutron star shape, which is not matched

with the star rotation axis. Owing to the evolution of the

inclination angle, i.e. the angle between the rotation axis

and the axis of the magnetic dipole, under the action of

the braking torque, there appears the disagreement be-

tween the rotation axis and the symmetry axis. After the

angle between the axis of symmetry and the axis of the

rotation achieves the maximum value of α ' 2 · 10−4 the

shape of the neutron star becomes matching with the ro-

tation axis. Such reconstruction is observed as the slow

glitch.

1. Introduction

All radio pulsars are known to retard theirs rotation. Pe-

riods of the rotation P are gradually increasing with the

rate of the order of Ṗ ≈ 10−15
s/s. As a result during the

time P/Ṗ ≈ 107
years the rotation period becomes twice

larger. At the same time the inclination angle χ – the an-

gle between the rotation axis and the axis of the magnetic

dipole – must changes also. The characteristic time of the

evolution of the χ is the same as for the rotation period

P . The change of the inclination angle is of ≈ 1 during

the evolution time. Change of the value of χ is due to the

torque acting on the star is not parallel to the rotation

axis. This torque not only retards the rotation but also

turns the rotation axis in space. Increasing or decreasing of

the χ depends on the mechanism of a neutron star energy

losses. The angle χ approaches to the value when the en-

ergy losses are minimal. For the magnetodipole losses, if a

pulsar radiates the electromagnetic magnetodipole waves,

the angle χ goes to the zero value when the radiation is

absent. Opposite, for the current losses, if a pulsar spends

its energy for the creation and acceleration of plasma in a

magnetosphere, and a star’s spin down is due to the elec-

tric currents flowing in a magnetosphere and closing on a

star’s surface, the angle χ approaches to the value of 90◦.

In this case the electric current is minimal.

However, it is clear that to notice during the obser-

vation time ≈ 10–20 years the change of the inclination

on the value of 10−6
rad ≈ 0.′′2 is impossible. Thus, there

exist only indirect conclusions about inclination angle evo-

lution. They are based on the statistic of the distribution

of pulsars over the value of χ. But because we do not know

this distribution at the birth time, and due to the selec-

tion effects we can’t now do the definite conclusion about

inclination angle evolution.

Our work demonstrates the possibility to watch the

changes of χ on the value of 2′ during the time ≈ 10years

though slow glitches observed from the pulsar B1822-09.

2. Observed properties of slow glitches from the
pulsar B1822−09

The pulsar B1822−09 has the period P = 0.769s (ν =

1/P = 1.3s−1), the period derivative Ṗ = 52.36×10−15. It

is the young pulsar with the age of P/2Ṗ ≈ 2.3×105
years.

The pulsar observations during the time of 21 years at

Puschino Radio Observatory show two class of the period

variations. They are pulsar noise and glitches. The pulsar

B1822-09 reveals the new kind of glitches unknown before

– slow glitches (Shabanova 2005).

Figure 1 shows the frequency first derivative ν̇ and

frequency residuals ∆ν for PSR B1822-09 from 1985 to

2006. The local fits were performed over intervals of 200

days. The figure 1(b) presents the frequency residuals with

respect to the simple spin down model based on the initial

parameters of ν and ν̇, determined from 1991 to 1994. The

narrow indicates the time at which the usual glitch of the

magnitude ∆ν/ν = 8×10−10 was observed. This moment

divides the observations on two parts. After that time we

observe three slow glitches.

During the interval from 1985 to 1994 we observed

the distinct linear decreasing of the first derivative of

the period. The value of the second derivative is ν̈ =

9 × 10−25
s
−3. The data from 1995 to 2006 show three

jumps of values of ν̇ and ∆ν, which can be called as

slow. The characteristic property of slow glitches is the

gradual increasing of the rotation frequency during 200-

300 days without subsequent relaxation. The increasing
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Fig. 1. The time dependance (a) of the first derivative of the

rotation frequency ν̇ and (b) frequency resiuals ∆ν for the

pulsar B1822−09. Three slow glitches are observed from 1995

to 2005.

of the relative rotation frequency ∆ν/ν due to the slow

glitch is of 10−8. The total increasing for three glitches is

∆ν/ν ≈ 7 · 10−8.

We see that three slow glitches observed from PSR

B1822-09 shows the quite different properties than well

known glitches from another pulsars, for example, from

Crab and Vela pulsars. They are connected with processes

occurred in a core and a crust of a neutron star. But the

reason of the slow glitch also can’t be connected with a

magnetospheric effects. If a pulsar magnetosphere is re-

sponsible for a slow glitch then it must change its moment

of inertia J on the value of ∆J/J = −∆ν/ν ≈ −10−8. The

pulsar magnetosphere does not possess the such moment

of inertia. The estimation of the maximum value of Jm

gives Jm <
∫

(B2
/8πc

2)r2
dr. Here B is the magnitude of

the magnetic field in a magnetosphere, c is the speed of

light, r is the distance from the rotation axis. The integra-

tion is over a pulsar’s magnetosphere from a star’s surface

to the light surface c/Ω = 2πc/ν. As a result we obtain

Jm < B
2
0R

5
/2c2 ≈ 5×1032(B0/10

12
G)

2
(R/106

cm)5gcm
2.

R is the star’s radius. Thus, Jm/J < 5 · 10−13, where

J ≈ 1045
gcm

2 is the standard value of the moment inertia

of a neutron star. So, the changes of the rotation frequency

on the value of ∆ν/ν ≈ 10−8 as observed can be only by

changes in a star’s body.

3. Connection between the inclination angle and
slow glitches

3.1. Reconstruction of a star’s shape

The neutron star shape has no the spherical symmetry.

Due to the fast rotation its extension across the rotation

axis is larger than that along. As a result the tensor of iner-

tia of a star Jαβ has no equaled diagonal components. The

value of Jzz (the axis z is directed along the rotation axis)

is little larger than the components which are perpendic-

ular to the rotation axis J
⊥⊥

: Jzz = J , J
⊥⊥

= J − δJ ,

δJ¿J . The ratio δJ/J is of the order of the ratio of the

centrifugal force to the gravitation force

δJ

J
≈

Ω2

Gρn

.

Here Ω is the frequency of a star’s rotation, G is the

gravitation constant, ρn is a star’s density. Substitut-

ing the standard value of a neutron star density ρ̄ =

5× 1014
gcm

−3, we obtain

δJ

J
≈ 1.2× 10−6

P
−2

(

ρ̄

ρn

)

.

If the inclination angle changes then the rotation axis

deflects from the symmetry axis z (the magnetic field

is frozen to the star’s body). The axis of rotation be-

gins to precess around the symmetry axis. That is de-

scribed by relations Ωx = Ωsin α cos Φ; Ωy = Ωsin α sin Φ;

Ωz = Ωcos α = const(t); dΦ/dt = Ωcos α(δJ/J),

from which the period of precession Ppr follows Ppr =

P (J/δJ)/cos α ≈ 0.83 · 106
P

3(ρn/ρ̄)(cos α)−1
s. For the

pulsar B1822-09, which has the period P = 0.769s, the

precession period is equal to (α¿1): Ppr ≈ 3.8 × 105
s =

4.4 days. This time is significantly less than the pulsar’s

age P/Ṗ = 1.5 × 1013
s = 5 × 105

years and the obser-

vation time. Averaging over the precession period Ppr,

we get < Ω >= Ωzez. The observed period is equal to

P = 2π/Ωz.

The torque acting on star results the spin down of a

star (Ṗ > 0) and also changing of the inclination angle χ.

As a result the angle α increases. The star’s shape, initially

matched with the rotation axis, becomes asymmetric with

respect to the instant axis of rotation. The star, rotating

around the axis not coinciding with the axis of symmetry,

undergoes the stress. This stress intends to reconstruct the

star’s shape in order to match it with the rotation axis. At

α 6= 0 the part of the centrifugal force is not compensating

by the gravitation force. So, there exists the force directing

tangent to the surface of constant density (see figure 2).

The force density f , acting on the unit volume, is

f = ρnΩ2
rα, where r is the distance from the axis of

rotation. The arising tangent stress equals τ = F/s =

αΩ2
h
∫

0

ρn(h′)(R− h
′)dh

′ (here R is the star’s radius). The

stress τ will intend to deflect the star matter column on

the angle φ,

φ(h) ≈ αΩ2

h
∫

0

ρn(h′)

E(h′)
(R− h

′)dh
′

.

The quantity E is the elastic module, it depends on

the matter density ρn, E = Es(ρn/ρs)
4/3. Quantities ρs
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Fig. 2. The star rotates around the axis not coinciding with

the symmetry axis. The angle between axises is α. There arises

the tangent stress τ intending to reconstruct the star’s shape.

and Es are values of the density and the elastic module

on the star’s surface. The neutron star crust near the sur-

face consists of the crystallic iron. Its density on the star

surface is of ρs ≈ 105
g/cm

3. The density increases with

the depth h, ρn = ρs[1 + (h/H)3]. The quantity H is the

characteristic scale of a crust density growth, H ≈ 10m

(Blandford, Applegate, Hernquist, 1983). The value of the

elastic module Es can be estimated from the magnitude

of E for a steel on the Earth, E0 ≈ 2×1012
din/cm

2. Then

Es = E0(ρs/ρ0)
4/3 ≈ 3 · 1017

din/cm
2 (at ρ0 ≈ 10g/cm

3).

Resulting we obtain the following expression for the angle

of deflection of star matter from the vertical

φ(h) ≈ α
Ω2

ρs

Es

h
∫

0

(R− h
′)dh

′

[1 + (h′/H)3]1/3
.

At h≥H the angle of deformation approaches the max-

imum value of φ → α(Ω2
ρsRH/Es), which is much less

than the angle α, φ ≈ 3 × 10−2
α. Thus, we see that the

elastic deformation is not enough to reconstruct the shape

of a star to the equilibrium form.

While the angle α grows the tangent stress τ increases

and can become greater than the plastic limit for the iron

crust σ(ρn). The elastic limit σ is proportional to the value

of E and is of the small part of it, σ(ρn) = σs(ρn/ρs)
4/3

(σ ≈ 10−3
E on the Earth at the room temperature). The

value σs is the elastic limit for the neutron star crust at

its surface. The condition τ = σ defines the limiting value

of the angle αl at which the crust matter will move under

the action of stress. After that the star shape becomes

symmetric with respect the rotation axis.

αl =
σs

Ω2ρsRH

(1 + x
3)4/3

x
∫

0

(1− βx′)(1 + x′
3)dx′

,

where x = h/H, β = H/R ≈ 10−3¿1. The right hand

side of this expression has the minimum at x = 2−1/3. This

minimum does define the limiting value of the angle αcr.

At this value of α the star will reconstruct its shape, and

the matter motion will be mainly at the depth h ≈ 0.8H,

αcr = 1.9
σs

Ω2ρsRH
. (1)

The value of the plastic limit σ depends strongly on

the matter temperature. More exactly, on the ratio of the

binding energy of atoms to the temperature. This ratio

is proportional to the quantity ρn
1/3

/T . The matter den-

sity on the star’s surface ρs ≈ 105
g/cm

3 is much greater

than that for metals on the Earth ρ0 ≈ 10g/cm
3. The

star surface temperature is also much higher, T ≈ 105
K.

So, the parameter ρ
1/3
s /T is of the order less than that

for the Earth conditions, ρ
1/3
0 /T0 (T0 ≈ 300K), namely

ρ
1/3
s /T ≈ 6.5× 10−2(ρ

1/3
0 /T0)(T/105

K)−1. Such value of

the binding parameter corresponds to the strongly heating

body, for which the plastic limit σ is at least of the order

less than that for the room temperature. Because of that

we adopt the following value for σs, σs ≈ 1012
din/cm

2.

The obtained estimation of the critical value of the angle

between the axis of rotation and the symmetry axis for the

pulsar B1822-09 is αcr ≈ 2 × 10−4. The angle α can not

exceed this limit. During the evolution of the inclination

angle χ the angle α increases from zero to αcr. Then, the

crust reconstructs, and the angle α returns to zero value.

This reconstruction is observed as a slow glitch.

3.2. Change of the star rotation frequency after the glitch

Let us discuss the behavior the star rotation frequency

after the glitch. The value of Ω after the reconstruction

Ω′ can be determined form the condition of angular mo-

mentum conservation JαβΩβ = const. After the glitch the

angular velocity is directed along the symmetry axis, i.e.

JαβΩβ
′ = JΩα

′. Thus, Ωx
′ = Ω(1 − δJ/J) sin α cos Φ;

Ωy
′ = Ω(1 − δJ/J) sin α sinΦ; Ωz

′ = Ωcos α. Here the

quantity Ω is the star rotation frequency before the glitch.

Let remind that the mean rotation frequency before the

glitch is < Ω >= 2π/P = Ωcos α. Calculating of Ω′, we

find the change of the star rotation ∆Ω = Ω′− < Ω >=

Ω(α2
/2)(1− 2δJ/J) ≈ Ω(α2

/2). So,

∆Ω

Ω
=

α
2
cr

2
> 0.

Indeed, the observed jumps ∆Ω for PSR B1822−09 are

positive and are of the order of ∆Ω/Ω ≈ 10−8. These

values are consistent with the estimation αcr ≈ 10−4, ob-

tained above.
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3.3. The rate of the inclination angle change

To achieve the value α ≈ 10−4 = 21′′, and also the change

of χ on the same value it is necessary large enough time

t ≈ (P/Ṗ )α. For a usual pulsar this time is of 3×103
years.

PSR B1822−09 possesses the much higher value of the

spin down Ṗ = 52.36×10−15, and the corresponding time

diminishes to t ≈ 50years. That is also large for the ob-

servations. But the pulsar B1822−09 is on their stage of

evolution that this time becomes shorter and is of sev-

eral years. The matter is while approaching the value of

inclination angle χ to the limiting value (0 or π/2 de-

pending on the mechanism of losses), when the energy

losses become minimal, the change of χ becomes larger

than that of Ω. For the magnetodipole losses the invari-

ant is the quantity Ω cos χ = const. It gives the rate of χ,

χ̇ = −(Ṗ /P ) cot χ. At the angle χ closed to zero, cot χÀ1

and χ̇À Ω̇. The time of changing of χ on the value of ∆χ

equals t = (P/Ṗ )∆χ tan χ¿(P/Ṗ )∆χ. The same relation

takes place also for the current losses. The invariant value

for this case is Ω sin χ = const (χ 6= π/2). The angle χ

approaches π/2. The time is t = (P/Ṗ )∆χ cot χ, and it is

also smaller than (P/Ṗ )∆χ at χ ≈ π/2.

Existence of the interpulse in radio emission of PSR

B1822-09 tell us that the value of χ is close to 0 or to

π/2. Rankin (1990) determined this angle, χ ≈ 86◦. The

conclusion that the angle χ is close to the value of π/2

is confirmed by the fact that the shift between the main

pulse and the interpulse is equal to 180◦ and does not

depends on the radio frequency (Gil et al., 1994).

One more argument in favor of orthogonal rotator

(χ ≈ π/2) is the measuring braking index n = ΩΩ̈/Ω̇2

has the large value of n ≈ 145. Such high value of the

braking index, nÀ1, means that the rate of change of the

inclination angle χ is much larger than that of the rota-

tion frequency Ω. Taking into account only the rotation

frequency evolution it is impossible to get such high value

of n, n ≈ 3. In the relation Ω̇ = f(Ω,χ) at nÀ1 the depen-

dence on χ becomes determinant Ω̈ ≈ χ̇∂f/∂χ. By this the

braking index is n ≈ χ̇(Ω/Ω̇)(∂ ln f/∂χ). Thus, the brak-

ing index is defined by χ̇ ≈ n(Ω̇/Ω)(∂ ln f/∂χ)−1ÀΩ̇/Ω

at nÀ1.

For the current losses which give the evolution of

the inclination angle to π/2, f(χ) ∝ cos2χ + δ
2
/4 (Be-

skin, Gurevich, Istomin, 1993). Here the quantity δ is

the angular size of the polar cap, δ = (1.95RΩ/c)1/2 =

2.3 · 10−2(R/10km)1/2 ≈ 1.3◦. The value of χ̇ has

the sharp maximum near cos χ ≈ δ/2, at which χ̇ =

−(Ω̇/Ω) cos χ/(cos2 χ + δ
2
/4). The characteristic value of

χ̇ in the interval of angles π/2−χ ≈ δ is χ̇ = −δ
−1(Ω̇/Ω) =

δ
−1

Ṗ /P ≈ 43Ṗ /P . At such high rate the change of χ on

the value of ∆χ ≈ 10−4 is during the time scale of several

years. We suggest that the pulsar B1822-09 demonstrates

such kind of evolution.

3.4. Comparison with observations

We consider that observed slow glitches of B1822-09 are

reconstructions of the neutron star shape. We observed

after 1995 three slow glitches of the pulsar rotation,

∆ν1/ν = 1.2 × 10−8, ∆ν2/ν = 2.85 × 10−8, ∆ν3/ν =

2.75×10−8. Knowing the relation α
2 = 2∆ν/ν, we obtain

the following estimations for the angles α1 = 1.5×10−4 (≈

30′′), α2 = 2.4 × 10−4 (≈ 50′′), α3 = 2.3 × 10−4 (≈ 48′′).

We see that observed values of α are close to the critical

one αcr = 2 × 10−4, derived above from the condition of

plastic limit. To achieve these angles we need the time of

t = α/χ̇.

For the orthogonal rotator (χ ≈ π/2) the quantity χ̇

is χ̇ = δ
−1

Ṗ /P ≈ 2.9× 10−12
s
−1, and the time to achieve

α = 2 × 10−4 is t = 7 × 107
s = 800days. This time is in

well agreement with observed intervals t2 ≈ t3 ≈ 700days.

Thus, we come to the conclusion that slow glitches

observed from PSR B1822−09 is explained by the model

of the neutron star reconstruction, when the asymmetry

of the star’s shape is restored by the plastic deformation

in the crust. We also showed the pulsar B1822-09 is the

orthogonal rotator, and χ ≈ 90◦. This is the confirmation

of the current losses conception.

4. Conclusion

We showed that the probable reason of slow glitches of the

pulsar B1822−09 is the fast change of its inclination angle

χ. During slow glitches the inclination angle changes on

the value of 2′ for 10 years. Significant increasing of the

rate χ̇ takes place when the angle χ approaches 90◦, and

the condition π/2 − χ≈δ is fulfilled (δ is the angular size

of the polar cap δ ≈ (2RΩ/c)1/2). In this region of angles

χ̇ = δ
−1

Ṗ /PÀṖ /P .

For the fast evolving pulsars like Crab, Vela or

B1509−58, for which the ratio Ṗ
−15/P is large quantity

of 103 − 104, the time of accumulation of angle αcr is

of the order of one year. They have to demonstrate slow

glitches. But they have came to the state when χ = 90◦.

For another group of pulsars with the ratio Ṗ
−15/P≈102

the accumulation time is of 30 years. And only for the

pulsar B1822-09, which has the angle χ close to 90◦, but

not equal that value, the accumulation time is of several

years.
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Abstract. We propose a model, which naturally explains

an unusual thermal X-ray emission, observed from PSR

J1119-6127. The model is based on the assumption that

the pulsar magnetic field near the stellar surface differs

significantly from the pure dipole field. We show that the

structure and curvature of the field lines can be of the

kind that allows the pair creation in the closed field line

region. The created pairs propagate along the closed field

lines and heat the stellar surface beyond the local poles.

It is demonstrated that such a configuration can be easily

realized.

Thermal X-ray emission seems to be a quite common

feature of the radio pulsars. On the other hand charac-

teristics of such radiation allows us to get a lot of infor-

mation about the polar cap region of the pulsars. Stan-

dard model of the radio pulsars assumes that there exists

the Inner Acceleration Region (IAR) above the polar cap

where the electric field has a component along the mag-

netic field lines. The particles (electrons and positrons)

are accelerated in both directions: outward and toward

the stellar surface. Consequently, outstreaming particles

generate the magnetospheric (radio and high-frequency)

emission while the the backstreaming particles heat the

surface and provide necessary energy for the thermal emis-

sion. In such a scenario X-ray diagnostics seems to be an

excellent method to get insight into the most intriguing

regain of the neutron star.

The black body fit allows us to obtain directly the bolo-

metric size (Abol) and temperature (Ts) of the polar cap.

In most cases Abol is much less than the conventional polar

cap area. It can be easily explained by assuming that the

surface magnetic field of pulsars differs significantly from

the pure dipole one. Then, one can estimate an actual sur-

face magnetic field by the magnetic flux conservation law

as b = Abol/Apc = Bd/Bs. Here Bd = 2×1012
(

PṖ15

)1/2

,

P is the pulsar period in seconds and Ṗ15 = Ṗ /1015 is the

period derivative. In most cases b ∼ 10 − 60, which im-

plies Bs >> Bd, while Ts ∼ (2 − 4) × 106 K. Recently

Gil, Melikidze & Zhang (2005, 2006, GMZ06 henceforth)

have shown that the model of the Partially Screened Gap

(PSG) can interpret the observational data not only qual-

itatively but also quantitatively.

The X-ray observations of PSR J1119-6127 showed

quite unusual features of this pulsar. As it was demon-

strated by Gonzalez et al. (2005, G05 hereafter) the XMM-

Newton observations denote the thermal feature of the

pulsed X-ray emission from this pulsar. The derived char-

acteristics of the black body fit are as follows: Abol =

3.6+4.9
−0.6 × 1013 cm2 and Ts = 2.40.3

−0.2 × 106 K. The X-ray

flux is estimated as Lx = 2.0+2.5
−0.4×1033 erg s−1. Let us note

that both Abol and Lx depend on the distance estimation,

which for this pulsar is estimated as D = 8.4 ± 0.4 kpc

(Caswell et al. 2004), while Cordes-Lazio NE2001 (2002)

Electron Density Model suggests the distance estimate as

D = 17 kpc, (10 < D < 50). Therefore, if the distance is

underestimated the flux as well as Abol are even larger.

PSR J1119-6127 was discovered in the Parkes Multi-

beam Pulsar Survey (Camilo et al. 2000). The observed

parameters of the pulsar are as follows: P = 0.408 s,

PṖ15 = 4.0 × 103, Bd = 8.2 × 1013 (note a slight inac-

curacy in estimation of Bd by G05) and the spin-down

energy loss Lsd = 2.3×1035 erg s−1. The conventional po-

lar cap area is about Apc = 1.6× 109 cm2. As we see the

efficiency of X-ray emission defined as ξ = Lx/Lsd ∼ 0.009

is of the same order of magnitude as it is for other pulsars,

while the bolometric area Abol exceeds Apc 2× 103 times.

1. The model

We propose the model, which is based on the assumption

that the surface magnetic field of pulsar differs greatly

from the dipolar field. The curvature and strength of the

surface field can be much bigger than those which follow

from the simple dipolar geometry. This assumption seems

to be quite natural and as it was mentioned above sup-

ported by the X-ray observations of the rotation-powered

pulsars (GMZ06). Gil, Melikidze, Mitra (2002) proposed

that the actual surface magnetic field can be modelled as a

superposition of the global dipole field and crust-anchored

small scale magnetic anomalies. They also provided cor-

responding numerical formalism. Such an approach allows

to get some insight on the geometry, as well as to esti-
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Fig. 1. Superposition of the star centered global magnetic

dipole d and crust anchored local dipole m placed at rs =

(rs ∼ R; θ = θr) and inclined to the z-axis by an angle θm.

The actual surface magnetic field at radius vector r = (r; θ)
is Bs = Bd + Bm, where Bd = 2d/r3

, Bm = 2m/|r − rs|,

r is the radius (altitude) and θ is the polar angle (magnetic

colatitude). R is the radius of the neutron star and L is the

crust thickness.

mate the curvature of the field lines. Fig. 1 represents the

general picture of the model.

Fig. 3 is a cartoon of the magnetic field lines for any

general symmetric case (see figure caption for details). The

corresponding magnetic field strength is shown in Fig. 2,

while Fig. 4 shows the curvature of the open magnetic

field lines as a function of the altitude. As it is clear from

Fig. 4 the crust-anchored magnetic anomalies can alter not

only a value of the curvature but also its sign. In the pure

dipole configuration photos radiated almost tangent to the

magnetic field lines always propagate inward, i.e. in the

direction of the global dipole axes. Therefore, pair creation
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Fig. 2. The magnetic field and its components near the stellar

surface at the polar cap region.
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Fig. 4. Curvature (1/ρ6) of the field lines vs of the altitude.

Various θ-s define the footpoints of the corresponding field lines

at the stellar surface.

can occur only in the open field line region. However, in

the presence of the local anomalies the field configuration

changes drastically. Despite the fact that Fig. 1 represents

some particular case, the change of the curvature sign is

quite general.

2. Estimation of the particles Lorentz factor

Let us estimate the characteristic Lorentz factors of the

particles accelerated in IAR. Following GMZ06 we use

PSG model for IAR. The efficiency of the thermal X-ray
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Fig. 5. The magnetic field and its components at the altitude

that corresponds to the strongest curvature of the field lines.

emission from the drifting pulsars is quite well explained

by this model (GMZ06). In addition GMZ06 gives a proper

estimate for the surface temperature if the bolometric sur-

face coincides with the actual polar cap surface. In the

case under consideration the latter condition is not sat-

isfied. Therefore, we should estimate the screening factor

(see GMZ06 for details) using only efficiency of the X-

ray emission, while the temperature and Abol should be

defined by the heating-cooling balance.

The mean Lorentz factor of the accelerated particles is

the main parameter that defines the energy outflow from

the polar cap. The Near Threshold (NT) condition (Gil

& Melikidze 2002) implies that the energy of the pair-

creating photon should be

~ω = 2mec
2
/sinϑ ∼ 1.6× 10−3

ρ6/h3. (1)

Here h3 ≡ h/(103cm), h is the gap height and ρ6 ≡

ρ/(106cm) ρ is the curvature radius of the local magnetic

field lines. In the gap two kinds of photons can generally

exist: the photons (with energy ~ωcr ∼ 1.4×γ
3
/ρ6 ) emit-

ted by the curvature radiation and/or the photons (with

energy ~ωics ∼ γb ) generated by the inverse Compton

scattering process. For the simplicity we only consider the

curvature radiation dominated PSG. The energy of the

curvature photons writes:

~ωcr ∼ 1.4× 10−5
γ

3
6ρ

−1
6 . (2)

Combining eqs.(1) and (2) we can estimate the NT gap

hight as h3 ∼ 1.2 × 102
ρ
2
6/γ

3
6 . On the other hand, us-

ing the expression for the accelerating potential drop and

taking into account the screening factor we can express

γ6 as (GMZ06): γ6 ∼ 4.6× bP
−1

h
2
3η. Then, using the NT

condition we finally get the following expression for the
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characteristic Lorentz factors of particles accelerated in

PSG

γ6 ∼ 5
(

P
−1

bηρ
4
6

)
1
7

. (3)

3. Emission and absorbtion of the curvature
photos

The power of the curvature radiation writes:

Lcr = 4.6× 10−9 γ
4

ρ2
= 4.6× 103 γ

4
6

ρ2
6

ergs−1
. (4)

Let us define L̄cr as:

L̄cr ≡
Lcr

γmec
2

= 5.6× 103 γ
3
6

ρ2
6

. (5)

Now we can claim that the particle can emit (by means of

the curvature radiation) the energy, which is comparable

with its energy while passing the distance of the order of

ρ (i.e. during time ρ/c ) if the condition

γ
3
6

ρ6

>
∼

5.4 (6)

holds. It is clear from Fig. 4 and eq. (3) that the filed

lines have enough curvature to satisfy condition (6). Fig. 4

shows that the particles accelerated in the outer ring of the

open field lines should pass the region where the curvature

is high. The surface of this ring constitutes the major part

of the polar cap, therefore the particles created in the

closed field line region carry energy comparable with the

energy of the outstreaming particles, i.e. comparable with

the total energy available in IAR. At the same time the

energy of the curvature photons is about

~ωcr ∼ 17
γ

3
6

ρ6

mec
2
, (7)

thus it is high enough for the pair creation.

Let us now estimate a free path of the curvature pho-

tons emitted at altitudes about few hundred meters from

the stellar surface. Using Erber’s (1966) approximation

and eqs. (6) and (7) we can express the photon free path

as:

lph ∼ 4× 10−5

(

Bq

B
⊥

)

exp

(

0.9
Bq

B
⊥

)

(8)

Here Bq = 4.414× 1013 G is so called quantum magnetic

field and B
⊥

is a component of the magnetic field which is

perpendicular in respect to the photon propagation direc-

tion. The components of the magnetic filed at the altitude

where the curvature reaches its maximum are plotted in

Fig. 5. One can see that the photons should be emitted al-

most along the radial component Br of the magnetic filed

as Bθ is much smaller. Therefore, the photon free path de-

pends on Bθ ∼ B
⊥

. Estimations show that lph varies from

few hundred meters (B
⊥

/Bq = 0.05) up to a few tens of

kilometers.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

We have demonstrated that if the crust anchored magnetic

anomalies at the surface of the neutron star are strong

enough to alter the curvature of the magnetic field lines,

there exist favorable conditions for pair production in the

closed field line region. All those pairs move along the field

lines, reach the stellar surface in the region of close field

lines and heat it. The hot surface emits the thermal radi-

ation with the characteristic temperature that is defined

by the energy balance between the particle flux and the

bolometric power. Therefore, the observed thermal radi-

ation comes not only from the polar cap region but also

from the nearby area. For the parameters of PSR J1119 -

6127, the particle flux can have enough power to support

the observed thermal emission if eq. (6) is satisfied, which

seems quite reasonable.

The efficiency of the thermal X-ray emission is defined

in the same way as it is presented by GMZ06, i.e. the

efficiency depends on the potential drop of the inner ac-

celeration region. If the bolometric surface is smaller than

conventional polar cap area, then the characteristic tem-

perature of the blackbody fit is also defined by the param-

eters of the partially screened gap, i.e. by the thermostatic

regulation of the screening parameter (Gil et al. 2003). In

the case of PSR J1119 - 6127 the blackbody temperature

of the X-ray emission is simply defined from the heating-

cooling balance of the hot surface. The radiation comes

from the closed field line region, where the electric field is

always perpendicular to the magnetic field, consequently

there no partial screening is possible. We believe that it is

another argument in favour of the partially screened gap

model for the inner acceleration region of pulsars.
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Abstract. Here we present the results from an anal-

ysis of a multifrequency simultaneous observation of

PSR B0031−07. We have constructed a geometrical

model, based on an empirical relationship between height

and frequency of emission, that reproduces many of the

observed characteristics. The model suggests very low

emission altitudes for this pulsar of only a few kilometers

above the star’s surface.

1. Introduction

Pulsar B0031−07 is well known for its three modes of drift-

ing sub-pulses. They are called mode A, B and C and are

characterised by their values for P3 of 12, 7 and 4 times

the pulsar period, respectively (Huguenin et al. 1970).

This pulsar has been thoroughly studied at low observing

frequencies (Huguenin et al. 1970; Krishnamohan 1980;

Wright 1981; Vivekanand 1995; Vivekanand & Joshi 1997,

1999; Joshi & Vivekanand 2000), but only rarely at an

observing frequency above 1 GHz (Wright & Fowler 1981;

Kuzmin et al. 1986; Izvekova et al. 1993). Recently, Smits

et al. (2005) analysed simultaneous multifrequency obser-

vations from both the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Tele-

scope and the Effelsberg Radio Telescope and detected

all three drift modes at 325 MHz, but only detected drift

mode A at 4.85 GHz. The pulses that were classified as

mode B or C at low frequency only showed non-drifting

emission at high frequency. On the basis of their findings,

they suggested a geometrical model where modes A and

B at a given frequency are emitted in two concentric rings

around the magnetic axis with mode B being nested inside

mode A. As shown in Fig. 1, this nested configuration is

preserved across frequency with the higher frequency aris-

ing closer to the stellar surface compared to the lower one,

consistent with the well known radius-to-frequency map-

ping operating in pulsars.

Here we analyse new multifrequency observations of

PSR B0031−07, obtained with the Giant Metrewave Ra-

dio Telescope, the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope

and the Effelsberg Radio Telescope simultaneously. In to-

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of a geometrical model to explain

the absence of one mode at high frequency. The two large discs

are centered around the magnetic axis and represent the emis-

sion regions at two different frequencies, corresponding to two

different altitudes above the pulsar surface. The smaller circles

in the emission region represent the positions of the drifting

sub-pulses, which rotate around the magnetic axis. The true

number of sub-pulses is unknown. The different drift-modes are

illustrated by different colours. Note that only one drift-mode

is assumed to be active at a time.

tal, the observations contain 136 000 pulses spread over 7

different frequencies. All the observations were aligned by

correlating long sequences of pulses with pulses at an inter-

mediate frequency that were obtained simultaneously. Ne-

glecting retardation and aberration, the accuracy of this

alignment is within 1 ms. From these observations we at-

tempt to restrict the geometry of this pulsar and create

a model that reproduces a great number of its observed

characteristics.

2. Method

To describe the observational drift of sub-pulses we use

three parameters, which are defined as follows: P3 is the
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spacing, at the same pulse phase, between drift bands in

units of pulsar periods (P1); this is the “vertical” spac-

ing when the individual radio profiles obtained during one

stellar rotation are plotted one above the other (stacked).

P2 is the interval between successive sub-pulses within the

same pulse, given in degrees, and ∆φ, the sub-pulse phase

drift, is the fraction of pulse period over which a sub-pulse

drifts, given in ◦/P1. Note that P2 = P3 ×∆φ.

For both mode A and mode B, we calculated at each

frequency the average polarisation profiles of the total in-

tensity, the profiles of the non-drifting intensity, the values

for P2 and the fractional drift intensity, which is a mea-

sure for how the line of sight intersection is away from the

center of the sub-beams. We then fitted the parameters of

a simple geometrical model, assuming constant emission

heights based on an empirical relationship between height

and frequency of emission (Thorsett 1991) that reproduces

the disappearing of mode B at high frequencies by slightly

moving the location of the emission towards the magnetic

axis.

3. Results

After optimizing the parameters of the model, it repro-

duces the observed position angle sweep and the frequency

dependence of the width of the average intensity profile,

the width of the average drift profile, P2 and the fractional

drift intensity for drift modes A and B. Fig. 2 shows the

single pulses of the 243 MHz observations (top left), the

4 850 MHz observations (bottom left) with the correspond-

ing single pulses from the model to the right. The first 50

pulses are in mode A and the last 50 pulses are in mode

B. The model reproduces the disappearing of the mode

B drift at high frequency by changing the position of the

emission only slightly. The difference of the location of

mode-A and mode-B emission is illustrated in Fig. 3. The

top image shows the true location of the mode-A emis-

sion and the bottom image shows the true location of the

mode-B emission.

4. Conclusions

We can summarize the features of the geometrical model

of PSR B0031−07 that is presented here as follows.

– The model reproduces the position angle sweep and

the frequency dependences of the width of the aver-

age intensity profiles, the width of the average drift

profiles, the fractional drift intensity and P2, for drift

modes A and B of the single pulses of PSR B0031−07.

– The emission heights are very low. The high frequency

emission comes from a region a few kilometers above

the surface of the star. The low frequency emission

comes from a region about 10 kilometers higher than

the high frequency emission.

Fig. 3. Two close ups of the model of the emission zone of

PSR B0031−07. The vertical line is the rotation axis of the

pulsar. The 7 circles indicate the line of sight trajectories cor-

responding to the 7 observed frequencies. The emission zone

consists of 9 sub-beams surrounded by diffuse emission, shown

as semi-transparent. Both images are to scale. The top im-

age shows the location of the sub-beams during mode-A drift.

The bottom image shows the location of the sub-beams during

mode-B drift, which lie slightly closer to the magnetic axis.

– The parameters α and β are approximately the same

and depending on the actual emission height, around

2◦ to 4◦.

– The emission is centered around, or close to the last

open field lines.

– The emission from drift mode B comes from a region

just slightly closer to the magnetic axis than the emis-

sion from drift mode A.

– Along with the drifting sub-pulses there is non-drifting

emission in the single pulses that becomes more signif-

icant towards higher frequencies.
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Fig. 2. Gray scale plots of single pulses at two frequencies from the simultaneous observations (left panels) and from the model

(right panels). The upper plots are at 243 MHz and the bottom plots are at 4.85 GHz. The first 50 pulses are in drift mode A,

the following 5 pulses are nulls and the remaining pulses are in drift mode B. To align the single pulses from the model with

the single pulses from the observation, we assumed that the line of sight is closest to the magnetic axis at a pulse phase that

corresponds to the center of the profile at 243 MHz. This results in the offset between single pulses from the observation and

from the model at 4.85 GHz. There is some interference visible in the pulses 60 to 68 of the observation at 4.85 GHz.
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– Assuming that the observed drift speeds of the sub-

pulses are not aliased, the number of sub-beams is

around 9.

The model results in very low emission altitudes, ranging

from 2.3 to 13.6 km above the surface of the star. This is

in strong contrast with other emission heights that have

been measured for pulsars, which are typically some 10 to

1000 km. However, by assuming a realistic particle-density

distribution near the polar cap, the emission heights can

become higher.
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Abstract. Accretion of interstellar material by a magne-

tized, slowly rotating isolated neutron star is discussed.

We show that the average persistent X-ray luminosity of

these objects is unlikely to exceed 4 × 1026 erg s−1. They

can also appear as X-ray bursters with the burst duration

of ∼ 30 minutes and repetition time of ∼ 105 yr. This in-

dicates that the number of the accreting isolated neutron

stars which could be observed with recent X-ray missions

is a few orders of magnitude smaller than that previously

estimated. Our findings argue against models in which the

magnetic field of neutron stars is assumed to decay expo-

nentially on a time scale shorter than 500 Myr.

1. Introduction

As shown first by Ostriker et al. (1970) and Shvartsman

(1971) an old isolated neutron star moving through the

interstellar medium is able to capture material with a rate

of

Ṁc ' 109 g s−1 × n m
2

(

Vrel

107 cm s−1

)

−3

. (1)

Here m is the mass of the neutron star expressed in units

of 1.4M¯, n is the number density of the interstellar ma-

terial expressed in units of 1 hydrogen atom cm−3 and Vrel

is the relative velocity between the star and its environ-

ment, which is limited to the sound speed in the interstel-

lar material as Vrel > Vs ' 106 cm s−1. If all the captured

material were accreted onto the stellar surface the star

would appear as an X-ray source of a luminosity

Lx
<∼ L0 ' 1029 erg s−1 × m r

−1
6 (Ṁa/Ṁc), (2)

where r6 is the radius of the neutron star expressed in

units of 106 cm and the parameter Ṁa denotes the mass

accretion rate onto the stellar surface, which in the gen-

eral case can differ from the mass capture rate by the star

from its environment, Ṁc. Combining this finding with

currently established spatial and velocity distributions of

neutron stars one could expect about 3×104 such sources

to be detected by Chandra and XMM-Newton (for a dis-

cussion see, e.g., Popov et al. 2000a). However, none of

them has been identified so far.

A lack of success in searching for the accreting iso-

lated neutron stars indicates that either the value of Ṁc

is significantly smaller than that evaluated from Eq. (1)

or there is an additional factor which prevents the inter-

stellar material from reaching the stellar surface. The first

possibility has been critically discussed and basically dis-

carded by Perna et al. (2003). Among factors which have

not been taken into account in the above accretion sce-

nario is the magnetic field of the neutron star. A zero-

field approximation appears to be reasonable only if the

dipole magnetic moment of an isolated neutron star is

< 1022 Gcm3 (the corresponding surface field is ∼ 104 G).

Under this condition a formation of the magnetosphere

which could prevent the captured material from reaching

the stellar surface does not occur. If, however, the surface

field significantly exceeds 10 kG the influence of the stel-

lar magnetic field on the accretion picture has to be taken

into account. As we show the expected X-ray luminosity

of accreting isolated neutron stars in this case proves to

be significantly smaller than that estimated by Eq. (2).

2. Magnetic field strength and spin period

A necessary condition for the captured material to reach

the surface of a magnetized, neutron star rotating with a

period Ps is

rm < rcor, (3)

where

rm ' 6× 1010 cm × µ
4/7
30 Ṁ

−2/7
9 m

−1/7
, (4)

is the magnetospheric radius of a neutron star, and

rcor ' 1.7× 108 cm × m
1/3

P
2/3
s (5)

is its corotational radius. Here µ30 is the dipole magnetic

moment of the star expressed in units of 1030 Gcm3 and

Ṁ9 = Ṁc/10
9 g s−1. Solving the inequality (3) for Ps one

finds

Ps > Pcd ' 7000 s × µ
6/7
30 V

9/7
7 n

−3/7
m

−11/7
, (6)

where V7 = Vrel/10
7 cm s−1. This implies that the spin-

down rate of the neutron star in a previous epoch was

Ṗ > 10−14

[

Ps

7000 s

] [

tsd

1010 yr

]

−1

s s−1
, (7)
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and therefore, suggests that only the stars with initial

dipole magnetic moment in excess of 1029 Gcm3 could be a

subject of further consideration (for a discussion see, e.g.,

Popov et al. 2000b). Here tsd is the spin-down timescale

of the neutron star.

3. Accretion flow geometry

For an accretion disk around a magnetized isolated neu-

tron star to form the relative velocity should satisfy the

condition Vrel < V0, where

V0 ' 105 cm s−1 × µ
−6/65
30 n

3/65
m

5/13 × (8)

(

Vt

106 cm s−1

)21/65(
Rt

1020 cm

)

−7/65

.

Here Vt is the velocity of turbulent motions of the in-

terstellar material at a scale of Rt and the Kolmogorov

spectrum of the turbulent motions is assumed (Prokhorov

et al. 2002). This inequality, however, is unlikely to be

satisfied since V0 is smaller than the speed of sound in

the interstellar material, and therefore, is smaller than the

lower limit to Vrel.

Thus, the accretion by old isolated neutron stars can

be treated in terms of a spherical (Bondi) accretion onto

a magnetized, slowly rotating neutron star. The accretion

picture under these conditions has been reconstructed first

by Arons & Lea (1976) and Elsner & Lamb (1976) and

further developed by Lamb et al. (1977) and Elsner &

Lamb (1984). An application of the results reported in

these papers to the case of an isolated neutron star is

discussed in the following section.

4. Accretion flow at rm

As shown by Arons & Lea (1976) and Elsner & Lamb

(1976), the magnetosphere of a neutron star undergoing

spherically symmetrical accretion is closed and, in the first

approximation, prevents the accretion flow from reaching

the stellar surface. The mass accretion rate onto the stel-

lar surface is therefore limited to the rate of plasma entry

into the magnetosphere. The fastest modes by which the

material stored over the magnetospheric boundary can en-

ter the stellar field are the Bohm diffusion and interchange

instabilities (Elsner & Lamb 1984).

The rate of plasma diffusion in the case considered can

be evaluated as (Ikhsanov 2003)

ṀB ≤ 2×106 g s−1
ζ
1/2
0.1 µ

−1/14
30 m

15/7
n

11/14
V

33/14
7 , (9)

where ζ0.1 = ζ/0.1 is the efficiency of the diffusion process

normalized according to Gosling et al. (1991). This indi-

cates that the luminosity of the diffusion-driven source is

limited to

Lx,dd ≤ 4× 1026 erg s−1 × (10)

ζ
1/2
0.1 µ

−1/14
30 m

22/7
n

11/14
V

33/14
7 r

−1
6 .

For the material to enter the stellar magnetic field with

the rate ∼ Ṁc the boundary should be interchange unsta-

ble. The onset condition for the instabilities is (Arons &

Lea 1976; Elsner & Lamb 1976)

Tp(rm) ≤ 0.1Tff(rm), (11)

where Tp(rm) and Tff(rm) are the plasma temperature

and the free-fall (adiabatic) temperature at the magne-

tospheric boundary, respectively. This indicates that a di-

rect accretion of the captured material onto the stellar

surface could occur only if the cooling of the plasma at

the boundary dominates the heating.

The mechanism which is responsible for the cooling of

plasma at the boundary is the bremsstrahlung emission.

Indeed, the free-fall temperature and number density of

the material stored over the boundary are, respectively,

Tff(rm) ' 107 K × µ
−4/7
30 Ṁ

2/7
9 m

6/7
, (12)

Ne(rm) ' 300 cm−3 × µ
−6/7
30 Ṁ

10/7
9 m

−2/7
. (13)

Under these conditions both the cyclotron and Comp-

ton cooling time scale are significantly larger than the

bremsstrahlung cooling time scale

tbr(rm) ' 105 yr × T
1/2
7

(

Ne(rm)

300 cm−3

)

−1

, (14)

where T7 = Tff(rm)/107 K.

The heating of the material at the magnetospheric

boundary is governed by the following processes.

4.1. Adiabatic shock

As the captured material reaches the boundary it stops

in an adiabatic shock. The temperature in the shock in-

creases to Tff(rm) on a dynamical time scale,

tff(rm) ' 740 s × m
−1/2

(

rm

6× 1010 cm

)3/2

. (15)

Since tff(rm) ¿ tbr(rm) the height of the homogeneous

atmosphere at the boundary proves to be ∼ rm. This pre-

vents an accumulation of material over the boundary. Fur-

thermore, as the condition tff(rG) < tbr(rm) is satisfied

throughout the gravitational radius of the neutron star a

hot quasi-stationary envelope extended from rm up to rG

forms (Davies & Pringle 1981). The formation of the enve-

lope prevents the surrounding material from penetrating

to within the gravitational radius of the neutron star. The

mass of the envelope is, therefore, conserved. As the neu-

tron star moves through the interstellar medium the sur-

rounding material overflow the outer edge of the envelope

with a rate of Ṁc.

Within an approximation of a non-rotating star whose

“magnetic gate” at the boundary is closed completely the

envelope remains in a stationary state on a time scale of
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tbr(rm). As the condition (11) is satisfied the boundary be-

comes unstable and material enters into the magnetic field

and accretes onto the stellar surface with a rate of ∼ Ṁc.

As shown by Lamb et al. (1977), the time of the accre-

tion event in this case is limited to tburst < a few×tff(rm)

during which the temperature of the envelope increases

again to the adiabatic temperature (as the upper layers

of the envelope come to rm). The corresponding source,

therefore, would appear as an X-ray burster with the lu-

minosity

Lburst ' 2× 1029
n V

−3
7 m

3
r
−1
6 erg s−1

, (16)

the typical outburst durations of tburst ≤ 30 min and the

repetition time of trep ∼ tbr(rm) ∼ 105 yr.

4.2. Subsonic propeller

As shown by Davies & Pringle (1981), the rotation of a

neutron star surrounded by the hot envelope can be ne-

glected only if its spin period exceeds (Ikhsanov 2001)

Pbr ' 105 s × µ
16/21
30 n

−5/7
V

15/7
7 m

−34/21
. (17)

Otherwise, the heating of plasma at the inner edge of the

envelope due to propeller action by the star dominates

cooling. The corresponding state of the neutron star is

referred to as a subsonic propeller. The star remains in

this state as long as its spin period satisfies the condition

Pcd < Ps < Pbr. The time during which the spin period

increases from Pcd up to Pbr is

τbr ' 2× 105 yr × µ
−2
30 I45 m

(

Pbr

105 yr

)

, (18)

where I45 is the moment of inertia of the neutron star ex-

pressed in units of 1045 g cm2. This indicates that the spin

periods of accreting isolated neutron stars are expected

to be in excess of a day, and therefore, these objects are

unlikely to be recognized as pulsars.

4.3. Diffusion-driven accretor

As mentioned above, the “magnetic gate” at the magne-

tospheric boundary is not closed completely. The plasma

flow through the interchange stable boundary is governed

by the diffusion. As shown by Ikhsanov (2003), this leads

to a drift of the envelope material towards the star and,

as a result, to an additional energy source for heating of

the envelope material. The heating due to the radial drift

dominates the bremsstrahlung energy losses from the en-

velope if Ṁc < Ṁcr, where

Ṁcr ' 1014 g s−1 × ζ
7/17
0.1 µ

−1/17
30 V

14/17
7 m

16/17
. (19)

This indicates that only the old isolated neutron stars

which move slowly (Vrel ¿ 107 cm s−1) through a dense

molecular cloud (Ne > 10 cm−3) can be expected to be

observed as the bursters. The rest of the population would

appear as persistent X-ray sources with the luminosity of

Lx ≤ Lx,dd (see Eq. 10).

5. Discussion

The results of this paper force us to reconsider previous

predictions about the number of old isolated neutron stars

which can be observed with current X-ray missions. In par-

ticular, if the surface field strength of these objects exceeds

10 kG the total flux of their persistent X-ray emission is

limited to F < 10−16 erg cm2 s−1
d
−2
100, where d100 is the

distance to the source expressed in units of 100 pc. The

mean energy of the emitted photons within the blackbody

approximation is close to 50 eV. This clearly shows that

detection of these sources by Chandra and XMM-Newton

is impossible.

The X-ray flux emitted during the outbursts (see

Sect. 4.1) is over the threshold of sensitivity of modern

detectors. However, the probability to detect this event

appears to be negligibly small. Indeed, the number of these

sources which could be detected by current X-ray missions

is

N ≤ 10−5

(

N(0)

3× 104

)(

tburst

30min

)(

trep

105 yr

)

, (20)

where N(0) is the number of the sources which would be

observed if the influence of the stellar magnetic field on

the accretion flow at rm were insignificant (Popov et al.

2000a).

Finally, if the magnetic field of an isolated neutron star

were <∼ 10 kG it would appear as an accretion-powered X-

ray source with a luminosity of L0 (see Eq. 2). Indeed,

the state of the star under these conditions can be unam-

biguously identified with an accretor independently of its

initial period and magnetic field strength. Furthermore,

as shown by Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Blinnikov (1980) a heat-

ing of the accretion flow inside the Bondi radius is unable

to reduce the mass accretion rate onto the stellar surface

significantly. That is why, a lack of success in searching

for the accreting isolated neutron stars indicates that the

magnetic field of old neutron stars does not vanish com-

pletely, but remains at least over a level of 10 kG. This

allows us to discard a situation in which the magnetic

field of a neutron star dissipates exponentially on a time

scale shorter that 500 Myr.
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Abstract. Raytracing computations for light emitted

from the surface of a rapidly rotating neutron star are

carried out in order to construct light curves for accret-

ing millisecond pulsars. These calculations are for realistic

models of rapidly rotating neutron stars which take into

account both the correct exterior metric and the oblate

shape of the star. We find that the most important effect,

comparing the full raytracing computations with simpler

approximations currently in use, arises from the oblate

shape of the rotating star. Approximating a rotating neu-

tron star as a sphere introduces serious errors in fitted

values of the star’s radius and mass if the rotation rate

is very large. However, for lower rotation rates acceptable

mass and radius values can be obtained using the spherical

approximation.

1. Introduction

One of the primary problems in neutron star astrophysics

is the determination of the mass-radius relation of neu-

tron stars through observations. This would allow the de-

termination of the equation of state (EOS) of cold super-

nuclear density material. Neutron stars are too small to

allow direct measurements of their radii. However, an in-

direct method for inferring the radius is through modeling

observed light curves for X-ray pulsars and neutron stars

that exhibit pulsations during type I X-ray bursts. This

method requires raytracing of photons emitted from the

star’s surface in order to predict a lightcurve seen by an

observer. In this paper we present the first raytracing cal-

culations for rapidly-rotating neutron stars that include

the correct metric and the correct shape of the neutron

star.

In the case of the slowly rotating X-ray pulsars com-

plicated accretion columns are needed in order to fit the

observations (Leahy 2004), but it is quite possible that the

simpler models discussed here, with emission from the sur-

face, are adequate for the more rapidly-rotating ms X-ray

pulsars. Another important input to light curve models is

the spectrum and emissivity of the emitting region. For

example, for the 2.5 ms X-ray pulsar SAX J1808.4-3658,

Poutanen & Gierliński(2003) have shown that a hybrid

spectrum including isotropic blackbody and anisotropic

Comptonized emission is needed. The assumed shape of

the emitting region also strongly affects the pulse profile.

Most studies have focused on either infinitesimal spots or

simple Gaussian profiles.

The gravitational field outside of the star is important:

it redshifts the photons and determines their propagation.

For example, Fig. 1 shows ray paths from the surface

of a 1.4M
¯

object to an observer located at z = −∞.

Three cases for the stellar radius are shown, with the

smallest corresponding to the limiting case of the ob-

server being just able to see the whole neutron star sur-

face. Fig. 1 illustrates that the visibility, and hence light

curve, that an observer sees from an emission region on

the surface is strongly affected by light bending. For non-

rotating stars the Schwarzschild metric is sufficient to de-

termine ray paths and redshift (Pechenick, Ftaclas, & Co-

hen 1983). The Schwarzschild + Doppler (S+D) approxi-

mation (Miller & Lamb 1998) has been introduced for cal-

culating light curves of slowly rotating stars: the gravita-

tional field is modeled by the Schwarzschild metric and the

rotational effects are approximated by using the special

relativistic Doppler transformations. For rapidly rotating

neutron stars, the metric must be computed numerically.

The Kerr black hole metric can be used as an approxima-

tion to a rotating neutron star metric, which has led to the

Spherical Kerr approximation (SK) where a spherical sur-

face is embedded in the Kerr spacetime (Braje, Romani,

& Rauch 2000).

Another important input is the shape of the star’s sur-

face, which for a rotating fluid star is an oblate spheroid.

In almost all previous calculations it has been assumed

that the surface of the star is a sphere. The oblate shape

of the star has two main effects: i) the gravitational field

near the the poles is stronger than near the equator, so the

redshift and photon deflection are larger for photons emit-

ted near the poles; ii) light is emitted at different angles

with respect to the normal to the surface if the surface is

an oblate spheroid instead of a sphere. As a result some

parts of a spherical star that an observer can’t see will

be visible if the star is actually oblate. Also some parts
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Fig. 1. Ray paths from the surface of a 1.4Modot compact

spherical object that reach an observer at z = −∞, for three

different radii of the object.

of a spherical star that an observer can see will not be

visible for the oblate star. The second effect above is the

most important, and leads to failure of the S+D and SK

approximations for rapid rotation, as is illustrated below.

In this paper we present light curve calculations for

rapidly rotating neutron stars using the exact neutron star

metric and include the correct shape of the oblate neutron

star. We also compare these calculations to various ap-

proximations, in particular the Schwarzchild plus doppler

and spherical Kerr approximation. The errors that can oc-

cur in derived mass and radius by using the Schwarzchild

plus doppler approximation are discussed. In a previous

paper (Cadeau, Leahy, & Morsink 2005) (CLM) similar

calculations for rapidly rotating neutron stars were car-

ried out that were restricted to the rotational equatorial

plane of the neutron star.

2. Calculation of light curves

The inputs to the calculations are briefly described here.

We assume the photons are emitted from the neutron star

surface, with isotropic emissivity and from an infinites-

simal spot. We can calculate an arbitrarily shaped spot

and arbitrary emissivity but use the above case here for

simplicity. The algorithm of Cook, Shapiro, & Teukol-

sky(1994) is used to calculate the rotating neutron star

metric. Two equations of state (EOS) are used from the

Arnett & Bowers(1977) catalog which span a range of stiff-

ness: EOS A is one of the softest EOS and EOS L is one

of the stiffest. We present results for neutron stars with

masses of 1.4M
¯

and spin frequencies from 100 to 600 Hz

θ/dλ = 0

dθ/dλ = 0

dr/dθ = 0θ

II
I

θ = π/2

III

II
I

III

IV

d

IV

Fig. 2. Photons emitted from a point on the star at an angle

θ from the spin axis can be emitted into regions I, II, or III if

the star’s surface is an oblate spheroid. If the star’s surface is

spherical, photons can only be emitted into regions II, III, or

IV.

in 100 Hz increments in order to explore the spin depen-

dent effects.

Details of the calculations, including the raytracing

along geodesics, are given in Cadeau et al. (2006). We

emphasize the importance of stellar oblateness on the ray-

tracing here. Fig. 2 is a schematic view of the cross-section

of the star including the polar axis, showing both the

spherical case and oblate case (the oblateness is exagger-

ated for clarity). Consider an emitting point on the star

near θ = 45◦ as indicated. If the surface is oblate, photons

can only be emitted into regions I, II, or III. In contrast if

the surface is spherical, photons can only be emitted into

regions II, III, or IV. Thus the spherical approximation er-

roneously includes photons propagating to the observer in

region IV and omits photons propagating to the observer

in region I.

3. Results

3.1. Comparison of exact and approximate methods

We compare light curves calculated using the exact

numerical methods with those calculated using the

Schwarzschild plus Doppler (S+D) and spherical Kerr

(SK) approximations. We also introduce the oblate

Schwarzschild (OS) and oblate Kerr (OK) approxima-

tions, in which the shape of the star is calculated using the

exact neutron star metric and the raytracing is done using

either Schwarzschild metric or Kerr metric, respectively

(instead of the exact neutron star metric). Fig. 3 shows

light curves for the stiff, large radius star (EOS L) rotat-

ing at 600 Hz, with a hot spot at 15◦ for the north rotation

pole and the observer located at 100◦ from the north pole.

Both S+D and SK calculations give light curves with a sig-

nificant eclipse of the hotspot, whereas the OS, OK and

exact calculations give light curves without any eclipse.
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Fig. 3. Light curves for a 600 Hz, 1.4 M¯ neutron star with

EOS L, emission from an angle of 15
◦

from the North pole

and an observer at an inclination angle of 100
◦

from the North

pole.
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Fig. 4. Light curves for 1.4 M¯ neutron stars with EOS L,

emission from an angle of 15
◦

from the North pole and an

observer at an inclination angle of 100
◦

from the North pole.

Light curves for spin rates of 100, 300 and 500 Hz are shown.

Exact light curves are illustrated with bold curves. For com-

parison the approximate Schwarzschild + Doppler (S+D) light

curves are also shown. The S+D and exact light curves for the

100 Hz star overlap, so the S+D curve can’t be distinguished

from the exact in this figure.

This difference is mainly due to the different visibility by

the observer of the neutron star surface between spherical

and oblate cases, as illustrated in Figure 1. We also note

that both OS and OK light curves are slightly different

that the light curve from the exact calculation.

Figure 4 illustrates the effect of rotation rate on the

light curves for the S+D approximate calculations and for

the exact calculation. The hot spot is at an angle of 15◦

from the north rotation pole and the observer is at 100◦.

The different neutron stars are all with the stiff EOS L,

and rotating at frequencies 100, 300 and 500 Hz. For 100

Hz rotation rate the exact (bold) and approximate S+D

(light) curves are almost identical. Thus for 100 Hz, where

the rotation rate is slow and the oblateness is small, the

S+D light curve is an excellent approximation to the exact

light curve. The light curves for 300 Hz rotation rate (dot-

dashed lines) show a significant difference between the ex-

act (bold) and S+D (light) curves. In both cases the hot

spot is eclipsed, but for the exact light curve the eclipse

lasts half as long as when calculated using the S+D ap-

proximation. In the case of 500 Hz (dotted lines) the exact

light curve (bold) has no eclipse while the S+D approxi-

mation (light) does, similar to the case of 600 Hz rotation

rate shown in Fig. 3.

3.2. Fitting exact light curves using approximate methods

Existing methods for fitting the mass and radius from

light curves all approximate the neutron star surface as

a sphere. The goal is to determine the difference between

mass and radius derived from fitting a light curve gen-

erated with the spherical approximation to an exact light

curve. First, exact light curves are created using the above

described numerical calculation, including ray tracing in

the exact metric and correct shape of the neutron star

surface. This was done for several different neutron stars

models, emission latitudes and observer inclination angles.

Then a S+D fitting program was used to deduce the mass

and radius of the neutron star and the emission-observer

geometry from the pulse shape. Only the neutron star

spin frequency was known prior to the fitting. For sim-

plicity, both the exact calculation and the fitting program

assumed infinitesimal hot spot size and isotropic emissiv-

ity.

Exact neutron star metrics were generated for rotation

frequencies of 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600 Hz and for

the two equations of state mentioned above (EOS A and

EOS L). For each of the 12 cases exact light curves were

generated for several sets of hot spot angle with respect

to the rotation axis (hot spot latitude) and of observer

viewing angle from the rotation axis. An S+D fitting pro-

gram was developed and tested, then used to fit the light

curves from the exact calculation. Input parameters (neu-

tron star mass and radius, hot spot and observer angle)

and output parameters were compared.

Several systematic trends in the fitted vs. input pa-

rameters were found (a detailed comparison is given in

Cadeau et al. 2006). We note that the S+D program is

fitting the neutron star radius at the hot spot location, so

we compared the actual neutron star radius at the latitude

of the hot spot with the fitted radius. The first trend we

found was expected: generally if the hot spot angle and

the observer angle were too small (less than ∼ 45◦) then

the exact light curve was very close to sinusoidal. This

resulted in a degenerate set of parameters which could fit

the light curve equally well. In this (degenerate) case one

cannot derive unique mass and radius values from the light
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curve fitting. Thus below we discuss fits to cases which had

larger hot spot and observer angles and which produced

unique fits to the light curves.

For all rotation rates (where the fits were not degener-

ate), the S+D program produced the correct compactness,

to better than ' 10%, of the actual neutron star as mea-

sured by M/R. For rotation rates below about 300 Hz,

the difference between fitted radius and true radius was

less than simeq10%, and above 300 Hz the difference in-

creased until, for some cases at 600 Hz rotation rate, the

difference reached ' 50%. The difference between fitted

mass and true mass was small at low rotation rate, usu-

ally less than ' 10% for rotation rates below 300 Hz, but

increased with rotation rate. Generally for EOS A (the

soft EOS which resulted in a quite compact neutron star)

the errors in mass and radius were less than for EOS L.

This is due to the significantly larger oblateness for neu-

tron stars with EOS L than for stars with EOS A. For the

hot spot angle and observer angle the errors were larger:

for all rotation rates the angles could be up to ' 50%

different than the input angles. However in cases where

the light curve had strong non-sinusoidal content (either

showing eclipse of the hot spot or near eclipse) the errors

in hot spot and observer angles were small (< 10%).

4. Summary

Raytracing computations for light emitted from the sur-

face of a rapidly rotating neutron star were carried out

in order to construct light curves for accreting millisec-

ond pulsars. These calculations use the full neutron star

metric which takes into account both the correct exterior

metric, necessary for correct raytracing, and the correct

oblate shape of the star. The calculations show that the

most important effect, in comparing the exact computa-

tions with simpler approximations such as Schwarzschild

plus doppler (S+D) or spherical Kerr (SK), arises from the

oblate shape of the rotating star. Approximating a rapidly

rotating neutron star as a sphere introduces serious errors

in values of the star’s radius and mass which are derived

from fitting observed light curves. However, for rotation

rates below about 200 Hz, acceptable mass and radius

values can be obtained using the spherical approximation.

The calculations also show: when the rotation rate is rapid

enough that the S+D approximation fails, the SK approx-

imation also fails. Thus using the SK approximation is not

necessarily better than using the S+D approximation at

any rotation rate.

The full raytracing calculations are too time-

consuming to be used for fitting observational data. Pulse

shape fitting algorithms have been developed which in-

clude special relativistic effects, light-bending effects due

to general relativity, and time-delays. Currently under de-

velopment is inclusion of oblateness of the neutron star.
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Abstract. Model atmospheres of isolated neutron stars

with low magnetic field are calculated with Compton scat-

tering taking into account. Models with effective temper-

atures 1, 3 and 5 MK, with two values of surface gravity

(log g = 13.9 and 14.3), and different chemical compo-

sitions are calculated. Radiation spectra computed with

Compton scattering are softer than the computed with

Thomson scattering at high energies (E> 5 keV) for hot

(Teff > 1 MK) atmospheres with hydrogen-helium compo-

sition. Compton scattering is more significant to hydrogen

models with low surface gravity. The emergent spectra of

the hottest (Teff > 3 MK) model atmospheres can be de-

scribed by diluted blackbody spectra with hardness fac-

tors ∼ 1.6 - 1.9. Compton scattering is less important for

models with solar abundance of heavy elements.

1. Introduction

Relatively young neutron stars (NSs) with age ≤ 106 yr

are sufficiently hot (Teff ∼ 1 MK) and can be observed

as soft X-ray sources. Indeed, at present time the ther-

mal radiation of few tens different kind of isolated NSs,

from anomalous X-ray pulsars to millisecond pulsars are

detected. The thermal spectra of these objects can be de-

scribed by blackbody spectra with (color) temperatures

from 40 to 700 eV (see, for example, Mereghetti et. al

2002).

The plasma envelope of a NS (if it exists) can be con-

sidered as a NS atmosphere, and structure and emergent

spectrum of this atmosphere can be calculated by using

stellar model atmosphere methods (Mihalas 1978). Such

modelling was performed by many scientific groups, be-

ginning with Romani (1987), for NS model atmospheres

without magnetic field as well as for models with strong

(B > 1012 G) magnetic field (see review by Zavlin &

Pavlov 2002). These model spectra were used to fit the

observed isolated NSs X-ray spectra (see review by Pavlov

et al. 2002).
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One of the important results of these works is as fol-

lows. Emergent model spectra of light elements (hydrogen

and helium) NS atmospheres with low magnetic field are

significantly harder than corresponding blackbody spec-

tra. These elements are fully ionized in atmospheres with

Teff ≥ 1 MK. Therefore, the true opacity in these atmo-

spheres (mainly due to free-free transitions) decreases with

photon energy as E
−3. At high energies electron scattering

is larger than true opacity and photons emitted deep in the

atmosphere (where T > Teff) escape after few scatterings

on electrons. In previous works, concerning isolated NS

model atmospheres, coherent (Thomson) electron scatter-

ing is considered. As a result, emergent spectra are very

hard. But such a situation is very favorable to change the

photon energy due to Compton down-scattering.

It is well known that the Compton down-scattering de-

termines the shape of emergent model spectra of hotter NS

atmospheres with Teff ∼ 20 MK and close to Eddington

limit (London et al. 1986; Lapidus et al. 1986; Ebisuzaki

1987). These model spectra describe the observed X-ray

spectra of X-ray bursting NSs in Low-Mass X-ray Bina-

ries (LMXBs), and they are close to diluted blackbody

spectra with a hardness factor fc ∼ 1.5 - 1.9 (London et

al. 1986; Lapidus et al. 1986, Madej 1991; Pavlov et al.

1991). But these model atmospheres with Compton scat-

tering taken into account are not calculated for relatively

cool atmospheres with Teff < 10 MK. Therefore, the effect

of Compton scattering on emergent spectra of isolated NS

model atmospheres with Teff < 5 MK is not well known

up to now.

Here we present model atmospheres of isolated NSs

with Compton scattering taken into consideration and in-

vestigate the Compton effect on the emergent spectra of

these atmospheres.

2. Importance of Compton scattering

First of all we consider the Compton scattering effect on

emergent model spectra of isolated NS atmospheres qual-

itatively. It is well known that in the non-relativistic ap-

proximation (hν, kTe << mec
2) the relative photon en-
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Fig. 1. Comptonization parameter ZComp vs. photon energy

for neutron star model atmospheres with different chemical

composition.

ergy lost due to a scattering event on a cool electron is:

∆E

E
≈

hν

mec
2
. (1)

Each scattering event changes the relative photon energy

by this value. It is clear that the Compton scattering effect

can be significant, if the final photon energy change is

comparable with the initial photon energy. Therefore, we

can define the Comptonisation parameter ZComp (see also

Suleimanov et al. 2006):

ZCompt =
hν

mec
2

max((τ∗

e )2, τ∗

e ), (2)

where max((τ∗

e )2, τ∗

e ) is the number of scattering events

the photon undergoes before escaping, τ
∗

e is the Thomson

optical depth, corresponding to the depth where escap-

ing photons of a given frequency are emitted. We can ex-

pect that Compton effects on emergent spectra of isolated

NS model atmospheres are significant if the Comptoni-

sation parameter approaches unity (Rybicki & Lightman

1979). Because of this we compute ZComp at different pho-

ton energies (see Fig. 1) for hot NS model atmospheres

with different chemical compositions. These models were

computed by using the method described in the next sec-

tion, with the Thomson electron scattering. It is seen from

Fig. 1 that the Comptonisation parameter is larger (0.1 -

1) at high photon energies (E > 4 − 5 keV) for H and

He model atmospheres. Therefore, we can expect a signif-

icant effect of Compton scattering on the emergent spec-

tra of these models. On the other hand, ZComp is low for

the model with solar chemical composition of heavy ele-

ments. The Compton scattering effect has to be weak on

the emergent spectrum of this model.

This qualitative analysis shows that Compton scatter-

ing can be significant for light element model atmospheres

of isolated NS we have investigated in more detail.

3. Method of calculations

We computed model atmospheres of isolated NSs assum-

ing planar geometry using standard methods (Mihalas

1978).

The model atmosphere structure for a isolated NS

with effective temperature Teff , surface gravity g, and

given chemical composition, is described by the hydro-

static equilibrium equation, the radiation transfer equa-

tion, and the energy balance equation. These equations

have to be completed by the equation of state, and also

by the particle and charge conservation equations. We as-

sume local thermodynamical equilibrium (LTE) in our cal-

culations, so the number densities of all ionisation and

excitation states of all elements have been calculated us-

ing Boltzmann and Saha equations. We take into account

pressure ionisation effects on the atomic populations using

the occupation probability formalism (Hummer & Mihalas

1988) as described by Hubeny et al. (1994).

Compton scattering is taken into account in the ra-

diation transfer equation using the Kompaneets operator

(Kompaneets 1957; Zavlin & Shibanov 1991; Grebenev &

Sunyaev 2002). The energy balance equation also accounts

for Compton scattering.

For computing the model atmospheres we used a ver-

sion of the computer code ATLAS (Kurucz 1970; Kurucz

1993), modified to deal with high temperatures; see Ibrag-

imov et al. (2003) for further details. This code was also

modified to account for Compton scattering (Suleimanov

& Poutanen 2006; Suleimanov et al. 2006).

Our method of calculation was tested by compar-

ing models for X-ray bursting neutron star atmospheres

(Pavlov et al. 1991; Madej et al. 2004), with very good

agreement.

4. Results

Using this method the set of hydrogen and helium NS

model atmospheres with effective temperatures 1, 3, and

5 MK and surface gravities log g = 13.9 and 14.3 were

calculated. Models with Compton scattering and Thom-

son scattering were computed for comparison. Part of the

obtained results are presented in Figs. 2-4.

The Compton effect is significant for spectra of hot

(Teff ≥ 3 MK) hydrogen model atmospheres at high ener-

gies (Fig. 2). The hard emergent photons lost energy and

heat the upper layers of the atmosphere due to interac-

tions with electrons. As a result the high energy tails of

the emergent spectra become close to Wien spectra, and

chromosphere-like structures with temperatures close to

color temperatures of the Wien spectra in the upper layers

of the model atmospheres appear. Moreover, the overall

emergent model spectra of high temperature atmospheres

in first approximation can be presented as diluted black-

body spectra with color temperatures that are close to
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Fig. 2. Top panel: Emergent (unredshifted) spectra of pure H

low gravity NS model atmospheres. Solid curves - with Comp-

ton effect, dashed curves - without Compton effect, dotted

curves - blackbody spectra, thin dash-dotted curves - diluted

blackbody spectra with hardness factors 3.1, 1.87 and 1.65, for

models with Teff = 1,3 and 5 MK. Bottom panel: Temperature

structures of the corresponding model atmospheres. Effective

and color temperatures are shown by dotted and dash-dotted
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Wien tail color temperatures:

FE =
π

f4
c

BE(Tc), Tc = fcTeff , (3)

where fc is hardness factor. These results are similar to

those obtained for model atmospheres and emergent spec-

tra of X-ray bursting NS in LMXBs (see Pavlov et al.

1991; Madej et al. 2004).

The Compton scattering effect on the emergent model

spectra of high gravity atmospheres is less significant

(Fig. 3). The reason is a relatively small contribution of

electron scattering to the total opacity in high gravity at-

mospheres compared to low gravity ones.

The Compton scattering effect on helium model at-

mospheres is also less significant than on hydrogen model

atmospheres with the same Teff and log g (Fig. 4). The
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Fig. 3. Top panel: Emergent (unredshifted) spectra of H NS

model atmospheres with different surface gravities (solid curves

- high gravity models, dashed curves - low gravity models).

For comparison the model spectra without Compton effect are

shown for hottest high gravity model (dotted curve). Bottom

panel: Temperature structures of the corresponding model at-

mospheres.

reason is the same as in the case of high gravity models.

The contribution of electron scattering to the total opacity

is less in the helium models.

We also computed one isolated NS model atmosphere

with solar metal abundances and Teff = 3 MK and

log g=14.3 (see Fig. 5). The model was calculated with

Thomson and Compton scattering and we found that the

Compton effect on the emergent spectrum is very small.

5. Conclusions

Emergent model spectra of hydrogen and helium NS at-

mospheres with Teff > 1 MK are changed by the Comp-

ton effect at high energies (E > 5 keV), and spectra of

the hottest (Teff ≥ 3 MK) model atmospheres can be de-

scribed by diluted blackbody spectra with hardness fac-

tors ∼ 1.6 - 1.9. But at the same time the spectral energy

distribution of these models are not significantly changed
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dotted curves. Bottom panel: Temperature structures of the
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at the maximum of the SED (at energies 1-3 keV), and

effects on the color temperatures are not large.

The Compton effect is most significant for hydrogen

model atmospheres and to low gravity models. Emergent

model spectra of NS atmospheres with solar metal abun-

dances are changed by Compton effects very slightly.
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Asymmetric neutrino emission in quark matter and pulsar
kicks

I. Sagert and J. Schaffner-Bielich

Institute for Theoretical Physics/Astrophysics, J. W. Goethe University, D-60438 Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Abstract. The puzzling phenomenon of pulsar kicks, i.e.

the observed large escape velocities of pulsars out of su-

pernova remnants, is examined for compact stars with a

strange quark matter core. The direct Urca process in

quark matter is studied in the presence of a strong mag-

netic field. Conditions for an asymmetric emission of the

produced neutrinos are worked out in detail, giving con-

straints on the temperature, the strength of the magnetic

field and the electron chemical potential in the quark mat-

ter core. In addition, the neutrino mean free paths for

quark matter and a possible hadronic mantle are consid-

ered.

1. Introduction

In the course of a supernova explosion and the following

cooling stage of the proto neutron star neutrinos carry

away around 99% of the energy which is produced in the

core collapse. This binding energy EB of the iron core is

approximately:

EB ∼ 3GNM
2
c
/(5Rc)

∼ 3 · 1053erg

[

M

1.4M
¯

]2 [
10km

R

]

(1)

where GN is the gravitational constant, Mc and Rc the

mass and the radius of the iron core, respectively and M
¯

the mass of the sun. The neutrinos are mainly produced

during the core collapse by electron capture as well as

during the Helmholtz-Kelvin cooling stage of the proto-

neutron star. Due to the large densities exotic matter can

occur in the interior of the star in the form of kaon- or pion

condensates as well as hyperons or even deconfined strange

quark matter composed of up, down and strange quarks

(Weber 2005). In the latter case the neutron star can have

either just a quark matter core (hybrid star) or be entirely

composed of strange quark matter (strange or selfbound

star, respectively). An overview on strange quark mat-

ter in compact stars is given by Schaffner-Bielich (2005).

Similar to electrons which form Cooper pairs in metals,

quarks can form pairs with net colour charge which is re-

ferred to as colour superconductivity. In the interior of a

neutron star quarks are present in three different flavours

and three colours giving a large variety of pairing pos-

sibilities and therefore different colour superconducting

phases. However, for the largest densities it is assumed

that quarks with all colours and flavours will pair to the

so-called colour-flavour locked phase (CFL), where electric

charge neutrality is given by the strange quarks and there-

fore the electron chemical potential is zero. Rüster et al.

(2004) showed the appearance of the metallic CFL phase

(mCFL), also referred to as modified CFL, for tempera-

tures larger than ∼ 10 MeV. Here the electron chemical

potential can become very large and chemical potentials

of the quarks are in the range of 400 MeV.

2. Pulsar kicks

Pulsars, which are highly magnetized, rotating neutron

stars, are observed to have proper motions up to 1600 kilo-

metres per second (Hobbs et al. 2005). As their progenitor

stars move with 10-50 km/s this raises the question about

the origin of the high pulsar velocities, which are denoted

in general as pulsar kicks. Though measurements of space

velocities have large error bars, Chatterjee et al. (2005)

found the highest directly measured velocity for a pulsar

is 1080±100 km/s. Another interesting fact concerning the

pulsar proper motions is the alignment between the veloc-

ity vector and the rotational axis of the Crab and the Vela

pulsar as well as PSR B0656+14. These observations give

strong indications for a connection between the pulsar kick

direction and the rotational axis and the magnetic field,

respectively (Johnston et al. 2005). However, till today not

one of the proposed acceleration mechanisms could suc-

cessfully explain the full spectrum of the measured proper

motions within the standard model . An overview of the

most common approaches can be found in Wang et al.

(2006) or Lai et al. (2001).

3. Pulsar kicks by anisotropic neutrino emission

In this work we introduce an acceleration mechanism due

to asymmetric neutrino emission from the direct quark

Urca process in the interior of proto-neutron stars. A neu-

tron star which moves with a velocity of 1000 km/s has a
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kinetic energy of ∼ 1049 erg. Hence just a small asymme-

try in the total neutrino emission with the energy of (1)

could accelerate the neutron star up to velocities of 1000

km/s. The neutrinos stem from the direct quark Urca pro-

cess which is the main neutron star cooling mechanism in

the presence of a quark matter core:

d −→ u + e
− + ν̄e, u + e

− −→ n + νe (2)

The asymmetry in the neutrino emission arises due to a

strong magnetic field which can align the electron spin

opposite to the magnetic field direction. Due to parity

violation the polarisation of the neutrino spin direction

will fix the neutrino and anti-neutrino momenta. As a

result all neutrinos and antineutrinos leave the star in

one direction accelerating it reversely. To check whether

this acceleration can work we have to ensure that the re-

quired magnetic field is smaller than the maximum one of

Bmax ∼ 1018 G for a neutron star of 1.4 solar masses and

a radius of 10 km. Furthermore we have to calculate the

size of the kick velocity which is produced by the neutrino

emission. As a third point we have to check the neutrino

mean free paths in the neutron star interior. According

to the no-go theorem by Kusenko et al. (1998) neutrinos

which are produced in a statistical and thermal equilib-

rium can loose their polarisation due to high interaction

rates which means in our case the loss of the accelera-

tion mechanism. Consequently we have to ensure that the

neutrino mean free paths are large enough.

4. Kick velocity calculations

The specific heat capacity per volume cv gives the abil-

ity of matter to store heat for changing temperatures. It

can be calculated by the neutrino emissivity εqβ from the

direct quark Urca process with:

cvdT = −εqβdt. (3)

For the neutron star interior composed of normal quark

matter the heat capacity will be dominated by quarks.

Consequently we can neglect the heat capacity of the elec-

trons whereas for quarks we also have to take into account

strong interactions to first order in the coupling constant

αs =g2
/(4π) ' 0.5 (at energies of interest here) which

gives

cq = 9µ2
T

(

1−
2αs

π

)

= Aµ
2
T (4)

with the degeneracy factor g=18 (from spin, colour and

flavour, as we are considering up and down and strange

quarks to be present). Due to momentum conservation the

kick velocity can be determined with the neutrino lumi-

nosity L = 4πR
3
/3 · εqβ to be:

dv =
χL

Mns

dt = −
4

3
πR

3 χ

Mns

cqdT (5)

v =
2

3
πR

3 χ

Mns

Aµq
2
T

2
, (6)

∼ 38
km

s

(

µq

400MeV

T0

1010K

)2(
R

10km

)3
1.4M

¯

Mns

χ (7)

where T is the initial temperature. We can neglect the final

value due to the fast temperature decrease in the proto

neutron star cooling evolution (see Pons et al. (1999)).

For an initial temperature of T0 ∼ 5 · 1010 K ∼ 5 MeV a

kick of 1000 km/s is possible for a quark phase radius of

R ∼ 10 km which would be typical for a strange star.

5. Polarisation of electrons - Landau Levels

Electrons which move in an external magnetic field have

orbital motions on the plane perpendicular to the mag-

netic field direction, whereas the radius decreases with in-

creasing magnetic field strength B. For

B > Bcrit ∼
mec

2

e~
∼ 4.4 · 1013

G. (8)

the radius even comes in the range of the de Broglie wave-

length of the electron and the system becomes quantised,

whereas the quantised energy of the electron has the form:

E
2 = me

2 + pz
2 + 2eBη. (9)

The magnetic field points in the positive z-direction and

pz is the electron momentum along the magnetic field. The

quantisation manifest itself in discrete electron orbits, the

so-called Landau levels, which are labelled in equation (9)

by η and are defined by their quantum number ν and the

electron spin s in the following way:

η = ν +
1

2
+ s and s =

{

+ 1
2

for spin-up

− 1
2

for spin-down
(10)

For a sufficient large magnetic field strength all electrons

are sitting in the lowest Landau level with η = 0. The elec-

tron number densities n+ and n
−

in denote the electrons

with spin parallel or anti-parallel to the magnetic field di-

rection, respectively. From equation (10) one sees that the

lowest Landau level with η = 0 can only be occupied if

ν = 0 and s = − 1
2
. Consequently the electrons situated

here are spin polarised with s = − 1
2
. Assuming that we

can treat the electrons in the neutron star interior as an

ideal gas of fermions we can write the number densities of

electrons with spin-up and spin-down as:

n
∓

=
geB

(2π)2

νmax∓
∑

0

∫

∞

0

f(E)dpz. (11)

where pz is the momentum in the direction of the magnetic

field, f(E) is the Fermi distribution function and νmax∓
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Fig. 1. Temperature, electron chemical potential and magnetic

field strength B which are needed to fully polarize the electrons.

are the maximum Landau quantum numbers whereas η =

ν
−

= ν+ + 1. Having calculated both number densities,

n
−

and n+, one can finally determine the polarisation

χ =
n
−
− n+

n
−

+ n+

. (12)

Figure 1 shows the constraints on the magnetic field

strength to fully polarise the electrons for a given electron

chemical potential µe and temperature T , showing that

the necessary magnetic field for full polarisation increases

with µe and T . As seen in the previous section the temper-

atures which are required to accelerate the neutron star to

velocities of 1000 km/s are in the range of T ∼ 5 · 1010 K.

From Figure 1 we find that the required magnetic fields

are in the range of B ∼ 1017 G to achieve full polarisation

for different electron chemical potentials. These magnetic

fields seem to be very high compared to the observed ones

of approximately B ∼ 1012 G. Nevertheless, one should

take into account that these high magnetic fields are just

required in the core of the neutron star and can decrease

on the way to the surface. Finally so-called magnetars pre-

sumably have large polar magnetic fields of B > 1014 G

at the surface.

6. Neutrino mean free paths

Up till now we found that neutrinos stemming from a

neutron star interior with temperatures around 5 MeV

can accelerate the neutron star up to 1000 km/s. Fur-

thermore we discussed the strength of the magnetic field

coming to the conclusion that for the required temper-

atures of ∼ 5 MeV a magnetic field with B ∼ 1017 G

could fully polarise the electron spin. Next we consider

the neutrino mean free paths. For the neutron star inte-

rior we have to consider at least four neutrino interaction

processes with the medium: the absorption of neutrinos

in quark matter (d + νe −→ u + e
−) and neutron matter

(n+n+νe −→ n+p+e
−) as well as the scattering processes

Medium Process Mean free path

Quark matter Absorption labs ∼ 25km
MeV 3

T2µe

Quark matter Scattering lscat ∼ 92km
`

MeV

T

´3

Neutron matter Absorption labs ∼ 17km
`

MeV

T

´3

Neutron matter Scattering lscat ∼ 244km
`

MeV

T

´4

Table 1. Neutrino mean free paths for absorption and scat-

tering in quark matter as well as in neutron matter for Eν =

3T, µq = 400 MeV, αs = 0.5.
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Fig. 2. Neutrino mean free paths in quark matter and neutron

matter for Eν = 3T , µq = 400 MeV, αs = 0.5 and µe = 10

MeV with kick velocities for Mns = 1.4M¯, χ = 1.

(q + ν −→ q + ν and n + ν −→ n + ν) for both interiors.

We will give these mean free paths following closely the

work of Iwamoto (1981). Yet, we have to keep in mind

that Iwamoto did not consider magnetic field effects and

assumed degenerate electrons, that is, the electron chem-

ical potential was supposed to be much larger than the

temperature. The neutrino mean free paths taken from

Iwamoto (1981) are summarised in table 1 and on the first

sight seem to be quite large. However, inserting a temper-

ature of 5 MeV, which is required for kicks around 1000

km/s, we find that the mean free paths decrease drasti-

cally to the range of about 100 m. Reddy et al. (2003)

found a large neutrino mean free path in CFL quark mat-

ter of more than 10 km for T = 5 MeV. Unfortunately the

interaction with massless Goldstone bosons decreases the

mean free path again to the range of 100 m. Neutrino ab-

sorption and neutrino scattering will occur in the interior

of the star. Consequently, one can combine the neutrino

mean free paths for absorption and scattering in a total

mean free path for quark matter as well as neutron matter

by:

1

ltotal

=
1

labs

+
1

lscatt

. (13)

The combination of the radius and temperature depen-

dence of the kick velocity with the total neutrino mean

free paths for quark and neutron matter are plotted in

Figure 2. It shows different neutron star velocities for a
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given initial temperature T and a quark phase radius R.

The lowest curve corresponds to a neutron star velocity of

100 km/s whereas the velocity increases for each curve in

steps of 100 km/s, i.e. the highest curve represents neu-

tron stars with v = 1000 km/s. The stars are assumed to

have a total mass of 1.4M
¯

. For the required temperature

of 5 MeV the mean free paths are very small, thus the

neutrinos will interact with the neutron star medium on

their way to the surface and isotropise. Consequently, the

accelerating mechanism will be washed out.

7. Possible solutions for small neutrino mean free
path

In the previous sections we saw that the neutrino mean

free paths in normal strange quark matter are too short

to assure free streaming neutrinos. We will study now the

neutrino emission from quark matter in the metallic CFL

phase as it provides high electron chemical potentials as

well as exponentially suppressed neutrino quark interac-

tions. We find that while the pairing between the quarks

enhances the neutrino mean free paths exponentially with

e
∆/T , where ∆ is the gap energy it also decreases the quark

heat capacity by the same factor:

cq = Aµq
2
Te

−∆(T )/T
. (14)

For large values of the gap the quark heat capacity is low-

ered drastically. Consequently, the electron heat capacity,

which was considered before to be negligible becomes now

crucial. With the electron chemical potential µe it can be

written as:

ce =
µe

2
T

2
+

7

30
gπ

2
T

3
. (15)

Implementing cq and ce in the velocity calculation in (6)

we plot the kick velocities in Figure 3 assuming:

∆ = 150 MeV and µe = 100 MeV.

The kick velocity and the mean free paths are plotted in

Figure 3 in the same way as for Figure 2 using αs = 0.5

and µq = 400 MeV. Comparing now Figures 2 and 3 one

finds that the electron heat capacity is lower than the

one from ungapped quark matter. For temperatures in the

range of 2 ·1011 K - 3 ·1011 K (ignoring the neutrino mean

free path) velocities of 100 to 1000 kilometres per second

can be reached for a quark phase radius of approximately

10 km. For increasing temperatures the gap suppression

factor e
−∆/T diminishes and the contribution from quark

matter becomes important again. As all neutrino-quark

interactions are suppressed the neutrino mean free path is

greatly enlarged. However, at the same time all velocity

curves are shifted to higher temperatures. Consequently,

just low velocities can be reached for free streaming neu-

trinos. As can be seen in Figure 3 a quark phase radius of

∼ 11 km is required to accelerate the star to 100 km/s.

 0
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Fig. 3. Kick velocities and neutrino mean free path in quark

matter for the CFL quark phase with αs = 0.5, µq = 400 MeV,

µe = 100 MeV and ∆ = 100 MeV.

8. Conclusions

We calculated for a fixed neutron star mass of Mns =

1.4M
¯

, a quark chemical potential of 400 MeV and fully

spin polarised electrons the pulsar kick velocity in depen-

dence of the quark phase temperature and its radius. For

an initial temperature of T0 ∼ 5 · 1010 K and magnetic

fields of B ∼ 1017 G a kick of 1000 km/s is possible for

R ∼ 10 km which would be typically for a strange star.

For these neutron star properties the neutrino mean free

paths are in the range of 100 m and therefore too small

to prevent neutrinos from interacting and isotropising. As-

suming quark matter in the CFL phase we get for ∆ = 150

MeV, µe = 100 MeV, µq = 400 MeV and T ∼ 1.8 · 1011 K

a kick velocity of 100 km/s within a quark phase radius

of 11 km for free streaming neutrinos i.e. ignoring effects

from Goldstone bosons lowering the ν mean free path.
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Abstract. The mass-radius relation of compact stars is

discussed with relation to the presence of quark matter

in the core. The existence of a new family of compact

stars with quark matter besides white dwarfs and ordinary

neutron stars is outlined.

1. Introduction

Exotic compact stars dubbed quark stars have been a

topic not only of scientific but also of public interest,

at least since the press release of NASA of 2002 on the

possible existence of compact stars with unusually small

radii and rapid cooling due to the presence of quark mat-

ter in the dense interior. Indeed, the fundamental theory

of strong interactions, quantum chromodynamics (QCD),

predicts that at large densities and/or temperatures a

phase transition to a plasma of (free) quarks and gluons

occurs. The phase diagram of QCD is depicted schemat-

ically in Fig. 1. The early universe passed through that

phase diagram at (nearly) zero density and high tempera-

tures. Neutron star matter, on the other hand, is located

at comparably small temperatures and high densities. In-

terestingly, a first order phase transition is likely to be

present at high densities as present in the core of neutron

Hadrons

µN

neutron starsnuclei

µ

T

Tc

cm  / 3

RHIC, LHC

FAIR

Plasma

Quark−Gluon

early universe

Superconductivity
Color

Fig. 1. The phase diagram of strongly interacting matter

(QCD).

stars. This phase transition will be probed by the collision

of heavy ions at GSI, Darmstadt with the future interna-

tional facility FAIR.

2. Quark matter and quark stars

Quark matter at high densities is remarkably rich in struc-

ture due to the strong effects of pairing quarks to diquarks,

the phenomenon of colour-superconductivity. The possi-

ble phases have been investigated selfconsistently recently

for cold neutron star matter, as well as for hot, neutrino-

rich proto-neutron stars, by Rüster et al. (2005, 2006)

and are shown in Fig. 2. Note, that the phase bound-

aries have been determined by considering β-equilibrium.

The labels in the figure stand for normal (unpaired) quark

matter (NQ), two-flavour colour superconducting phase

(2SC), gapless 2SC phase (g2SC, etc.), colour-flavour

locked phase (CFL), gapless CFL phase (gCFL), which

differ in their quark pairing pattern. The phase transition

relevant for neutron stars is of first order due to symme-

try arguments. Matter changes from the chirally broken

phase (χSB), massive quarks, to the (approximate) chi-

rally restored phase with nearly massless quarks. The cor-

responding order parameter is the (chiral) quark conden-

sate, which generates e.g. the mass of the nucleon besides

the small current quark masses.

As a model for cold and dense QCD matter, one can

consider basically two possibilities for a first-order chiral

phase transition: A weakly first-order chiral transition (or

no true phase transition) or a strongly first-order chiral

transition. In the former case, there will be just one type

of compact star (ordinary neutron stars), in the latter case

two types of compact stars, as there exists a new stable

and more compact solution with smaller radii.

The essential ingredient is the relation between the

pressure and the energy density of the high-density

(quark) matter. Usually, the MIT bag model is adopted

which assumes that free quarks are confined inside a bag

characterised by a vacuum energy density, the MIT bag

constant. Interactions up to order α
2
s

of the strong cou-

pling constant have been reconsidered recently by Fraga

et al. (2001) using perturbative QCD and applied to quark
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Fig. 2. The possible phases in dense and hot quark matter

(taken from Rüster et al. (2005)).

.

stars. Interestingly, higher order corrections seem to mimic

the effect of the vacuum energy density of the MIT bag

model so that the mass-radius curves of both approaches

are surprisingly similar. For one particular choice of one

free parameter, the maximum mass and corresponding ra-

dius are Mmax = 1.05M
¯

and Rmax = 5.8 km with a cen-

tral density of nmax = 15n0. For another one, the values

are Mmax = 2.14M
¯

, Rmax = 12 km, and nmax = 5.1n0.

The latter case corresponds to absolutely stable strange

quark matter, i.e. to so called strange (quark) stars (Wit-

ten 1984; Haensel et al. 1986; Alcock et al. 1986). Ordinary

neutron stars can collapse to this energetically favoured

state. Note, that the maximum mass of strange stars is

comparable to ordinary stars, in fact it is even slightly

larger than two solar masses. In the former case, quark

matter is metastable and a surface layer of nuclear mat-

ter with a mixed phase is present, which constitutes a so

called hybrid (quark) star.

There are a few other nonperturbative approaches

on the market which consider pure quark stars within

an equation of state of dense QCD matter using e.g. a

Schwinger–Dyson model (Blaschke et al. 1999), massive

quasi-particles (Peshier et al. 2000), the Nambu–Jona-

Lasinio model (Hanauske et al. 2001), hard-dense loop

resummation schemes (Andersen & Strickland 2002) and

effects from colour superconductivity (Rüster & Rischke

2004). Historically, the first pure quark star was calculated

by Itoh (1970) even before the discovery of asymptotic

freedom of QCD.

For hybrid stars, one has to match the quark phase

to the low-density hadronic phase. There are in princi-

ple two possible scenarios. The pressure in the hadronic

phase rises strongly with the baryochemical potential (or

baryon density) so that it smoothly matches onto that of

the quark phase and the phase transition is weakly first

order or a cross-over. Or the pressure increases slowly with

the baryochemical potential so that there is a large mis-

match in the slope of the hadronic and the quark phase
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Fig. 3. The mass-radius relation of pure quark stars in pertur-

bative QCD (solid lines) and neutron stars and hybrid stars

(dashed lines) taken from Fraga et al. (2001).

and the phase transition is strongly first order. Interest-

ingly, there are hints that asymmetric matter up to ∼ 2n0

has a relatively small pressure which points to the latter

scenario (Akmal et al. 1998).

A strong first order phase transition in compact stars

is of particular interest as it allows for compact star twins.

Various mass-radius relation for the different scenarios

outlined above are depicted in Fig. 3. The solid lines

show the mass-radius relation for strange stars, which are

selfbound and not bound by gravity so that the curve

starts at vanishing small masses. The dashed lines stand

for the mass-radius relations of ordinary (hadronic) neu-

tron stars and hybrid stars, where the curve starts at

some small mass at large radii. These compact stars are

bound by gravity. If a phase transition to quark matter

occurs at some critical density, the curve drops off chang-

ing its slope. For some smaller values of the onset density

of quark matter, the slope changes again at small radii

signalling a new stable branch of the mass-radius curve.

So, if the phase transition is weak, there exists at most

ordinary neutron stars with a quark core (hybrid stars).

If however, the phase transition is strong, a new stable

solution to the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation for

compact stars becomes possible with maximum masses

around M ∼ 1M
¯

and corresponding radii of R ∼ 6 km.

In this case, the quark phase dominates as n ∼ 15n0 at

the center and there is only a small hadronic mantle. Note,

that a pure quark phase can be also present in an ordinary

hybrid star and is not restricted to the branch of the new

family of compact stars.

As there are two other families of compact stars known,

white dwarfs and neutron stars, the new solution consti-

tutes a third family of compact stars. The possibility of

this new class of compact stars has been outlined already

by Gerlach (1968) and has been a subject of discussion
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in the literature since then, see e.g. the historical notes

in Schaffner-Bielich (2005). In the context of modern and

thermodynamical consistent description of the phase tran-

sition, the third family of solutions was rediscovered by

Glendenning & Kettner (2000) and Schertler et al. (2000)

and found its way into a standard textbook on compact

stars (Glendenning 2000). The generic feature of the three

families of compact stars is outlined in Fig. 4. The solid

line from the right to point A stands for the first family,

white dwarfs, which are stabilised by the electron degen-

eracy pressure. Then follows an unstable branch, until the

neutron degeneracy pressure is high enough to support

stable neutron stars from point B to C. Finally, the quark

pressure allows for stable quark stars from point D to E,

which are even more compact than ordinary neutron stars.

Note, that the phase transition in neutron stars must be

strongly first order to reach the new stable branch, other-

wise the mass-radius curve terminates already in an un-

stable spiral along the points H and I. It is also important

to realize that any strong first order phase transition will

lead to a new stable branch of solutions, as the only in-

put to the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation is the

equation of state, irrespective of the underlying micro-

physics (see e.g. Macher & Schaffner-Bielich (2005) for a

purely parametric analysis). Indeed, the new solution has

been found in a large variety of different approaches to

the high-density equation of state, involving quark mat-

ter in the MIT bag model (Glendenning & Kettner 2000;

Mishustin et al. 2003), massive quasi-particles of quarks

(Schertler et al. 2000), interacting quarks in perturbative

QCD (Fraga et al. 2001), Kaon condensation (Banik &

Bandyopadhyay 2001), hyperon matter (Schaffner-Bielich

et al. 2002), and colour-superconducting quarks (Banik &

Bandyopadhyay 2003).

3. Signals for quark stars

The existence of exotic matter in the core, a strong first

order phase transition and the third family of compact

stars can be tested by astronomical observations. We flash

some of the many signals suggested in the following.

Certainly, the mass-radius of pulsars and non-

pulsating compact stars allows for a unique test for the

presence of a third family, which is related to the so called

phenomenon of the rising twins (Schertler et al. 2000).

Standard massive neutron stars have a smaller radius with

increasing mass. On the other hand, a new stable branch

allows for a pair of compact stars having the exact op-

posite behaviour, i.e. M1 < M2 with R1 < R2! A siz-

able mixed phase will lead to a spontaneous spin-up of

pulsars (Glendenning et al. 1997) as the pulsars passes

through the mixed phase during the standard spin-down

evolution. The presence of exotic matter in general, be it

strange quark matter, kaon condensation or hyperon mat-

ter, causes a delayed collapse of a proto-neutron star to

a black hole (Pons et al. 2001) as the hot proto-neutron
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Fig. 4. The schematic mass-radius relation of the three possi-

ble coexisting compact stars: white dwarfs, neutron stars and

quark stars (taken from Schertler et al. (2000)).

star allows for a higher maximum mass compared to the

cold (exotic) neutron star. The collapse of a neutron star

to the third family can lead to a catastrophic rearrange-

ment thereby emitting gravitational waves, γ-rays, and a

burst of neutrinos, see e.g. (Mishustin et al. 2003; Lin et al.

2006). The gravitational waves emitted from colliding neu-

tron stars can exhibit features which are sensitive to the

underlying equation of state including quark matter, be

it for hybrid star (Oechslin et al. 2004) or strange star

collisions (Limousin et al. 2005).

So far several types of compact stars have been dis-

cussed. Let us summarise the similarities and difference.

Neutron stars with an ordinary hadronic mantle and quark

matter in the core are called hybrid stars as there are two

completely different phases in the interior of the compact

star. I used the term quark star for a special class of hybrid

stars which are located in a separate stable branch of the

mass-radius diagram constituting a third family of com-

pact stars besides white dwarfs and neutron stars. Those

quark stars have for sure a strong first order phase tran-

sition and a pure exotic phase in the core, which is most

likely but not necessarily restricted to quark matter. Fi-

nally, strange (quark) stars are selfbound stars consisting

of absolutely stable strange quark matter only. They are

purely hypothetical as they rely on the Bodmer-Witten

hypothesis (Bodmer 1971; Witten 1984) that there is some

exotic matter, strange quark matter, which is more bound

than nuclei, so that nuclei are transformed to strange

quark matter with releasing energy.

The hypothetical selfbound stars are characterised in

general by a vanishing pressure at a finite energy density

and a mass-radius relation starting at the origin (ignor-

ing a possible nuclear crust) allowing for arbitrarily small

masses and radii down to nuclear scales.

On the contrary, ordinary neutron stars and hybrid

stars are bound by gravity where matter has a finite pres-

sure for all energy densities. The corresponding mass-

radius relation starts at large radii with a minimum neu-

tron star mass of M ∼ 0.1M
¯

at R ∼ 200 km. This min-
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imum neutron star mass is dictated by the properties of

the degenerate low-density gas of neutrons, electrons and

nuclei. Note, that white dwarfs can have much smaller

masses due to the formation of a lattice of nuclei sur-

rounded by free electrons. The lattice energy for neutron

stars is only marginally, if at all, able to support the com-

pact star (Baym et al. 1971).

Selfbound strange stars have similar maximum masses

and radii, with a similar nuclear crust, etc. But there are

some features which are unique for strange stars. For ex-

ample, they can have extremely small masses with small

radii. White dwarfs with a core of strange star material

can exist with unusual mass-radius relation (Glendenning

et al. 1995a,b). And bare, hot strange stars allow for super-

Eddington luminosity as the material is bound by inter-

actions and not by gravity (see e.g., Page & Usov (2002)).

4. Summary

Our present understanding of dense matter in strong inter-

actions opens the possibility of having a first order phase

transition from ordinary matter to some exotic (quark)

matter at high densities which is connected to chiral sym-

metry restoration. If the phase transition is strongly first

order it generates a new, stable solution for compact stars

besides white dwarfs and neutron stars. Note, that the

new stable branch in the mass-radius diagram is not con-

straint by present mass-radius data! The transition to

quark matter has not only impacts on the global proper-

ties of neutron stars and pulsars, but also on supernovae

and proto-neutron star evolution and neutron star merg-

ers. The third family of compact stars, quark stars, coexist

with ordinary neutron stars, so it might be worthwhile to

check for the possibility of having two different classes of

pulsar families!
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Abstract. We discuss the “basic” condition for an accret-

ing neutron star to become a microquasar, i.e. ejecting rel-

ativistic particles orthogonal to the accretion disk instead

of confining disk-material down to the magnetic poles and

creating the two emitting caps typical for a X-ray pulsar.

Jet creation is prevented for B≥ 1012 G independent of

the accretion rate. This excludes the possibility for a clas-

sic X-ray pulsar to develop a ”microquasar-phase” and

is consistent with the lack of radio emission from such

pulsar systems. Millisecond accretion-powered pulsars, on

the contrary, may show a ”microquasar- phase”, where

B < 107.5G is valid, whereas the limit for Z sources is

B < 108.2G. The implication of our analysis is that the

jet might be the suitable agent of angular momentum sink

for millisecond accretion-powered pulsars.

1. Introduction

X-ray binaries are stellar systems formed by two stars of

a very different nature: A normal star (acting as a mass

donor) and a compact object (the accretor) that either can

be a neutron star or a black hole. However, the classifica-

tion of the X-ray binaries (XRBs) into Low Mass X-ray

Binary and High Mass X-ray Binary systems leaves un-

specified the nature of the accreting object and exclusively

is based on the companion star (van Paradijs & McClin-

tock 1996), for HMXRB young bright stars (O-B) or for

LMXRB old stars (later than G) . An accreting object (as

result of a supernova explosion) close to a normal star is

an extremely rare binary among stellar systems and in fact

up to now only 280 X-ray binary systems of this type are

known (Liu et al. 2000, 2001). The microquasars (Massi

2005) are the 17 XRB systems, where high resolution ra-

dio interferometric techniques have shown the presence of

collimated jets or a flat spectrum has been observed (in-

direct evidence for an expanding continuous jet, Fender

2004).

2. Magnetohydrodynamic jet production

Numerical simulations show that the launch of jets in-

volves a weak large-scale poloidal magnetic field anchored

in rapidly rotating disks/compact objects (Meier et al.

2001). The geometry of this field is analogous to that of

solar coronal holes and generated by the dynamo process

(Blackman & Tan 2004).

The strength of the large-scale poloidal field must be

low enough, that the plasma pressure (Pp)dominates the

magnetic field pressure (PB). Only under that condition,

PB < Pp, the differentially rotating disk is able to bend

the magnetic field lines, resulting in a magnetic spiral

(Meier et al. 2001). Because of the increasing compres-

sion of the magnetic field lines the magnetic pressure will

grow and may become larger than the gas pressure at the

surface of the accretion disk, where the density is lower.

There, the magnetic field becomes ”active” (i.e. dynami-

cally dominant) and the plasma has to follow the twisted

magnetic field lines, creating two spinning plasma-flows.

As recently proved for the bipolar outflows from young

stellar objects, these rotating plasma-flows take angular

momentum away from the disk (magnetic braking): The

angular momentum transport rate of the jet can be two

thirds or more of the estimated rate transported through

the relevant portion of the disk (Woitas et al. 2005). This

loss of angular momentum slows down the disk material

to sub-Keplerian rotation and therefore the disk matter

can finally accrete onto the central object. The accreting

material further pulls the deformed magnetic field with

it in that way increasing the magnetic field compression

and magnetic reconnection may occur (Matsumoto et al

1996). The stored magnetic energy is released and the field

returns to the state of minimum energy (i.e. untwisted).

3. The Alfven radius

As seen in the previous section, the “basic” condition for

ejection is a weak magnetic field. But how weak? In case

of neutron stars we can take observed values, which allow

a quantitative estimate. In this case there is an additional

stellar magnetic field together with the disk-field. Let us

assume that the stellar field dominates. The stellar field

will be bent in the sweeping spiral (discussed above) only

if the magnetic pressure B
2

8π
is less than the hydrodynamic

pressure ρv
2 of the accreting material. We here show that
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the existence of the above conditions can easily be verified

by plotting the Alfvén radius (normalised to the stellar

surface) vs accretion rate and magnetic field strength. The

Alfvén radius is the radius at which the magnetic and

plasma pressure balance each other. If RA/R
∗

< 1, the

field will be twisted (R
∗

is the stellar radius).

The Alfvén radius depends on the strength, on the

(bipolar or multipolar) topology of the magnetic field

and on the mode of accretion (spherically symmetric or

disk-like). In case of a spherically symmetric accretion,

the mass accretion rate Ṁ is equal to 4πR
2
ρv

2 (Longair

1994), where v is the infall velocity v = (2GM
∗
/R)1/2.

For a magnetic dipole field with a surface magnetic field

B
∗
, B/B

∗
= [R

∗
/R]3. Therefore the parameter RA/R

∗
in

terms of accretion rate Ṁ and surface magnetic field B
∗

is equal to:

RA/R
∗
' 0.87

(

B
∗

108

)4/7
(

Ṁ

10−8

)

−2/7

. (1)

The equation has been calculated for a neutron star with

a mass and a radius of respectively M
∗

= 1.44 M
¯

and

R
∗

= 9 km (Titarchuk & Shaposhnikov 2002).

4. Neutron star X-ray binaries

Table 1 shows the ranges, available in the literature, for

accretion rate and magnetic field strength of neutron stars

in X-ray binary systems. Including the classic accretion-

powered pulsars the interval for B ranges over more than 4

orders of magnitude: From classic accretion-powered pul-

sars with fields above 1012G, to the low value of 107−8G

of millisec-pulsars and atoll sources. The interval for ac-

cretion rate covers several orders of magnitude, too, from

less than 0.1% Eddington critical rate (1.6 10−8M
¯

yr−1)

for millisecond-pulsars to Eddington critical rate for the

Z sources (see references in Table 1).

In Fig. 1 we show a 3-D plot of the parameter RA/R
∗

as function of both, accretion rate and magnetic field

strength. The value RA/R
∗

is plotted only above unity, i.e.

the ”white” area refers to values of RA/R
∗

< 1. This is the

region, where accretion rate and magnetic field strength

are combined in such a way that the stellar field is nowhere

dynamically important. This means the white region of

Fig. 1 is the part of the parameter space where potential

microquasars can exist. One can see in Fig. 1 that this

region is rather small for the given large range of B and

Ṁ .

4.1. Classical accretion-powered pulsars

Classical accretion-powered pulsars have periods of the

order of one second or more. In this sense they are also

called ”slow” accretion-powered pulsars in comparison

to the milliseconds-pulsars (Sect. 4.3). Only five classic

accretion-powered pulsars have been found in LMXRBs,

Table 1. Neutron Stars: Accretion Rate and Magnetic Field

Strength

class
Ṁ

10−8 (M¯ yr
−1

) B∗ (G)

ms X-ray 0.001 (a),0.01 (b, c) 3 × 10
7
(b,c),3 × 10

8
(b)

0.03(a),0.07(c)

Atoll 0.01-0.9 (d) 3 × 10
7

(e),10
8

(f)

Z sources 0.5(d), ≥1 (d) 10
7−8

(g), 3 × 10
8

(e), 10
9

(f)

[a] Chakrabati & Morgan 1998 [b] Lamb & Yu 2005 [c] Gilfanov

et al. 1998 [d] van der Klis 1996 [e] Zhang & Kojima 2006 [f]

van der Klis 1994 [g] Titarchuk et al. 2001

Fig. 1. 3-D plot of the Alfven radius normalised to the stellar

radius. The white area indicates the region with R/R∗ ≤1 ,

where the basic condition for ejection to occur is fullfilled, i.e.

plasma pressure dominates the magnetic field pressure. This

region is more clearly shown in the bottom of the figure.

whereas the vast majority are found in HMXRB systems

(Psaltis 2004).

As one derives from Fig. 1, classic accretion-powered

pulsars with magnetic fields of 1012G have RA/R
∗

>> 1

even for accretion rates comparable to the Eddington crit-

ical rate. The stellar field therefore is dynamically domi-

nant. In this case the plasma is forced to move along the

magnetic field lines, converges onto the magnetic poles
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of the neutron star and there releases its energy creating

two X-ray emitting caps. In the case of a misalignment

between the rotation and the magnetic axis, X-ray pulses

are produced (Psaltis 2004).

The value RA/R
∗

>> 1, therefore, excludes the for-

mation of jets in accreting pulsars for any accretion rate.

Our result agrees with the observations. A deep search

for radio emission from X-ray pulsars has been performed

by Fender et al. (1997) and none of the pulsar candidates

has been detected. The lack of radio emission is statisti-

cally discussed by Fender et al. (1997) and they conclude

that X-ray pulsations and radio emission from X-ray bina-

ries are strongly anti-correlated. More recent observations

(Fender & Hendry 2000; Migliari & Fender 2005) again

confirm that none of the high-magnetic-field X-ray pul-

sars is a source of synchrotron radio emission.

4.2. Atoll and Z-sources

The LMXRBs with neutron stars have been divided into

two subclasses called Atoll-type (the largest class) and

Z-type, based on their timing and spectral properties ob-

served by Hasinger & van der Klis (1989). The differences

reflect different values of accretion rates, but also different

values for the magnetic field strength (see Table 1). For

each of the two types, Atoll-sources and Z-sources, the ac-

cretion rate is different in the different spectral states: For

the Atoll-sources there are two states (island and banana)

and for the Z-type sources there are three ones (horizontal-

, flaring-, and normal-branch).

Two Z sources (Circinus X-1 and Scorpius X-1) are

microquasars. Therefore, the condition RA/R
∗
≤ 1, must

be satisfied in them. From Fig. 1-Bottom results, that this

is true only if B ≤ 108.2 G. As a consequence, the value of

B ∼ 109 G (given in the literature) may be applied only to

Z-type sources with no radio jet. Indeed, our upper limit

well agrees with the estimate of Titarchuk et al. (2001)

on the microquasar Scorpius X-1. These authors deriv-

ing B from magnetoacoustic oscillations in kHz QPO in

three neutron stars (Scorpius X-1 one of them) determine

a strength of 107−8 G on the surface of the neutron star.

4.3. Millisecond accretion-powered pulsars

Millisecond accretion-powered pulsars also have a weak

magnetic field B ∼ 108G together with the main charac-

teristic of a rapidly spinning neutron star. They are very

few and all of them in the class of LMXRBs. As one can

derive from the values given in Table 1, the millisecond

X-ray pulsars are extreme Atoll sources. The prolonged,

sustained accretion of matter on the neutron star from

the long-living companion, carrying angular momentum,

is thought to be responsible for the acceleration to millisec-

onds. Less clear is the cause for the decay of B (Cumming

et al. 2001; Chakrabarty 2005; Psaltis 2004).

As shown in Fig. 1 the obstacle for jet production in

millisecond accretion-powered pulsars is their low accre-

tion rate. For the average B ∼ 108G , assumed in the

literature, the condition RA/R
∗

< 1 would be fulfilled

only for accretion rates of ≥ 6 × 10−9M
¯

yr−1 whereas

the maximum observed accretion rate nearly is one order

of magnitude lower, i.e Ṁ ≤ 0.7 × 10−9M
¯

yr−1 (Table

2). On the contrary, if Ṁ = 0.7× 10−9M
¯

yr−1, the con-

dition RA/R
∗

< 1 would be fulfilled for B = 107.5 G, a

value compatible with observations (Table 1).

In the accreting millisecond X-ray pulsar SAX J1808.4-

3658, the long-term mean mass transfer rate is Ṁ '

1×10−11M
¯

yr−1 (Chakrabarty & Morgan 1998). During

bright states peak values of Ṁ ∼ 0.3−0.7×10−9M
¯

yr−1

(Chakrabarty & Morgan 1998; Gilfanov et al. 1998) have

been measured and the upper limit on the magnetic field

strength is B <
∼ a few times 107 G (Gilfanov et al. 1998).

As a matter of fact, in this source hints for a radio jet

have been found. It is one of the two accreting millisecond

X-ray pulsars, SAX J1808.4-3658 (Gaensler et al. 1999)

and IGR J00291+5934 (Pooley 2004), that have shown

transient radio emission related to X-ray outbursts. Es-

pecially interesting is the fact that the size of the radio

emitting region of SAX J1808.4-3658 is much larger than

the separation of the binary system, which is what would

be expected for expanding material ejected from the sys-

tem (Gaensler et al. 1999; Migliari & Fender 2006). In

other words, SAX J1808.4-3658, which normally behaves

like a pulsar, could switch to a microquasar state at max-

imum accretion rate. While future high resolution radio

observations can probe or rule out the presence of a radio

jet, at the moment theory and observations give positive

indications for one.

5. Discussion and conclusions

The results of our analysis are:

1. It is excluded that X-ray accreting-pulsars or in general

neutron stars with strong (i.e. B ∼ 1012G) magnetic

fields may be associated with a jet, even if accreting

at the Eddington critical rate.

2. It is known that Z-sources, “low” magnetic field neu-

tron stars accreting at the Eddington critical rate, may

develop a jet. In this paper we quantify the magnetic

field strength to B <
∼ 108.2.

3. It is not ruled out that a millisecond pulsar could de-

velop a jet, at least for those sources where B <
∼ 107.5

G. In this case the millisecond pulsar, could switch to

a microquasar phase during maximum accretion rate.

The millisecond source SAX J1808.4-3658 with such a

low B, shows hints for a radio jet.

One of the major open issues concerning millisecond pul-

sars is the absence (and possible non-existence) of sub-

millisecond pulsars. The spin distribution sharply cuts off

well before the breakup spin rate for neutron stars. The
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physics setting that limit is unclear (Chakrabarty 2005).

If the jet hypothesis will be proved, than the jet might be

the suitable agent of angular momentum sink, as in the

bipolar outflows from young stellar objects. The transport

rate of angular momentum by the jet can be two thirds or

more of the estimated rate transported through the rele-

vant portion of the disk (Woitas et al. 2005).
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Abstract. In this work we explore the idea that the high

frequency QPOs observed in LMXBs may be explained

as a resonant coupling between the neutron star spin and

epicyclic modes of accretion disk oscillations. We propose

a new model for these QPOs based on forced oscillations

induced in the accretion disk due to a stellar asymmetric

rotating gravitational or magnetic field. It is shown that

particles evolving in a rotating non-axisymmetric field are

subject to three kinds of resonances: a corotation reso-

nance, a Lindblad resonance due to a driving force, and

a parametric resonance due to the time varying epicyclic

frequencies. These results are extends by means of 2D nu-

merical simulations of a simplified version of the accretion

disk. The simulations are performed for the Newtonian

gravitational potential, as well as for a pseudo-general rel-

ativistic potential, which enables us to explore the behav-

ior of the resonances around both rotating neutron stars

and black holes. Density perturbations are only significant

in the region located close to the inner edge of the disk

near the ISCO where the gravitational or magnetic per-

turbation is maximal. It is argued that the nearly periodic

motion induced in the disk will produce high quality factor

QPOs.

Finally, applying this model to a typical neutron star,

we found that the strongest response occurs when the fre-

quency difference of the two modes equals either the spin

frequency (for “slow rotators”) or half of it (for “fast ro-

tators”). The two main excited modes may both be con-

nected to vertical oscillations of the disk. We emphasize

that strong gravity is not needed to excite the modes.

1. Introduction

Quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) have been observed in

accretion disks around neutron stars, black holes, and

white dwarf binaries with frequencies ranging from a

few 0.1 Hz up to 1300 Hz. Recent observations have shown

a strong correlation between the low and high frequency

QPOs (Mauche 2002, Psaltis et al. 1999). This relation

holds over more than 6 orders of magnitude in frequency

and strongly supports the idea that the QPO phenomenon

is a universal physical process independent of the nature

of the compact object.

To date, quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) have been

observed in about twenty Low Mass X-ray Binaries

(LMXBs) containing an accreting neutron star. Among

these systems, the high-frequency QPOs (kHz-QPOs)

which mainly show up in pairs, denoted by frequencies

ν1 and ν2 > ν1, possess strong similarities in their fre-

quencies, ranging from 300 Hz to about 1300 Hz, as well

as in their shapes (van der Klis 2000).

Several models have been proposed to explain the kHz-

QPOs in LMXBs. A beat-frequency model was introduced

to explain the commensurability between the twin kHz-

QPOs frequency difference and the neutron star rota-

tion. This interaction between the orbital motion and the

star rotation happens at some preferred radius. Alpar &

Shaham (1985) and Shaham (1987) proposed the mag-

netospheric radius to be the preferred radius. The sonic-

point beat-frequency model was suggested by Miller et

al. (1998). In this model, the preferred radius is the point

where the radial inflow becomes supersonic.

The relativistic precession model introduced by Stella

& Vietri (1998, 1999) makes use of the motion of a sin-

gle particle in the Kerr-spacetime. In this model, the

kHz-QPOs frequency difference is related to the relativis-

tic periastron precession of weakly elliptic orbits while

the low-frequencies QPOs are interpreted as a conse-

quence of the Lense-Thirring precession. Abramowicz &

Kluźniak (2001) introduced a resonance between orbital

and epicyclic motion that can account for the 3:2 ratio

around Kerr black holes leading to an estimate of their

mass and spin. The 3:2 ratio of black hole QPOs frequen-

cies is well established (McClintock & Remillard, 2003).

In other models, the QPOs are identified with gravity or

pressure oscillation modes in the accretion disk (Titarchuk

et al. 1998, Wagoner et al. 2001). Rezzolla et al. (2003)

suggested that the high frequency QPOs in black hole bi-

naries are related to p-mode oscillations in a non Keplerian

torus.

We propose a new explanation of this phenomenon

based on a resonance in the star-disk system arising

from the response of the accretion disk to either a non-
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axisymmetric rotating gravitational field, for a hydrody-

namical disk, or to a non-axisymmetric rotating magnetic

field, for an MHD disk.

2. Hydrodynamical disk

We first consider a hydrodynamical disk evolving in an

asymmetric gravitation field imposed by the rotating ac-

creting compact object. A simplified linear analysis reveals

the main characteristic of the perturbed motion in the

disk. This is then confirmed by full non-linear numerical

simulations.

2.1. Linear analysis

By perturbing the set of hydrodynamical equations gov-

erning the evolution in the disk around the equatorial

plane, and introducing the Lagrangian displacement ξ,

the weak oscillations in the radial and vertical directions

can be cast into a partial differential equation for the ra-

dial and vertical displacement respectively. Neglecting the

sound propagation term (not important because not lead-

ing to resonance conditions), the Laplacian displacement

ξr/z satisfies :

D
2
ξr

Dt2
+ κ

2
r ξr +

1

ρ r

∂

∂r
(r ρ ξr) δgr = δgr (1)

D
2
ξz

Dt2
+ κ

2
z ξz +

1

ρ

∂

∂z
(ρ ξz) δgz = δgz (2)

We have introduced the radial/vertical epicyclic fre-

quency κr/z and the perturbation in radial/vertical gravi-

tational field by δgr/z. The convective derivative is denoted

by D/Dt = ∂t +Ω ∂ϕ where Ω is the unperturbed local or-

bital frequency in the disk. The 3 terms in Eq.(1) and (2)

are: a harmonic oscillator at frequency κr/z, second term

on the left hand side, with a periodically perturbed eigen-

frequency, third term on the LHS, and a periodic driven

source, on the right hand side.

A careful analysis of this equation shows the emergence

of three kinds of resonance corresponding to :

– a corotation resonance ;

– an inner and outer Lindblad resonance ;

– a parametric resonance when m |Ω
∗
− Ω| = 2κr/z/n,

where Ω
∗

is the stellar spin, κr/z the radial and vertical

epicyclic frequencies, n is a natural integer and m the

azimuthal mode of the gravitational perturbation.

For a Newtonian disk, we have Ω = κr = κz, and the

parametric resonance condition simplifies into :

Ω

Ω
∗

=
m

m± 2/n
(3)

As a consequence, the resonances are all located in the

frequency range Ω ∈ [Ω
∗
/3, 3Ω

∗
].

For the general-relativistic disk, it splits into the two

following cases :

Ω(r, a)±
2κr/z(r, a)

mn
= Ω

∗
(4)

For a typical neutron star, we choose:

– mass M
∗

= 1.4M
¯

;

– angular velocity ν
∗

= Ω
∗
/2π = 300− 600 Hz ;

– moment of inertia I
∗

= 1038 kg m2 ;

– angular momentum a
∗

= c I
∗
Ω

∗
/GM

2
∗

.

The angular momentum is then given by a
∗

= 5.79 ∗

10−5 Ω
∗
. For the selected spin rate of the star we find a

∗
=

0.109−0.218 and so the vertical epicyclic frequency is close

to the orbital one κz ≈ Ω. Thus for the vertical resonance,

we are still close to the Newtonian case given by Eq.(3).

The results for an accretion disk evolving in a New-

tonian and a Kerr spacetime are shown in Table 1 and 2

(Pétri 2006).

Orbital frequency ν(r, a) (Hz)

Mode ν∗ = 600 Hz ν∗ = 300 Hz

m n = 1 n = 2 n = 1 n = 2

1 -600 / 200 —- / 300 -300 / 100 — / 150

2 —- / 300 1200 / 400 — / 150 600 / 200

3 1800 / 360 900 / 450 900 / 180 450 / 225

Table 1. Orbital frequencies at the parametric vertical reso-

nance for the first three order n in the case of a Newtonian

gravitational potential. The value on the left of the symbol /

corresponds to the absolute value sign taken to be - and on the

right to be +.

2.2. Two-dimensional simulations

From the analytical analysis of the linear response of a

thin accretion disk in the 2D limit, we know that waves are

launched at the aforementioned resonance loci. They prop-

agate in some permitted regions inside the disk, according

to the dispersion relation obtained by a WKB analysis. We

confirm and extend these results by performing non lin-

ear hydrodynamical numerical simulations using a pseudo-

spectral code solving Euler’s equations in a 2D cylindri-

cal coordinate frame. Simulations were performed for the

Newtonian as well as for a pseudo-Newtonian potential.

Orbital frequency ν(r, a∗) (Hz)

Mode ν∗ = 600 Hz ν∗ = 300 Hz

m n = 1 n = 2 n = 1 n = 2

1 —- / 200 —- / 300 — / 100 — / 150

2 —- / 300 1198 / 400 — / 150 599 / 200

3 1790 / 360 899 / 450 898 / 180 450 / 225

Table 2. Same as Tab. 1 but for the general-relativistic disk.
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Fig. 1. Final snapshot of the density perturbation δρ/ρ0 in the

accretion disk evolving in a quadrupolar perturbed Newtonian

potential. Time is normalized to the spin period. The m =

2 structure emerges in relation with the m = 2 quadrupolar

potential perturbation.

For instance, in the Newtonian potential, for a perturba-

tion of mode m = 2, the stationary density perturbation

is shown in Fig. 1. The forbidden region where no wave

propagation is possible, is located between r = 24.0 and

r = 49.0 as predicted by the WKB analysis. Outside this

region, an m = 2 spiral structure forms and rotates at the

star speed. The corotation resonance located at r = 40.0

is not seen at this stage. When many azimuthal modes are

excited at the same time as in Fig. 2, it becomes hard to

distinguish between the different permitted and forbidden

regions for each m. No clear symmetric pattern emerges

from the simulations due to overlapping of many m. Nev-

ertheless, in all case, Newtonian or pseudo-Schwarzschild

and pseudo-Kerr, the simulations agree well with the de-

tailed linear analysis.

3. MHD disk

We extend the previous idea to a magnetised accretion

disk evolving in the rotating asymmetric magnetic field

field of the accreting compact object (linear analysis and

numerical simulations) (Pétri 2005a). This case is well

suited for binaries containing a neutron star or even for

white dwarfs in cataclysmic variables for which the QPO-

phenomenology seems to be identical (Warner et al. 2003).

3.1. Linear analysis

Here again, applying the linear perturbation theory to the

set of MHD equations governing the motion in the disk

and focusing only on resonance terms in the radial and

vertical directions, the Laplacian displacement ξr/z satis-
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Fig. 2. Final snapshot of the density perturbation in the accre-

tion disk evolving in a perturbed Newtonian potential having

many azimuthal modes m.
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Now, the perturbation in magnetic field δBr/z replaces

the perturbation in gravitational field. We recognise again

a harmonic oscillator with periodically varying eigenfre-

quency superposed on a driven source term. Therefore,

despite the presence of a magnetic field, the behavior of

the accretion disk, at least in the linear stage of its evo-

lution, agrees with the study already made for a hydro-

dynamical disk. The orbital frequencies for resonance are

therefore also given by tables 1 and 2 for a Newtonian and

a relativistic disk respectively.

3.2. Two-dimensional simulations

We again performed 2D numerical simulations by solv-

ing the magnetohydrodynamical equations for the accre-

tion disk. This is done by extending the previous pseudo-

spectral method to a simplified version of the 2D MHD

accretion disk.

Before the time t = 0, the disk stays in its axisymmet-

ric equilibrium state and possesses only azimuthal motion.

At t = 0, we switch on the perturbation by adding an

asymmetric rotating component to the magnetic field. We

then let the system evolve during more than one thousand

orbital revolutions of the inner edge of the disk.

We ran a simulation in which the rotation of the star

is taken into account. This shifts the location of the ISCO
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Fig. 3. Final snapshot of the density perturbation in the ac-

cretion disk evolving in a perturbed pseudo-Kerr potential

with a = 0.5. The outer Lindblad resonance is not on the grid.

closer to the surface of the neutron star as compared to

the non-rotating case.

We chose a star with an angular momentum of a
∗

=

0.5. Therefore, the disk inner boundary corresponding

to the marginally stable circular orbit approaches the

horizon. An example of the density perturbation in the

pseudo-Kerr metric is shown in Fig. 3 for the m = 2 mode.

The inner Lindblad radius is clearly identified while the

outer Lindblad radius is outside the simulation box.

4. Slow vs fast rotator

Focusing on accreting neutron stars in LMXBs, observa-

tions reveal that they can be divided into two categories

(van der Klis 2004) : the slow rotators possessing a ro-

tation rate ν
∗
≈ 300 Hz, and for which the frequency

difference between the two peaks is around ∆ν ≈ ν
∗

and

ν2 ≈ 3 ν1/2 and the fast rotators having ν
∗
≈ 600 Hz, for

which this difference is around ∆ν ≈ ν
∗
/2.

The model presented in this work can account for this

segregation if the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) is

taken into account. Indeed, for a typical neutron star, the

orbital frequency at the ISCO is νisco = 1571 Hz which is

therefore the upper limit for any QPO frequency. Discard-

ing the resonance frequencies in the relativistic disk which

are higher than νisco, we conclude from Table 2 that :

– for slow rotators, the two highest frequencies are less

than νisco and given by ν1 = 599 Hz and ν2 = 898 Hz,

therefore ∆ν = 299 Hz which is very close to ν
∗
. More-

over ν2 ≈ 3 ν1/2 in accordance with observations ;

– for fast rotators, the highest frequency is not observed

because the resonance is located inside the radius

of the ISCO (νisco < 1790 Hz). Therefore the two

highest observable frequencies are ν1 = 899 Hz and

ν2 = 1198 Hz, having a difference ∆ν = 299 Hz which

is close to ν
∗
/2.

As already claimed in the previous section, these conclu-

sions apply to hydrodynamical (Pétri 2005b) as well as

to magnetised (Pétri 2005c) accretion disks. Observations

therefore strongly support our resonance model.

5. Conclusion

The consequences of a weakly rotating asymmetric stel-

lar gravitational or magnetic field on the evolution of a

thin accretion disk are as follows. Corotation, driven and

parametric resonances are excited at some preferred radii.

The kHz-QPOs are interpreted as the orbital frequency

of the disk at locations where the vertical response to

the resonances is maximal. The 3:2 ratio is predicted for

the strongest modes and a clear distinction exists between

slow and fast rotators, a direct consequence of the pres-

ence of an ISCO. Nevertheless general relativistic effects

are not required to excite these resonances. They behave

identically in the Newtonian as well as in the Kerr field.

Therefore the QPO phenomenology is explained by the

same picture, irrespective of the nature of the compact

object (black hole, neutron star or white dwarf). Indeed

the presence or the absence of a solid surface, a magnetic

field or an event horizon plays no relevant role in the pro-

duction of the X-ray variability.
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Abstract. A new scheme for testing the nuclear matter

(NM) equation of state (EoS) at high densities using con-

straints from compact star (CS) phenomenology is applied

to neutron stars with a core of deconfined quark matter

(QM). An acceptable EoS shall not to be in conflict with

the mass measurement of 2.1 ± 0.2 M
¯

(1 σ level) for

PSR J0751+1807 and the mass radius relation deduced

from the thermal emission of RX J1856-3754. Further con-

straints for the state of matter in CS interiors come from

temperature-age data for young, nearby objects. The CS

cooling theory shall agree not only with these data, but

also with the mass distribution inferred via population

synthesis models as well as with LogN-LogS data. The

scheme is applied to a set of hybrid EsoS with a phase

transition to stiff, color superconducting QM which fulfills

all above constraints and is constrained otherwise from

NM saturation properties and flow data of heavy-ion colli-

sions. We extrapolate our description to low temperatures

and draw conclusions for the QCD phase diagram to be

explored in heavy-ion collision experiments.

1. Introduction

Recently, new observational limits for the mass and

the mass-radius relationship of CSs have been obtained

which provide stringent constraints on the equation of

state of strongly interacting matter at high densities, see

Klähn et al. (2006) and references therein. In this latter

work several modern nuclear EsoS have been tested re-

garding their compatibility with phenomenology. It turned

out that none of these nuclear EsoS meets all constraints

whereas every constraint could have been fulfilled by some

EsoS. As we will point out in this contribution, a phase

transition to quark matter in the interior of CSs might

resolve this problem. In the following we will apply an

exemplary EoS for NM obtained from the ab-initio rela-

tivistic Dirac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (DBHF) approach

using the Bonn A potential (van Dalen et al. 2005). There

is not yet an ab-initio approach to the high-density EoS

formulated in quark and gluon degrees of freedom, since

it would require an essentially nonperturbative treatment

of QCD at finite chemical potentials. For some promis-

ing steps in the direction of a unified QM-NM description

on the quark level, we refer to the nonrelativistic poten-

tial model approach by Röpke et al. (1986) and the NJL

model one by Lawley et al. (2006). Simulations of QCD on

the Lattice meet serious problems in the low-temperature

finite-density domain of the QCD phase diagram relevant

for CS studies. However, there are modern effective ap-

proaches to high-density QM which, albeit still simplified,

focus on specific nonperturbative aspects of QCD. They

differ from the traditional bag model approach and al-

low for CS configurations with sufficiently large masses,

see Alford et al. (2006). For our QM description we em-

ploy a three-flavor chiral quark model of the NJL type

with selfconsistent mean fields in the scalar meson (cou-

pling GS) and scalar diquark (coupling GD = ηD GS)

channels (Blaschke et al. 2005), generalized by including

a vector meson mean field (coupling GV = ηV GS), see

Klähn et al. (2006a).

We show that the presence of a QM core in the in-

terior of CSs does not contradict any of the discussed

constraints. Moreover, CSs with a QM interior would be

assigned to the fast coolers in the CS temperature-age di-

agram. Another interesting outcome of our investigations

is the prediction of a small latent heat for the deconfine-

ment phase transition in both, symmetric and asymmetric

NM. Such a behavior leads to hybrid stars that “masquer-

ade” as neutron stars and has been discussed earlier by

Alford et al. (2005) for a different EoS. This finding is of

relevance for future heavy-ion collision programs at FAIR

Darmstadt.

2. The flow constraint from HICs

The behaviour of elliptic flow in heavy-ion collisions is

related to the EoS of isospin symmetric matter. The

upper and lower limits for the stiffness deduced from

such analyses (Danielewicz et al. 2002) are indicated in

Fig. 1 as a shaded region. The nuclear DBHF EoS is soft

at moderate densities with a compressibility K = 230
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Fig. 1. Constraint on the high-density behavior of the EoS

from simulations of flow data from heavy-ion collision experi-

ments (shaded area from Danielewicz et al. 2002) compared to

the nuclear matter and hybrid EsoS discussed in the text.

MeV (van Dalen et al. 2004, Gross-Boelting et al. 1999),

but tends to violate the flow constraint for densities above

2-3 times nuclear saturation. As a possible solution to this

problem we adopt a phase transition to QM with an EoS

fixed to sketch the upper boundary of the flow constraint.

In order to obtain an EoS as stiff as possible we use a

vector coupling of ηV = 0.50 and a diquark coupling of

ηD = 1.03. Herewith the EoS is completely fixed.

3. Constraints from astrophysics

3.1. Maximum mass and mass-radius constraints

These most severe constraints come in particular from the

mass measurement for PSR J0751+1807 (Nice et al. 2005)

giving a lower limit for the maximum mass ≈ 1.9 M
¯

at

1σ level, and from the thermal emission of RX J1856-

3754 (Trümper et al. 2004) providing a lower limit in the

mass-radius plane with minimal radii R > 12 km. These

constraints can only be fulfilled by a rather stiff EoS. The

most stiff quark matter contribution to the EoS which

still fulfills the flow constraint in symmetric matter cor-

responds to ηV = 0.5 with a maximum mass for hybrid

stars ≈ 2.1 M
¯

, rather independent of the choice of ηD

which fixes the critical mass for the onset of deconfine-

ment, see Figs. 2, 3. For a more detailed discussion, see

Klähn et al. (2006), Klähn et al. (2006a).

3.2. Cooling constraints

Direct Urca (DU) processes are flavor-changing pro-

cesses with the prototype being n → p + e
− + ν̄e

(Gamow and Schoenberg 1941), providing the most effec-

tive cooling mechanism in the hadronic layer of compact
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Fig. 2. Stable CS configurations for neutron stars (DBHF) and

hybrid stars, characterized by the parameters ηD and ηV of the

quark matter EoS.
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Fig. 3. Mass-radius relations for CSs with possible phase tran-

sition to deconfined quark matter, see Klähn et al. (2006a).

stars. It acts if the proton fraction x exceeds the DU

threshold xDU , x = np/(nn + np) ≥ xDU . The threshold

is given by xDU = 0.11 (Lattimer et al. 1991) and rises

up to xDU = 0.14 upon inclusion of muons. Although

the onset of the DU process entails a sensible depen-

dence of cooling curves on the star masses, hadronic cool-

ing with realistic pairing gaps is not sufficient to explain

young, nearby X-ray dim objects, like Vela, with typical

CS masses, not exceeding 1.5 M
¯

(Blaschke et al. 2004,

Grigorian et al. 2005). The point on the stability curve

in Fig. 2 marks the DU threshold density for the

DBHF EoS. Quark matter DU processes provide en-

hanced cooling, characterized by the diquark pairing gaps

(Blaschke et al. 2000, Page et al. 2000) and their density
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Fig. 4. Cooling evolution for hybrid stars of different masses

given in units of M¯. Note that Vela is described with a typical

CS mass not exceeding 1.45 M¯. From Popov et al. 2006a.

dependence (Grigorian et al. 2005, Popov et al. 2006a).

For a recent review, see Sedrakian (2007).

To verify this rather heuristic approach we apply ex-

plicit calculations of the cooling of hybrid configurations

which shall describe present data of the temperature-age

distribution of CSs. The main processes in nuclear matter

that we accounted for are the direct Urca, the medium

modified Urca and the pair breaking and formation pro-

cesses. Furthermore we accounted for the 1S0 neutron

and proton gaps and the suppression of the 3P2 neutron

gap. For the calculation of the cooling of the quark core

we incorporated the most efficient processes, namely the

quark modified Urca process, the quark bremsstrahlung,

the electron bremsstrahlung and the massive gluon-photon

decay. In the 2-flavor superconducting phase one color of

quarks remains unpaired. Here we assume a small resid-

ual pairing (∆X) of the hitherto unpaired quarks. For de-

tailed discussions of cooling calculations and the required

ingredients see Blaschke et al. 2004, Popov et al. 2006a, 1

and references therein. The resulting temperature-age re-

lations for the introduced hybrid EoS are shown in Fig. 4.

The critical density for the transition from nuclear to

quark matter has been set to a corresponding CS mass of

Mcrit = 1.22 M
¯

. All cooling data points are covered and

correspond to CS configurations with reasonable masses.

In this picture slow coolers correspond to light, pure neu-

tron stars (M < Mcrit), whereas fast coolers are rather

massive CSs (M > Mcrit) with a QM core.

Another constraint on the temperature-age relation is

given by the maximum brightness of CSs, as discussed by

Grigorian (2006). It is based on the fact that despite many

observational efforts one has not observed very hot NSs

(logT > 6.3− 6.4 K) with ages of 103 - 104.5 years. Since

it would be very easy to find them - if they exist in the
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S [cts s-1]

1

10

100

N
 

BSC

Fig. 5. Comparison of observational data for the LogN-LogS

distribution with results from population synthesis using hy-

brid star cooling according to Popov et al. 2006a.

galaxy - one has to conclude that at least their fraction is

very small. Therefore a realistic model should not predict

CSs with typical masses at temperatures noticeable higher

than the observed ones. The region of avoidance is the

hatched trapezoidal region in Fig. 4.

The final CS cooling constraint in our scheme is

given by the Log N–Log S distribution, where N is

the number of sources with observed fluxes larger than

S. This integral distribution grows towards lower fluxes

and is inferred, e.g., from the ROSAT all-sky survey

(Neuhäuser and Trümper 1999). The observed Log N–Log

S distribution is compared with the ones calculated in the

framework of a population synthesis approach in Fig. 5. A

detailed discussion of merits and drawbacks can be found

in Popov et al. (2006).

Altogether, the hybrid star cooling behavior obtained

for our EoS fits all of the sketched constraints under the

assumption of the existence of a 2SC phase with X-gaps.

4. Outlook: The QCD phase-diagram

Within the previous sections we exemplified how to ap-

ply the testing scheme introduced in Klähn et al. (2006)

to the modeling of a reliable hybrid EoS with a NM-QM

phase transition that fulfills a wide range of constraints

from HICs and astrophysics. In a next step we extend

the description to finite temperatures focusing on the be-

haviour at the transition line. For this purpose we ap-

ply a relativistic mean-field model with density-dependent

masses and couplings (Typel 2005) adapted such as to

mimick the DBHF-EoS and generalize to finite temper-

atures (DD-F4). Fig. 6 shows the resulting phase diagram

including the transition from nuclear to quark matter

(ηD = 1.030, ηV = 0.50) which exhibits almost a crossover

transition with a negligibly small coexistence region and a
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Fig. 6. Phase diagram for isospin symmetry using the most

favorable hybrid EoS of the present study. The NM-2SC phase

transition is almost a crossover. The model DD-F4 is used as a

finite-temperature extension of DBHF. For the parameter set

(ηD = 0.75, ηV = 0.0) the flow constraint is fulfilled but no

stable hybrid stars are obtained.

tiny density jump. At temperatures beyond T ∼ 45 MeV

our NM description is not reliable any more since contri-

butions from mesons, hyperons and nuclear resonances are

missing. This will be amended in future studies.

5. Conclusions

We have presented a new scheme for testing nuclear mat-

ter equations of state at supernuclear densities using con-

straints from neutron star and HIC phenomenology. Mod-

ern constraints from the mass and mass-radius-relation

measurements require stiff EsoS at high densities, whereas

flow data from heavy-ion collisions seem to disfavor too

stiff behavior of the EoS. As a compromise we have pre-

sented a hybrid EoS with a phase transition to color su-

perconducting quark matter which, due to a vector meson

meanfield, is stiff enough at high densities to allow com-

pact stars with a mass of 2 M
¯

. Such a hybrid EoS could

be superior to a purely hadronic one as it allows a faster

cooling of objects within the typical CS mass region. This

way, young nearby X-ray dim objects such as Vela could be

explained with masses not exceeding 1.5 M
¯

. The present

hybrid EoS predicts hybrid stars that “masquerade” as

neutron stars, suggesting only a tiny density jump at the

phase transition. This characteristics is also present for

the symmetric matter case and persists at higher temper-

atures in the QCD phase diagram. It is suggested that the

CBM experiment at FAIR might softly enter the quark

matter domain without extraordinary hydrodynamical ef-

fects from the deconfinement transition.
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Abstract. Almost 40 years after the discovery of pulsars

– and despite a plethora of secured data on them – pul-

sar theory is still beset by a number of fundamental in-

consistencies. In this short contribution, I will argue that

(i) magnetars do not exist, (ii) (ordinary) pulsars turnoff

(or ‘die’) when their wind pressure falls short of keeping

the CSM at a safe distance, exceeding 1015cm, whereupon

they can mimic magnetars, (iii) msec pulsars are born fast

(in core-collapse SNe), and are much older inside globular

clusters than outside of them, (iv) neutron-star corotat-

ing magnetospheres can oscillate almost in resonance with

their spin frequency, giving rise to pulse drifting, and to

QPOs of accreting binary X-ray sources, and (v) the dy-

ing pulsars are the dominant sources of the cosmic rays,

and of the GRBs.

1. Four constraints on pulsar physics

Here are four theses on pulsars which I favour for more

than 13 years over alternative ones, for reasons given sub-

sequently, and which I will use as assumptions in the rest

of this communication. They will lead to new insights –

hopefully correct ones – into the many important roles

which pulsars play in the Galaxy. They are:

• Pulsars blow strong, leptonic, extremely relativistic

winds.

• Pulsars die statistically at a (spindown) age of

106.4yr.

• Pulsar magnetic fields are dipoles stabilized by

toroidal bandages.

• Pulsar surfaces are covered by (soft X-ray) hot pair

coronae.

The first of these four theses is gleaned from the fact

that at least 17 (nearby) pulsars have been seen to blow

bowshocks into their CSM, of radii between 1015cm and

1018cm, mapped at Hα, X-rays, radio, and/or even broad-

band (Kundt, 1998). Ram-pressure-balance estimates im-

ply wind densities some ξ = 104 times the (shunting)

Goldreich-Julian density escaping at relativistic speeds,

i.e. very strong winds when launched by the unipolar-

induction electric voltage (Kundt & Schaaf 1993). I

consider such strong winds incompatible with polar-cap

sparking, or with outer gaps in the magnetosphere. Note

that bowshocks can be missing, cf. Hui & Becker (2006):

probably in underdense regions of the Milky Way, if the

latter floats on pair plasma as the volume-filling medium

(Kundt 2004, p.35).

A statistical pulsar age of 106.4yr can be read off Fig.

1: the proportionality N ∼ τ drops exponentially beyond

this spindown age. In my 2005 contribution to the Berlin-

Adlershof meeting, I have revived an ancient explanation:

The pulsar wind cavity blown into the CSM – against

the neutron-star’s gravitational attraction – can be shown

to exceed 1014.9cm/T3 in radius for an effective ambient

temperature in units of 103K, (T3 := T/103
K). As will

be reviewed in the next section, this critical minimum

size can no longer be sustained when the pulse period

grows beyond several sec, Eq 1 (which depends on the

surroundings), whereupon the CSM avalanches down onto

the pulsar’s magnetosphere and throttles it, in the form of

a very-low-mass accretion disk which cuts deeply into it,

down to the corotation radius. In my understanding, such

‘throttled pulsars’ spin down fast, due to their increased

magnetic torque which scales as r
−3 with increasing con-

finement r
−1, and can be confused with a magnetar. It

can appear as an AXP, or SGR, or as a ‘stammerer’ (=

rotating radio transient = RRAT); its luminosity is mainly

powered by accretion.

Pulsar magnetic fields tend to be approximated by

dipoles even though we know since Flowers & Ruderman

(1977) that a dipole field inside a fluid star is dynamically

unstable. A pulsar, born inside a core-collapse SN, receives

a stabilizing toroidal magnetic bandage whose presence

can be described by an expansion in terms of odd-order

multipoles (Kundt 1998, 2004), see Fig 2. The higher mul-

tipoles guarantee that magnetic curvature radii near the

surface are smaller than, or comparable to the stellar ra-

dius, that surface magnetic field strengths are (larger than

for the dipole), large enough for the Erber mechanism (to

convert hard photons into e±-pairs), and that polar caps

are correspondingly small.

Standard theory predicts huge electric (unipolar induc-

tion) fields at neutron-star surfaces, strong enough to cre-
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Fig. 1. N = 1194 pulsars plotted linearly w.r.t. their logarith-

mic spindown age, dN/dlogτ vs log(τ/yr), τ := P/2Ṗ . For

a stationary age distribution, the upper envelope would rise

exponentially, as drawn in - both solid and broken - for two

extreme interpretations of the noise. Clearly, there is an in-

creasing deficit of detected pulsars for τ ≥ 10
6.4

yr. The small

bump of ms pulsars, of spindown ages between 10
9.5

yr and

10
10

yr, may be due to those in globular clusters.

Fig. 2. Plausible pulsar magnetosphere, obtained by adding 6

times a normalized octupole to a dipole inclined by 40 deg,

from Chang (1994).

ate electron-positron pairs wherever unscreened through

distances exceeding one cm, corresponding to strongly

sub-nsec delay times (of screening). Time-dependent de-

scriptions of the wind-formation problem – expected in

an AC mode – predict strong outgoing relativistic electric

currents near the polar caps, plus weaker ingoing elec-

tric currents, and similar – perhaps somewhat weaker –

currents across the whole neutron-star surface. The ingo-

ing currents bombard the surface, and create pairs. Pair

formation will saturate when their creation is compen-

sated by their annihilation, which should happen when

this pair corona gets thick w.r.t. the annihilation cross sec-

tion (in the strong magnetic field). The temperature of the

corona was obtained in Kundt & Schaaf (1993) through

balancing the bombardment power by outgoing blackbody

radiation, of order 106.5K, which implies a corona scale

height of order 102m. Such a corona eliminates the work-

function problem for wind formation – because both types

of charges are freely available – and implies blackbody

spectra from the surface whenever the corona is opti-

cally thick to Thomson scattering, i.e. whenever the (mag-

netic) pair-annihilation cross section is large compared

to the Thomson cross section. In (Kundt 2002), I esti-

mated their ratio as >∼ 10. Such blackbody spectra have

meanwhile been secured for the seven musketeers (Frank

Haberl, Roberto Turolla, these proceedings).

2. The throttled pulsars can replace the
magnetars

Pulsar wind formation requires a cavity around the mag-

netized rotator, blown by its outgoing relativistic flux (into

its circumstellar medium, CSM), cf. Kundt (2004). The

wind pressure p = L/4πr
2
c at distance r scales as the

power L which is thought to almost equal the pulsar’s

spindown power L <∼ −IΩdΩ/dt. The CSM feels the neu-

tron star’s gravity. Its weight at radial distance r over-

comes the wind pressure p ∼ Ω4
/r

2 when the angular

velocity Ω =: 2π/P drops below a critical value given by

P ≥ 8s(µ31T3/
√

p
−12.3)

1/2
, (1)

where µ is the star’s magnetic dipole moment, µ31 :=

µ/1031G cm3, and T is a typical value for the temper-

ature of the CSM, thought to be multi-component, with

(cold) HI filaments embedded in relativistic pair plasma.

At the epoch of suffocation, or throttling, the cavity radius

r takes its minimum value

rcav ≥ GMm/2kT = 1014.9
cm/T3. (2)

During the throttling event, the CSM avalanches down

towards the pulsar, and quenches its corotating magneto-

sphere. If homogeneous, the encaving plasma confines the

dipole such that its magnetic torque ≈ r
3

< BrBφ > rises

as r
−3 with increasing confinement, implying faster spin-

down than before – in proportion to (c/Ωr)3 <∼ 1013.5 –

and stronger emission.
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Fig. 3. Cartoon sketching a pulsar’s suffocation, on two scales:

once the heavy ‘atmosphere’ of its windzone quenches it, by

free-falling down under angular-momentum conservation, it

forms a low-mass accretion disk cutting deeply into its coro-

tating magnetosphere, resembling a relativistic grindstone (at

its inner edge). CR and impact emissions will be preferentially

in the plane of the (inner) disk.

More realistically, most of the impacting CSM will

form a low-mass accretion disk (of mass <∼ 10−6
M

¯
)

around the pulsar – because of its large angular-

momentum excess during collapse – whose inner edge in-

teracts even more strongly with the corotating magneto-

sphere, and generates cosmic rays. Statistically, these low-

mass accretion disks will tend to be oriented perpendicu-

lar to the Milky-Way plane, when the pulsar oscillates ‘up

and down’ through the Galactic disk. Figure 3 sketches the

scenario before and after infall, on length scales of 1015cm

and 108cm, respectively.

Historically, magnetars were invented by Duncan &

Thompson (1992) to explain the (rather isotropically dis-

tributed) gamma-ray bursts by Galactic halo sources, with

a subsequent shift towards certain pulsed isolated neutron-

star sources in rapid spindown, the SGRs and AXPs, see

Thompson & Duncan (1996). The magnetars, if realistic,

would form a detached population from all the other com-

pact pulsators, with internal magnetic field strengths of

order 1017G which are difficult to anchor (by the neutron-

star core fluid). One of them, SGR 1806-20, showed an up-

ward jump in Ṗ during a glitch late in 2004, which would

have corresponded to a sudden spontaneous increase in µ!

I prefer to think that Duncan & Thompson’s sources are

the dying pulsars.

This new class of sources – throttled pulsars – offers

plausible interpretations for the following characteristic

properties of them (Mereghetti et al 2002):

(1) They are isolated neutron stars, with spin periods

P between 5 s and 12 s, and similar glitch behaviour cor-

relating with X-ray bursts.

(2) They are soft X-ray sources, hotter than pulsars

of the same spindown age by a factor >∼ 3 – explained

as due to magnetospheric interactions with the throttling

CSM and/or mild accretion – yet mostly with no pulsed

coherent radio emission (Camilo et al. 2006).

(3) Their spindown is rapid, τ = 104±1yr, despite on-

going accretion.

(4) Their expected number is the number of observed

pulsars near the peak of their distribution (w.r.t. age),

some 103, reduced by the ratio of their respective (short-

ened) spindown times (102), i.e. some 10.

(5) They derive their power (<∼ 1036erg/s) from accre-

tion, whose implied spinup is overcompensated by magne-

tospheric braking.

(6) They are – at the same time – the dominant sources

of the cosmic rays, and of the (extraterrestric) γ-ray bursts

(Kundt 2004).

(7) They are often (some 50%) found near the center

of a pulsar nebula (Gotthelf et al 2000).

3. The problem of the msec pulsars

The ms pulsars are often called ‘recycled’ – rather than

born fast – even though no single progenitor has ever been

identified: all the accreting X-ray binaries are found in

quasi-steady equilibrium between spinup and spindown

(when observed long enough, for more than a decade),

and even though their masses (after accretion!) show no

increase, even for the fastest of them; see also (Kundt

2004). Recycling estimates have been made with neglect

of the braking torques.

The biggest problem with the ms pulsars is their over-

abundance in globular clusters; it shows up as an extra

bump in Fig 1, despite the small mass of the system of

globular clusters compared with the (mass of the) Galaxy,

and despite the low escape velocity from globular clusters,

lower than typical birth velocities of (ordinary) pulsars.

This conundrum can be resolved when ms pulsars inherit

lower birth velocities than their slower cousins (because of

weaker magnetic dipole moments), and when their (true)

ages in the Galaxy are some 103 times shorter than their

spindown ages, whilst comparable to them in the globular

clusters because of a quasi-weightless CSM there. No sim-

pler solution (of this conundrum) has reached my mind

yet.
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4. Drifting subpulses and X-ray QPOs

As mentioned at this Seminar, the phenomenon of drift-

ing subpulses appears to be quite general; and its usual

explanation by E x B-drifting sparks around polar caps

may be in mild conflict with their strong observed winds.

How about oscillating magnetospheres? Here is a sketchy

estimate of their oscillation frequency: it equals their rota-

tion frequency, at least approximately, hence can be easily

excited at resonance. The tiny inertia of the outgoing pul-

sar wind modulates this resonance slightly. At the same

time, oscillating magnetospheres can explain the so far

ill-understood QPO phenomenon of the accreting binary

X-ray sources, both neutron-star and BHC binaries.

The oscillation equation for a rotator of moment of

inertia I, torque T , torque gradient w.r.t. angle φ equal

to T
′ := dT/dφ reads

I(δφ)˙ ˙ = −T
′

δφ. (3)

Here (δφ)˙ ˙ = −ω
2
δφ (for an oscillation angular frequency

ω), and I = Mr
2 for an inertial mass M = E/c

2 of the

electromagnetic field of the magnetosphere, and inertial

radius r = c/Ω at the speed-of-light cylinder, so that we

get

ω/Ω =
√

T ′/T ≈ 1 (4)

because the outgoing power of the corotating magneto-

sphere can be alternatively expressed as TΩ, or as the

surface integral S = EΩ over the outgoing Poynting flux,

whence E = T , and because T
′

/T = dlnT/dφ ≈ 1.

This estimate shows that unloaded magnetospheres

can oscillate in near-resonance with their rotation, excited,

e.g., by their variable load, so that all pulsars are expected

to (slightly) drift.

5. The conundra of the CRs, and of the GRBs

The origins of the cosmic rays (CRs), and of the (quarter-

daily) gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are among the hardest

conundra of present-day astrophysics: where do these ul-

trahard ‘radiations’ come from? My own conviction – now

dating back 30 years – has been their generation in Galac-

tic neutron stars, in a transrelativistic slingshot mode.

Because here we deal with the deepest-known, strongly

variable potential wells, so that neither their energetics

(up to 1020.5eV per proton!) nor their rapid fluctuations

(<∼ 10−3.7s for GRBs), nor their high repetition rates pose

problems to theorists (Kundt 2004).

The conundra formed with the findings of their

isotropic arrival directions – for the CRs only at the

highest-energy end of their spectrum (>∼ 1019eV), where

they propagate almost like photons – yet with the occa-

sional occurrence of repeaters, seemingly contradicting a

Galactic disk population. But precisely this property is ex-

pected for the (large) population of dying (throttled) pul-

sars, whose low-mass accretion disks are oriented roughly

at right angles to the Galactic plane, and whose radiations

are therefore similarly directed out of the Galactic plane.

In this way, there is a first-order compensation between a

latitude-dependent increase of sources on approach of the

plane, and an equally θ-dependent decreasing probability,

∼ sin(θ), for us to be in the beam, resulting in an (almost)

isotropy of arrivals.

6. Conclusions

Pulsars form a great astrophysical testing ground.
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Abstract. We present a systematic analysis of all the

BeppoSAX data of SGR1900+14. The observations span-

ning five years show that the source was brighter than

usual on two occasions: ∼20 days after the August 1998

giant flare and during the 105 s long X–ray afterglow fol-

lowing the April 2001 intermediate flare. In the latter case,

we explore the possibility of describing the observed short

term softening only with a change of the temperature of

a blackbody-like component. In the only BeppoSAX ob-

servation performed before the giant flare, the spectrum

of the SGR1900+14 persistent emission was significantly

harder and possibly detected also above 10 keV with the

PDS instrument. In the last BeppoSAX observation (April

2002) the flux was ∼25% lower than the historical level,

suggesting that the source was entering a quiescent period.

1. Introduction

The soft gamma-ray repeater (SGR) SGR1900+14 was

discovered in 1979 through series of short and soft

gamma-ray bursts (Mazets et al. 1979). Many years later,

its persistent pulsating X–ray counterpart was discovered

in the 2–10 keV energy band (Hurley et al. 1999b). More

recently, it was also detected in the hard X–ray range

(20–100 keV) with the INTEGRAL satellite, becoming

the second SGR, after SGR1806−20, established as a

persistent hard X-ray source (Götz et al. 2006).

The rather discontinuous bursting activity of

SGR1900+14 (see Fig. 1, bottom panel) raised to a

summit on 1998 August 27 with the emission of a giant

flare, when more than 1044 ergs of γ–rays were emitted in

less than one second (Hurley et al. 1999a). This was one

of the three giant flares detected up to now from three

different SGRs. The extreme properties of these events

are the main motivation for the magnetar interpretation.

In this model (Thompson & Duncan 1995, 1996), the

SGRs and the Anomalous X–ray Pulsars (AXPs, another

class of X–ray sources with similar properties, see e.g.

Mereghetti et al. 2002) are believed to be neutron stars

powered by the decay of their extremely intense magnetic

Table 1. Log of the BeppoSAX observations of SGR 1900+14

Obs Date Instrument / exposure

A 1997 May 12 LECS / 20 ks MECS / 46 ks PDS / 20 ks

B 1998 Sep 15 LECS / 14 ks MECS / 33 ks PDS / 16 ks

C 2000Mar 30 LECS / 14 ks MECS / 40 ks PDS / 18 ks

D 2000Apr 25 LECS / 17 ks MECS / 40 ks PDS / 19 ks

E 2001Apr 18 LECS / 20 ks MECS / 46 ks PDS / 17 ks

F 2001Apr 29 LECS / 26 ks MECS / 58 ks PDS / 26 ks

G 2002Mar 09 - - PDS / 48 ks

H 2002Apr 27 - MECS / 83 ks -

field (B∼1014–1015 G) rather than by rotation.

Here we present the analysis of the persistent emission

of SGR1900+14 by means of the BeppoSAX satellite,

both in the soft and hard X–ray range, and its evolution

across the giant flare and in relation to its bursting

activity.

2. Soft X–ray emission

2.1. Observations and data analysis

We have analyzed all the X–ray observations of

SGR1900+14 performed with the BeppoSAX satellite (see

Table 1). The spectra were extracted from the MECS

(Boella et al. 1997) and LECS (Parmar et al. 1997) in-

struments using circles with radii 4′ and 8′, respectively.

The background spectra were extracted in all cases from

nearby regions and time filters were applied to both the

source and background spectra to exclude the SGR bursts

detected during observation B, E and F.

2.2. Spectral results

We have first tried to fit the spectra with an absorbed

power-law model, but three observations give unaccept-

able values of the χ
2 and structured residuals. For these

observations, good fits are obtained with the addition of
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Fig. 1. Long term evolution of the 2–10 keV unabsorbed

flux, the spectral parameters (for an absorbed power-law

plus blackbody model, assuming nH=2.6×10
22

cm
−2

) and the

burst activity (as observed by the Interplanetary Network) of

SGR 1900+14. The vertical dashed lines indicate the giant and

intermediate flares (1998 August 27 and 2001 April 18, respec-

tively).

a blackbody component. Since such a two-components

model is typical of the magnetar candidates (Woods &

Thompson 2004), we have used this model to fit all

the available spectra, obtaining the results reported in

Fig. 1. The blackbody parameters are compatible in all

the available observations, except for that taken dur-

ing the afterglow of the intermediate flare (observation

E). This indicates that a constant blackbody component

with kBT∼0.4 keV and emitting area with R∼6–7 km,

might be a permanent feature of the X-ray spectrum of

SGR1900+14.

As can be seen in the upper panel of Fig. 1, the flux

varies by a factor >5, with the highest values observed

during observations B and E. These two observations were

taken shortly after extreme bursting events. The former

was performed 20 days after the giant flare, that was fol-

lowed by a ∼2 months period of enhanced X–ray flux

(Woods et al. 1999). The latter started only 7.5 hours af-

ter the intermediate flare which had a fluence ∼20 times

lower than that of the 2001 April 18 giant flare (Guidorzi

et al. 2004).

Fig. 2. Background subtracted MECS 2–10 keV light curve

and blackbody temperature observed on 2001 April 18 about

7.5 hours after the flare. The latter values correspond to an

additional blackbody component that can be interpreted as

due to a portion of the neutron star surface heated during the

flare (see Section 2.2).

The afterglow following this bright burst is clearly vis-

ible during the BeppoSAX observation as a decrease in

the X–ray flux (see Fig. 2, top panel), accompanied by a

significant softening of the spectrum (Feroci et al. 2003).

In addition to the afterglow analysis already reported by

Feroci et al. (2003), we have performed a time resolved

spectroscopy of the afterglow by dividing observation E

into five time intervals. Under the assumption that the

variable “afterglow” emission is present on top of a “qui-

escent” emission that shows only moderate variations on

long time-scales, we fitted them with a model consisting

of a power-law plus blackbody with fixed parameters (as

representative parameters of the fixed quiescent emission

we used values consistent with those seen in the last ob-

servations before the flare: C and D), plus a third variable

component to model the afterglow emission. Although the

“afterglow emission” in the five spectra can be fitted by a

variety of models, the spectral evolution of the afterglow

is well represented by an additional blackbody component

with fixed emitting area (radius of ∼1.5 km, for a source

distance of 15 kpc) and progressively decreasing temper-

ature (kBT from ∼1.3 to ∼0.9 keV, see Fig. 2, bottom

panel), that can be interpreted as due to a portion of the

neutron star surface heated during the flare.

Excluding the two observations taken after the excep-

tional explosive events (B and E), the flux of SGR1900+14

had a rather constant value of ∼10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 from

1997 to 2001. On the other hand a significantly lower flux

level was seen in the following observations. The flux de-

crease actually started when the source was still moder-

ately active (the flux in observation H is at least ∼20%

lower than in all the previous quiescent observations) and

has been interrupted by a slight rise in coincidence with

the March 2006 burst reactivation, as shown by recent
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XMM-Newton observations (Mereghetti et al. 2006).

Although the flux of the only pre-giant flare observa-

tion is compatible with that of the quiescent post-flare ob-

servations taken before 2002, its spectrum is significantly

harder, as shown in the second panel of Fig. 1. The overall

hardness of the pre-flare observation is confirmed by the

fact that the spectra C, D, F, and H can be simultaneously

fit with the same parameters (introducing a normalization

factor to account for the flux change), while the addition

of spectrum A gives an unacceptable fit with structured

residuals.

3. Hard X–ray emission

3.1. Detection with the PDS instrument

To study the high energy emission from SGR1900+14

we used the BeppoSAX PDS instrument (Frontera et al.

1997), which operated in the 15–300 keV range. The PDS

instrument was more sensitive than INTEGRAL in this

energy band, but it had no imaging capabilities and there-

fore the possible contamination from nearby sources must

be taken into account. The field of view of the PDS instru-

ment was 1.3◦ (FWHM) and the background subtraction

was performed through a rocking system that pointed to

two 3.5◦ offset positions every 96 s.

In the case of SGR1900+14, the background point-

ings were free of contaminating sources, as confirmed by

the identical count rates observed in the two offset posi-

tions during each observation. The field of SGR1900+14

is instead rather crowded, with three transient sources:

the X–ray pulsars 4U 1907+97 (Liu et al. 2000) and

XTE J1906+09 (Liu et al. 2000), and the black hole can-

didate XTE J1908+94 (in’t Zand et al. 2002), located at

angular distances of 47′, 33′ and 24′ from the SGR, re-

spectively. The pulsations of the two pulsars are clearly

visible in the PDS data below 50 keV when they are ac-

tive, while XTE J1908+94, if in outburst, is clearly visible

in the simultaneous MECS and LECS images and, being

very bright, also in the lightcurve collected by the All Sky

Monitor (ASM) on board the RossiXTE satellite. We have

found that at least one of these contaminating sources was

on in all the BeppoSAX observations except for the first

one (see Table 2). Thus, only the 1997 observation (obser-

vation A), during which a significant signal was detected

in the background subtracted PDS data, can be used to

study SGR1900+14 without the problem of contaminat-

ing sources. We searched for the SGR pulsation period

(5.15719 s, as measured in the simultaneous MECS data)

in the PDS data, but the result was not conclusive, giving

only a 3σ upper limit of 50% to the pulsed fraction of a

sinusoidal periodicity, to be compared to the ∼20% pulsed

fraction observed below 10 keV.

Although we cannot rule out contamination from un-

known transient sources, the flux measured in observation

A up to ∼150 keV is most likely due to SGR1900+14 and

Table 2. Status of the three transient sources within the PDS

field of view during the BeppoSAX observations. The presence

of the two X–ray pulsars (4U 1907+97 and XTE J1906+09)

is confirmed by the presence of their pulsations in the PDS

data, while the black hole candidate (XTE J1908+94) by its

detection in the MECS and LECS images and in the RossiXTE

ASM lightcurve.

Obs 4U 1907+97 XTE J1906+09 XTE J1908+94

A OFF OFF OFF

B ON ON OFF

C OFF ON OFF

D ON ON OFF

E OFF ON OFF

F ON ON OFF

G OFF ON ON

therefore hereafter we assume that the spectral proper-

ties discussed in the text are associated to SGR1900+14

alone.

3.2. Spectral analysis

The background subtracted PDS spectrum of observa-

tion A can be well fit by a power-law with photon in-

dex Γ=1.6±0.3, significantly flatter than that measured by

INTEGRAL (Γ=3.1±0.5, see Fig. 3) in 2003 / 2004. The

corresponding 20–100 keV flux is 6×10−11 erg cm−2 s−1,

a factor ∼4 higher than during the INTEGRAL observa-

tions, which confirms that before the giant flare the hard

X–ray tail of SGR1900+14 was brighter.

The INTEGRAL spectrum was collected during

∼2.5 Ms of different observations performed between

March 2003 and June 2004, and thus it represents the

hard X–ray emission of SGR1900+14 averaged over that

long time period. Therefore, its relation to the soft X–

ray spectrum can be studied only comparing the spec-

tra taken by other instruments in a similar time pe-

riod, as shown for example in Fig. 3. The PDS instru-

ment, instead, being a high sensitivity hard X–ray detec-

tor coupled to the MECS and LECS soft X–ray cameras,

gives us the chance to study the broad band spectrum

of SGR1900+14 during a single observation. Fitting the

1–150 keV BeppoSAX spectrum of observation A, we ob-

tain a good result (χ2=1.17 for 136 degrees of freedom)

simply extrapolating to higher energies the best-fit model

found in the soft X–ray range. In fact, a fit with an ab-

sorbed power-law plus blackbody model gives the follow-

ing parameters: photon index Γ=1.04±0.08, blackbody

temperature kBT=0.50±0.06, radius Rbb=5±2 km, and

absorption nH=(1.8±0.5)×1022 cm−2.
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Fig. 3. Blue points: broad band spectrum of SGR1900+14

taken on 1997 May 12 (observation A) with BeppoSAX (both

MECS and PDS data). Green points: INTEGRAL data from

March 2003 to June 2004.

4. Conclusions

We have studied the variability of SGR1900+14, both in

the hard and in the soft X–ray range, finding the following

results:

– Except for the observations immediately following ex-

ceptional flares, the flux level in soft X–rays was stable

while the source was moderately active and progres-

sively decreased when it entered a 3 years long quies-

cent period.

– The intermediate flare of 2001 April 18 was followed

by an X–ray afterglow that can be interpreted as due

to the heating of a significant fraction of the neutron

star surface, that then cools down in ∼1 day. This is

consistent with the interpretation of similar events in

other magnetar candidates (Woods et al. 2004).

– The soft X–ray spectrum during the only available pre

giant flare observation was harder than in the following

quiescent observation. This is similar to what observed

in SGR 1806–20, the only other SGR that could be

monitored before and after a giant flare (Mereghetti

et al. 2005; Tiengo et al. 2005).

– Comparing the hard X-ray spectrum of SGR1900+14

recently observed with INTEGRAL to that observed

with the PDS instrument in 1997, we find evidence for

variations in flux and spectral slope.

– The reduction of the X–ray tail in coincidence with the

giant flare is supported by the count rates detected in

the PDS instrument above 50 keV during the differ-

ent BeppoSAX observations, that indicate how they

significantly decreased already in the first post-flare

observation. Since the hard X–ray tail in the spectrum

of SGR1900+14 might contain most of its total emit-

ted energy, its variability in relation to the bursting

activity is a key point to try to understand the SGR

emission processes.
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Abstract. The soft gamma repeater (SGR) 1900+14
emitted the giant flare on 27 August 1998. Most gamma-
ray detectors saturated during the initial spike of the giant
flare because of the intense flux. However the plasma par-
ticle detector onboard GEOTAIL observed the first 300
ms time profile with a time resolution of 5.577 ms and the
initial spike of the giant flare was first resolved. The time
profile shows some similarities to that of the SGR 1806-20
giant flare in 2004: the clear exponential decay and the
small hump in the decay phase around 300 or 400 ms.

1. Introduction

Soft gamma repeaters (SGRs) are young neutron stars
emitting short and energetic bursts of photons in soft
gamma ray energies. In addition, SGRs occasionally pro-
vide giant flares, whose energy amounts to 103-105 times
of those of repeated bursts. The first giant flare was discov-
ered on 5 March 1979 as a sudden increase of soft gamma
ray photon fluxes from SGR 0525-66 in the Large Magel-
lanic Clouds, a galaxy neighboring to our Galaxy (Mazets
et al. 1979). Since then two giant flares occurred within
our Galaxy on 27 August 1998 and 27 December 2004,
the latest of which was stronger by a factor of hundreds
than preceding ones. While practically all gamma-ray de-
tectors on any satellites were saturated during the first
∼500 ms interval after the onset of the 2004 giant flare
(e.g., Hurley et al. 2005, Palmer et al. 2005, Mazets et al.
2005, Mereghetti et al. 2005), a few particle detectors were
not saturated and provided important information on the
initial very intense spike (Terasawa et al. 2005, Schwartz
et al. 2005). From the plasma particle detectors on the
GEOTAIL spacecraft the peak photon energy flux (inte-
grated above 50 keV) was estimated to be the order of
107 photons sec−1 cm−2, the peak energy flux ∼20 erg
sec−1cm−2 (Terasawa et al. 2005). That this energy flux
was by a factor >∼1000 stronger than those from largest
solar flares is surprising if we notice that the estimated
distance to the source of this giant flare (SGR1806-20) is
15 kpc, namely 3×109 times farther than the sun.

The “magnetar” model (Duncan and Thompson 1992,
Thompson and Duncan 1995) is generally accepted to ex-
plain the nature of SGRs, where neutron stars having ul-
trastrong magnetic field of the order of 1014−1015 G even-
tually release the magnetic energy to keep repeating soft
gamma activity as well as to cause giant flares. It is noted
that in spite of its success in SGR energetics the magne-
tar model still includes hypothetical parts: For example,
the magnetic reconnection process in magnetars’ magneto-
spheres is invoked to explain the energy conversion from
magnetic fields to relativistic pair plasmas at the onset
of bursts/giant flares. Where and how such reconnection
process occurs is yet to be studied both theoretically and
observationally. We expect the data of the initial phase of
giant flares should play an essential role in such studies.

2. Instrumentation and Calibration

The Low Energy Particle (LEP) experiment (Mukai et
al. 1994) onboard GEOTAIL consists of two nested sets
of quadspherical electrostatic analyzers with seven mi-
crochannel plates (MCPs) installed as ion detectors and
seven channel electron multipliers (CEMs) as electron de-
tectors. We can perform gamma-ray observation using the
MCPs.

Because the MCPs onboard GEOTAIL are not de-
signed to perform gamma-ray observations, we must cal-
ibrate them as the gamma-ray detectors. First we have
to conduct Monte Carlo simulations in order to examine
the contaminations of photo-electrons, compton-electrons,
and characteristic X-rays as well as the effect of the scat-
tering with the satellite body. Next, we have to measure
the detection efficiency of the MCP for gamma-rays in the
laboratory.

We have constructed the mass model of GEOTAIL
based on the Geant4 (Agostinelli et al. 2003). The validity
of this mass model is confirmed as follows. When X-class
large solar flares occurred, the background noise counts
of the MCPs increased predominantly. These were due to
the gamma-rays which were emitted from the solar flares
and came into the detectors directly. Because GEOTAIL is
a spin-stabilized satellite, the detected gamma-rays were
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modulated as the quantity of material along the path to
the detector differed. The modulation profile of gamma-
rays during the peak time of the X5.3 solar flare occurred
on 25 August 2001 are shown in Fig. 1 with red line. The
blue line in Fig. 1 shows the simulation results. This is
obtained by irradiating gamma-rays to the mass model
from various azimuthal angles (the incident polar angle is
fixed as 90 degree because the orbit of GEOTAIL is al-
most in the ecliptic plane). Note that the spectrum of the
solar flare was observed by YOHKOH satellite so that we
can use it as the incident gamma-ray spectrum. We can
well reproduce the modulation so that we can confirm the
validity of the mass model.

We irradiated the numerous gamma-rays whose
spectrum was kT=240 keV optically thin thermal
bremsstrahlung (Hurley et al. 1999) to the mass model
of GEOTAIL. Because we know both the spin axis of
GEOTAIL and the spin phase, we can exactly deter-
mine the direction of gamma-rays. From the simulation re-
sults we found that the contaminations of photo-electrons,
compton-electrons, and characteristic X-rays are less than
1 % compared to the primary gamma-rays.

Next, we prepared the MCP of the same geometrical
size and constituents as was equipped on GEOTAIL and
measured the quantum detection efficiency for gamma-
rays. In order to examine the energy dependency of the
efficiency, we used two gamma sources: Cs137 (662 keV)
and Am241 (60 keV). Furthermore, in order to examine
the angular dependency, we irradiated the gamma-rays
whose incident angle to the detector is 0 degree or 180 de-
gree. Preliminary results show that the efficiency is about
1% and depends to some extent on the energy and the
incident angle of gamma-rays. Note that fine tunings of
this experiment is now under way, and the details of this
experiment will be reported elsewhere (Tanaka et al. in
preparation).

It should be noted that the time resolution of this ob-
servation is 5.577 ms, which is a little different compared
to that of the observation of SGR 1806-20 giant flare in
2004 (Terasawa et al. 2005). This is because the time res-
olution is determined by dividing the spin period and the
spin period changes slightly year by year.

3. The initial spike of the SGR 1900+14 giant
flare on 27 August 1998

SGR 1900+14 giant flare occurred at 10:22 UT on 27 Au-
gust 1998. Fig. 2 shows the orbit of GEOTAIL around
27 August 1998. The position of GEOTAIL at the time
when the giant flare occurred is shown with the blue star
and the plasma particle detectors onboard GEOTAIL was
observing the magnetospheric plasmas.

The flux of SGR 1900+14 giant flare was so intense
that most of the gamma-ray detectors could not observe
the peak profile of the giant flare because of the satura-
tion effects or pulse pile-up problems: in fact, the gamma-

Fig. 1. The modulation profile of gamma-rays detected with
the plasma particle detectors onboard GEOTAIL. The hori-
zontal axis shows the angle between the particle detectors and
the sun. The modulation results from the combined effect of
the difference of the quantity of material along the path to the
detectors and the effective area.

Fig. 2. The orbit of GEOTAIL around 27 August 1998. The
blue star shows the position of GEOTAIL when the SGR
1900+14 giant flare occurred. Also drawn are the nominal po-
sitions of the earth’s bow shock and magnetopause.

ray detectors onboard Ulysses and Konus-Wind saturated
during the initial spike and could determine only the lower
limits of the peak flux intensity and fluence (Hurley et al.
1999, Mazets et al. 1999). On the other hand, we have
found that the initial time profile was obtained by the
plasma particle detector onboard GEOTAIL. This is be-
cause the effective area of the detector is very small and
the detection efficiency is very low compared to the com-
mon gamma-ray detectors on any satellites.

Fig. 3 shows the first 300 ms profile of the giant flare
with the time resolution of 5.577 ms after the dead time
correction. Note that the time profile is preliminary. The
energy range of the time profile is above ∼50 keV, which is
confirmed from the Monte Carlo simulations. The shaded
bars indicate the operational data gaps. The onset time
(t=0) corresponded to 10 h 22 min 15.47 s UT. After the
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Fig. 3. The above 50 keV time profile of the SGR 1900+14
giant flare on 27 August 1998, corrected for dead-time effects.
Shaded bars show the instrumental data gaps.

onset the photon counts reached a very sharp peak at
t=5.58 ms. Following the peak, there was a dip during the
interval of t=15−45 ms. After the dip, the photon counts
again increased and reached the flat-top second peak dur-
ing 60−120 ms. Then the counts decayed exponentially
and the decay time was calculated as ∼22 ms using the
time profile during the t=120−240 ms. Around 310 ms,
the small hump was seen in GEOTAIL data and this was
also observed with Konus-Wind (see Fig.6 of Mazets et al.
1999).

The exponential decay and the small hump may be the
common features of the time profiles of the initial spikes.
These structures were also observed in the time profile of
SGR 1806-20 giant flare: the decay time was ∼66 ms and
the small hump was observed for t=402-451 ms (Tera-
sawa et al. 2005). These timescales are a little different
from those observed during the SGR 1900+14 giant flare
in 1998. The physical meanings of this difference are un-
known so far.

Because the particle detectors onboard GEOTAIL can-
not observe the spectrum, we have to assume the spectrum
of the initial spike in order to estimate the total energy
of the giant flare. We took the kT=240 keV optically thin
thermal spectrum from Hurley et al. (1999) and from the
preliminary analyses found that the total emitted energy
was the order of the 1044 erg. Here we assumed that the
distance to SGR 1900+14 is 10 kpc. More detailed analy-
ses are now under way.

4. Conclusions

In this report we present the GEOTAIL observation of
SGR 1900+14 giant flare on 27 August 1998. The initial
spike of the giant flare was first resolved and the profile
consisted of five segments: the main spike, the deep dip,
the flat-top second peak, the exponential decay and the

small hump. The similar exponential decay and the small
hump was also observed in the SGR 1806-20 giant flare
in 2004 (Terasawa et al. 2005, Palmer et al. 2005). Now
the experiments which measure the detection efficiency of
the plasma particle detector equipped with GEOTAIL for
gamma-rays are under way. More detailed results of our
analyses of the SGR 1900+14 giant flare in 1998 will be
reported elsewhere (Tanaka et al. in preparation).
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Abstract. Both superbursters and soft X-ray transients
probe the thermal structure of the crust on compact stars
and are sensitive to the process of deep crustal heating.
It was recently shown that the transfer of matter from
crust to core in a strange star can heat the crust by de-
confinement and ignite superbursts provided certain con-
straints on the strange quark matter equation of state are
fulfilled. Corresponding constraints are derived for soft X-
ray transients in a simple parameterized model assuming
their quiescent emission is powered in the same way, and
the time dependence of this heating mechanism in tran-
sient systems is discussed.

1. Introduction

The possibility that strange stars may carry a small crust
of ordinary nuclear matter separated from the quark mat-
ter phase by an electron filled gap is key to reconciling ob-
served X-ray phenomenology in accreting binary systems
with the strange quark matter hypothesis, because it al-
lows deconfinement heating near the bottom of the crust
to replace pycnonuclear reactions as the source of deep
crustal heating needed to achieve observed inner temper-
atures. It was shown by Page & Cumming(2005) that ac-
creting strange stars fulfilling a set of general constraints
on the equation of state may thus achieve temperatures
high enough to ignite superbursts over a broad range of
parameters, and in Stejner & Madsen(2006) we recently
considered the consistency of these constraints with ob-
served surface temperatures of quiescent soft X-ray tran-
sients showing that such an approach may constrain the
properties of strange quark matter further.

Superbursts – extremely long and energetic type I X-
ray bursts (Kuulkers(2004) for an observational review)
– are believed to originate in unstable carbon burning at
densities around 109 g cm−3 (Cumming et al. 2005). For
carbon to ignite at such densities the temperature must
reach 6 × 108 K, and since superbursters all have similar
accretion rates around 0.1− 0.3 ṁEdd, where ṁEdd is the
Eddington accretion rate, this gives an indication of the
heat released as the accreted matter adjusts chemically

to the increasing weight of the layers above. In neutron
stars the majority of this heat (∼ 1.4 MeV/Nucleon) is re-
leased by pycnonuclear reactions beyond the neutron drip
density (Haensel & Zdunik 1990, Haensel & Zdunik 2003,
Brown et al.1998), but Cumming et al.(2005) found that
even this may be insufficient to reach superburst ignition
due to the neutrino emissivity associated with pair break-
ing and formation in superfluid neutron in the deep crust.
The crust on a strange star is sustained electrostatically
above the quark matter core and is therefore limited to
the neutron drip density – and probably somewhat be-
low this density due to tunneling of ions through the
Coulomb barrier (Alcock et al. 1986, Stejner & Madsen
2005) This removes the neutrino emissivity from paired
neutrons. Furthermore the deconfinement heating as mat-
ter is transferred from crust to core is potentially very
powerful releasing a binding energy of QSQM . 100 MeV
per nucleon, so accreting strange stars can potentially be
hotter than neutron stars. This would depend however on
the thermal conductivity, K, and neutrino emissivity, εν ,
of the quark matter core which – although in principle
directly calculable – depend on poorly constrained QCD-
parameters. Hence superbursts actually constrain the re-
lationship between the three core parameters, QSQM, K,
and εν as shown by Page & Cumming(2005).

Soft X-ray transients are binary systems which go
through long periods (years to decades) of relative qui-
escence with luminosities around 1032 erg s−1 punctu-
ated by short accretion outbursts giving time averaged
accretion rates up to 10−10M¯ yr−1. During quiescence
the thermal radiation detected from the surface of some
sources has been shown by Brown et al.(1998) to be con-
sistent with with deep crustal heating by pycnonuclear
reactions in neutron stars, but as for superbursters this
would have to be replaced with deconfinement heating if
the strange quark matter hypothesis holds true. Given a
relationship between core and surface temperature and
taking proper account of cooling by photon emission from
the surface – which is more important for these cold sys-
tems – soft X-ray transients therefore probe the relation-
ship between the core parameters in much the same way
as superbursters.
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2. Thermal structure model

The calculations are performed in a parameterized model,
which although very simple has the virtues of allow-
ing direct comparison and scaling between different sys-
tems and providing a physical insight easily lost in nu-
merical modelling. This only allows a consistency check
however and a more detailed model would be needed
to strongly constrain the core parameters. The model
is briefly summarized, but the reader is referred to
Stejner & Madsen(2006) for greater detail.

The thermal structure of the outer crust is discussed
in detail in the literature – see e.g. Yakovlev et al.(2004)
for a recent account – but here we use the result from
Gudmundsson et al.(1983) that at densities greater than
1010 g cm−3 the crust is approximately isothermal with
the inner temperature Ti related to the surface tempera-
ture TS by Ti,9 ' 0.1T 2

S,6, where Ti,9 = Ti/109 K.
The quark matter core is modelled in a plane parallel

approximation with a heat source from deconfinement at
the core surface and a heat sink from neutrino emission,
which to ensure superbust ignition must take place by slow
processes with emissivity (Page & Cumming 2005)

εν = QνT 8
9 erg cm−3 s−1, Qν ∼ 1018 − 1022 . (1)

Ignoring cooling by photon emission from the surface – as
appropriate for superbursters – this gives an inner tem-
perature (Page & Cumming 2005)

Ti,9 = 0.54 Q
−1/8
ν,21

(
QSQM

100MeV

)1/8 (
ṁ

0.3 ṁEdd

)1/8

R
−1/8
6

(2)
if the thermal conductivity of strange quark matter is high
enough for the core to isothermal. If it is not then

Ti,9 = 0.87 Q
−1/9
ν,21 K

−1/9
20

(
QSQM

100 MeV

)2/9 (
ṁ

0.3 ṁEdd

)2/9

(3)
with K assumed to lie in the range 1019 − 1022

cgs. By comparison, the critical thermal conductiv-
ity for the core to be isothermal is then Kcrit =
4.3× 1021 cgs Q

1/8
ν,21(QSQM/100MeV)7/8(ṁ/0.3 ṁEdd)7/8.

These relations were shown to be reasonable approx-
imations to more detailed numerical calculations in
Page & Cumming(2005) and express a relation between
the core parameters, which must be fulfilled in order to
reach superburst ignition conditions (i.e. Ti,9 = 0.7 with
ṁ = 0.1− 0.3 ṁEdd ).

Including cooling by photon luminosity from the sur-
face – as appropriate for colder sources – deconfinement
heating must balance the neutrino luminosity and the
photon luminosity, LDH = Lν + Lγ , which using a pure
blackbody and the relations between the core parameters
gained from superbursters and Eqs. 2 and 3 gives (Stejner
& Madsen 2006)

ṁQSQM = 1.8× 10−7ṁSB QSQMT 16
S,6 + σT 4

S (4)

for an isothermal core and

ṁQSQM =
(

0.1
0.7

)9/2

ṁSB QSQMT 9
S,6 + σT 4

S . (5)

for a non-isothermal core. Here ṁ is the time averaged
accretion rate in units of nucleons cm−2 s−1 and ṁSB is
the accretion rate for superbursters.

3. Consistency with observations

Fig. 1 compares the temperatures derived above to ob-
served soft X-ray transient surface temperatures including
pure blackbody cooling, pure neutrino cooling from Eqs. 2
and 3 and the combined case in Eqs. 4 and 5. The obser-
vational sample is discussed in Stejner & Madsen(2006)
and consists of soft X-ray transients for which X-ray ob-
servations have determined both the surface temperature
and accretion rate. The accretion rate is very uncertain
however, so only thick bars are plotted, and for the three
coldest sources only upper limits to the temperature have
been established.

As may be seen in Fig. 1 photon cooling dominates at
low accretion rates and for low binding energies, QSQM.
For warmer sources with high accretion rates or if the
binding energy is high neutrino cooling dominates. No sin-
gle curve can fit all the sources, but the heating mecha-
nism discussed here, although unavoidable, may not be
the only relevant source of heat – indeed the powerlaw
components in the spectra of some of these sources are
often taken to indicate residual accretion in quiescence –
and so it only provides a minimum luminosity. The surface
temperatures should therefore not fall significantly short
of the of the temperature curves shown in Fig. 1 to be con-
sistent with the core parameters required for superburst
ignition at high accretion rates. Hence consistency of this
model requires a very low binding energy below 1 MeV
per nucleon.

It may be noted that Brown et al.(1998) similarly
found that deep crustal heating of neutron stars could
explain the quiescent emission from Cen X-4 if only
0.1 MeV of the energy released by pycnonuclear reac-
tions per nucleon during an outburst was conducted
into the core and deposited there. Yakovlev et al.(2003),
Yakovlev et al.(2004) instead interpreted Cen X-4 and
SAX J1808.4-3658 as massive neutron stars with enhanced
neutrino emission. In the context of strange stars the en-
ergy is deposited directly in the core, but no enhanced
neutrino cooling is required if the quark matter binding
energy, QSQM, is small.

4. Time dependence of the heating mechanism

The model presented above used the time averaged accre-
tion rate, but the accretion rate for soft X-ray transients
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Fig. 1. Left: comparing combined photon and neutrino cooling of an isothermal core (Eq. 4 with ṁSB = 0.3 ṁEdd) to observations
with QSQM as labelled for each curve. For reference curves with neutrino cooling only (Eq. 2) and photon cooling only are
also shown. The curves assuming QSQM = 100 MeV and neutrino cooling only are nearly identical. For Cen X-4 the quoted
temperature intervals overlap. Right: corresponding curves for a non-isothermal core.

is of course extremely time dependent, and if the transfer
of matter from crust to core mirrors this time dependence
such an approximation may not be adequate for all pur-
poses. Modelling this in full here would go to far and only
the time dependence of the heating mechanism (i.e. the
tunneling rate of ions in the crust through the Coulomb
barrier at the bottom of the crust) will be discussed, but
one may be guided with respect to its consequences by
similar considerations for neutron stars.

In neutron stars Ushomirsky & Rutledge(2001) found
that following an accretion outburst the heat released
by pycnonuclear reactions and electron captures higher
in the crust forms distinct heat waves reaching the
surface by diffusion. By analogy if the tunneling rate
at the bottom of the crust – and hence the heating
– is sufficiently time dependent following an accretion
event, one would expect the qualitative conclusions in
Ushomirsky & Rutledge(2001) to apply, leading to strong
variations in the surface temperature following an out-
burst as the resulting heat waves reach the surface. In
strange stars the heat is released at a lower density in the
crust with a shorter diffusion time to the surface however,
so the two heat waves may be closer in time.

Transfer of matter from the crust, with mass MC, to
the core by tunneling takes place at a rate of (Stejner &
Madsen 2005)

dMC

dt
= −23.8

ρb

ρD
τ(ρb) M¯ s−1 (6)

where ρb is the density at the bottom of the crust, ρD =
7.8× 1011 g cm−3 is the neutron drip density and τ is the
transmission coefficient for ions striking the Coulomb bar-
rier in their lattice motion. In Stejner & Madsen(2005) we
discussed the structure of the gap between crust and core
and found an expression for the transmission coefficient,

which when inserted in Eq. 6 allows us to solve for crust
mass and tunneling rate as functions of time for a given
accretion scenario. One such solution is shown in Fig. 2 for

Fig. 2. A crude model for crust mass variations in Cen X-4.
The inset shows a few equilibrium cycles.

a system with 10 day long accretion outbursts separated
by quiescent intervals of 30 years and an average accretion
rate of 1.9 × 10−11 M¯ yr−1 – roughly corresponding to
Cen X-4. The integration is started with a crust mass suf-
ficiently low that the tunneling rate is negligible and the
crust builds up until the mass transferred to the core dur-
ing each cycle matches the average accretion rate. At this
point the crust mass is at its maximum – as determined
by the choice of Coulomb barrier height – during the ac-
cretion outbursts and then relaxes to a state with very
little tunneling within about a year after each outburst.
This is because the tunneling rate increases sharply with
density near equilibrium, and means that practically all
the heating will take place during or immediately after an
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accretion outburst. Hence there will be heat waves similar
to those found by Ushomirsky & Rutledge(2001) follow-
ing an outburst, and these might be detectable in systems
such as Cen X-4 where the recurrence time is very long
(no outburst since 1969) allowing them to reach the sur-
face before they are smeared out by the next outburst.

If – speculatively – strange stars are able to cool signif-
icantly on timescales comparable to the recurrence times
for soft X-ray transients, it is also possible that the tem-
perature will follow the tunneling rate more closely, and
that the current tunneling rate late in an accretion cycle
is therefore a better predictor for the temperature than
the time averaged rate. For the solution in Fig. 2 and us-
ing Eq. 3 (neutrino cooling only) this actually predicts a
surface temperature of 76 eV late in the cycle – just as
observed for Cen X-4. To demonstrate the effect credibly
would require detailed modelling beyond our scope here,
but this does show the potential consequences: the need
to keep QSQM small to explain such sources is reduced
to the point that even neutrino emission alone could ex-
plain cold sources with long recurrence times. The coldest
of them all, SAX J1808.4-3658, has a recurrence time of
only 2 years however, so there the average accretion rate
should be adequate casting doubt on the relevancy of such
an argument.

5. Discussion

Using a simple scaling argument for the steady state tem-
perature of accreting strange stars a consistency check was
presented between the constraints on strange quark mat-
ter derived from superburst ignition conditions, and the
temperature of quiescent soft X-ray transients – both as-
sumed to derive from deep crustal heating by transfer of
matter from crust to core.

We have seen that although the hottest soft X-ray
transients most similar to superbursters are always con-
sistent with superbursters, the colder sources require very
low binding energy for strange quark matter below an
MeV, unless the time dependence is more pronounced
than would ordinarily be expected. This seems conspic-
uously fine tuned given that we are working with strong
interaction energy scales, but no clear inconsistency could
be shown.

In principle this simple model can go no further than
this consistency check, but to demonstrate the method
Fig. 3 shows how one might proceed to further constrain
the quark matter properties. It shows the relations be-
tween the core parameters, which from Eqs. 2 and 3 must
be fulfilled to reach superburst ignition and to explain
Aql X-1 with neutrino cooling alone. Increasing the ther-
mal conductivity one reaches Kcrit at which point the core
must be isothermal, so there are no common solutions be-
tween the isothermal curves. Hence the presence of an ad-
ditional heating source for Aql X-1 must be assumed to
render the constraints for this source irrelevant and al-

low solutions with low QSQM consistent with the colder
sources. However even then we see from the superburst
constraints that we would be limited to very low values of
K and Qν as well. Although the numerical values of these
constraints could change significantly with more detailed
modelling this shows the potential for such an approach to
limit the possible range of core parameters and ultimately
the range of QCD-parameters consistent with the strange
quark matter hypothesis.

Acknowledgements. Some of the work reported here was per-
formed in collaboration with Jes Madsen.

Fig. 3. Constraints on quark core parameters obtained from
superbursters and the soft X-ray transient Aql X-1. Thin
lines show non-isothermal constraints from Eq. (3) with K =
1019, 1020, 1021, 1022 cgs from the bottom up. Non-isothermal
constraints for Aql X-1 are nearly indistinguishable from those
for superbursters. Thick lines show isothermal constraints from
Eq. (2). Here ṁ = 0.3ṁEdd for the superbursters.
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Abstract. We have performed an analysis and interpretation
of the X-ray light curve of the accreting neutron star Her X-1
obtained with the ASM RXTE over the period 1996 Febru-
ary to 2004 September. The averaged X-ray light curves are
constructed by means of adding up light curves corresponding
to different 35 day cycles. A numerical model is introduced to
explain the properties of the averaged light curves. We argue
that a change of the tilt of the accretion disk over the 35 d
period is necessary to account for the observed features and
show that our numerical model can explain such a behavior of
the disk and reproduce the details of the light curve.

1. Introduction

Her X-1/HZ Her is a close binary system with a 1.7 d orbital
period containing an accretion powered 1.24 s X-ray pulsar
(Giacconi et al. 1973, Tananbaum et al. 1972). The X-ray flux
of the source shows a ∼35 d periodicity which is thought to
be due to a counter-orbitally precessing tilted accretion disk
around the neutron star which most likely has a twisted form
(Gerend & Boynron 1976).

The 35 d cycle contains two on states (high X-ray flux) –
the main-on and the short-on – separated by ∼7-8 d interval
of low X-ray flux – off state.

According to the generally accepted model the main-on
state starts when the outer disk rim opens the line of sight to
the source. Subsequently, at the end of the main-on state the
inner part of the disk covers the source from the observer.

An interesting feature of the X-ray light curve are the X-
ray dips (Shakura et al. 1999 and references therein), which
can be separated into three groups: pre-eclipse dips, which are
observed in the first several orbits after X-ray turn-on, and
march from a position close to the eclipse toward earlier orbital
phase in successive orbits; anomalous dips, which are observed
at φorb = 0.45 − 0.65 and post-eclipse recoveries, which are
occasionally observed as a short delay (up to a few hours) of
the egress from the X-ray eclipse in the first orbit after turn-
on. A general model explaining all types of X-ray dips has been
suggested by Shakura et al. 1999 where dips are produced by
the accretion stream and wobbling outer parts of the accretion
disk.

The analysis of Her X-1 observations obtained with the
All Sky Monitor (ASM) on board of the Rossi X-ray Timing
Explorer (RXTE) satellite (see Bradt et al. 1993) which cover

more than 90 35 d cycles allowed to improve the statistics of
the averaged X-ray light curve of Her X-1 with respect to
previous analysis (Shakura et al. 1998a, Scott & Leahy 1999,
Still & Boyd 2004). In addition to well-known features (pre-
eclipse dips and anomalous dips during the first orbit after X-
ray turn-on) the averaged X-ray light curve shows that anoma-
lous dips and post-eclipse recoveries are present for two succes-
sive orbits after the turn-on in the short-on state. These details
have already been reported by Shakura et al. 1998a, but statis-
tics was poor and the authors have not reproduced them with
their model.

In this work we substantially improve the numerical model
presented by Shakura et al. 1999. Now it accounts for the dy-
namical time scale of the disk and includes explicit calculations
of the precession rate at each phase of the 35 d period. The in-
clination of the disk is allowed to change during the 35 d cycle.

With the improved model we reproduce all details of the av-
eraged light curves including those which were left unexplained
previously.

2. Observations

For the analysis of the X-ray light curve of Her X-1 we use
data from the ASM (Levine et al. 1996). The archive contains
X-ray flux measurements in the 2-12 keV band, averaged over
∼90 s. The monitoring began in February 1996 and continues
up to date. The archive is public and accessible on the Internet
1.

Preliminary processing of the X-ray light curve was car-
ried out by the method described by Shakura et al. 1998a. The
goals of this processing are the reduction of the dispersion of
the flux through rebinning, resulting in a smoothed light curve,
and the determination of the turn-on time of each individual
35 day cycle, with the aim to classify the cycles into two classes:
turn-on around orbital phase ∼ 0.2, and turn-on around orbital
phase ∼ 0.7 (they appear with about equal probability).

Using the RXTE/ASM (with ∼5 cts/s from Her X-1 in the
main-on) details cannot be explored in individual 35 day cy-
cles. However, if we construct averaged light curves through
superposition of many 35 d light curves common details (e.g.
X-ray dips, post-eclipse recoveries) become recognizable.

This has been done e.g. by Shakura et al. 1998a,
Scott & Leahy 1999, Still & Boyd 2004. The ASM archive has

1 http://xte.mit.edu/asmlc/srcs/herx1.html
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Fig. 1. Averaged X-ray light curves of Her X-1 corresponding
to cycles with turn-ons near orbital phase ∼0.2 (top) and ∼0.7
(bottom). Vertical lines show X-ray eclipses.
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Fig. 2. 3-20 keV PCA light curve of Her X-1 during a short-on
state.

grown considerably, allowing to construct averaged light curves
with smaller dispersion than in previous works.

As mentioned above, in most cases turn-ons occur near or-
bital phases 0.2 and 0.7. Thus all 35 d cycles have been divided
into two groups – with the turn-on near φorb = 0.2 and near
φorb = 0.7. Inside each group the light curves were superposed
and averaged, after shifting them in such a way that the eclipses
coincided. The superposed light curves are shown in Fig. 1.

In the short-on state complicated dip patterns can be ob-
served. Anomalous dips near orbital phase φorb = 0.5 and
post-eclipse recoveries are present on two successive orbits af-
ter the beginning of the short-on state. This can also be seen
in one individual short-on observed by RXTE/PCA shown
in Fig. 2 (see also Leahy et al. 2000, Oosterbroek et al. 2000,
Inam & Baykal 2005).

3. The model

As mentioned in the Introduction, it is believed that the al-
ternation of the On and Off states is caused through shadow-
ing by a counter-orbitally precessing tilted twisted accretion
disk. In our model (Shakura et al. 1999) pre-eclipse dips occur
when the accretion stream crosses the observer’s line of sight
before entering the disk. This can happen only if the stream
is non-coplanar to the systems orbital plane. The reason for
the stream to move out of the orbital plane is non-uniform
X-ray heating of the optical stars atmosphere by the X-ray
source, which produces a temperature gradient near the inner
Lagrange point. The non-uniformity of the heating comes from
the partial shadowing of the optical star surface by the accre-
tion disk. Furthermore, such a stream forces the outer parts
of the accretion disk to be tilted with respect to the orbital
plane. The tidal torques cause the disk to precess in the direc-
tion opposite to the orbital motion. Due to tidal torques and
the dynamical action of the accretion stream the outer parts of
the disk develop a notable wobbling (nutational) motion twice
the synodal period. For an observer, the X-ray source can be
screened by the outer parts of the disk for some time during
the first orbit after the X-ray turn-on. This causes anomalous
dips and post-eclipse recoveries.

3.1. Numerical calculations of the disk motion

The method of calculation of the disk motion under the ac-
tion of tidal forces and the accretion stream is described by
Shakura et al. 1999. The disk was approximated by a solid ring
with the radius equal to the outer radius of the disk. The incli-
nation of the disk with respect to the orbital plane was assumed
to be constant. Under these assumptions the dynamical time
scale of the disk td = Md/Ṁ (where Md and Ṁ are the mass
of the disk and the accretion rate correspondingly) which char-
acterizes the dynamical action of the stream turned out to be
significantly shorter than the viscous time scale which leads to
inconsistency. Also this model failed to explain some details
of the averaged light curve, namely, anomalous dips and post-
eclipse recoveries on two orbits after the secondary turn-on.

In this work the model is substantially improved. In order
to reconcile the dynamical and viscous time scales of the disk
we introduce two characteristic radii: the outer radius of the
disk rout ∼ 0.3a which determines the tidal wobbling ampli-
tude, and the effective radius reff ∼ 0.18a which determines the
mean precession motion of the disk. The value of this effective
radius is found from the requirement that the net precession
period of the entire disk be equal to the observed value 20.5Porb

and the dynamical time scale td = Md/Ṁ (which characterizes
the dynamical action of the stream) be 10 days. This value for
the dynamical time is chosen to be of order of the viscous time
from the impact radius ∼0.1a which is around 10 days and
scales as r−3/2.

The inclination of the disk is allowed to change with the
precessional phase. It requires that the rate of precession was
calculated for each precessional phase separately since it de-
pends on the disk inclination.

It is important to note that the region of the disk beyond
rimp, where is no matter supply (called the “the stagnation
zone”) and which mediates the angular momentum transfer
outwards for accretion to proceed, can react to perturbations
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induced by the stream impact much faster than on the viscous
time scale. Indeed, in a binary system, tidal-induced standing
structures can appear in the outer zone of the accretion disk
(see e.g. Blondin 2000 and references therein) and perturba-
tions of angular momentum can propagate through this region
with a velocity close to the sound speed (while the matter will
accrete on the much slower viscous time scale!). Recent analy-
sis of broad-band variability of SS 433 (Revnivtsev et al. 2005)
suggests that such a picture is realized in the accretion disk in
that source. So the entire disk (inside and beyond rimp) re-
acts to changes in the mass transfer rate through the accretion
stream on a time scale not longer than the viscous time scale
of the disk from the impact point (i. e. ∼ 10 days).

3.2. Evidence for a change in the tilt of the disk

The fact that during the short-on state of Her X-1 more ab-
sorption dips appear on the averaged X-ray light curve (the
anomalous dips and post-eclipse recoveries during two succes-
sive orbits of the averaged short-on) as well as in an individual
short-on observed by PCA (Fig. 2 and Inam & Baykal 2005)
suggests that the angle ε between the disk and the line of sight
remains close to zero during the first two orbits after the turn-
on in the short-on state. This is in contrast to the main-on
state, where such features are observed only during one orbit
after turn-on. We failed to reproduce the observed behavior as-
suming constant inclination of the disk. The observations im-
ply a generic asymmetry between the beginning of the main-on
and short-on states. This asymmetry can take place only if the
disk tilt θ changes with precessional phase.

The physical reason for this could be the periodic change
of the mass transfer rate from the inner Lagrange point into
the disk. If free precession of the neutron star is ultimately
responsible for the 35-day cycle in Her X-1 (Brecher 1972,
Trümper et al. 1986, Shakura 1995, Shakura et al. 1998b), the
conditions of X-ray illumination of the optical stars atmosphere
will periodically change with precession phase. This in turn will
lead to changes in the velocity components of the gas stream
in the vicinity of the inner Lagrangian point and hence in the
matter supply rate to the accretion disk. Recently, X-ray pulse
profiles evolution with the 35 d phase was successfully repro-
duced both in the main-on and short-on states in the model of
freely precessing neutron star with complex surface magnetic
field structure (Ketsaris et al. 2000, Wilms et al. 2003).

4. Results

The physical picture of the change of the disks tilt adopted here
is as follows. The rate of mass transfer Ṁ supplied by HZ Her
(which for a given moment can be different from the accretion
rate of the neutron star because the viscous time scale for mass
transport through the disk both delays and smoothes the mass
flow) changes periodically over the precession cycle in response
to changing illumination of the optical star atmosphere due to
free precession of the neutron star. The streams action causes
the outer disk to precess slower than it would do if only tidal
torque was acting, and it also changes the outer disk’s tilt on
the dynamical time scale of about 10 days (see above), which
is sufficient to explain periodic disk tilt variations over the
precession cycle. The wobbling of the outer disk is mainly due
to tidal forces (the dynamical action of the stream provides

Fig. 3. The angle ε between the direction from the center of
the neutron star to the observer and to the outer parts of the
accretion disk calculated using our model. The sine-like dashed
curve shows schematically the inner accretion disk region. The
source is screened by the disk when the observer is in the dark
area or between this area and the inner disk line. Arrows mark
anomalous dips (A) and post-eclipse recoveries (PE).

minor contribution). The viscous time scale in the “stagnation
zone” is much longer, so the viscous torques cannot smooth
out the external disk variations.

Figure 3 shows the result of modeling of the disk motion.
The angle ε (vertical axis) is the angle between the direction
from the center of the neutron star to the observer and to
the outer parts of the accretion disk with non-zero thickness.
The complex shape of the disks wobbling is clearly seen. The
sine-like dashed curve shows schematically the same angle for
the inner accretion disk regions which eclipse the X-ray source
at the end of on-states. The horizontal line is the observer’s
plane and the vertical dashed lines mark centers of the binary
eclipses. The main-on and short-on states are indicated. The
source is screened by the disk when the observer is in the dark
area or between this area and the inner disk line. It is seen
that the wobbling effects can be responsible for the observed
(several) anomalous dips (marked with ”A”) and post-eclipse
recoveries at the beginning of the short-on state (marked with
”PE”).

5. Conclusions

The following main results have been obtained from analyzing
and modeling RXTE/ASM X-ray light curves of Her X-1.

1. The shape of the averaged X-ray light curves is deter-
mined more accurately than was possible previously (e. g.
by Shakura et al. 1998a).

2. We have significantly improved the model developed in
Shakura et al. 1999 by including the calculation of the dy-
namical time scale of the disk, more accurate calculation
of its precessional motion and allowing the disk to change
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its inclination with respect to the orbital plane during the
35 d cycle.

3. With the improved model we successively reproduced ob-
served details of the X-ray light curve including the anoma-
lous dips in two successive orbits after the beginning of the
short-on state and the post-eclipse recovery after the first
eclipse which were left unexplained previously.

4. We argue that the changing of the tilt of the accretion disk
with 35 d phase is necessary to account for the appearance
of these features and the observed duration of the main-on
and short-on states.
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Transform
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Abstract. The Hough transformation has been used success-
fully for more than four decades. Originally used for tracking
particle traces in bubble chamber images, this work shows a
novel approach turning the initial idea into a powerful tool to
incoherently detect millisecond pulsars in binary orbits.

This poster presents the method used, a discussion on how
to treat the time domain data from radio receivers and create
the input ”image” for the Hough transformation, details about
the advantages and disadvantages of this approach, and finally
some results from pulsars in 47 Tucanae.

Introduction

The problem of discovering millisecond pulsars in binary or-
bits is apparent. Not only the parameter range for isolated
pulsars has to be addressed, but — at least — five Keplerian
parameters have to be included additionally. A simple Fourier
analysis is not sufficient for this class of pulsars, since the signal
is smeared out over a large frequency band due to Doppler’s
effect (ref. Figure. 2).

Over the past decades quite a few search algorithms have
been devised to counter this problem, e.g. the very success-
ful “acceleration search” 1 or the sideband search 2. However,
these approaches work purely on coherent data sets, thus they
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Fig. 1. Power spectrum of the binary pulsar 47 Tuc J.

are ultimately limited by the maximum possible length of an
observation

We would like to present an alternative approach to search
for weak pulsars in a binary orbit, which utilizes data taken
in several observation runs. In the following section we will
briefly explain how the Hough transformation works, and how
it can be applied to search for binary, millisecond pulsars before
summarizing some of the results obtained for 47 Tucanae.

The Hough transformation

Paul Hough developed and patented the algorithm around
1960. The original algorithm was designed to search for straight
particle traces in bubble chamber images by simply turning the
usual line equation y = ax + b into a parameter space equa-
tion b = y − ax.

From these two equations it is obvious that a line in the
original space (“xy-space”) corresponds to a single point in
the parameter space (“ab-space”). On the other hand a single
point in xy-space is represented by a line in ab-space. Although
sounding trivial, it actually solves a complex problem: Identi-
fying parameters of lines found in (pixel) images.

Figure 2 shows what happens when transforming many
points from a single line. For each of these points a line is
drawn in ab-space and since each of these points belong to the
same xy-line, their lines are required to intersect in a single
point in ab-space. Naturally, random points in xy-space con-
vert to random lines in ab-space only adding up to a random
background.

Tracking millions of lines along with their intersections is
costly in terms of computing power and memory, thus we chose
to discretize the ab-space into rectangular pixels and simply
count how many lines are drawn through each pixel. This ap-
proach allows us to discover the blue “line” in Figure 3, where
only 95 signal points are hidden beneath 200,000 noise points
while still be detectable at an SNR of about 20!

For binary pulsars, the frequency signature can be de-
scribed by

f(t) = fp(1 + λo cos(2πfo − Φo)),

where fp is the intrinsic frequency of the pulsar, fo the orbital
frequency, λo the (dimensionless) frequency amplitude due to
Doppler modulation and Φo the orbital phase at t = 0. This
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Fig. 2. Points from a line in xy-space transform into lines in-
tersecting in a single ab-point.

equation can be recast into a line equation

C = Ax + By, where

A = sin(2πfo − Φo),

B = cos(2πfo − Φo),

C = (f(t)− fp)/fp,

x = fpλo sinΦo,

y = fpλo cosΦo.

Here, we split the variables into two types:

λo, Φo: These variables are considered in the Hough trans-
form, i.e. the resulting Hough planes (formerly ab-space)
are polar diagrams in these parameters.

fp, fo: Called “external” variables, because they appear only
as input parameters to the Hough transform and are var-
ied outside the scope of it. This separation allows us to
distribute the work onto a cluster of computers.

So far, we have not said anything about our “input image”.
From the time domain data1 we use small pieces of the data
(typically a few minutes), create a power spectrum for each

1 Kindly made available for us by the pulsar group at Jodrell
Bank, Manchester, UK

Fig. 3. Recovering a hidden line (top,blue) with a SNR of
about 20 (tiny white point (bottom)).

Fig. 4. 47 Tucanae global result map

piece and select peaks from the spectra. Then, we draw the
registered peaks into a time-frequency plane which serves as
our input for the Hough transformation.

47 Tucanae results

In this section we summarize some results obtained from 47 Tu-
canae data. Figure 4 shows the outcome obtained for the full
parameter space (fp, Po = f−1

o ).

The maximum number counts (of how many lines are
drawn through any pixel) found in each of the about 109 com-
puted Hough planes are color coded in this image. One can
clearly see the signatures of several noise sources (lines at and
below 100 Hz as well as pulsars (173 Hz, 186 Hz) and their
harmonics at twice, thrice, . . . of the fundamental frequency.

A closer look at the Hough planes reveals that 47 Tu-
canae C at 173.709 Hz is an isolated pulsar (Figure 5). Please
recall that such a source does not feature any noticeable
Doppler modulation in the solar system barycenter and the
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at the origin, suggesting no Doppler modulation of the signal
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Fig. 6. 47 Tucanae J: The maximum in this Hough plane is not
at the origin anymore. The offset indicates a Doppler modula-
tion of about 12 mHz agreeing well with literature values.

parameter λo is therefore equal to zero. This in turn is shown
by the maximum at the center/origin.

For the binary pulsar 47 Tucanae J the situation is differ-
ent. It orbits its companion in less than 3 hours and the maxi-
mal measurable Doppler shift for this system is about 12 mHz.
Figure 6 shows the Hough plane featuring the maximum at a
distance to the origin corresponding exactly to this Doppler
shift.

More already known pulsars have been found in the data
set, but are not displayed here, please refer to 3 for more in-
formation.

Summary

Although this new method has not revealed any new pulsars
in the well observer globular cluster 47 Tucanae (yet), many
already known pulsars have been “rediscovered” in a blind

search. Since the obtained parameters for these sources agree
remarkably well with the already published values, the method
has proven to be principally able to discover new pulsars.

The most important advantage over “classical” search al-
gorithms is the semi-coherent approach, allowing to combine
data taken on several occasions into a single, more sensitive
search. However, it should be noted that the Hough transform
requires a large amount of CPU power, a typical search over
a frequency bandwidth of a few hundred Hz can easily take
several 10,000 CPU-hours — the current focus is to lower this
number.

Finally, the author would like to thank the pulsar group
at the Jodrell Bank observatory, especially Michael Kramer
and Dunc Lorimer, and the Albert-Einstein-Institute for the
opportunity to work on this project over the past years. At
AEI especially the members of the data analysis group2 proved
to be invaluable sources of knowledge. Special thanks go to
Maria Alessandra Papa, Curt Cutler, Bernard Schutz, Alicia
Sintes, Steffen Grunewald, Bernd Machenschalk, Badri Krish-
nan, Reinhard Prix and many more!
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Abstract. Relational databases (DBs) are ideal tools to man-
age bulky and structured data archives. In particular for As-
tronomy they can be used to fulfill all the requirements of a
complex project, i.e. the management of: documents, software
(s/w) packages and logs, observation schedules, object cata-
logues, quick-look, simulated, raw and processed data, etc. All
the information gathered in a relational DB is easily and si-
multaneously accessible either from an interactive tool or a
batch program. The user does not need to deal with tradi-
tional files I/O or editing, but has only to build the appropriate
(SQL) query which will return the desired information/data,
eventually producing the aforementioned files or even plots, ta-
bles, etc. in a variety of formats. What is then important for a
generic user is to have the tools to easily and quickly develop,
in any desired programming language, the custom s/w which
can import/export the information into/from the DB. An ex-
ample could be a Web interface which presents the available
data and allows the user to select/retrieve (or even process)
the data subset of interest. In the last years we have been
implementing a package called MCS (see dedicated paper in
this proceedings) which allows users to interact with MySQL
based DBs through any programming language. MCS has a
multi-thread (socket) architecture which means that several
clients can submit queries to a server which in turn manages
the communication with the MySQL server and other MCS
servers. Here we’ll focus on a the real-world case of the robotic
IR–optical telescope REM (placed at La Silla, Chile) which
performs real time images acquisition, processing and archiv-
ing by using some of the MCS capabilities. Interested people
can visit ross.iasfbo.inaf.it to have a hint of the potential of
DB-based data management.

1. Introduction

Nowadays medium-large size astronomical projects have to face
the management of a large amount of information and data.
Typically dedicated data centres manage the collection of raw
and pre-processed data and consequently make them accessi-
ble to the (authorized) users. Access is performed either via
(s)ftp or http(s) (Web) and typically foresees only files trans-
fer. The selection of the data of interest is usually performed
acting on a few parameters (e.g. object name or coordinates).
In a few cases, when large amounts of data are involved, no (or
little) data transfer is allowed but the user can submit batch
jobs that return the results of a particular analysis. In other,

less common, cases the data are delivered to the user on tapes,
DVDs, etc. In all cases the data acquisition, archiving, deliver-
ing, processing and the results accessibility are managed sep-
arately. Often the information are not collected into relational
databases tables and when this happens, the delay between
the date of collection and the archiving is of the order of days
or even months. The same happens for the data production
logging and project documentation. Luckily the use, in many
cases, of standard file formats like FITS1 can help to track the
data origin and processing status.

International projects like those GRID based (see e.g.
www.grid.org, www.coregrid.net, grid.infn.it, omii-europe.org,
etc.) and the International Virtual Observatory Alliance
(IVOA – www.ivoa.net) represent an effort to give a robust and
standard framework for data archiving, analysis and retrieval
to physicists and astronomers. However these projects size and
ambitions cause them to proceed quite slowly and the poten-
tial users do not get immediate advantages from them. Large
ground and space based Observatories usually put some effort
into observations bookkeeping and data accessibility by the
users. Small and medium projects/experiments instead tend
to optimize the data management for their internal use only.

Finally we note that the usage of standard data format have
allowed the development of standard analysis packages, which
eventually can be easily adapted to meet the requirements of
new projects.

2. Databases in astronomy

The usage of databases to store data collected by astronomical
instruments/experiments is very common. Still, in the major-
ity of the cases, they simply contain the information about
the collected data (date, object, wavelength, etc.) or/and a
list of objects with their observed and derived characteristics
(catalogues). In a few cases some level of remote processing is
permitted (see e.g. ASDC – www.asdc.asi.it). Moreover access-
ing these information is permitted only via Web browsers (or
http client emulators) or via dedicated programs which typi-
cally also require the data to be on the same machine where
the program runs. Also when very advanced databases sys-
tems were implemented, like the one used by the SDSS project
(www.sdss.org) which allows a direct access (again via http)
with user built SQL queries, a “direct” communication between
the user program and the database system is not allowed. One

1 See FITS Web page: fits.gsfc.nasa.gov
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needs for example to submit the query, collect the output into
an ASCII file and then perform all the other desired analyses
on his own machine.

The Virtual Observatory project is aimed at removing
the obstacles users have in finding and accessing the data,
(cross)processing them and at last retrieve the results, what-
ever they are: images, plots, tables, etc. Still it does not foresee
a “low-level” user interaction.

But why is it so important to make extensive use of
databases in Astronomy? Here is a short list of answers:

– can track in an ordered form what a project produces and
let the rest of the world know it;

– can manage all the information aspects of a project within
a single framework;

– don’t need to worry about data management but concen-
trate on the analysis and interpretation;

– make data accessibility uniform for all the Observato-
ries/Projects from any computer on the Internet.

3. Our proposed system: MCS

As mentioned above, the basic idea is that it is easier and more
efficient to use databases for almost all the aspects related to a
modern experiment/project in Astronomy. Archives with doc-
uments, s/w packages, data logs, observing schedules, objects
catalogues, simulated data, quick-look graphs, raw and pro-
cessed data, all can be managed by a modern database server
without caring about computer architecture, programming lan-
guage, access security and even about data sharing, backup and
restore.

What do we propose? A system with users manage-
ment, multi-threading capabilities, customizable, allowing
inter-process messaging and file transfer, DB input/output
from any internet node and using any programming language.
Database insert/select queries can be performed by mapping
the data into parameters arrays or structures (generally seen
as tables with columns of different types) or files of vari-
ous types including FITS, VOTable. Selected data can be fil-
tered through s/w components producing graphs in vector (e.g.
Postscript) or bitmap format (e.g. GIF), and so on.

Such a system would be also very appropriate to manage
experiments in real time. Health and data acquisition status,
automatic analysis results can be monitored from any place on
the internet. The main advantages for a project collaboration
would be: information easy to find, ready to use pre-processed
data, shared high level processing s/w (automatic or on de-
mand), per user backup and restore, data access security and
easy replication. And again the users can have direct access to
such a system by using custom s/w or Web based user inter-
faces. In other terms, the common tasks are performed on the
server side whereas clients s/w (running on the user computer)
can concentrate on specific analysis on the retrieved data.

3.1. The MCS library

In the last years we have been developing a package which
meets all the above listed requirements: MCS (Calderone &
Nicastro, this proceedings). An MCS based data manager sys-
tem has the characteristics of a traditional DB based manager
system but with the addition of several crucial advantages. It

is flexible enough to allow users to easily and quickly develop
tools to manage observation schedules and logs, real time data
archiving and processing. It has a built-in user’s privilege sys-
tem, SSL encryption and automatic management of commonly
used file formats. In addition it allows users to easily distribute
the data processing among various machines and keep track of
the status via DB log tables. The MCS library has an inter-
active shell and it is interfaced toward (almost) all program-
ming languages; this means that whereas an MCS server has
to be written in C++, any other DB accessing program can be
written in any language. This permits an easy integration of
existing and newly developed s/w within a collaboration where
the participants most likely don’t use one single programming
language.

We have also started including user contributed (MCS
based) and external libraries in the various languages to make
even easier to perform DB communication and typical as-
tronomical analysis/calculations like simple fitting, sky map-
ping, coordinates and time conversions, astrometric calcula-
tions. These libraries include well known and tested packages
like:

– Hierarchical Triangular Mesh (HTM –
www.sdss.jhu.edu/htm/) used for object catalogues
indexing;

– Hierarchical Equal Area isoLatitude Pixelization
(HEALPix – healpix.jpl.nasa.gov) used to produce
sky maps;

– Naval Observatory Vector Astrometry Subroutines (NO-
VAS – aa.usno.navy.mil/software/novas/) used for comput-
ing astrometric quantities and transformations.

This in one single library which, in his simplest form, can be
compiled with one single dependence: the MySQL (freeware)
library. It is also worth noting that in the future we plan to sup-
port DB systems other then MySQL. Data input/output can
be performed in several standard formats like XML, FITS and
VOTable. The latter immediately makes accessible data and
products to a Virtual Observatory (VO). Noticeably commu-
nication between an MCS server and a VO allows to get real
time view and access to the Observatory products. In other
words the Virtual meets the Real. We plan to perform “real”
tests in collaboration with Institutions involved in the IVOA
in the near future.

4. REM–ROSS

REM (Rapid Eye Mount, Covino et al. 2004) is a robotic
telescope equipped with IR (REMIR) and optical (ROSS,
Tosti et al. 2004) cameras aimed mainly at catching GRBs af-
terglows as fast as possible. It is also used to monitor variable
objects and to perform ToOs observations of other interesting
objects. ROSS can produce direct or dispersed (via an Amici
prism) optical images. Observation logging and real-time image
processing/archiving is performed accessing local and remote
DBs. As soon as the image is (pre)processed, it is available to
the owner in the database. As usual it is accessible from any in-
ternet node. A web interface (written in PHP) allows a simple
and fast access to the log and products (images and spectra).
Each user has his/her own account and can access only propri-
etary data whereas the observation log is freely accessible. It
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is very easy to implement new facilities performing more tasks
on images or spectra.

Moreover all the REM project documents, papers, pictures,
etc. are stored into DB tables and are accessible through PHP
written dynamic web pages. In addition people have a web ac-
cessible “work area” repository useful to exchange any kind
of file. The REM observation scheduling and status informa-
tion system (see ross.iasfbo.inaf.it/∼trem/), which was initially
implemented to work with ASCII files rather than with DB
tables, will soon start work also in the MCS environment.

4.1. HTM indexed catalogues

In order to quickly access IR/optical objects catalogues to dis-
criminate newly discovered objects in the observed fields, we
have ported into DB tables many of them. The only relevant
difference respect to the original ones is the fact that they are
all indexed with the HTM scheme, which in turn allows a nat-
ural DB indexing of the tables. Typically a query to a one
billion objects catalogue like the GSC 2.3, on a 10× 10 arcmin
area (which is the REM field of view), takes ∼ 20 ms. Thanks
to MCS, these catalogues can be queried by any (authorized)
internet user directly with his own program, written in any
language. A standalone program (written in C++) is available
to perform simple select queries and get the result in various
formats. Moreover a web interface (written in PHP) allows
users to perform interactive queries with graphical visualiza-
tion of the selected objects. All the catalogues are accessible
at ross.iasfbo.inaf.it.

4.2. The ROSS images manager

The ROSS camera manager is in charge of setting the observa-
tion parameters and performing the images collection as FITS
files. Another s/w component (RossOPipe) manages the ob-
jects extraction and matching with the list of objects present
in the reference (or other) catalogues (e.g. GSC 2.3), this in
order to check for the presence of new (we call them UFOs)
objects. A schematic flow chart is shown in Fig. 1. Finally all
the relevant information are collected in DB tables and made
immediately available to the user which can view them either
from a web interface or via custom programs.

4.3. The Web based data access

The observation log, images and spectral data can be browsed,
(partially) processed and retrieved in real time via a PHP
written web interface. Again, thanks to MCS, the same tasks
can be performed using any other language, though inter-
preted languages like PHP or Python are more suitable for
web pages creation. The advantages of having a centralized
archiver/processing system with an easy access guarantees:

– minimum disk space occupancy (in general only post-
processing results need to be transfered on the user ma-
chine);

– easy backup / restore;
– easy s/w maintenance.

A record level privilege system allows a selective view of
the data in the database table. Each user can only view and
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the ROSS observing s/w. Access
to the MySQL custom, all sky catalogues, is performed when
searching for UFOs.

Fig. 2. The ROSS images browser uses a simple Web inter-
face. Getting information about images and detected objects
requires a few clicks. Here a V observation of the AGN NGC
2375 is shown.

access owned images together with the calibration files and the
observation log. Selection of a sub-sample of images and brows-
ing/viewing the images on the Web interface is very simple (see
Fig. 2). Also getting the list of objects in the image with their
photometric and astrometric characteristics requires one click.
Again only one click to view the sky chart of the objects listed
in various all-sky catalogues (see Fig. 3). The automatic spec-
tral data analysis requires only to click on the spectra to get
them plotted and have the corresponding FITS binary tables
in counts or flux units ready to be viewed/downloaded (see
Fig. 4). Note that all these operations are performed in real
time.

5. Conclusions

We have proposed a new approach to the management of the
(nowadays) huge amount of data/information modern astro-
nomical experiments produce. In particular we have proposed
the usage of a single package (MCS, Calderone & Nicastro,
this volume) which allows users to manage all the aspects of a
project, all built over a relational database system. Such data
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Fig. 3. To view the objects present in various (MySQL con-
verted tables) the Perl written tool myCatChart is used. Here
the USNO B1.0 objects in a 10′×10′ region around NGC 2375
are shown. It’s on the Galactic plane!

Fig. 4. Browsing a spectral image and getting the plots and
FITS files cannot be easier: just click on the image/spectrum.

would then be more effectively exploitable by the astronomical
community at large for example for multi-wavelength studies
and for access from the various Virtual Observatories.

We welcome any interested group or single researcher will-
ing to contribute in any aspect of this project.

Acknowledgements. The REM Observatory is supported by
INAF.
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Abstract. The Pulsar Virtual Observatory will provide a
means for scientists in all fields to access and analyse the large
data sets stored in pulsar surveys without specific knowledge
about the data or the processing mechanisms. This is achieved
by moving the data and processing tools to a grid resource
where the details of the processing are seen by the users as ab-
stract tasks. By developing intelligent scheduling middle-ware
the issues of interconnecting tasks and allocating resources are
removed from the user domain. This opens up large sets of ra-
dio time-series data to a wider audience, enabling greater cross
field astronomy, in line with the virtual observatory concept.
Implementation of the Pulsar Virtual Observatory is under-
way, utilising the UK National Grid Service as the principal
grid resource.

1. Background

The concept of a Virtual Observatory (VO) is to enable ac-
cess to astronomical data archives via a generic interface
(Quin & Gorski 2004). This interface can be some well speci-
fied machine interface, e.g. an XML schema, or a direct to user
interface, e.g. a HTML interface. The use of a generic inter-
face is to reduce the level of domain specific knowledge about
the data, enabling users from a wide range of backgrounds to
access the data. This reduces the issues involved in extracting
and processing data from many resources, allowing scientists
to search for answers across a wide range of data archives.
Standardisation of communication protocols allows for inter-
communication between many VO projects, further widening
the scope of research.

The Pulsar Virtual Observatory aims to apply the VO con-
cept to data from archived pulsar surveys. This will enable new
pulsar science as astronomers and theoreticians can access data
that would otherwise be hidden. Access will be made as simple
as possible by providing a web interface that can be used by a
standard web browser application. There will also be a range
of options to allow users with different levels of experience to
benefit fully from the Pulsar Virtual Observatory.

2. Data archives

The Pulsar Virtual Observatory has not been designed with
any constraints over the data format that is used, and it is in-
tended that processing can cover multiple data formats seam-
lessly. Data will be indexed by sky position as it is expected

that users will search data at specific locations of interest, and
so access to multiple data catalogues that cover the same sky
area is advantageous.

Initially the data set that will be made available via the
Pulsar Virtual Observatory will be the Parkes Multi-beam Pul-
sar Survey (PMPS) raw data archive (Manchester et al. 2001).
This is the most complete survey of the galactic plane to date,
and provides an ideal resource for finding new pulsars and other
transient radio phenomenon. Data was collected using the 13
beam HI (21cm) receiver on the 64m Parkes telescope in Aus-
tralia and quickly became the most successful pulsar survey to
date. The archived data covers the galactic plane from 2600

to 500 in galactic longitude and ±50 of galactic latitude. The
raw data archive is around 4.4 terabytes in size, consisting
of approximately 35000 integrations of 35 minutes with a 288
MHz band centred on 1374 MHz. The data archive has been
extensively searched for period signals, however more pulsars
continue to be discovered with in depth targeted searches and
by using more advanced search tools(Faulkner et al. 2004).

This data is stored as raw data, as it is taken from the tele-
scope, giving the maximum flexibility in analysing the data.
Working with raw data means that the analysis can be per-
formed with the latest algorithms, which are constantly being
improved. This allows for expansion of the functionality of the
Pulsar Virtual Observatory that would not be possible with
archives of search results, or partially processed files. The Pul-
sar Virtual Observatory can also be expanded by adding new
data archives to the system. This will enable new types of
search, e.g. searching in different frequency bands, as well as
expanding the sky coverage available. It is expected that more
Parkes surveys can be added to the system when the data is
made publicly available.

There are some issues regarding data storage that need to
be addressed when developing this system. Currently the raw
data archives are stored on RAID disks at Jodrell Bank Ob-
servatory. It is intended that these archives be made available
to the Pulsar Virtual Observatory via a simple file transfer in-
terface, however most frequently accessed data can be moved
close to the processing nodes, to reduce data transfer times.
The design of the Pulsar Virtual Observatory makes it possi-
ble to store data in multiple locations, allowing for replication
of data for backup or speed purposes. It is intended that the
system also implement a pre-fetching system, where the data
is transfered to a location near to the processing node prior to
the processing starting. This is can be achieved by transferring
the appropriate data file when the task is entered into a pro-
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cessing queue. This reduces the processor time wasted while
waiting for the file to transfer to the node that is performing
the computation.

3. Computation resources

The Pulsar Virtual Observatory will provide access to compute
resources as well as the large data archives. Processing will be
made available via a simple web interface, directly linked to
the searchable data archive. This design allows users to anal-
yse data without the need to locate and install software to their
local systems. This enables greater access to the data as many
users do not have the knowledge, skills, resources or time re-
quired to install and run the appropriate software. Advanced
users can still be given the opportunity to customise the soft-
ware that is being used, or download the data to process by
their own means.

The current target system is the UK National Grid Ser-
vice1 (NGS) a grid computing resource for UK science projects.
There is however nothing to prevent the Pulsar Virtual Obser-
vatory using other resources in combination with or instead of
the NGS.

The NGS is a dedicated high performance grid resource for
the UK eScience programme. It comprises four core nodes at
Manchester, Oxford and Leeds universities and at the Ruther-
ford Appleton Laboratories. The NGS is suitable to be used as
our initial target system as it provides high performance com-
puting and data storage facilities in a grid environment. The
use of grid facilities makes integration with the Pulsar Virtual
Observatory easy, as each site can be accessed via a uniform
interface.

Because the Pulsar Virtual Observatory can use multiple
resources for analysing data, the system is designed in such a
way that the user does not need to know about the system
their jobs are running on. This means that users of the Pulsar
Virtual Observatory will not require separate authentication
for each system that processing tasks are to be run on. By
providing a simple user interface, it is possible for users from
outside the immediate scientific field to analyse data, leading
to more cross-field science, in line with the VO principles. It
is intended that there will be direct access to the raw data if
required, allowing advanced users to develop their own pro-
cessing algorithms.

Telescope data can be searched with user specified param-
eters, using a supplied set of search tools. For example, a user
could select a number of telescope pointings and perform a
Fourier analysis on a time-series generated by the dedispersion
of these pointings. Users will be able to perform other types
of searches, and new algorithms will be added when they are
made available.

The search parameters are user customisable, however pre-
defined default values will also be available for many options.
This means that expert users will be able to customise the
search routines for their specific task, but still giving wide ac-
cess to users with less experience. The system will also provide
feedback regarding the status and remaining runtime of tasks.
This means that users will be able to better optimise the set-
tings for their jobs.

1 http://www.ngs.ac.uk

Fig. 1. A simple overview of the search process on the Pulsar
Virtual Observatory.

4. Implementation

The core architecture of the Pulsar Virtual Observatory is
based around a three layer design.

The top layer handles user interaction and generates the
tasks that are required to process the user-selected data. It
is also responsible for scheduling the tasks on the available
compute resources.

Compute resources are modelled by a web services based
queueing system, developed in parallel with the Pulsar Virtual
Observatory (Harbulot et al. 2006). The queueing system is a
application independent, i.e. there is no code that is specific to
the Pulsar Virtual Observatory, and is platform independent,
i.e. there is no code specific to the compute resources that the
tasks are being run on. By having tasks pulled from the queues,
rather than pushed onto the processing resources, the queue-
ing system does not need any specialist code to interface with
particular resources. This means that all resources, whether
single machines, clusters or grids are viewed through the same
interface.

The low level computation is handled by the final layer,
which is handled by a series of simple shell scripts. This ap-
proach allows for deployment on a wide range of systems as
it does not rely on any specialist software being installed. As
tasks are pulled from the queue system there is no need to run
the scripts in a listening mode. This means there is no need
for inbound communication, which is often restricted, and the
queueing server does not need to know the physical location of
the machine that is running the processing script.
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User interface is provided via a web interface that commu-
nicates directly with the scheduler a database of the available
data archives and current process status. This will provide abil-
ities to search the data catalogues and submit new jobs, as well
as monitor progress of running jobs. The web interface will also
provide tools for viewing the results of the data analysis, al-
though the user may download the results to analyse with their
own software.

5. Current status

The Pulsar Virtual Observatory is not yet fully operational,
however a large fraction of the implementation is complete.

There is a searchable database of the data available in the
system, which is accessible via the web interface. Users can
select this data and select and customise processing to be per-
formed on the data. This work is then scheduled on the avail-
able processing nodes via a simple scheduling algorithm. Pro-
cessing algorithms have also been successfully deployed on the
NGS, and test workflows have been completed.

Many issues remain to be resolved however, including error
handling for failed jobs, user notification for job status updates
and remaining runtime estimation. There is still a lot of devel-
opment work that is required to get the output from the pro-
cessing software back to the user, and to provide satisfactory
visualisation tools. Data pre-fetching is not yet implemented.

Testing of the basic system is currently in progress, and it
is expected that the system will soon be usable for a selection
of trial problems.

6. Conclusion

The Pulsar Virtual Observatory will provide access to data and
resources in order to enable greater use of archived pulsar sur-
vey data. This will allow users to analyse pulsar data in a sim-
ple and uniform manner, without detailed knowledge of data
formats and processing software, encouraging more science to
be carried out. The Pulsar Virtual Observatory is designed to
integrate with other VO projects and so enable integration of
pulsar data archives with data sets from other astronomical
fields.
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Abstract. Today’s astronomical projects need computational
systems capable to store and analyze large amounts of scientific
data, to effectively share data with other research Institutes
and to easily implement information services to present data
for different purposes (scientific, maintenance, outreach, etc.).
Due to the wide scenario of astronomical projects there isn’t
yet a standardized approach to implement the software needed
to support all the requirements of a project. The new approach
we propose here is the use of a unified model where all data are
stored into the same data base becoming available in different
forms, to different users with different privileges.

1. Introduction

Information services can be separated in two classes: those in
which the information produced are addressed to humans, and
those in which they are meant for the use by other software
applications. In the former case there is a quite standardized
way to develop such an information service, essentially based
upon a web server, a database server, a scripting language and
HTML pages. In the latter case instead there is no such stan-
dardization, and here’s why MCS (My Customizable Server)
was implemented.

MCS is a set of software tools aimed at easily implement
information services, that is an application that provides a ser-
vice over the network. At the core of a MCS-based system there
is a TCP server which listen for user connections, and once a
user is connected it will send all the requested information.
However the transmitted data aren’t in free format (like in a
web page), but are packed in a well defined fashion (using the
MCS protocol) so that on the other side a software can under-
stand what is being sent. The MCS high level classes will hide
all code implementations related to multi-threading, network-
ing, database access, etc., and require no low-level knowledge of
these issues by the users. MCS can also be customized through
the derivation of some classes. So MCS and its protocol are
for software applications what a web server and HTTP are for
the WWW: a simple way to access data. In this comparison
customizing the MCS server is like writing a web page.

MCS is the evolution of a software named SDAMS
(SPOrt Data Archiving and Management System)
Nicastro & Calderone 2002, that was implemented to
support the SPOrt experiment (Cortiglioni et al. 2004),
an Italian Space Agency (ASI) funded project which has
been “frozen” because of the problems with the Columbus

module on the International Space Station. At that time the
approach used to build SDAMS seemed to be easily portable
to other experiments so its features and usability has been
generalized until it became the actual MCS. In fact it is now
used to manage the data collected by the optical camera
ROSS (Tosti et al. 2004) mounted on the robotic telescope
REM (Covino et al. 2004) at La Silla, Chile (see Nicastro &
Calderone, this volume).

MCS has been developed on the GNU/Linux platform and
is released under the GPL license. It can be freely down-
loaded from the site ross.iasfbo.inaf.it/mcs/. This site con-
tains all news, updates, documentation and downloadable soft-
ware packages. The documentation is present as a user man-
ual (in pdf format) which focuses on the main aspects of
an MCS-based application, describes the server environment,
commands, and the interfaces for various languages, and as
a technical reference documentation for all MCS’s classes (in
html format, automatically generated using Doxygen). The site
is still under development, so check for updates.

2. The MCS architecture

The MCS core is basically a set of high level C++ classes aimed
at providing all the functionalities of an application server,
that is an application that will listen for user’s request coming
from the network, eventually will access a database and/or
execute an external program, then it will send the answer to the
user using the MCS protocol. The main features of application
servers built with MCS are:

– easy to configure;

– authentication and grant support;

– secure connections (through SSL);

– database access (MySQL);

– base commands set, support to create new customized com-
mands;

– accessibility (as clients) from other languages such as C,
Fortran, IDL, PHP, etc.;

– logging facility, etc.

All these features are already available, without performing
any customization. So to implement a simple service with the
above features you’ll only need to install MCS and configure
it through a simple configuration file. The only code needed is
as follows:
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Database server
C, C++, Fortran, IDL, PHP

ClientMCS server

TCP/IP socket

Shell script

IDL

SQL

Perl

Fig. 1. Main components of an MCS based system.

//Mandatory includes for every MCS-based appl.

#include <mcs.hh>

using namespace mcs;

//Main program

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {

//Start the server...

Env* env = mcsStart("simplest");

//...and wait for its end

mcsWait(env);

}

For more complex services you can customize the server be-
havior in several ways:

– adding external programs, either real external applications
or batch lists of MCS commands;

– adding SQL programs, to be executed on the database
server;

– adding customized commands, deriving the UserThread

class;
– modifying the behavior of the server side thread, deriving

the LocalThread class;

In a typical application you should implement a database
with all the tables needed to store all the relevant data related
to the project, and eventually prepare the required external
programs. Figure 1 shows the typical architecture of an MCS-
based system:
Database server: the database server is used to handle clients
authentication, to store all application specific data and any-
thing else necessary to the application itself. This server isn’t
accessible directly from the clients, but it is visible only to the
application server. At the moment the only supported database
server is MySQL1. In the future other servers may become ac-
cessible through MCS.
Application server: the application server is the core of the
information system. It implements the client/server model: a
client opens a TCP socket towards the host running MCS and
sends a request, then the server “computes” an answer, even-
tually querying the database and/or executing some external
programs, and sends it back to the client. The behavior of the
MCS server can be customized deriving some classes.
External programs: external programs are software appli-
cations written in any language, which interact with the ap-
plication server via command line and the standard output.
Support to these programs was added to easily integrate al-
ready existing applications within MCS.

1 www.mysql.com

Table 1. MCS and Unix “shell” comparison.

Unix shell MCS server

stdin and stdout bidirectional TCP socket
system account MySQL account
internal commands base commands
programs, shell scripts external programs (EXEC command)
home directory work directory

Clients: clients are programs which access the MCS service
over the network. Such programs can be written in any lan-
guage and run on any platform, provided that they implement
the MCS protocol. Interfaces that implement the MCS proto-
col are provided by the MCS library for the following languages
on the Linux platform: C++, C, Fortran, IDL, PHP. Support
for other languages (such as Java, Python and Perl) and the
Windows platform will be available soon.

Note that such a system would not be a closed model, in
the sense that existing databases and/or software tools may be
integrated into the MCS-based systems. That’s because MCS
doesn’t make any assumption about type and quantity of data
you need to deal with. It uses a relational database system to
store many of its data. Databases have become today the most
useful, scalable and flexible way to store and give access to any
sort of data.

From a user’s point of view MCS is very similar to the us-
age of a classic Unix shell, that is a command line interface
with a prompt on which users can execute commands in their
own environment and wait for the output before a new com-
mand is issued. It is therefore possible to make a comparison
between the “components” of a shell, and the ones from an
MCS connection (see Tab. 1).

The output of a command won’t be ASCII text like in a
shell. Data will be instead formatted using the MCS protocol
and can be sent and received in binary form in both directions.
Figure 2 shows the typical sequence of events during an MCS
session.

MCS classes can also be used outside an application server,
for example it is possible to write a program in C++ which uses
the DBConn and Query classes to access a database, or one
of the VOT Parser Tree or VOT Parser Stream classes
to read VOTable file. The same program can also be written
in one of the languages for which we have an interface (at the
moment C, Fortran, IDL, PHP; other will be developed in the
near future).

2.1. Deriving MCS classes

Deriving a C++ class means creating a new class that has
all the behaviour characteristics of an existing one (the par-
ent class), plus some more specific behaviour added. In the
MCS case the server behaviour can be customized through the
derivation of the UserThread class (more specifically only the
“virtual” methods should be derived, as described in the doc-
umentation). This way it is possible to create custom com-
mands available as if they were “base commands” (see Tab.
1). Another class that can be derived for customization is
LocalThread. It runs in a server side thread, independently
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Fig. 2. Flow diagram of a typical MCS session.

from other client threads. This class can be used to imple-
ment some server side tasks like data quick look or reduction,
database maintenance, etc.

3. A real life example

In a typical scientific experiment we have an instrument pro-
ducing data, a main storage system, a set of software tools to
perform analysis, and people with different needs who wish to
access the data. In this section we’ll analyze the components
of an informative system based on MCS, applied to such an
experiment. A common use of MCS in such a real life project
would be as follows: an MCS server is running on the com-
puter attached to the scientific instrument and collects data
on local disks. Over these data the MCS server will eventu-
ally perform some automatic analysis for data quick-look, then
will store the results and the raw data in the database. The
quick-look tool can be implemented in C++, or it can be a
previously written software; in the latter case you only need
to implement a simple interface between this tool and MCS.
A technician can then connect via a simple telnet terminal to
the MCS server and check if everything goes fine. This can
be done using mnemonic command codes, very similar to the
commands issued in an ordinary Unix shell. These command
codes can of course be customized. A researcher can use the

“Client” class to develop a client tool to connect to the MCS
server and perform a remote control of the instrument or re-
trieve scientific data in a variety of formats (typically formats
are raw, ASCII, FITS or VOTable). As already mentioned,
if the researcher doesn’t want to use C++ to implement the
client tool, he can use one of the available interfaces to MCS
from other programming languages such as C, IDL, Fortran or
PHP. One of the main feature of these interfaces is that the
function names are the same in all languages. Finally there
can be a web server that connects to MCS through a PHP in-
terface and provides bookkeeping and outreach information as
web pages to external users. Each afore-mentioned user can of
course have different privileges, and so being able to view and
retrieve different kinds of data.

4. MCS and the Virtual Observatory

MCS doesn’t pretend to be an all-comprehensive, multi-
wavelength repository for astronomical data like the Virtual
Observatory is, nor a general purpose data analysis software.
In this sense MCS is (of course) not a Virtual Observatory
competitor. Instead it was implemented to easily setup real
time information services, while reusing much of the already
existing software tools and database tables. However in the
near future MCS will implement the PLASTIC2 interface to
connect and use the Virtual Observatory facilities.

MCS can also be seen as a starting point to implement or
simply make practice with a distributed computing environ-
ment like in the “GRID” based projects. A network of com-
puters, each running an MCS server, can connect to all the oth-
ers as client to perform computation or database queries. Of
course, also in this case MCS and “GRID” are not competitors
because they are supposed to be used for different purposes: in
fact implementing a service and setting up an MCS server is
much more simple than setting up a node or putting a service
on the “GRID”. On the other hand the “GRID” projects offer
many more features than MCS does.

5. The MCS companion tools

We have developed a number of software tools that can be
used with MCS to improve its functionalities (of course these
software can also be used as standalone):

– MyRO (My Record Oriented privilege system): this soft-
ware provides a natural extension to the MySQL privilege
system, offering the possibility to specify privileges on a
record level. It supports users and groups like those of a
Unix system, giving the possibility to set a read and/or
write permission to each record. Needs MySQL version 5.

– DBEngine for FITS and VOTable: a DBEngine is a
software library linked into the database server (MySQL in
this case) which let users read and write table in a format
different from the MySQL proprietary. Our software let
you read and write FITS and VOTable files as if they were
database tables (this software is still under development).

– Database interface to HEALPix and HTM: this soft-
ware provides some of the functions of the HEALPix and
HTM library as MySQL functions, to be used directly in

2 plastic.sourceforge.net
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SQL queries. Functions allowing (fast) circular and rectan-
gular selections of entries in HTM indexed database tables
will also be available soon.

6. The future

MCS is in continuous development. It will soon implement
interfaces for other languages such as Python, Perl, Java,
Tcl/Tk. Another feature that will be implemented soon is the
integration with MyRO to handle a more complex privilege
system.

User contributed libraries for the various supported lan-
guages are being built. This will allow an even easier access to
the MCS functionalities to non expert programmers. Moreover,
commonly used, independently developed external packages
will also be included and made accessible trough MCS. They in-
clude the afore mentioned HEALPix and HTM libraries for sky
pixelization scheme, the Naval Observatory Vector Astrometry
Subroutines (NOVAS – aa.usno.navy.mil/software/novas) used
for astrometric calculations and transformations, the World
Coordinate System (WCS – fits.gsfc.nasa.gov/fits wcs.html) li-
brary and tools.

7. MCS is already used by...

MCS is already used for managing the data produced by the
ROSS camera. The SPOrt experiment, whenever it will be re-
sumed, will have the data fully managed by an MCS based
system. The Astrometry group of the Turin Astronomical Ob-
servatory is making use of the MCS client library through the
IDL interface to cross match HTM indexed catalogues. Other
astronomical experiments from the gamma-rays to the radio
band have shown interest to use MCS for their data manage-
ment. One of them is the Italian gamma-rays satellite AGILE.

8. Conclusions

Several astronomical projects are still supported by software
developed under an old conception: handling all data files with
“ad-hoc” developed scripts, running stand alone applications
which can read only proprietary ASCII or binary files, relying
on users responsibility to follow the format and naming spec-
ifications for files, absence of any mechanism to automatically
update a web site, etc. However today information technol-
ogy offers a lot of new tools which can give several benefits to
astronomers: database systems to efficiently store and retrieve
huge quantities of data, libraries to easily distribute data across
the network, widely used standard formats for information in-
terchange using freely available libraries, new high level lan-
guages to quickly implement sophisticated data handling and
processing, and so on. All of these tools are being effectively
used by the Virtual Observatory and GRID projects. They will
become the standard “de-facto” in the near future, so software
developers involved in astronomical projects should start to
get used to these new technologies. MCS aims at being the
simplest and fastest tool to let developers build new software
to support scientific projects using these new technologies.
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